
Hermetic magi believe 
themselves to be the undisputed 

masters of magic in Mythic Europe. 
Certainly, there are a few hedge wizards, but their 

numbers and powers are surely negligible compared 
to the might of the Order of Hermes.

Those “hedge wizards” would beg to differ.

Hedge Magic Revised Edition provides you with all the information 
needed to play a hedge wizard from any of six different 
traditions, or to introduce them as allies or antagonists for a 
Hermetic covenant. The Mathematici are scholarly magicians 
who cluster in universities, while folk witches ply their trade 
in the villages. Elementalists control the building blocks of 

reality, while gruagachan deal out curses and blessings 
in the interests of justice. Nightwalkers leave their 

bodies to fi ght for the prosperity of their homes, 
while in the vasts of the north, vitkir rune 

wizards patiently wait.
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The Order of Hermes can claim to rep-
resent the most powerful human practitio-
ners of magic in Mythic Europe … but they 
are not alone. Frail crones carefully watch 
isolated roads and curse passing travelers, 
rune wizards clash with trolls in the frozen 
wastes of Scandinavia, and in some villages 
magical militia wage war against marauding 
ghosts and faeries.

These are the hedge wizard traditions of 
Mythic Europe.

Most in the Order of Hermes believe 
(largely accurately) that hedge wizards are 
inferior to magi, with little to teach a magus. 
On the other hand, doubt over the precise ca-
pabilities of hedge traditions has led to some 
paranoia in the Order’s dealings with hedge 
magicians over the centuries, and the investi-
gation of hedge magic and its incorporation 
into Hermetic theory is sometimes a source 
of innovation in the Order of Hermes.

What is this Book For?

This book contains examples of hedge tra-
ditions that draw their power from the Magic 
realm, and all these traditions (may) exist in 
Mythic Europe in 1220. The traditions in this 
book are not extinct — extinct traditions are 
discussed in Ancient Magic. Some of the hedge 
traditions described here might be the rem-
nants of once-powerful traditions (that’s up 
to the direction of individual sagas), but they 
are not intended to be the direct remnants of 
any of the Founder traditions. Other hedge 
traditions draw their power from the Divine, 
Infernal, or Faerie realms, and those possibili-
ties are discussed in the relevant realm books. 
The traditions described here have also not 
(yet) been assimilated into the Order of 
Hermes, via House Ex Miscellanea, but such 
an event could form the basis of an interest-
ing saga. Of course, these traditions can also 
be used as examples for devising your own 
hedge traditions.

Hedge 
Traditions 
& the Order

Over the centuries, hedge traditions have 
had an uneasy relationship with the Order of 
Hermes. Historically, Hermetic magi offered 
those hedge wizards who they encountered 
the choice to “Join or Die.” However today, 
unless a hedge wizard is very powerful a ma-
gus is unlikely to be chastised by a tribunal 

for interacting with him more diplomatically. 
This is at least partly because most powerful 
hedge traditions in Mythic Europe were as-
similated or eliminated in the early years of 
the Order.

It is also important to note that although 
in this book the term “hedge wizard” refers 
to any practitioner of a hedge tradition, the 
Order of Hermes itself usually only consid-
ers those who have The Gift to be “proper” 
wizards. Thus, weak unGifted hedge wizards 
are often considered neither worthy of the 
privilege of joining the Order, nor necessar-
ily the bother of killing.

Three groups of magi are really inter-
ested in hedge traditions: zealous Hoplites, 

Chapter One

Introduction
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who sometimes scour the land searching for 
hedge wizards to best in combat; the Lineage 
of Pralix (see Houses of Hermes: Societates, page 
126), who seek to invite hedge wizards into 
House Ex Miscellanea; and Hermetic theo-
reticians who wish to plunder the knowledge 
of the hedge traditions, and extend the pow-
er of Hermetic magic.

Converts to the Order

Sometimes a hedge wizard joins the 
Order of Hermes, entering House Ex Mis-
cellanea. Houses of Hermes: Societates describes 
House Ex Miscellanea in detail, including 
the position of newly converted hedge wiz-
ards in the House and the wider Order.

If you wish to make an individual Gifted 
hedge wizard character who has converted to 
the Order of Hermes, use the character gen-
eration rules presented for the hedge tradition 
up until the point that the character swears 
the Oath of Hermes. Once the character has 
sworn the Oath of Hermes he gains the free 
Social Status Virtue Hermetic Magus (see 
ArM5, page 43), which replaces any other 
Social Statuses, and then continue character 
generation as if he was a Hermetic magus. He 
may be taught the Parma Magica Arcane Abil-
ity and any other Ability accessible to a nor-
mal Hermetic magus character; he may also 
be able to participate in some Mystery Cults. 
However, he is not able to learn any of the 
Hermetic Arts unless he has his Gift Opened 
for the Hermetic Arts. This is frequently im-
possible and may destroy his hedge magic 
powers (see below and ArM5, page 106-107).

Swearing the Oath of Hermes is the of-
ficial point at which the hedge wizard is rec-
ognized as a member of the Order. This is 
purely a social matter, which offers the hedge 
wizard legal rights, including the right to 
vote at Tribunal, and it does not have any 
effect on his mystical powers. Technically, a 
hedge wizard who joins the Order of Hermes 
has the same rights and privileges as a main-
stream Hermetic magus, and he may leave 
House Ex Miscellanea to join another House. 
However, he may find that magi outside of 
House Ex Miscellanea discriminate against 
him; and, of course, he can never join a true 
lineage House. Discrimination against hedge 
wizard converts is represented by the Minor 
Hermetic Flaw Hedge Wizard (see ArM5, 
page 54). The Order of Hermes is not like-
ly to tolerate a hedge wizard convert who 
openly maintains ties to his original hedge 
tradition, due to the danger of independent 

hedge wizards learning Parma Magica. If a 
hedge wizard convert does secretly maintain 
contact with his hedge colleagues, then the 
troupe may want to assign him the Major 
Story Flaw Dark Secret (see ArM5, page 52).

ungifteD heDge WizArDs

Membership in the Order of Hermes is 
restricted to characters with The Gift. Red-
caps are notable exceptions, and they are 
able to remain as honorary magi through the 
weight of tradition, but most magi would not 
countenance the admission of any other un-
Gifted character. However, other exceptions 
are also possible, in very rare circumstances, 
as the position of the Redcaps has meant 
that there are no Code rulings explicitly re-

quiring magi to have The Gift. For example, 
mainstream magi might be persuaded that 
their dignity does not suffer too greatly if a 
powerful Mythic Companion hedge wizard 
is admitted to House Ex Miscellanea.

At the extreme, a small, internally co-
herent tradition made up overwhelmingly 
of Gifted members might be able to negoti-
ate for the admission of the whole tradition, 
even if one member is a companion character 
with only a few Supernatural Virtues. In this 
case, the unGifted magus may be expected, 
as an informal condition of membership, to 
decline to exercise his voting rights at Tribu-
nal, like a Redcap does. Of course, even if he 
does join the Order, an unGifted hedge wiz-
ard cannot learn Hermetic Arts, learn Parma 
Magica, participate in certamen, or perform 
any other activity that requires The Gift.

iDentifying the gift

From a pragmatic perspective, what is 
important in determining the reaction of the 
Order of Hermes to a hedge wizard is the 
hedge wizard’s apparent power. If the hedge 
wizard appears to be a master of powerful 
magic, he will be accorded more respect 
than a mere shapeshifter or a dowser of water 
sources, for example. Of course, as magi are 
Gifted they naturally tend to assume that the 
presence of The Gift is a sure sign of magical 
power. Indeed, the magi are basically right: 
Gifted hedge wizards are typically much 
more powerful than unGifted ones.

Magi can determine whether a charac-
ter has the Gift by using an Intellego Vim 
spell (see insert, for example). In addition, 
a hedge wizard with hedge Arts scores can 
be detected with Hermetic Intellego Vim 
effects as a target with an effective residual 
magnitude of his highest Art / 5 (see ArM5, 
page 158). A Gifted hedge wizard with 
Supernatural Ability Scores can also be de-
tected with similar Hermetic Intellego Vim 
effects as a target with an effective residual 
magnitude equal to his highest Supernatural 
Ability Score. Of course, other Vim effects 
(or similar hedge Arts) might disguise The 
Gift or falsely create the impression that a 
character has The Gift.

certAmen

No hedge wizard knows how to engage 
in certamen; certamen is unique to the Order 
of Hermes. A hedge wizard can only learn 
certamen if his Hermetic Arts are Opened. 
If a hedge wizard without Hermetic Arts 
does accept a certamen challenge, he can-
not cause his phantasm to manifest; so, he 
cannot participate. From a legal standpoint, 
this is equivalent to a victory to the Her-
metic magus due to a lack of concentration 
in the opponent.

The vulnerability to certamen of a hedge 
wizard who converts to the Order of Hermes 
means he’s an obvious target for certamen 
bullying, although sometimes a hedge wiz-
ard might be championed by a magus ally. 
Typically, the fact that the victim is a hedge 
wizard means that tribunals are unlikely to 
censure this sort of bullying unless it is very 
excessive or impacts on other magi.

Certamen is similar to the abilities of 
NightWalkers (see Chapter 6) and this corre-
spondence may be a profitable basis of Her-
metic research (see later in this chapter).

New Spell: The 
Numbness of The Gift

InVi Level 20
R: Personal, D: Conc, T: Touch
When the caster places his hand on 

another character who has The Gift, his 
hand feels numb. This effect must pen-
etrate the Magic Resistance (if any) of 
the character whose Gift is being sensed, 
and if that character is a member of the 
Order of Hermes, casting this spell nor-
mally counts as scrying (which is prohib-
ited by the Code). This spell is based on 
the “detect the traces of powerful magic” 
guideline. If the target has the Blatant or 
Gentle Gift, the spell still works.

(Base 10, +1 Conc, +1 Touch).
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Allies to the Order

A hedge tradition may be allied to a cov-
enant, or even to the entire Order, without 
actually joining the Order. They may even 
act as servants to magi. Using hedge wizards 
as servants is usually uncontroversial in the 
Order, unless the servants include Gifted 
hedge wizards. This exception is mainly be-
cause of the risk that Gifted hedge wizard 
servants could learn Parma Magica.

The troupe might choose to represent 
a covenant allied with a hedge tradition us-
ing the Major Covenant Boon Hedge Tradi-
tion (Covenants, page 21). Alternatively, the 
hedge wizard allies of a single magus can 
be represented with the Minor Virtue Social 
Contacts (ArM5, page 49), and if the magus 
trades vis with his hedge allies this could be 
represented with the Minor Virtue Personal 
Vis Source (ArM5, page 47).

A lone hedge wizard character living 
near (or even in) the covenant also opens up 
interesting possibilities for stories (Minor 
Covenant Boon Local Ally; Covenants, page 
21). However, again the troupe should bear 
in mind the effect that the attitudes of Her-
metic visitors to the covenant will have on 
the saga.

The Shadow of Hermes

Most hedge wizard characters are nei-
ther allies of nor converted to the Order of 
Hermes. These hedge wizards live in the 
shadow of Hermes. Some options for intro-
ducing such characters into your stories are:

• Hedge wizard traditions can add depth 
and interest to the places that the char-
acters visit. Perhaps the village wise wom-
an is a member of folk witch coven, or 
scholars at the local cathedral school are 
learned magicians.

• A hedge tradition may be the enemy of a 
covenant (Major Covenant Hook Hedge 
Tradition; Covenants, page 21). The hedge 
wizards (who are unlikely to be aware of 
Hermetic norms) may compete with the 
covenant for local vis sources. The hedge 
wizards may have significant mundane in-
fluence — perhaps they are members of a 
noble’s court — which makes overtly at-
tacking them awkward for the covenant.

• Another interesting option is a saga where 
the characters are all hedge wizards (and 
their mundane allies). For example, Chap-

ter 3 contains rules for creating a coven of 
folk witches based on the rules for cov-
enant creation. The troupe could devise 
similar rules for groups of other hedge 
wizards.

heDge WizArDs AnD  
the Aegis of the heArth

Many Hermetic sites, especially cov-
enants, are protected by a casting of the Aegis 
of the Hearth (ArM5, page 161). This affects 
hedge wizards normally, which means that 
unless the hedge wizard has a Might Score 
(which is unlikely) he may enter the Aegis 
through mundane means without problem. 
If he is Gifted he feels a tingling sensation 
as he does, but of course he may not realize 
what this signifies.

• If a hedge wizard casts an effect towards 
an Aegis, the effect must Penetrate the 
Aegis to be successful. This includes 
transportation effects; for example, a folk 
witch cannot fly through an Aegis unless 
her Penetration Total exceeds the level of 
the Aegis.

• If a hedge wizard casts an effect within an 
Aegis, half the level of the Aegis is sub-
tracted from his Casting Total.

• If a hedge wizard has a token, or partici-
pated in the casting of the Aegis, he is not 
affected by the Aegis.

Hedge Magic
These are common rules for hedge mag-

ic, although some of the hedge traditions 
detailed in the remainder of this book do 
break particular aspects of these rules. Such 
special cases are discussed in the appropri-
ate chapter. This section is also intended 
as guidance for troupes devising their own 
hedge traditions. You may, of course, re-
place some of these rules, but it is recom-
mended that each hedge tradition only 
break a few of the common hedge magic 
rules. In particular, these rules have been 
formulated with the assumption that hedge 
wizards are considerably less powerful than 
magi, which partly justifies the Order of 
Hermes’ position as the dominant tradition 
in Mythic Europe.

The Gift

Some hedge traditions are practiced ex-
clusively by Gifted characters, while others 
include unGifted members. Traditions domi-
nated by Gifted characters are probably geo-
graphically isolated (or peripheral to Mythic 
Europe), small, new, or somehow hidden from 
the Order of Hermes; otherwise they would 
have surely been assimilated or eliminated cen-
turies ago. On the other hand, traditions dom-
inated by unGifted characters may be quite 
widespread, because, as mentioned above, only 
those hedge wizards with The Gift are usually 
considered proper wizards by the Order.

opening the gift

A Gifted hedge wizard has to undergo 
a ritual, similar to the Hermetic Opening of 
the Arts, before he can fully utilize the pow-
ers of his hedge tradition. The particulars 
of the ritual are unique to the hedge tradi-
tion, but the following general rules apply. 
In these rules, the hedge wizard whose Gift 
is being Opened is referred to as the appren-
tice, and the hedge wizard who is Opening 
the apprentice’s Gift is referred to as the mas-
ter. Obviously, particular hedge traditions 
may use different titles for these roles.

It takes one season to Open The Gift, 
which occupies both the apprentice and the 
master for the whole season. Usually this 
happens near the beginning of some sort of 
apprenticeship, but this depends on the par-
ticular hedge tradition.

Both master and apprentice must have 
The Gift. The master must also have had 
his Gift Opened to the tradition previously. 
This means that unGifted hedge wizards 
cannot Open The Gift of their Gifted col-
leagues, and a Gifted hedge wizard cannot 
Open his own Gift.

If the apprentice has no existing Super-
natural Ability or Art Scores, his Gift is au-
tomatically Opened at the end of the season. 
Usually this gives him a score of 0 in the hedge 
Arts associated with the tradition, or makes a 
certain set of Supernatural Abilities favored 
(see later in this chapter). It may also grant 
one or more Virtues. For details of precisely 
what Opening The Gift achieves, see each 
individual hedge tradition. If the master is not 
fully competent in the Supernatural Abilities 
and Arts of the tradition, then the Opening of 
The Gift will be flawed (see insert).

If the apprentice already has Supernatural 
Ability or Art Scores, these may be lost in the 
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Opening process or it may not be possible for 
his Gift to be Opened at all. In this case an 
Opening Total is calculated for the master and 
compared to an Opening Ease Factor. See the 
individual hedge traditions for details of pre-
cisely how the Opening Total is calculated.

The Opening Ease Factor is equal to twice 
the sum of the apprentice’s existing Supernat-
ural Ability and Art scores of the apprentice, 
with an additional + 12 if the character’s Gift 
has already been Opened by another tradi-
tion (including the Order of Hermes). Treat 

each Supernatural Ability or Art derived from 
a Minor Virtue as if it has a score of at least 2, 
and treat each derived from a Major Virtue as 
if it has a score of at least 6.

opening eAse fActor:  
twice apprentice’s Supernatural Ability  

+ Art scores (+ 12 if Gift already Open)

If the master’s Opening Total is less than 
the Opening Ease Factor, it is not possible for 
him to Open The Gift of the apprentice. If 

the master’s Opening Total is greater than or 
equal to the Opening Ease Factor then the 
apprentice’s Gift is Opened, however unless 
the Opening Total exceeds twice the Open-
ing Ease Factor the apprentice loses his exist-
ing Supernatural Ability and Art Scores. If his 
Supernatural Ability and Arts Scores are lost, 
he also loses any Virtues (or Flaws) associated 
with them. Even if the master is able to Open 
The Gift of the apprentice, the Opening may 
still be flawed as described in the insert.

A character whose Gift has been Opened 
must subtract at least 15 from the source 
quality when attempting to learn a new Su-
pernatural Ability, just as for Hermetic magi. 
If the sum of his Abilities and Arts is higher, 
he must subtract the higher total instead.

For example: Stefano, a learned magician, wishes 
to Open The Gift of a young Gifted girl named Sarah. 
Sarah has already developed the Supernatural Abilities 
Entrancement (2), and Magic Sensitivity (3) of her own 
accord. Both Sarah and Stefano are Gifted, so Opening 
Sarah’s Gift is technically possible. However, as Sarah 
already has Supernatural Abilities the Opening Total 
must be calculated to see if Stefano is successful.

For learned magicians the Opening Total is cal-
culated from Stefano’s Succuro Magicam Lab Total, 
which is Succuro + Magicam + Intelligence + Artes 
Liberales + aura. For Stefano, this is 2 + 6 + 4 + 5 = 
17. We will take the aura modifier to be zero.

The Ease Factor that this is compared to depends 
on the sum of Sarah’s Supernatural Ability (and Art) 
Scores. Entrancement is granted by a Major Virtue so 
it counts as having a level of at least 6, Magic Sen-
sitivity derives from a Minor Virtue so it counts as 
having a level of at least 2, but as it actually has a 
level of 3 it counts as level 3. This means that the Ease 
Factor is (6 + 3) x 2 = 18.

As Stefano’s Opening Total (17) doesn’t exceed the 
Ease Factor (18), he’s not able to Open Sarah’s Gift.

What if Sarah had no Magic Sensitivity Ability? 
In this case, the Ease Factor would be 12 (based on 
Entrancement only). Stefano’s Opening Total (17) is 
sufficient to Open Sarah’s Gift, but as it is not double 
the Ease Factor, Sarah loses her Entrancement Ability.

What if Sarah had no Entrancement Ability? The 
Ease Factor would be 6 (based on Magic Sensitivity 
only). Stefano’s Opening Total (17) is enough to Open 
Sarah’s Gift, and as it’s greater than double the Ease 
Factor, Sarah keeps her Magic Sensitivity Ability, too.

sociAl penAlty of the gift

The Gift imposes a heavy social penalty 
on a character when he attempts to interact 
socially with other characters (see ArM5, 
page 75), including when he interacts with 
other Gifted characters. Hermetic magi have 
overcome this difficulty through the innova-

Opening the Arts
The Hermetic Opening of the Arts 

is the Order of Hermes’ equivalent of 
Opening The Gift. Rules for this are 
given in ArM5 (page 106) and again in 
Houses of Hermes: Societates (page 128), but 
they do not address the possibility of the 
apprentice’s Gift being already Opened 
by another tradition. If a magus attempts 
to Open the Arts of an apprentice whose 
Gift has already been Opened by a 
hedge tradition, add 30 to the Intellego 
Vim Lab Total required by the magus.

Flawed Opening  
of The Gift

To be a fully competent master, the 
character must have a score of at least 
2 in each Supernatural Ability and Art 
of the tradition. For every Supernatu-
ral Ability or Art that the master fails 
to meet this criterion, the apprentice 
gains a Flaw that affects his magic use. 
Usually, this is something like Deficient 
Art, but the troupe may substitute other 
Flaws as appropriate.
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tion of Parma Magica; one of its functions is 
to shield magi from the social effect of each 
other’s Gift. Some hedge traditions who 
have Gifted members have found other ways 
to overcome this social penalty, while other 
traditions like folk witches have not solved 
the social problems of the Gift, and conse-
quently their Gifted members only interact 
in small, factious, paranoid groups.

The Limits of Magic

The Limits of Magic are Hermetic theo-
ries that describe the boundaries of Hermetic 
magic, although some Hermetic theorists be-
lieve that a few of the limits are merely errors 
in Bonisagus’ theory. The Limits of Magic are 
described in detail in ArM5 (page 79-80).

Hedge magic is likewise normally bound 
by the Limits of Magic, which adds credence 
to the theories of Bonisagus, although a 
hedge wizard might not conceive of his limi-
tations in precisely the same systematic way 
magi do. Despite this, Hermetic theorists 
have noted that there are odd bits and pieces 
of some hedge traditions that do appear to 
break the Limits of Magic. The discovery of 
these oddities is very exciting for the Order 
of Hermes, as it indicates possible errors in 
(and corrections to) Bonisagus’ theory.

It is recommended that traditions de-
vised by the troupe break no more than one 
of the Lesser Limits of Magic and do not 
break the Greater Limits of Magic at all. 
Hedge traditions should also not break the 
new Limit of Magic Resistance (see insert), 
unless the troupe wants the extremely preju-
diced persecution of the hedge tradition to 
form a significant part of the saga.

Hedge Arts and 
Supernatural Abilities

Some hedge traditions produce effects 
via combinations of Arts in a manner simi-
lar to how Hermetic effects are produced via 
combinations of Technique and Form Arts. 
Other hedge traditions produce effects via 
Supernatural Abilities. Finally, some tradi-
tions use both Arts and Supernatural Abili-
ties (although for separate effects).

Hedge Arts are not normally compatible 
with Hermetic Arts (or with the hedge Arts 
of other traditions), so if a character some-
how learns Arts from several traditions they 

may not be combined to produce exotic ef-
fects. However, this could be a fruitful avenue 
for integration research projects (see later).

Difficult Arts

Some hedge traditions are under-devel-
oped, or have theoretical shortcomings, so 
the hedge wizards find it difficult to improve 
some (or even all) of their hedge Arts. Other 
hedge Arts are difficult to improve because 
they encompass very wide and disparate ef-
fects. In either case, such Arts are noted as 
being Difficult Arts in their description. This 
means that when generating a character, 
scores in these Difficult Arts are purchased 
as if they were Abilities (it costs 5 experience 
points for a score of 1, 15 experience points 
for a score of 2, etc). A Difficult Art also uses 
the Ability Advancement Table (ArM5, page 
31) when the character studies or otherwise 
earns experience points during play. This is 
the only difference between a Difficult Art 
and a normal Art: the Difficult Art may be 
improved through the study of vis (if this is 

a possibility for the hedge tradition), it is af-
fected normally by Virtues that affect Arts 
(such as Magical Foci), and it is not affected 
by Virtues that affect Abilities.

Original research (either by hedge wiz-
ards themselves, or by helpful Hermetic allies) 
could improve a hedge tradition and convert 
some of its Difficult Arts to normal Arts. This 
should be at least as difficult as an Hermetic 
breakthrough, and may not be possible at all 
for some theoretically naïve traditions. Many 
magi would frown upon such research, as it 
could reduce the Order of Hermes’s position 
of dominance over the hedge wizards.

AccelerAteD Abilities

Accelerated Abilities are the counterpart 
to Difficult Arts, introduced in Houses of Hermes: 
Societates. They advance as Arts do, costing one 
experience point for a score of 1, and are not 
limited in level at character creation, but are 
otherwise treated as Abilities in all respects.

fAvoreD Abilities

Some traditions have a set of favored Su-
pernatural Abilities. Gifted characters who 
belong to these traditions do not have to sub-
tract the total of their Supernatural Ability 
scores from the source quality to learn other 
Abilities that are favored by that tradition. 
Usually, the character has to undergo some 
sort of ritual — Opening The Gift — before 
he gains this benefit of the tradition. Favored 
Abilities have no meaning for unGifted char-
acters, as they cannot learn Supernatural 
Abilities at all. Characters with favored Abili-
ties must subtract the total of all their Super-
natural Abilities, including favored Abilities, 

The Limit of Magic Resistance
No hedge tradition has a general resis-

tance to magic.
This is obviously not a true Limit of 

Magic, as clearly a Hermetic magus has 
a general magic resistance from his Form 
Art Scores (augmented even further by 
his Parma Magica). However, Hermetic 
theorists have noted that hedge traditions 
are constrained by this apparent limit. It 
is unclear why this should be so, but it is 
undeniably convenient for the Order of 
Hermes. In fact, if a hedge tradition did 
develop a method of breaking the Limit 

of Magic Resistance, its members would 
be ruthlessly eliminated by the Order of 
Hermes. This is because the wider Order 
fully understands that its hegemony over 
the hedge traditions relies on magi’s abil-
ity to resist the magical effects of hedge 
wizards, and the hedge wizard’s corre-
sponding inability to resist the magic of 
magi. Perhaps the historic efficiency of 
the Order of Hermes in identifying and 
destroying such challenges to their power 
is sufficient to explain the apparent Limit 
of Magic Resistance.

Difficult Arts 
Mechanically

Difficult Arts are necessary to pre-
vent hedge wizard traditions from being 
easily able to generate high Penetration 
scores to bypass the Magic Resistance 
of Hermetic magi. The troupe should 
consider this when developing its own 
traditions. A good guideline for game 
balance is that if a combination of 
hedge Arts can affect magi, then at least 
one should be a Difficult Art.
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from the source quality when learning Super-
natural Abilities that are not favored.

Magic Defenses

As noted above no hedge wizard can re-
sist magic, but some do have limited magical 
defenses that reduce the effect of magic.

Magical defenses apply either a numeri-
cal bonus to the hedge wizard, or a penalty 
to an attacking caster, in an area of the hedge 
wizard’s specialty. If the specialty is a hedge 
Art, then the bonus is equal to the hedge 
wizard’s Score in the Art divided by 5 (round 
up). If the specialty is a Supernatural Ability, 
then the bonus is equal to the hedge wizard’s 
Score in the Ability. Difficult Arts are treated 
as Arts, so for them the bonus is equal to 
Score divided by 5 (round up), and Acceler-
ated Abilities are treated as Abilities.

mAgicAl Defense bonus:  
Art divided by 5 (round up)  

or Ability Score

Magical defenses usually only assist the 
hedge wizard, and any companions are un-
affected. So if the hedge wizard is part of 
a Group or large Target then the magic ef-
fect may be reduced for him, but any others 
within range are affected normally.

Magical defenses are not cumulative. 
So, if a hedge wizard has several possible 
defenses against an effect, use only the best 
available defense. If the troupe is in doubt 
as to which defense is the “best,” then the 
storyguide should adjudicate.

Magical defenses are not optional or under 
the control of the hedge wizard, and work even 
if he is unconscious. Note that this means that 
magic defenses apply to friendly effects, too.

Magical defenses do not apply to effects 
that have a Personal Range.

Each hedge Art or Supernatural Ability 
grants the hedge wizard a maximum of one 
defense, although some hedge traditions do 
not gain any defenses. For example, the folk 
witch Cursing Ability gives the witch an Ac-
celerated Expiry defense against effects that 
target her with an Arcane Connection Range, 
and her Healing Ability gives her a Magical 
Fortitude defense against effects with a Cor-
pus Form. On the other hand, the runes of 
the vitkir do not grant them any defenses, 
unless they actually use spells.

Note that it is the training of the tradition 
that grants these defenses, so an untrained 
character with the appropriate Supernatural 

Virtues for one or more of the powers of a 
hedge tradition would not normally acquire 
the associated defenses.

Some magical defenses are listed below, 
and a particular tradition may have access to 
none, some, or all of these options:

AccelerAteD expiry

Spells cast on the hedge wizard, in his 
area of specialty, expire unexpectedly quickly. 
Diameter Duration spells expire a number of 
rounds too early equal to the hedge wizard’s 
Magical Defense Bonus, but last at least one 
round. Sun Duration spells expire a number 
of hours too early, but last at least Diameter. 
Moon Duration spells expire a number of days 
too early, but last at least Sun. Year Duration 
spells expire a number of weeks too early, but 
last at least Moon. Spells with a Momentary, 
Concentration, or Ring Duration are unaffect-
ed. If other characters are affected by the same 
spell, the spell lasts its usual duration on them.

AlAcritous fortune

The hedge wizard adds his Magical De-
fense Bonus to his Defense Total when spells 
are aimed at him.

confounDing mAgics

Add the hedge wizard’s Magical Defense 
Bonus to the Ease Factor of Concentration 
rolls made by the casters of effects with Con-
centration Duration that target the hedge 
wizard, and are in an area of the hedge wiz-
ard’s specialty. Note that if the hedge wizard 
is part of a Group or large Target effect, only a 
single Concentration roll is made by the cast-
er. If several hedge wizards with Confound-
ing Magics defenses are in the Group then 
only the best Magic Defense Bonus is used to 
modify the Ease Factor of the Concentration 
roll. This is an instance in which the effect of 
the hedge wizard’s Magic Defenses can indi-
rectly benefit other characters.

immovAble object

If the hedge wizard is affected by an ef-
fect in his area of specialty that physically 
or mentally controls him (usually a Rego 
effect), then each round a roll is made for 
the wizard to resist the effect, of Strength + 
Magical Defense Bonus – Magnitude of Ef-

fect + simple die against an Ease Factor of 
9. If the effect is still active next round, he 
is still affected by it but another roll is made 
for him to resist. This defense could be di-
sastrous if the wizard resists a friendly effect 
that allows him to fly, for example.

mAgicAl fortituDe

If the hedge wizard is affected by an ef-
fect in his area of specialty that causes dam-
age, then he receives a Magical Defense Bo-
nus to his Soak Total.

strength of form

If the hedge wizard is affected by an effect 
in his area of specialty that changes his form 
(usually a Muto effect), then he may make a 
Stamina + Magical Defense Bonus + simple die 
roll against an Ease Factor of 9 to return to his 
natural form. The Bjornaer Heartbeast Ability 
grants a similar defense that has been retained 
from the House’s pre-Hermetic tradition.

Warping

A hedge wizard, like most characters, ac-
cumulates Warping Points that contribute to 
his Warping Score. The hedge wizard gains 
Warping Points via the usual methods (see 
ArM5, page 167), but as hedge wizards draw 
their power from the Magic Realm, he does 
not accumulate Warping points due to living 
in a strong magic aura.

The response of each magic tradition to 
Warping is unique. Wizard’s Twilight is the 
response of the Order of Hermes, and no 
hedge tradition has this particular response. 
Usually, unGifted hedge wizards react simi-
larly to mundane characters, gaining Flaws 
and Virtues (see ArM5, page 168), but Gift-
ed hedge wizards react more uniquely and 
unpredictably (see individual chapters).

Vis

Some hedge traditions use vis as de-
scribed in the tradition chapters. Of course, 
even these hedge wizards might use a dif-
ferent word to describe vis or may only rec-
ognize vis of specific Forms. However, this 
invites an important question: how do hedge 
wizards detect vis?
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mAgic sensitivity

Any character with the Supernatural 
Ability Magic Sensitivity (ArM5, page 66) 
can detect whether an object contains vis; 
make a roll of Perception + Magic Sensitivity 
against an Ease Factor of (12 – the number of 
pawns of vis contained in the object). Some 
hedge traditions have alternative supernatu-
ral methods of detecting vis; for example 
Folk Witches may dowse for vis (see Chapter 
3: Folk Witches).

non-supernAturAl perception

If the character does not have supernatural 
means of detecting vis, then he may still have 
an understanding of the types of objects that 
might contain vis. If the character is presented 
with an array of objects that might contain vis 
(for example, he is searching a magus’ Labo-
ratory), make a Perception + (Hedge Magic) 
Theory or Magic Lore roll against an Ease 
Factor of 12. If the roll is successful the char-
acter has successfully identified which objects 
are most likely to be vis, but whether the ob-
jects really do contain vis or not is unknown 
(to him) until he tries to use the vis.

non-supernAturAl intelligence

Alternatively, a character can use his un-
derstanding of magic to predict where vis 
might be found. In this case, make a roll for 
the character of Intelligence + (Hedge Magic) 
Theory or Magic Lore against an Ease Factor 
of 15. If this roll is successful, the character 
has successfully figured out that, for example, 
the first fruit of the season is likely to contain 
vis. However, actually finding the first fruit is 
a trial and error process for the character and 
may be a significant adventure in and of itself. 
See Covenants (page 72) for examples of the 
types of objects and places that the character 
might suppose contain vis.

Creating Hedge 
Characters

The chapters in this book describe how 
to generate characters belonging to specific 
hedge traditions. The following rules provide 
a general framework for the game mechanics.

Magi, Companions,  
or Grogs?

The options for creating hedge wizard 
characters are:

As A gifteD compAnion

The character is created as a Gifted com-
panion, with the free The Gift Virtue. Such 
a character may have up to 10 points worth 
of Virtues and balancing Flaws — some of 
which may affect his ability to use his Su-
pernatural powers, or grant access to addi-
tional powers within the tradition. Usually a 
Gifted character has access to only one free 
Supernatural Ability, but he may learn oth-
ers (see ArM5, page 166). Extra Supernatural 
Abilities that have been learned in this way 
are represented in character generation by 
Supernatural Virtues. However most tradi-
tions, through Opening The Gift, instead 
allow Gifted hedge wizards “free” access to 
an entire suite of powers, Abilities, and/or 
hedge Arts. This benefit of tradition mem-
bership is represented by a free Social Status 
(similar to the Hermetic Magus Social Sta-
tus). See each tradition chapter for details on 
precisely what powers tradition membership 
allows Gifted characters.

As An ungifteD compAnion

The character is created as an un-
Gifted companion character with a suite 
of Virtues and Flaws that each grant him 
access to particular powers, Abilities, and/
or Hedge Arts of his tradition. An un-
Gifted companion character may have up 
to 10 points worth of Virtues and balanc-
ing Flaws. Although he may have a Social 
Status to represent his membership of the 
hedge tradition, an unGifted hedge wizard 
has no Gift to be Opened and so does not 
get free access to the powers of his tradi-
tion. This typically means that unGifted 
hedge wizards are less powerful, especially 
if the tradition encompasses more than 10 
points worth of Virtues.

As A mythic compAnion

A much more powerful unGifted charac-
ter may be created as a Mythic Companion 
character. If the character is a Mythic Com-
panion he must be assigned the free Mythic 

Companion Status Virtue (some traditions 
have special versions of this Virtue). You 
may chose up to ten points of Flaws for the 
character, and each Flaw point balances two 
points of Virtues. The character also receives 
an extra Minor Virtue at no cost. This means 
that the Mythic Companion character has a 
maximum of 21 points of Virtues. The extra 
Minor Virtue that the character receives may 
be specified by the tradition, and the tradi-
tion description may also specify a set of 
minimum Ability scores for a Mythic Com-
panion character.

As A grog

Finally, a very minor unGifted hedge 
wizard might be created as a grog character 
who has up to three Minor Virtues to repre-
sent his powers.

concerns

Of course, you should obey the normal 
rules for the mix and types of Virtues and Flaws 
that may be assigned to the different character 
types when designing a hedge wizard charac-
ter (see ArM5, page 28). In particular, note 
that only Gifted companion characters may be 
assigned Hermetic Virtues and Flaws.

In the chapters of this book all of these 
strategies have been used, although indi-
vidual traditions may only normally encom-
pass one or two options. In general, hedge 
wizards who are Gifted companions are the 
most powerful and represent what the Order 
of Hermes would consider as true hedge wiz-
ards. UnGifted hedge wizards are less pow-
erful, and if they do not have the required 
Virtues they may not be able to access all the 
powers of the tradition. 

In terms of allocating characters to play-
ers, your troupe may like to consider Gifted 
companions and Mythic Companion char-
acters to be equivalent to magi, and unGift-
ed companion characters to be equivalent to 
other companion characters. However, even 
Gifted hedge wizard characters are typical-
ly not as powerful as magi, thus if a player 
wishes to play such a character he should 
understand this. On the other hand, if the 
troupe is playing in the multi-character 
style, and everyone is happy with the situ-
ation, there is nothing wrong with a player 
having a Gifted companion hedge wizard 
instead of a normal companion.
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Common Hedge  
Virtues and Flaws

The following are common Virtues and 
Flaws for hedge wizards:

hermetic virtues AnD flAWs

A hedge wizard who has the Gift may 
(like any Gifted character; ArM5 page 28) be 
assigned Hermetic Virtues and Flaws during 
character generation. A few make little sense to 
be assigned to some hedge wizards, so the sto-
ryguide should be consulted. For example, an 
Affinity with an Art is not usually suitable if the 
hedge tradition does not have hedge Arts. The 
traditions in this book indicate which Hermetic 
Virtues and Flaws are suitable for these hedge 
traditions. In some cases, versions of Hermetic 
Virtues are available as Supernatural Virtues to 
unGifted members of a tradition. An unGifted 
character may only take a Supernatural Flaw of 
this sort if he has a Virtue that will be limited by 
it. In addition, the troupe may wish to consider 
whether a Flaw that is Major for a Gifted prac-
titioner is still Major when applied to someone 
with a small subset of those powers.

free sociAl stAtus:  
(heDge WizArD)

The character is a member of a hedge tra-
dition. Each hedge tradition has a different 
version of this Social Status (Alchemist, Folk 
Witch, Vitkir, etc). If the character is Gifted 
he has had The Gift Opened by his tradition, 
which usually gives him access to the favored 
Supernatural Abilities or Arts of the tradition. 
If the character is unGifted he must have the 
required Virtues to access the Supernatural 
Abilities and Arts of the tradition, but he still 
gains the social benefits of the tradition. This 
Social Status may be compatible with other 
Social Statuses, and with Wealthy and Poor; 
see each hedge tradition for details.

minor supernAturAl virtue: 
greAter mAgicAl Defenses

The hedge wizard is unusually difficult 
to affect with magic; double his Magical De-
fense Bonuses. This is only useful for a hedge 
wizard whose tradition includes Magical De-
fenses. If the hedge wizard acquires a Magic 
Resistance (he learns Parma Magica, for ex-
ample), it is not affected by this Virtue.

mAjor story flAW:  
knoWn heDge WizArD

The character is known to be a hedge wiz-
ard by many in the Order of Hermes. The ap-
proximate location of his home is well known, 
as is something of his capabilities. The hedge 
wizard is carefully watched by the Order, and 
if he begins to demonstrates great power he 
may be required to either “Join or Die.” This 
Story Flaw is only really suitable for a Gifted 
or Mythic Companion character.

mAjor story flAW: pAgAn

Some hedge wizards are pagans; they 
don’t follow the teachings of the church and 
have never been baptized. This upsets those 
in authority in Mythic Europe and frightens 
common people who learn of it. The charac-
ter doesn’t observe Christian holidays and he 
avoids churchmen and the Dominion. The 
character can’t pretend to go along with soci-
ety, as he believes that this would displease his 
gods and incur their wrath — he might suffer 
supernatural consequences if he takes Commu-
nion or appears to worship gods other than his 
own. The character may be correct in this be-
lief. The character may begin with either Mag-
ic Lore or Faerie Lore depending on the specif-
ics of his faith. Note that this Flaw should only 
be taken for the character if the troupe wishes 
to tell significant stories about the character’s 
pagan religion. This Flaw is not appropriate for 
a character who is a “non-practicing” pagan.

minor supernAturAl flAW:  
no mAgicAl Defenses

There is something flawed in the way the 
hedge wizard’s Supernatural Abilities and Arts 
were developed. He has no Magical Defense 
Bonuses. This is only appropriate if the hedge 
tradition has magic defenses. This might be a 
suitable Flaw for a Gifted hedge wizard whose 
Opening The Gift ritual was flawed.

Common Hedge Abilities

Common abilities for hedge wizards are:

ArcAne Abilities

The (Hedge Wizard) Social Status Vir-
tue that represents the hedge wizard’s tradi-

tion gives him access to at least the Arcane 
Abilities Finesse, Magic Lore, and Penetra-
tion. Many hedge traditions also have an Ar-
cane Ability analogous to the Magic Theory 
Ability of the Order of Hermes.

(heDge mAgic) theory

This Arcane Ability deals with the tech-
nical details of how a particular hedge tra-
dition practices its magic. It is possible that 
some technically naïve traditions have no 
practitioners with this Ability, which means 
that the tradition is likely to be poor at in-
novating, creating new effects, and teaching. 
Specialties: particular activities.

(orgAnizAtion) lore

There is an (Organization) Lore Gen-
eral Ability for each hedge tradition. This 
includes knowledge of the legends, history, 
structure, and goals of the tradition. Some 
traditions use this Ability in initiations. A 
character does not need to be a member of 
the tradition to have this Ability. Note that 
this is not a new Ability (see ArM5, page 66). 
Specialities: personalities, history, politics.

Acquiring Hedge 
Wizard Powers

There are several ways to get powers:

inheriteD AnD leArneD poWers

Some powers are inherited. This does 
not mean that a character’s parents must have 
had these powers, but rather that the charac-
ter was born with one or more Supernatural 
Virtues that enable access to the powers of 
a hedge tradition. Usually this birthright is 
not in and of itself sufficient to be a member 
of the tradition; the character must also be 
discovered and trained to utilize his talents 
by an existing member of the tradition. In 
this sense, a character with The Gift can be 
thought of as a character with an especially 
broad inheritance. He has the raw capacity 
to develop the powers of any tradition, if he 
receives the appropriate training.

Other powers are learned, and the char-
acter must acquire the Supernatural Virtues 
necessary for the tradition via some kind of 
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teaching, usually through initiations or a type 
of Opening the Gift if the character is Gifted.

When you’re developing your charac-
ter you should decide how he developed 
the powers necessary for his tradition. Was 
he born with power or did he learn? If he 
learned powers via initiations, he may have 
Flaws that were inflicted as ordeals. If he was 
born with power, how did his tradition find 
him? If he learned, why did his master teach-
er him? Of course, an individual character 
may have some inherited powers and some 
learned powers, and the chapters of this 
book offer some suggestions (and restric-
tions) as to how and why characters might 
become members of each hedge tradition.

During chArActer generAtion

If your character is a Gifted companion, 
once his Gift has been Opened he will have 
access to some (or all) of the tradition’s pow-
ers, and you may spend experience points 
on the Arts or Ability scores associated with 
these during character generation. The indi-
vidual chapter descriptions specify for each 
tradition what Arts or Abilities Gifted char-
acters may access, and from what age and 
under what conditions this access begins.

If your character is an unGifted hedge 
wizard, you may only spend experience 
points on those Supernatural Abilities and/
or hedge Arts for which he has the corre-
sponding Virtues; some may be inherited, 
and others may be taught to him during the 
years covered by character generation. For 
example, if your character is an unGifted folk 
witch, you may only purchase a score in the 
Flight Supernatural Ability if she has the Mi-
nor Supernatural Virtue Flight.

During plAy

During play, a hedge wizard character 
may learn Abilities and Arts in the normal 
ways (unless his tradition places additional 
social restrictions on how its supernatural 
powers may be learned and improved). Nor-
mally this means that your character may im-
prove his existing Supernatural Abilities and 
Arts, but may not learn new ones unless he 
somehow acquires Virtues that enable him 
to do so (typically via some kind of initia-
tion; see below). Gifted companion charac-
ters usually still have the same broad access 
that they did during character generation, 
although existing scores in Arts and Abilities 
may make things difficult for them.

initiAtions

Some hedge traditions teach a few of 
their powers through Initiation rites. These 
are similar to the Initiation rites of Hermetic 
Mystery Cults; full rules for these are printed 
in Houses of Hermes: Mystery Cults and The Mys-
teries Revised Edition.

The general procedure for a hedge tradi-
tion Initiation is that a member of the hedge 
tradition (the Mystagogue) directs the char-
acter (the Initiate) in a task or series of tasks 
that have mystical significance for the tradi-
tion, and usually occupy at least a season of 
time. Upon the completion of the task(s) an 
Initiation Total is calculated and compared to 
an Ease Factor. If the Ease Factor is exceeded, 
then the Initiation is a success and the Initi-
ate gains a new power (usually represented 
by a Virtue). If the Mystagogue does not per-
sonally know the power then the Ease Factor 
is increased by 3 (if the power is a Minor Vir-
tue), or by 9 (if the power is a Major Virtue). 
This is most often the case if the character is 
acting as his own Mystagogue and attempt-
ing to Initiate himself. Some hedge traditions 
lack the capacity for characters to Initiate 
themselves — even though the founders of 
the tradition may have known how.

The sequence of required tasks for the 
Initiation — which may include Quests, 
gaining Flaws (Ordeals), and spending time 
on mystically significant activities — is 
known as the Initiation Script. Each initia-
tion rite has a specific Script, and the Script 
has an associated Script Bonus that depends 
on the exact tasks involved. The Script Bonus 
is added to the Initiation Total. Although re-
ferred to as an Initiation Script, the Script for 
a hedge Initiation is not necessarily a written 
document; it may be a memorized list of in-
structions known by the Mystagogue. If the 
Script is written, it is treated as a Lab Text of 
level equal to the Script Bonus, and may be 
used by a magus as source of Insight into the 
tradition (see later).

See each hedge tradition for details on 
what Initiation rites and Scripts those tradi-
tions can access, how each tradition gener-
ates an Initiation Total, and what Ease Factor 
the total should be compared to. Hedge tra-
ditions are often much less flexible than Her-
metic magic and thus hedge Mystagogues 
may not be able to vary Initiation Scripts 
or initiate different Virtues. However, if the 
troupe does want to vary a hedge Initiation, 
the standard Hermetic Mystery Cult rules 
can be used for guidance.
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Integration of 
Hedge Magic

Some Hermetic magi, particularly 
Bonisagus Seekers, eagerly hunt down ru-
mors of hedge traditions so that they may 
gain insights into magic theory. This is be-
cause some hedge traditions accomplish un-
usual effects that could, with considerable 
difficulty, be integrated into the Hermetic 
theory of magic, and thus duplicated by Her-
metic magi. A new effect might even break a 
limit of magic, and much prestige would ac-
crue to the Seeker responsible for extending 
the power of Hermetic magic in this way.

the breAkthrough

An ambitious magus may attempt to in-
corporate the effects of a hedge magic tra-
dition into Hermetic theory and achieve a 
Breakthrough in Hermetic theory through 
research and experimentation. Any magus 
may, at any time, attempt a breakthrough; 
there are no minimum Arts or Ability scores 
required. To successfully integrate the magic 
of a hedge tradition into Hermetic Theory, 

the character must accumulate a number of 
breakthrough points determined by the type 
of Breakthrough the magus is attempting.

Each chapter of Hedge Magic details the 
number of breakthrough points required to 
integrate specific parts of each hedge tradi-
tion into Hermetic Theory, and no single 
breakthrough encompasses all powers of a 
single tradition. These examples are a good 
model for the troupe to follow when devising 
breakthroughs that might result from a magus 
integrating your own hedge traditions.

There are three kinds of Breakthrough: 
Minor, Major and Hermetic, and it is recom-
mended that the storyguide vary the exact 
number of breakthrough points required, for 
each. This is so the players don’t always know 
the precise number needed for the Break-
through, preserving a sense of unpredictabil-
ity to the extension of Hermetic magic.

A Minor Breakthrough is a development 
that is immediately useful and applicable in 
the existing framework of Hermetic magic, 
such as a new Range, Target, or Duration. It 
improves or adds upon existing theory without 
truly reaching the limits of magic. (Typically 
requires around 30 breakthrough points.)

A Major Breakthrough pushes those lim-
its, but does not break them; these include 
Hermetic Virtues for Gifted characters. In-
corporating most hedge magic into Hermet-

ic theory is a Major Breakthrough, and the 
incorporation can then be taught to others as 
Supernatural Virtues (see below). (Typically 
requires around 45 breakthrough points.)

A Hermetic Breakthrough is research 
that breaks one of the Hermetic Limits of 
Magic, such as a new Arcane Ability or the 
ability to cast permanent duration spells 
without vis. Hermetic Breakthroughs re-write 
the theory books; the only Hermetic Break-
through in 450 years was the development of 
the Parma Magica by Bonisagus. (Typically 
requires around 60 breakthrough points.)

insight

Insight is gained from studying some fea-
ture of the hedge tradition. Every insight the 
magus gains allows him to produce a partially 
Hermetic effect incorporating some aspect 
of the tradition in question. As he produces 
more of these effects, he gains the broader 
understanding necessary to incorporate that 
aspect into Hermetic theory as a whole.

The seasons spent gaining insight pro-
duce Lab Texts. Any magus may study these 
Lab Texts over the course of a season in or-
der to gain the same insight for himself, even 
without direct access to the hedge tradition. 
Summaries of Lab Texts are not useful in this 
way, however; only the whole thing can be 
used. For purposes of copying, insight Lab 
Texts have a level equal to the typical num-
ber of breakthrough points needed for the 
type of Breakthrough in question.

For every season a magus spends investi-
gating a source of insight, make a stress roll of 
Intelligence + Magic Theory against an Ease 
Factor of 18. Inventive Genius adds 3 to this 
roll, and some sources of insight may add their 
own modifiers. If the roll succeeds, the magus 
gains an insight. If it fails, he learns nothing 
now, but may try again in another season. He 
may do other things before returning to his 
study. On a botch, the magus thinks he has 
an insight, but does not. He realizes this if he 
creates an effect, as described below, in an at-
tempt to use the insight; the final product is 
entirely Hermetic, or simply non-functional.

There are three sources of insight: texts, 
relics, and teachers.

Texts are books, Lab Texts, or other ex-
planatory sources that describe how to learn, 
perform, or cast a hedge magic effect. A text 
generally only provides a single insight and 
the same text provides the same insight for 
any magus who studies it. Texts are unlike-
ly to be given away by hedge wizards and 
would usually need to be stolen or found 

UnGifted Initiations
Usually, only Gifted characters may be 

initiated. However, some hedge traditions 
can Initiate unGifted characters. These Ini-
tiations follow all the usual rules except:

• Initiations that affect unGifted characters 
must include an Ordeal (i.e. the charac-
ter must gain a Flaw or lose a Virtue).

• UnGifted characters can not benefit 
from Ordeals that they suffered in pre-
vious initiations.

• An unGifted character cannot act as the 
Mystatogue unless he knows the pow-
er that the Initiation develops — this 
means he cannot Initiate himself.

The Integration Process
1. Find a source for information about 

the hedge magic tradition, such as 
spell texts, items, captured laboratories, 
books, or similar. This typically involves 
a quest or adventure of some sort.

2. Investigate the source to gain Insight; 
this typically takes two or three seasons.

3. Invent a spell or magical device incor-
porating the Insight. You must experi-
ment while doing this. If you succeed 
in inventing the spell, you gain a num-
ber of breakthrough points equal to the 

magnitude of the spell or device. The 
invention may break Hermetic limits, 
but if so, it cannot be invented by an-
other character without a Lab Text, and 
cannot be varied in any way.

4. Continue to research, gaining more 
breakthrough points, until you equal or 
exceed the threshold.

5. Bask in the glory of having improved 
Hermetic Theory; or alternatively, pre-
pare for the political consequences of 
your impudence.
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abandoned. Of course, the magus must be 
able to read the language in which the text 
written, and many hedge traditions are oral 
and do not generate texts.

If the text contains the information 
needed to gain a Supernatural Ability, a 
character could use it to learn the Ability as 
per the normal rules (ArM5, page 166). Most 
Hermetic magi however, cannot learn Super-
natural Abilities due to prohibitive penalties 
from their Arts scores.

Relics are mystical devices or items en-
chanted by practitioners of the hedge tradi-
tion, which incorporate unique aspects of 
that tradition, and may be investigated by a 
Hermetic magus. A relic may be an on-go-
ing mystical effect caused by the hedge tradi-
tion, and a laboratory used by a hedge wizard 
is also a relic, in this sense. Relics normally 
provide a single insight and the same relic 
provides the same insight for any magus who 
studies it. Even a laboratory normally only 
provides a single insight, although of course a 
laboratory will often contain texts and other 
relics that provide independent insights.

Teachers are individuals who are mem-
bers of the hedge tradition who are able and 
either willing or persuaded to instruct a Her-
metic magus. A teacher can provide a number 
of insights equal to his (Hedge Magic) The-
ory Ability, in each Breakthrough associated 
with his tradition. A hedge wizard who has 
no (Hedge Magic) Theory Ability cannot act 
as a teacher, as he does not have the sort of 
theoretical understanding of his magic works 
that is helpful to a researcher — although he 
may, of course, be able to produce relics or 
texts that can be studied as sources of insight. 
If a magus has learned the relevant (Hedge 
Magic) Theory Ability he may act as his own 
source of insight, but he may not take a bonus 
to the Insight roll for assisting himself.

In addition, a Gifted teacher can act as 
an assistant to the Hermetic magus, in which 
case add the teacher’s Intelligence + (Hedge 
Magic) Theory to the magus’ when making 
the roll to produce an Insight Lab Text. A 
teacher may only assist one magus in a sea-
son, and a magus may only be assisted by 
one teacher each season when attempting to 
find an Insight — this is because additional 
teachers tend to confuse the issue with their 
own interpretation.

creAting the effect

A particular insight allows the researcher 
to create one specified effect. This effect 
might be a spell or an effect enchanted into 

an item. It could, conceivably, be another 
laboratory project; anything that uses a 
Lab Total and creates something. However, 
spells are by far the most common, followed 
by item enchantments.

The researcher does not get to choose 
the effect for which he receives insight, and 
as the level of the effect is fixed, the insight 
might be for an effect he cannot yet invent. 
For example, the effect might be level 40, 
while the researcher has a Lab Total of 32. In 
that case, the researcher can increase his Lab 
Total and then work on the effect.

The troupe should decide on the effects 
that result from particular pieces of insight, 
choosing ones that advance the saga with-
out upsetting play balance. The following 
chapters give some examples of possible ef-

fects for the traditions detailed in this book. 
Player characters can vary things as much as 
they like once they fully integrate the sys-
tem, so the restrictions at this stage should 
be accepted with good grace.

The researcher must invent exactly the 
effect inspired by the insight. He may not 
vary the Range, Duration, or Target, or any 
other parameters. As the magus must experi-
ment while inventing the effect, the result 
may be slightly different as a result of rolls 
on the Extraordinary Results table. If the 
researcher has a teacher, that teacher (and 
other similarly skilled individuals) may assist 
in the invention process, acting as laboratory 
helpers (see ArM5, page 103): use their Intel-
ligence + (Hedge Magic) Theory Ability as a 
bonus to the invention laboratory activity.

Story Seeds: Stories About Teachers
Some stories that could arise if a hedge 

wizard works with a magus to create In-
sight are below. Of course, if the hedge 
wizard is an NPC character, the magus 
may also have to go to considerable trou-
ble to find a teacher in the first place.

the sAboteur

The hedge wizard does not want to 
assist the magus and may be providing In-
sights under duress. The hedge wizard can 
choose to sabotage any experiment he as-
sists with; treat this as if a Botch is rolled on 
the Extraordinary Results Chart (see ArM5 
page 107). More subtly, the hedge wizard 
can choose to waste the season spent look-
ing for an Insight on a wild goose chase; 
make a Guile roll (see ArM5, page 65) to 
determine if this duplicity is successful. Of 
course, the hedge wizard may be unable to 
ruin the experiment in either way due to ei-
ther controlling Mentem magic or merely 
because he fears the magus too much.

the protégé

Other magi become aware that the ma-
gus is learning Insights from a hedge wizard 
teacher, and they try to entice the hedge 
wizard to work on their own projects. If this 
enticement fails, particularly jealous magi 
might try to certamen for the right to the 
hedge wizard’s knowledge, or they might 
try to kidnap or even assassinate the hedge 
wizard. This story is particular suitable if 
the hedge wizard is a player character.

the spy

The hedge wizard uses his access to 
the magus’ Laboratory to secretly learn the 
secrets of the Order of Hermes, which he 
intends to bring back to his own tradition. 
If the hedge wizard chooses, he can earn 
2 Exposure experience every season in ei-
ther Magic Theory, Parma Magica, Order 
of Hermes Lore, or any Mystery Lore that 
the magus knows. Alternatively, the hedge 
wizard could merely try to steal a book 
about one of these subjects. The danger 
of a hedge wizard learning Parma Magica 
in this way is sufficient that other magi 
will be suspicious of the wisdom of hedge 
wizard teachers. Note that a hedge wizard 
cannot learn Hermetic Arts in this manner 
(as his Gift has not been Opened by the 
Order of Hermes).

the plAgiArist

Other magi become aware that the 
magus is learning Insights from a hedge 
wizard and are derisive of his methods. 
Even if the Breakthrough is important and 
successful, the magus is not revered as its 
creator. The magus gains a reputation for 
poor-quality research and a Bonisagus ma-
gus gains no Acclaim for completing this 
Breakthrough (see Houses of Hermes: True Lin-
eages, page 21) unless he can convince his 
peers that the hedge wizard was only a mi-
nor contributor to the project. This story 
is particular suitable if the hedge wizard is 
a player character.
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A spell is cast like a normal formulaic 
spell, and characters with Flexible Formu-
laic Magic may vary it at casting time in the 
normal way. The spell may also be Mastered, 
again in the normal way.

The effect created may bend or break 
the limits of magic, as it incorporates non-
Hermetic elements. Setting the level of the 
effect may well require a judgment call by 
the troupe, as it may do something for which 
there is no Hermetic guideline.

If the effect is successfully created, the 
magus gains a number of breakthrough 
points equal to the magnitude of the effect. 
This applies even if the final effect is warped 
or has a side effect. These points are added 
to the magus’ running total, and he must find 
another source of insight before repeating 
the procedure.

The effect produced in this way can be 

reproduced by other Hermetic magi. How-
ever, they can only do so if they have access 
to a Lab Text describing it, and it is not pos-
sible to vary the effect in any way; it must be 
reproduced exactly as it was initially created. 
Reproducing the effect in this way does not 
grant breakthrough points unless the repro-
ducing magus also gains the relevant insight, 
whether from investigating the same item or 
from reading the original investigator’s Lab 
Texts. It is possible to reproduce the effect 
first, and study the insight Lab Texts later.

After the breAkthrough

Minor Breakthroughs are usable imme-
diately in the game, and are understandable 
by all Hermetic magi. New Ranges or Du-
rations may be incorporated into new spells 

or items, and the Lab Texts distributed for a 
spell that may be used by another Hermetic 
magus without his needing to research the 
Breakthrough. Any magus who has created 
an effect using the Breakthrough can then 
use that Range of Duration freely in his other 
spells, and any magus trained by that magus, 
in either Arts or spells, may also do so.

Major and Hermetic Breakthroughs 
must be taught to Hermetic magi directly. 
An Ability may be taught in the usual way, 
either in person or through books. The dis-
coverer converts his breakthrough points 
into experience points in the new Ability, so 
that a magus who accrued 50 breakthrough 
points to integrate an Ability would start 
with a score of 4.

A new Virtue may be Initiated according 
to the normal rules for Mysteries. The dis-
coverer gains the Virtue when he completes 
the integration, and does not need to be Ini-
tiated. He does need to design an Initiation 
Script, following the rules in The Mysteries 
Revised Edition.

Inventing a Major or Hermetic Break-
through that does not require teaching takes 
another Major Breakthrough, which may 
be achieved by these rules or the original 
research rules. If this succeeds, any magus 
may create an effect using the Breakthrough 
as long as he has a Lab Text, and then may 
use the Breakthrough freely. As for Minor 
Breakthroughs, the same applies to any ma-
gus taught Arts or spells by a magus who un-
derstands the Breakthrough.

integrAtion by  
heDge WizArD reseArchers

Some hedge wizards have recovered ar-
tifacts of other hedge traditions, and even 
some of Hermetic origin, and have attempt-
ed to replicate the effects they have discov-
ered. Except for the invention of (Hedge 
Magic) Theory itself, a hedge wizard may 
only attempt research if he has a Score in the 
(Hedge Magic) Theory Ability.

The possible effects of such activity by 
hedge researchers are too numerous to list 
here, but usually (due to the theoretical infe-
riority of hedge traditions) a hedge research-
er requires double the number of break-
through points that an equivalent Hermetic 
researcher would require. In addition, few 
hedge traditions have a culture that encour-
ages innovation, and a hedge researcher’s 
peers are as likely to condemn as commend 
him for his achievements.

Hermetic Use of Hedge Theory
If a hedge tradition lacks a theoretical 

foundation (and therefore a (Hedge Mag-
ic) Theory Ability), a Hermetic researcher 
may invent such an Ability as a Hermetic 
Breakthrough. A Hermetic researcher may 
also invent a (Hedge Magic) Theory Abil-
ity if he lacks access to teachers with the 
Ability, and a hedge wizard may attempt 
to invent this Ability for his own tradition. 
This Breakthrough normally requires 60 
breakthrough points, but the researcher 
reduces this amount by his greatest ex-
isting (Hedge Magic) Theory or Magic 
Theory Ability Score.

Once he has completed this Break-
through, the researcher converts his break-

through points into experience points in 
the relevant Ability. He may then go on 
to act as his own source of insight for sub-
sequent Breakthroughs (based on the same 
hedge tradition), as described above. If the 
researcher wants to integrate several effects 
from a single tradition, this is efficient as it 
reduces the overall amount of original ma-
terial from the hedge tradition (texts and 
relics) that the researcher requires.

If a hedge wizard invents (Hedge Mag-
ic) Theory for his own tradition, he gains the 
benefits of having a theoretical understand-
ing of magic. For example, he can improve 
his laboratory, adds his (Hedge Magic) The-
ory Ability Score to his Lab Totals, etc.

Original Research and Ancient Magic
Houses of Hermes: True Lineages includes 

rules for original research — adding fea-
tures to Hermetic magic based purely on a 
magus’ own inspiration. Integrating hedge 
traditions tends to be faster and safer, but 
it does have two disadvantages. First, the 
magus can only aim for the Breakthroughs 
available in the hedge tradition. Second, 
he has to get out of his laboratory and 
find (possibly uncooperative) sources of 
insight. From the storyguide’s perspective, 
these may be advantages, of course.

The two sets of rules are similar, and 
both approaches may be taken to a sin-
gle Breakthrough. That is, breakthrough 

points from integration may be added to 
breakthrough points from original research 
to determine whether a Breakthrough has 
been achieved.

Ancient Magic also includes similar rules 
for integrating extinct, ancient traditions 
into Hermetic magic. Technically, break-
through points gathered from integrating 
ancient traditions are compatible with 
those gathered from integrating hedge 
traditions, and vice versa. However, in 
practice it would be very rare for an an-
cient and hedge tradition to share a com-
mon Breakthrough: ancient traditions are 
meant to be extinct.
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Elementalists
The scholars who study the world of 

Mythic Europe discovered long ago that ev-
erything in the physical universe is made up 
of four distinct building blocks of creation, 
called elements. These elements combine to 
varying degrees to form the matter and en-
ergy that make up physical reality, and are 
typically characterized as air, fire, earth, and 
water. A stone is primarily made up of earth, 
a flame is mostly fire, and a human being is 
made up of more or less equal parts of all 
four elements combined together. Many su-
pernatural beings are also strongly associated 
with one of the four elements.

Some ancient men and women had a 
supernatural gift or talent that gave them 
power over ghosts and other unseen spirits, 
including those associated with the four ele-
ments, and over the years they refined this 
art into a system of magic known as the Ars 
Goetia, or the Goetic Arts. These rotes and 
charms could draw a spirit to the summoner 
and cause it to manifest before him. Related 
paths of goetic knowledge allowed him to 
manipulate the essence of the spirit, to bind 
it to the physical world, or even to compel 
its service. But because the Ars Goetia gave 

the magician influence over the unseen spirit 
world instead of the visible world of nature, 
these arts were often considered to be evil by 
the rest of society, and branded as sorcery or 
black magic by other wizards.

Others in Mythic Europe have used the sci-
ences of medicine, philosophiae, and theurgy 
to further develope these powers, so that they 
are able to affect the physical world instead of 
the spiritual, exert supernatural authority over 
the raw elements of nature, and even cause 
them to come together into animate creatures 
known as elementals. These Elementalist Arts 
are believed to have originated far across the 
Mediterranean Sea in the Middle East and 
northern Africa, but spread to Europe during 
the Arab conquests of Iberia in the first part 
of the eighth century. So-called “elemental-
ists” would have been treated as badly as other 
sorcerers and summoners of the time, and thus 
they generally kept their abilities a secret, 
adopting the appearance of learned scholars 
or holy men. Over time, their scholarship and 
ties to the community elevated them above 
their more sinister counterparts, and in 1220 
elementalists tend to look more like academ-
ics than other hedge wizards.

Elementalist 
Characters

Elementalist magic consists of four “El-
ementalist Techniques” (Summoning, Con-
trolling, Divining, and Refining) and four 
“Elementalist Forms” (Air, Earth, Fire, and 
Water). These are known as the Elementalist 
Arts, which are used in conjunction to pro-
duce the effects that are associated with this 
form of hedge magic, and are essentially use-
less on their own. Thus, every elementalist 
character should begin with Virtues that give 
him at least one Technique and one Form.

The Elementalist Techniques are also as-
sociated with three different types of elemen-
tal manifestations: Medicinal, Philosophical, 
and Theurgical. This further defines what el-
ementalists can do with their Techniques and 
what they can affect with their Forms. An 
elementalist with a Medicinal Technique is 
sometimes known as an elemental physician, 
while one with a Philosophical Technique 
can be referred to as an elemental philoso-
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pher, and one with a Theurgical Technique 
might be called an elemental theurgist. El-
emental physicians study human illnesses 
and the four humors of the body, elemental 
philosophers investigate how the elements 
influence nature and the physical world, and 
elemental theurgists seek to understand su-
pernatural beings associated with the four 
elements. A single character can be knowl-
edgeable two or even three types of Elemen-
talist Techniques, but this is rare.

Elementalists can be played as compan-
ions, Mythic companions, or Gifted charac-
ters. For companions or Mythic companions, 
the character will be unable to learn new 
Techniques or Forms unless he is initiated 
into them by a Mystery Cult, as described 
in the Introduction, under Acquiring Hedge 
Wizard Powers. A Gifted character must 

have had his Gift opened by an elemental-
ist society (see Elementalist Societies, later 
in this chapter).

Elementalists may use vis with their el-
emental magic, but only vis associated with 
the four Elementalist Forms (Aquam, Auram, 
Ignem, and Terram). They can use this vis to 
boost their totals with elemental magic (Sum-
moning, Controlling, or Divining, but not Re-
fining as it does not include a roll), receiving a 
+2 bonus for each pawn of vis that corresponds 
to the Elementalist Form used in the formula. 
The number of pawns they can use for a single 
effect is limited to the sum of their scores in 
all four Elementalist Forms, i.e. an elemental-
ist with Elementalist Earth 6 and Elementalist 
Water 2 can use a maximum of 8 pawns of any 
combination of Terram or Aquam vis.

Elementalists can also study their Arts 
from vis. This seasonal activity gives them 
a study source in an Elementalist Form with 
Quality equal to (a stress die + the aura bo-
nus), and costs a number of pawns of vis 
equal to their score in the Form. To study an 
Elementalist Technique from vis, they must 
choose a particular Form with which to prac-
tice, and spend a number of pawns of vis as-
sociated with that Form equal to (their score 
in the Technique / 2), rounded up.

Characters can study the Elementalist 
Arts like any other Arts, though books on 
these subjects are very rare. Studying from 
vis is a much more common method for el-
ementalists. At the storyguide’s discretion, 
books on the Hermetic Forms of Aquam, Au-
ram, Ignem, and Terram may yield elemen-
talists some experience in the corresponding 
Elementalist Forms, though much less than 
they do for magi. Likewise, a book on one of 
the Elementalist Forms might be studied by 
a magus as a lower-quality text on the cor-
responding Hermetic Art.

Here follow several new Virtues and Flaws 
that are associated with the elementalist tradi-
tion and elementalist magic. Also, there are a 
few Virtues and Flaws available to elemental-
ists that are similar to Hermetic Virtues and 
Flaws of the same name, except that they ap-
ply to elementalist magic instead. These are 
listed below, but players should simply refer 
to the Hermetic descriptions in Ars Magica 
5th Edition. Note that, while these Flaws may 
be taken by unGifted elementalists, they may 
only be taken by characters for whom they 
represent a penalty. Characters with no el-
ementalist powers may not take Flaws that 
limit those powers, for example. Similarly, a 
character may not have a Flaw that limits a 
power he does not have, even if he has other 
elementalist powers.

New or Revised Virtues

The following virtues are used by the el-
ementalist tradition:

elementAl Affinity

Minor, Supernatural
The character has a supernatural affinity 

with the four elements, such that whenever 
he studies a particular Ability that is chosen 
when this Virtue is taken — Medicine, Phi-
losophiae, or one type of (Realm) Lore — he 
may divide half as many experience points 
among his Elementalist Forms. 

For example, an elementalist with an Elemental 
Affinity (Medicine) who gained 8 experience points 
in Medicine one season would also gain 4 addi-
tional experience points to spend among Elemental-
ist Air, Elementalist Earth, Elementalist Fire, or 
Elementalist Water.

This Virtue may be taken more than 
once, as long as a different Ability is chosen 
each time.

elementAlist Air

Minor, Supernatural
This power combines with the Elemen-

talist Techniques to affect the element of 
air. Taking this Virtue gives the character 
an initial score of 0 in Elementalist Air (see 
Elementalist Forms, below), and a Sanguine 
Personality Trait (see Elemental Warping, 
below) equal to his Warping Score + (El-
ementalist Air / 5).

elementAlist eArth

Minor, Supernatural
This power combines with the Elemen-

talist Techniques to affect the element of 
earth. Taking this Virtue gives the character 
an initial score of 0 in Elementalist Earth 
(see Elementalist Forms, below), and a Mel-
ancholic Personality Trait (see Elemental 
Warping, below) equal to his Warping Score 
+ (Elementalist Earth / 5).

elementAlist fire

Minor, Supernatural
This power combines with the Elemen-

talist Techniques to affect the element of 
fire. Taking this Virtue gives the character 

Elementalist Virtues

mAjor, supernAturAl

Elemental Magic*
Elemental Medicine*
Elemental Philosophiae*
Elemental Theurgy*
Gentle Gift
(Type) Controlling*
(Type) Divining*
(Type) Refining*
(Type) Summoning*

minor, supernAturAl

Affinity with (Art)
Cyclic Magic (positive)
Elemental Affinity*
Elementalist Air*
Elementalist Earth*
Elementalist Fire*
Elementalist Water*
Fast Caster
Free Study
Inoffensive to Animals
Personal Vis Source
Puissant (Art)
Special Circumstances
(Type) Controlling*
(Type) Divining*
(Type) Refining*
(Type) Summoning*

* New or revised Virtues
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an initial score of 0 in Elementalist Fire (see 
Elementalist Forms, below), and a Choleric 
Personality Trait (see Elemental Warping, 
below) equal to his Warping Score + (El-
ementalist Fire / 5).

elementAlist WAter

Minor, Supernatural
This power combines with the Elemen-

talist Techniques to affect the element of 
water. Taking this Virtue gives the charac-
ter an initial score of 0 in Elementalist Wa-
ter (see Elementalist Forms, below), and a 
Phlegmatic Personality Trait (see Elemental 
Warping, below) equal to his Warping Score 
+ (Elementalist Water / 5).

elementAl mAgic

Major, Supernatural
The character has a supernatural affin-

ity with the four elements, specifically how 
they interact with each other. If the charac-
ter studies one of the four Elementalist Forms 
(Elementalist Air, Elementalist Earth, El-
ementalist Fire, or Elementalist Water) dur-
ing a season, he may assign one additional 
experience point to each of the other three. 
If he gains experience in more than one Form 
in a single season (perhaps from Adventure 
experience), he cannot assign more than one 
free experience point to each Ability.

In addition, when affecting multiple ele-
ments with his elemental magic, he may use 
the highest Form score among them rather 
than the lowest.

A Hermetic version of this Virtue is rela-
tively common among magi of the Order of 
Hermes (ArM5, page 41), and affects the 
Forms of Aquam, Auram, Ignem, and Terram 
instead of the elemental powers.

elementAl meDicine

Major, Supernatural
The character has a natural aptitude for 

elemental magic, based on special under-
standing of the four humors and the human 
body. In any season in which the character 
studies Medicine, the player may also as-
sign one free experience point in each of the 
four Elementalist Forms (Elementalist Air, 
Elementalist Earth, Elementalist Fire, and El-
ementalist Water).

In addition, when affecting multiple ele-
ments with his elemental magic, he may use 

his highest Form score rather than his low-
est. If the highest score exceeds his score in 
Medicine, use his score in Medicine instead.

elementAl philosophiAe

Major, Supernatural
The character has a natural aptitude for 

elemental magic, based on a deep under-
standing of the physical world. In any season 
in which the character studies Philosophiae, 
the player may also assign one free experi-
ence point in each of the four Elementalist 
Forms (Elementalist Air, Elementalist Earth, 
Elementalist Fire, and Elementalist Water).

In addition, when affecting multiple ele-
ments with his elemental magic, he may use his 
highest Form score rather than his lowest. If 
the highest score exceeds his score in Philoso-
phiae, use his score in Philosophiae instead.

elementAl theurgy

Major, Supernatural
The character has a supernatural aptitude 

for elemental magic, based in experience 
with spirits and beings of a particular realm 
(usually Magic). In any season in which the 
character studies (Realm) Lore appropriate 
to the realm associated with this Virtue, the 
player may also assign one free experience 
point in each of the four Elementalist Forms 
(Elementalist Air, Elementalist Earth, El-
ementalist Fire, and Elementalist Water).

In addition, when affecting multiple ele-
ments with his elemental magic, he may use 
his highest Form score rather than his low-
est. If the highest score exceeds his score in 
the appropriate (Realm) Lore, use his score 
in (Realm) Lore instead.

(type) controlling

Major or Minor, Supernatural
Controlling is an Elementalist Art that 

can be combined with mastery of the four 
elements to control the behavior of different 
types of beings, as described under Elemen-
talist Techniques, later in this chapter. Tak-
ing this Virtue gives the character a score of 
0 in Controlling.

This Virtue may be taken up to three 
times, to indicate that the character can con-
trol multiple types of elemental targets (Me-
dicinal, Philosophical, or Theurgical). The 
first type chosen requires a Major Virtue, the 
others are Minor. Each type of Controlling 

must be learned separately, but all three use 
the same Art score, so that a character who 
takes this Virtue three times would have only 
one Controlling Art, not (Medicinal) Con-
trolling, (Philosophical) Controlling, and 
(Theurgical) Controlling.

(type) Divining

Major or Minor, Supernatural
This Elementalist Art allows an elemen-

talist to locate, understand, and predict the 
behavior of the four elements, as described 
under Elementalist Techniques, later in this 
chapter. This Virtue gives the character an 
initial Divining score of 0.

This Virtue may be taken up to three times, 
to indicate that the character can find and com-
prehend multiple types of elemental targets 
(Medicinal, Philosophical, or Theurgical). The 
first type chosen requires a Major Virtue, the 
others are Minor. Each type of Divining must 
be learned separately, but all three use the same 
Art score, so that a character that takes this Vir-
tue three times would have only one Divining 
Art, not (Medicinal) Divining, (Philosophical) 
Divining, and (Theurgical) Divining.

(type) refining

Major or Minor, Supernatural
With this Elementalist Art, the character 

can purify a target by subjecting it to the four 
elements, as described under Elementalist Tech-

Elemental Affinities & 
Character Creation
Several of the Virtues found in this 

chapter (Elemental Magic, Elemental 
Medicine, Elemental Philosophiae, and 
Elemental Theurgy) give the player ex-
perience points in the four Elementalist 
Forms whenever the character studies a 
related Ability. In order to approximate 
this effect during character creation, an 
optional method is to treat the Virtue as 
an Affinity with the related Forms. That 
is, you would calculate the number of 
experience points spent in the Ability, 
and divide half that amount among the 
Forms (or, for Elemental Magic, take 
the total number of points spent on the 
four Forms and equally divide half that 
amount among them).
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niques, later in this chapter. Taken as a Virtue, it 
grants Refining with an initial score of 0.

This Virtue may be taken up to three 
times, to indicate that the character can refine 
multiple types of elemental targets (Medici-
nal, Philosophical, or Theurgical). The first 
type chosen requires a Major Virtue, the oth-
ers are Minor. Each type of Refining must be 
learned separately, but all three use the same 
Art score, so that a character that takes this 
Virtue three times would have only one Refin-
ing Art, not (Medicinal) Refining, (Philosoph-
ical) Refining, and (Theurgical) Refining.

(type) summoning

Major or Minor, Supernatural
Summoning is an Elementalist Art that 

allows the character to use his knowledge of 
the Elementalist Forms to summon a target 
associated with that element to him. This 
target is somehow appropriate to his back-
ground — a disease, an aspect of nature, or an 
elemental being, as determined by the type of 
Summoning he learns (Medicinal, Philosoph-
ical, or Theurgical). This is described in more 
detail under Elementalist Techniques, later in 

this chapter. Selecting this Virtue gives the 
character a score of 0 in Summoning.

This Virtue may be taken up to three 
times, to indicate that the character can sum-
mon more than one type of elemental target. 
The first type chosen requires a Major Vir-
tue, the others are Minor Virtues. Each type 
of Summoning must be learned separately, 
but all three types use the same Art score, so 
that a character that takes this Virtue three 
times would only have one Summoning Art, 
not (Medicinal) Summoning, (Philosophical) 
Summoning, and (Theurgical) Summoning.

New Flaws

vulnerAble to (form)

Minor, Hermetic or Supernatural
The elementalist’s mystical association 

with a particular element makes him more 
vulnerable to its opposite. You must subtract 
the elemental Personality Trait for the ele-
ment that opposes his chosen Form from the 
character’s Soak. For example, a character 
Vulnerable to Elementalist Water would sub-
tract his Choleric Trait from his Soak when-
ever he is damaged by water. Furthermore, 
this Form does not help him at all when he is 
ill; do not add the Trait associated with the 
chosen Form to his recovery totals.

This Flaw can be taken as a Hermetic 
Flaw, in which case the magus must subtract 
his Form bonus for the opposing element from 
his Magic Resistance and Soak whenever he 
is magically affected or damaged by that ele-
ment. For example, a magus with Vulnerable 
to Terram must treat his score in Auram as a 
penalty to his Form bonus for Terram.

A character may take this Flaw up to four 
times, as long as a different Form is chosen 
each time. This Flaw may only be taken if 
the character has a score in the opposing 
Form; i.e. to take Vulnerable to Elemental-
ist Fire, he must also have the Elementalist 
Water Virtue.

WeAk elementAl resistAnce

Major, Hermetic or Supernatural
Perhaps the character views his super-

natural association with the four elements 
as merely academic, or else the character is 
simply weaker at defending himself against 
them, but for whatever reason you do not 

Other Summoning Arts
Summoning powers are also men-

tioned in Realms of Power: The Infernal (pages 
87, 114–115). To distinguish the infernal 
Summoning Art from elementalist Sum-
moning, you should refer to the infernal 
version as (Spirit) Summoning, and the 
elementalist version as (Elemental) Sum-
moning. For example, an elemental theur-
gist with infernal powers could have (Ele-
mental) Summoning, Controlling, (Spirit) 
Summoning, and Commanding. Note that 

such a character would be able to summon 
both spirits and elementals with his Sum-
moning Arts, but could only command 
spirits with his Commanding Art and 
control elementals with his Controlling 
Art. If he were to summon a spirit aligned 
with one of the four elements using either 
(Spirit) or (Elemental) Summoning, he 
could affect it with either Commanding or 
Controlling, as the target would be both 
an elemental and a spirit.
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add the character’s elemental Personality 
Traits (Sanguine, Melancholy, Choleric, and 
Phlegmatic) to his Soak when resisting dam-
age from elemental sources, as described un-
der Elemental Warping, below.

This Flaw can be taken by a magus as 
a Hermetic Flaw, in which case his Magic 
Resistance is vulnerable to physical damage 
appropriate to the elements and all damage 
from spells associated with Aquam, Auram, 
Ignem, and Terram. In these circumstances, 
his Magic Resistance is not increased by his 
score in the corresponding Form, and his 
Soak is not increased by his (Form score / 5).

Elemental Warping

As an elementalist accumulates Warping, 
instead of gaining new Virtues and Flaws as de-
scribed in Ars Magica 5th Edition, he instead 
becomes even more strongly attuned to the 
four elements, both mentally and physically. 
This manifests most strongly in the character’s 
personality, changing his behavior and emo-
tions to correspond to the temperaments in-
dicated by the four elements. This is usually 
to his detriment, as it leads him into madness 
and gives the player less control over how his 
character behaves, but it also draws him into 
stories and provides him with an interesting 
direction for developing his character. In ad-
dition, it transforms him physically to make 
him better able to resist those elements.

The player must take as many as four addi-
tional Personality Traits for the character, one 
for each elemental temperament (Choleric, 
Melancholy, Phlegmatic, and Sanguine) that 
corresponds to one of his Elementalist Forms 
(Elementalist Fire, Elementalist Earth, Elemen-
talist Water, and Elementalist Air), with an 
initial value equal to the character’s Warping 
Score. These values are also modified by his 
score in the Elementalist Form — divide the 
Form by 5 (rounded up), and add this result to 
the value of the corresponding Trait. 

For example, an elementalist with Elemental-
ist Air 4, Elementalist Fire 6, Elementalist Water 2, 
and Warping Score 1 would be Choleric +3 (+1 for 
Warping Score, +2 for Elementalist Fire), Phlegmatic 
+2 (+1 for Warping Score, +1 for Elementalist Wa-
ter), and Sanguine +2 (+1 for Warping Score, +1 for 
Elementalist Air). 

Each time the character’s Warping Score 
is increased or one of his Elementalist Forms 
exceeds a multiple of 5, you should update 
these Personality Traits.

These Traits also add to the character’s 
Soak whenever he is damaged by the corre-

sponding elements, as described under each 
of the Arts, later in this chapter. For example, 
when damaged directly by stone, metal, dirt, 
earth elementals, or other supernatural crea-
tures made of earth, add the elementalist’s 
Melancholy Trait to his Soak. This does not 
give elementalists Magic Resistance, but does 
make them better able to resist physical dam-
age from the elements in the same way as 
Aquam, Auram, Ignem, and Terram give magi 
bonuses to their Soak. (This is a variation 
of the Magical Fortitude power described 
in the Introduction.) A side effect of this is 
that characters tend to gain physical qualities 
of the element in question, much like magi 
gain Twilight Scars. For example, Phlegmatic 
character’s skin might ripple or reflect images, 
while a Melancholic character might seem 
heavier and rumble when he walks.

While the character is more resistant to 
physical damage, he likewise becomes more 
vulnerable to diseases and afflictions associ-
ated with the appropriate bodily humors. 
You must subtract the value of the Trait from 
the character’s Recovery rolls whenever he is 
suffering from an illness of the correspond-
ing humor. A Trait associated with the op-
posing element does help the character in 
this instance; you may also add the value of 
an opposing Trait to the recovery roll. 

For example, if the elementalist in the above ex-
ample were to contract a phlegmatic disease like flux, 
he would subtract 2 from his recovery rolls for his 
Phlegmatic Trait, but add 6 for his Choleric Trait, 
giving him a total bonus of +4.

The storyguide should use these elemen-
tal Traits to draw the elementalist and those 

close to him into stories. If any of these Traits 
have a score of +3 or more, you should treat 
them as Minor Personality Flaws that dictate 
the character’s behavior in a limited fashion, 
like a strange obsession with the associated 
element or an occasional mood swing. Treat 
Traits of +6 or more as Major Personality 
Flaws, behavior that the character often feels 
compelled to do and which typically override 
any other desires the character may have. If 

Elementalist Flaws

mAjor, supernAturAl

Blatant Gift
Restriction
Study Requirement
Weak Elemental Resistance*

minor, supernAturAl

Cyclic Magic (negative)
Deleterious Circumstances
Offensive to Animals
Slow Caster
Susceptibility to Divine Power
Susceptibility to Faerie Power
Susceptibility to Infernal Power
Vulnerable to (Form)*

* New Flaws

Elemental Traits
Four Personality Traits are used to 

describe elementalists who have been ex-
posed to Warping: Choleric, Melancholic, 
Phlegmatic, and Sanguine.

Choleric (Elementalist Fire): This Trait 
promotes anger and ire in the character, 
similar to the Wrathful or Hatred Per-
sonality Flaws. It opposes Phlegmatic.

Melancholic (Elementalist Earth): This 
Trait represents the character’s sorrow 
and gloom, much as if the character 
had the Depressed or Reclusive Person-
ality Flaws. It opposes Sanguine.

Phlegmatic (Elementalist Water): Jealousy 
and worry are signs of this Trait in a 
character, like the Personality Flaws 

Envious or Fear. It opposes Choleric.
Sanguine (Elementalist Air): Delight and 

the feeling of being in love are signs of 
this Trait, perhaps best represented by 
Personality Flaws like Carefree or Op-
timistic. It opposes Melancholic.

The effects of these Traits on the 
character’s personality never cancel each 
other out, even if they are associated with 
elements that are opposed to each other. 
Characters with balanced Traits will still 
behave erratically — perhaps favoring 
one Trait some of the time and other times 
acting under the influence of another, or 
maybe harming themselves or lashing out 
at others they perceive as imbalanced.
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any of these Traits gain a score of +10 or 
more, the player no longer has control over 
the character’s actions in any circumstances 
to which the storyguide decides that the Trait 
applies — the character has essentially gone 
mad. Like an elemental set loose without con-
straints, the character will likely bring about 
his own end eventually, and probably cause a 
great deal of destruction in the process.

Elementalist 
Forms

Each of the Forms can potentially affect el-
ementals and other supernatural beings associ-
ated with the four elements, the four humors of 
the body, and animals or other natural phenom-
ena, depending upon the type of Elementalist 
Techniques with which they are combined. 
More information about elementals can be 
found in Realms of Power: Magic, pages 132–139, 
and the study of medicine and philosophiae is 
covered in more detail in Art & Academe.

Elementalist Air

Elementalist Air is the study of the su-
pernatural qualities of the air, and how these 
qualities can be manipulated with elemental 
magic. It is a Difficult Art, as described in the 
introduction to this book — it increases as 
an Ability, but is otherwise considered an Art 
by Virtues and Flaws that affect Arts, and has 
no applications that are independent of the 
other Elementalist Arts.

The specific applications of Elemental-
ist Air depend upon the type of Elementalist 
Technique with which it is paired:

Medicinal: Elemental physicians can affect 
the sanguine humors of the human body 
with Elementalist Air, which are typically 
associated with lightheadedness and dis-
eases of the blood. An example would be 
quotidian fever.

Philosophical: Elemental philosophers can 
use Elementalist Air to affect natural 
weather phenomena with their powers. 
They can also affect animals that possess 
a predominantly sanguine temperament, 
such as birds.

Theurgical: Using Elementalist Air, elemen-
tal theurgists can affect air elementals and 

other creatures with Magic Might associ-
ated with Auram. Air elementals tend to 
have high mental Characteristics, but low 
physical Characteristics.

The character adds his Sanguine Trait to 
his Soak whenever he is damaged by the ele-
ment of air, including suffering asphyxiation, 
inhaling poisonous gases, or being affected 
by powerful weather phenomena such as 
winds, hailstones, or lightning.

Elementalist Earth

Elementalist Earth is the study of the su-
pernatural qualities of the earth, learning how 
to manipulate them with the Elementalist 
Techniques. It is a Difficult Art. Exactly what 
the character can do with Elementalist Earth 
varies, depending upon the type of Elemen-
talist Technique with which it is paired:

Medicinal: Elementalist Earth allows an el-
emental physician to draw upon his medi-
cal knowledge to affect the melancholic 
humors of the human body. This includes 
feelings of sadness, or diseases such as 
constriction.

Philosophical: Elemental philosophers can 
affect the earth and its minerals with their 
magic, including animals with a melan-
cholic temperament, such as slow-mov-
ing animals like cattle or generally docile 
animals like mice and badgers.

Theurgical: Elemental theurgists can use El-
ementalist Earth to affect earth elementals 
and other supernatural beings associated 
with Terram. Earth elementals generally 
have high physical Characteristics, but 
low mental Characteristics.

The character adds his Melancholy Trait 
to his Soak whenever he is damaged by the 
element of earth, including suffocation, in-
juries by metal or stone weapons, crushing 
blows, or falling onto solid ground.

Elementalist Fire

Elementalist Fire is a Difficult Art, which 
involves studying the supernatural qualities 
of fire, and how to manipulate them with the 
character’s elemental magic. The type of El-
ementalist Technique with which the charac-
ter pairs this Form determines what sorts of 
fire he can affect:

Medicinal: With Elementalist Fire, an el-
emental physician can affect the cho-
leric humors of the human body. These 
humors tend to inspire anger and impa-
tience, or dry, coughing diseases such as 
quartan fever.

Philosophical: Heat and flame is the province 
of the elemental philosopher with Elemen-
talist Fire, which includes mundane animals 
with a choleric temperament — generally 
those that are fast (such as horses) or fierce 
(such as predators).

Theurgical: Elemental theurgists affect fire 
elementals and other supernatural crea-
tures associated with heat, light, and 
flames. Fire elementals typically have 
high scores in Presence, Communication, 
Dexterity, and Quickness.

The character adds his Choleric Trait to his 
Soak whenever he is damaged by the element 
of fire, including exposure to extreme tempera-
tures, blinding light, or burning flames.

Elementalist Water

Elementalist Water is the study of the 
supernatural qualities of water, and how they 
can be manipulated with elemental magic. 
It is a Difficult Art. The form of the targets 
that the elementalist can affect with this El-
ementalist Form depends upon the type of 
Technique with which it is paired:

Medicinal: Elemental physicians can affect 
the phlegmatic humors of the human 
body with their Elementalist Arts. These 
humors are associated with slow, listless 
feelings and wet, phlegmatic diseases 
such as flux.

Philosophical: The elemental philosopher 
affects all sorts of natural liquids with 
Elementalist Water, and can also affect 
animals with a phlegmatic temperament, 
which includes those that swim like fish 
or creep like reptiles.

Theurgical: Elementalist Water allows an el-
emental theurgist to affect water elementals 
and other supernatural creatures associated 
with cold and liquids. Water elementals 
typically have high scores in Cunning, Per-
ception, Strength, and Stamina.

The character adds his Phlegmatic trait to 
his Soak when he is damaged by the element of 
water, including suffering from thirst, drown-
ing, drinking poisonous liquids, falling against 
water, or being crushed by powerful waves.
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Elementalist 
Techniques

The four Elementalist Techniques are 
Summoning, Controlling, Divining, and 
Refining. Each Technique is used with a par-
ticular Characteristic, and combined with an 
Elementalist Form to affect a type of target 
(Medicinal, Philosophical, or Theurgical), 
which is noted as part of the Virtue that grants 
the character the Technique. For example, a 
character who can summon elementals would 
have the (Theurgical) Summoning Virtue.

Summoning

Summoning is the art of drawing ele-
ments from the surrounding area, often 
drawing them into a prepared shape or me-
dium. Some elementalists might call this an 
incorrect description of their powers, since 
it may seem to them that they create these 
elements from nothing rather than bring-
ing them to the caster from somewhere else. 
However, the basic principle is that the four 
elements are all part of nature, and so may 
always be found nearby and used to produce 
a supernatural effect.

Summoning relies upon the character’s 
Stamina, his score in Summoning added to 
the appropriate Elementalist Form, plus the 
local aura and a stress die roll. This procedure 
always costs the elementalist a long-term Fa-
tigue level, and takes anywhere from a few 
minutes to several hours, depending on the 
proximity of the summoned target. If success-
ful, the target will appear directly beside the 
elementalist, within his immediate reach.

summoning totAl:  
stress die + Stamina + Summoning  

+ (Form) + aura

This is compared to the following chart 
to determine the maximum Size and Might 
of the target. The Total must always be great 
enough to affect both the Size and Might of 
the target. 

For example, a target of Size –6 and Might 20 
would need a Summoning Total of 20 because of its 
Might, while another the size of a warhorse (+3) with 
only Might 5 would still require a Summoning Total 
of 20 because of its Size. A Summoning Total of 10 
can only affect a target as large as a cat (–3) with a 
Might Score of 10 or less, for instance.

 totAl might size note

 0 0 –21 nonexistent
 1 1 –18 too small to perceive
 2 2 –15 insect, kernel of grain
 3 3 –12 baby mouse, 10 insects
 4 4 –9 bat, frog
 5 5 –6 lizard, stoat
 10 10 –3 badger, cat
 15 15 0 adult, ten cats
 20 20 +3 war horse, ten adults
 25 25 +6 killer whale, 100 adults
 30 30 +9 humpbacked whale,  

   100 horses
 35 35 +12 tower, castle
 40 40 +15 village, storm
 45 45 +18 city, river
 50 50 +21 mountain, sea

Summoning may be used in one of three 
different ways, depending upon the type of el-
emental magic the character learned: Medici-
nal, Philosophical, or Theurgical (see later).

The elementalist may attempt to in-
clude multiple elements when Summoning, 
as long as he possesses all of the Forms used 
in the formula. 

For example, an elemental philosopher with 
Elementalist Air and Elementalist Fire might want 
to summon an animal with either or both a san-
guine or choleric temperament. Use the lower of his 
two Form scores (Elementalist Air or Elementalist 
Fire in this case) to determine if he is successful. 
If this would summon one of several different tar-
gets that fit both criteria (for example, there are 
both sanguine and choleric animals nearby, but no 
animals that are both sanguine and choleric), the 
results should favor the element in which he has a 
higher score.

The elementalist may prepare a magical 
container for his target, if he wishes, by trac-
ing the perimeter of the area in which the 
target will be held. Summoning circles drawn 
into the floor are very common containers, 
though jars and bottles are also used often 
as they are more transportable. Like a magus 
drawing a ring (see ArM5 page 112), a magi-
cal container may require the elementalist 
to maintain concentration while performing 
the summoning, but doing so ensures that 
the summoned target cannot leave the area 
for as long as the boundary is undisturbed. 
If the seal is broken, either by opening the 
container or breaking the circle, the target 
of the summoning is free to go wherever it 
desires. However, as long as the elementalist 
has a bound captive, he does not recover the 
long-term Fatigue levels spent to summon it. 
Thus, elementalists rarely bind more than 
two or three targets at a time.

A summoning container also makes it eas-
ier for the elementalist to affect a summoned 

supernatural being with his other Elementalist 
Techniques, since it lessens the difficulty of 
penetrating its resistance with those powers 
as long as the target is held within the con-
tainer into which it was summoned. If the 
target has been summoned and successfully 
bound into a ring or container using the Sum-
moning Art, treat the level of successive ef-
fects with the Elementalist Arts as if they were 
0, and apply the entire casting total toward 
the Penetration Total. It is as if the later effect 
is incorporated into the original Summoning 
effect, so that the elementalist only needs to 
penetrate the target’s resistance once.

Botching the summoning roll means the 
elementalist has lost control of his power. The 
summoned being may appear but without any 
safeguards, or a different sort of being (such 
as an angel or demon) is attracted instead. Or, 
perhaps the elementalist simply channeled 
too much elemental power through himself, 
and his bodily humors become imbalanced, 
making him sick or injured.

meDicinAl

With medicinal magic, the character can 
use Summoning to alter the humors in a human 
body, curing diseases and resolving crises. This 
might be seen as summoning the necessary hu-
mors to restore the body to its natural equi-
librium, though this has no effect on wounds 
that were not caused by deprivation, disease, 
or aging. Summoning can also imbalance the 
humors enough to cause a disease, drawing the 
humors out of the body instead. The elemental 
physician must touch the target, and if you are 
using the disease rules found in Art & Academe, 
the Summoning Total determines the strength 
of the disease that is caused or cured. Other-
wise, a Summoning Total that corresponds to 
the Size of the target (as listed on the chart 
above) affects a disease that is equivalent to a 
Light wound or a minor illness; one magnitude 
more affects a disease equivalent to a Medium 
wound or a serious illness, two magnitudes 
more for a Heavy wound or a major illness, 
and three magnitudes more for an Incapacitat-
ing wound or critical illness. The Elemental-
ist Form used in the Summoning Total should 
be the Form that best corresponds to the type 
of sickness, and this effect must penetrate the 
target’s Magic Resistance, if any.

philosophicAl

The elemental philosopher conjures natu-
ral phenomena (wind, flame) or base matter 
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(earth, water) of the appropriate element(s) 
from the surrounding area, of an amount no 
more than the Size indicated by the Summon-
ing Total on the chart earlier, to a place within 
his immediate reach. Additional magnitudes 
summon more-dangerous phenomena (increas-
ing air and fire Damage by +5) or more-sub-
stantial matter (stone and ice, and then harder 
or colder materials). These summoned mate-
rials are always wild and untreated, and the 
elementalist has no control over their shape. 
For example, a Summoning Total of 5 using El-
ementalist Earth might summon enough silver 
to make a coin, but it would probably appear as 
a pile of shavings rather than a single lump.

The elemental philosopher can also sum-

mon living animals that are native to the area 
and have a dominant temperament (choleric, 
melancholic, phlegmatic, or sanguine) appro-
priate to the element used in the summoning. 
The character can even summon a group of 
animals, so long as their collective size does 
not exceed the Size listed for the Summoning 
Total on the chart above, and as long as the 
sum of their Might Scores does not exceed the 
Might indicated for the level of the effect on 
the chart. If any of the summoned animals have 
Magic Resistance, the effect must penetrate.

theurgicAl

The elemental theurgist can bring an el-
emental into being from an amount of pure 
base material, such as unworked stone, fresh 
water, or a natural breeze. The Summoning 
Total determines the being’s maximum Might, 
based on the Size of the materials at hand, as 
shown on the chart. For example, a Summon-
ing Total of 15 could potentially summon an 
earth elemental with Magic Might 15 from a 
man-sized pile of earth. You can use the rules 
in Realms of Power: Magic to design this elemen-
tal, or else simply assign it stats and powers 
that seem appropriate to its Size and Form — 
an earth elemental with Might 20 might have 
two Terram powers and 20 points of physi-
cal Characteristics, and an air elemental with 
Might 15 could have one Auram power and 

15 points of mental Characteristics. Elemen-
tals are permanently summoned, but do not 
recover their Might Points over time unless 
they consume vis, and revert to their natural 
form when all of their Might Points have been 
spent, leaving no vis behind. (See the Sum-
moning Elementals sidebar for more details.)

Controlling

The Controlling Art allows an elemen-
talist to dictate the behavior of the targets 
he summons with his Summoning power, or 
to affect appropriate targets he encounters. 
It depends upon the character’s Presence, 
and always costs him a Fatigue level, though 
not long term. The elementalist must gesture 
and speak an arcane incantation to a target 
within range of his voice, which takes him 
a single round to perform. Then the player 
makes a roll using the following formula to 
determine if he is successful:

controlling totAl 
stress die + Presence + Controlling  

+ (Form) + aura

This effect must penetrate any Magic 
Resistance possessed by the target, al-
though if the target has been summoned 
and successfully bound into a ring or con-
tainer using the Summoning Art, treat the 
level of a successful Controlling effect as if 
it were 0 and apply the entire Controlling 
Total toward penetration. 

For example, if an elemental theurgist with a Sum-
moning Total of 20 summons an air elemental with 
Might 20 into a prepared circle, his Controlling Total 
must be at least 20 to successfully control it, and this is 
also sufficient to penetrate the elemental’s resistance. 

It is possible to control an unbound tar-
get, but much more difficult.

Controlling may be used in three differ-
ent ways, depending upon the type of magic 
associated with the Virtue.

meDicinAl

The elemental physician can control the 
emotions of human beings by manipulating 
the bodily humors, inspiring or suppressing 
specific emotions associated with the appro-
priate element. The strength of this emotion 
depends upon the strength of the Control-
ling Total, but it is roughly equivalent to a 
Personality Trait with a positive or negative 
value of (Controlling Total / 10), rounded 

Summoning Elementals
When Summoning is used with El-

emental Magic, an elemental is essentially 
brought into being from an appropriate 
amount of base material. As noted above, 
this summoning lasts indefinitely, though 
the elementals are actually temporary and 
do not recover Might Points over time like 
other supernatural beings. When the Might 
Pool of one of these elementals is empty, it 
ceases to be an elemental at all and returns 
to its natural form, and does not leave be-
hind any vis. That is, an elemental that was 
summoned from a pile of earth becomes a 
normal pile of earth again.

A summoned elemental’s spent Might 
can be restored by feeding it vis: each 
pawn an elemental consumes returns 5 
points of Might to it. Most elementals 
prefer to consume vis of the Elementalist 
Form opposed to their own, rather than 
that of their own Form — i.e. fire elemen-
tals generally seek out Aquam vis, and 

disdain Ignem vis. This might be seen as 
a kind of predatory instinct to hunt the 
element that is most different from them, 
and a supernatural taboo against eating 
their own kind. However, elementals will 
readily consume vis of any type if they are 
hungry (that is, they have spent some of 
their Might) and it is easily accessible.

Elementals are generally wild and un-
biddable, like a force of nature unleashed. 
If not held within a container, it is nearly 
certain that an elemental will attempt to 
destroy whatever comes into its path, even 
the elementalist who summoned it. They 
cannot be reasoned with, and while Magic 
Resistance can protect the character against 
an elemental’s powers, it does not protect 
against its physical attacks. Magi and ele-
mentalists typically have a Soak bonus that 
gives them some protection, but it is gener-
ally too dangerous to just summon up an el-
emental without any safeguards against it.

Story Seed: 
Vengeful Flames

During a pitched battle, an elemental 
theurgist summons a horde of fire elemen-
tals to attack the opposing army. These 
creatures soon rampage out of control, 
gravely wounding the elementalist and 
wreaking havoc in the surrounding area. 
These elementals could threaten the 
player characters’ covenant, physically or 
perhaps even politically when the lords 
of the opposing army call for wizards of 
their own to retaliate in kind.
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up. For example, a Controlling Total using 
Elementalist Water of 25 would inspire a +3 
Phlegmatic Trait in the person (see Elemen-
tal Traits, above, for a description of how this 
would cause the person to behave). This ef-
fect lasts until the target eats and sleeps, as if 
that person were recovering from long-term 
fatigue. If the effect must penetrate Magic 
Resistance, the elementalist must decide the 
strength of the Trait he wishes to inspire be-
fore his Penetration Total is calculated.

Elemental physicians can also issue com-
mands (such as “begone!”) to supernatural 
creatures that have become part of a human 
body, such as disease spirits or possessing 
demons, in the same way that an elemental 
theurgist can command elemental beings. The 
physician’s Controlling Total must exceed the 
Might of the target on the Summoning chart, 
and he must use his lowest of his scores in the 
four Elementalist Forms for the formula.

philosophicAl

An elemental philosopher can affect the 
motion of natural materials with the appro-
priate element, or organic materials using his 
lowest Form as a requisite. This allows him 
to increase his Soak against a particular type 
of damage, potentially beyond the bonus he 
receives naturally. He may add his (Control-
ling Total / 5) to his Soak against the target 
material for as long as he maintains concen-
tration, a minimum of one combat round.

The elemental philosopher can also give 
commands to animals of a temperament ap-
propriate to the element used, just like an 
elemental theurgist does with elemental be-
ings, as long as his Controlling Total exceeds 
both the Size and Might of the animal on the 
Summoning chart. (See Elementalist Forms, 
earlier in this chapter, for some examples of 
animal temperaments for each element.)

theurgicAl

The elemental theurgist can affect su-
pernatural creatures with Might of the Form 
appropriate to the element used, assuming 
he can equal or exceed the being’s Might on 
his Controlling roll. If he succeeds, the target 
must carry out a single command to the best 
of its ability. This can also be used to banish 
an elemental permanently. If it is held within 
a container, the elemental may leave while it 
is about this task, but must immediately return 
once the command has been fulfilled. Accord-
ing to legend, the earliest elemental theurgists 

would summon elementals into magic jars, 
and command them to obey the wishes of 
the person who released them, making them 
princely gifts. However, to take advantage of 
this legend, other elementalists would some-
times command the elementals inside such 
containers to kill the person who freed them 
instead, to punish thieves and meddlers.

Divining

Through Divining, an elementalist can 
locate and commune with the elements and 

elemental targets, with an Art based on his 
natural Perception. Unlike Summoning and 
Controlling, Divining does not cost the 
character a Fatigue level.

This power has two effects. Firstly, it al-
lows the elementalist to sense if an appropri-
ate target is within about a hundred paces 
of him, and the approximate direction and 
distance to the target, for as long as he con-
centrates. This requires only that his Divin-
ing Total exceeds the value corresponding 
to the target’s Size on the Summoning chart, 
and does not need to penetrate the target’s 
Magic Resistance. Secondly, as long as he is 
touching an appropriate target, he can intui-

Story Seed: The Bishop’s Physician
The bishop in a nearby city has recent-

ly taken ill, but has hired a marvelous doc-
tor who removes his pain merely by laying 
hands upon his chest. Word of this miracu-
lous cure has begun to spread through the 
region, and though the bishop has not yet 
fully recovered, many are suggesting that 
his physician is a holy man. In fact, the 
true story is that the doctor is an elemental 

physician who can magically manipulate 
the humors in an ailing person to make 
him feel happy and fit, but must rely on 
his (nonexistent) knowledge of mundane 
medicine to actually treat the illness. So far 
the bishop has been lucky, in that his illness 
has not worsened, but he will soon die un-
less someone with more-substantial medi-
cal knowledge (or magic) helps him.
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tively understand its circumstances and situ-
ation, and mentally communicate with it on 
a fundamental level. To succeed at this, his 
Divining Total must exceed the values corre-
sponding to both the target’s Size and Might 
on the Summoning chart, and he must pene-
trate the target’s Magic Resistance. However, 
if the target was summoned into a container 
with the Summoning Art, as described earlier, 
treat the effect level as 0 when calculating the 
elementalist’s Penetration Total, rather than 
using the value derived from Size and Might.

Divining totAl: 
stress die + Perception + Divining  

+ (Form) + aura

An elementalist can use Divining of any 
type to locate vis associated with a particu-
lar element, and can determine how much 
of it is present in an object by touch. Other 
targets that this power allows him to sense 
depend upon his background.

The elementalist can include more than 
one element in his Divining Total, if he has 
a score in two or more Elementalist Forms. 
For example, an elemental theurgist might 
attempt to locate all air or water elementals, 
using both Elementalist Air and Elementalist 
Water. He must apply his score in the lower 
Form to his Divining Total, but otherwise 
can sense appropriate targets of either type.

meDicinAl

The elementalist can recognize when liv-
ing creatures have imbalanced humors. He 
can sense illnesses, automatically diagnosing 
disease and sickness associated with a particu-
lar humor (blood, black bile, yellow bile, or 
phlegm). By regularly ministering to an injured 
or afflicted target for the whole of the recovery 
period, the elementalist can mentally commu-
nicate with the person’s body, the special in-
sights of which allow him to treat his (Divining 
Total / 5) as magical aid for the purposes of the 
target’s recovery roll (see ArM5, page 179).

philosophicAl

The elementalist can sense natural mate-
rials associated with a Form, even recogniz-
ing their particular qualities such as weight 
and shape, as well as locate and communi-
cate with animals of the appropriate tem-
perament. For example, using Elementalist 
Earth, an elemental philosopher could seek 
out a large amount of gold or silver in the 

surrounding area, or understand the thoughts 
and memories of an animal with a melan-
cholic temperament by touching it.

theurgicAl

The elementalist can sense beings with 
Might associated with the appropriate ele-
ment in the general region. He can tell the ap-
proximate distance and direction to the target, 
and he can mentally communicate with it by 
touching it or the container in which it is held. 
If the being is intelligent, the two of them can 
converse for as long as the elementalist main-
tains concentration. If it is not intelligent, the 
elementalist can perceive past events as the 
being saw them, or as experienced by the raw 
materials that the creature animates.

Refining

The Refining Art allows the elementalist 
to improve the target by purifying the natural 
material of which it is composed, or to break 
it down by combining elements that are natu-
rally opposed. This takes a season of effort, 
much like a Hermetic laboratory activity, and 
requires some sort of workshop or laboratory 
in which the elementalist can work his magic. 
Instead of Magic Theory, elementalists use 
an Ability that is associated with the type of 
Refining they practice. During the season, the 
elementalist and his target must cooperate, or 
else the target must be held within a magical 
container into which it was summoned with 
the Summoning Art, as described earlier.

refining totAl: 
Intelligence + (associated Ability)  

+ Refining + (Form) + aura

Using the Refining Art often yields raw 
vis, and this is typically associated with the 
Form corresponding to the Elementalist 
Form used to affect the target. For example, 
Elementalist Water yields what magi would 
call Aquam vis, and Elementalist Fire pro-
duces Ignem vis.

An elementalist with the Refining Art 
can use vis to make himself a kind of potion 
that is similar to a Hermetic longevity ritual. 
The potion gives him a bonus to his Aging 
rolls equal to his (Refining Total / 5), includ-
ing his lowest Elementalist Form as a req-
uisite, which lasts until he suffers an Aging 
crisis. This potion takes a season to make, 
and costs a number of pawns of vis equal to 
his (age / 5), rounded up. For example, a 50-
year-old elementalist would need to spend 
ten pawns of vis of any Form he possesses. 
Note that an elementalist can only spend as 
much vis as the sum of his scores in the El-
ementalist Forms.

Other targets for the character’s Refin-
ing Art depend upon his background, as de-
scribed by the type of Refining Virtue that 
he possesses.

meDicinAl

The elemental physician can make the 
longevity potion for other human beings as 
well as himself, and adds his Medicine to his 
Refining Totals.

In addition, the elemental physician can 
make a potion that increases the vigor and 
natural aptitude of a person for a year, using 
elemental vis. This boosts one of the target’s 
Characteristics (as shown below) by the 
elementalist’s (Refining Total / 5), though it 
cannot increase that Characteristic to a value 
more than half of the elementalist’s score in 
the associated Form. This potion costs the 
same number of pawns of vis as the longev-
ity potion; an elementalist with his lowest El-
ementalist Form at 4 and a Refining Total of 
25 could make a potion that would increase 
a character’s Strength by five levels, but no 
higher than +2.

 element chArActeristic increAseD

 Air Intelligence, Perception,  
  Presence, or Communication
 Earth Strength, Stamina, Dexterity,  
  or Quickness
 Fire Presence, Communication,  
  Dexterity, or Quickness
 Water Intelligence, Perception,  
  Strength, or Stamina

Story Seed:  
The Right to Vis
One of a covenant’s vis sources 

comes up dry after a wandering el-
ementalist locates it and clears it out, 
to help him with his magical activities. 
To recover what is theirs, the magi must 
track him down and convince him to 
recognize their claim to what he took. 
To complicate matters, by the time they 
catch up with him the elementalist has 
already spent the vis.
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philosophicAl

Like magi, an elemental philosopher may 
extract vis from a magical aura, producing his 
(Refining Total / 10) in vis associated with 
the appropriate one of the four elements. He 
can also affect supernatural animals of the ap-
propriate temperament with his Refining Art, 
increasing or decreasing their Might in the 
same way an elemental theurgist affects super-
natural beings. This process produces a pawn 
of vis of the appropriate Form for each five 
points in the character’s Refining Total, but no 
more than (the target’s Might Score / 5).

An elemental philosopher may also 
move vis from one object to another. To do 
this, his Refining Total for the season must 
equal or exceed (the total number of pawns 
of vis moved x 5). If the moved vis is not as-
sociated with the Form used in the Refining 
Total, it is transformed into the appropriate 
Form by this process, but half of it (rounded 
down) is lost. For example, with a Refining 
Total of 25 using Elementalist Air, 5 pawns of 
Vim vis could be moved from one container 
into another, leaving 2 pawns of Auram vis at 
the end of the season.

Philosophical Refining also allows an 
elemental philosopher to use vis associated 
with any Art in his elemental magic, and he 
adds his Philosophiae to his Refining Totals.

theurgicAl

Refining allows the elemental theurgist 
to restore Might to a supernatural being, or 
else to drain it of its Might in the form of 
raw vis. If the Refining Total is greater than 
the affected elemental’s Might Score, note 
the amount by which it is exceeded. If the 
Elementalist Form used in the Refining Total 
corresponds to the Form of the elemental’s 
Might, this is the number of Might Points 
restored to it. If the Form used is directly op-
posed to the Form of the affected elemental 
(air vs. earth, fire vs. water), this amount is 
subtracted from its Might Pool. Otherwise, 
half this many Might Points (rounded down) 
are either added to or subtracted from its 
Might Pool over the course of the season.

If the being would gain more Might 
Points than it can have in its Might Pool, or 
if it loses some of its Might Points, raw vis 
forms in the material animated by the being, 
1 pawn for every 5 Might Points given, but 
no more than its (Might Score divided by 5). 
This usually appears as condensation or dust 
inside of the container in which the being is 
held, or else manifests as pieces of the being 

that separate from it during the Refining (i.e. 
mist, ash, moisture, or dirt).

The elemental theurgist adds (Realm) 
Lore, of the same realm as the target, to his 
Refining Totals.

Elementalist 
Societies

Many elementalists belong to elemen-
talist societies, which are groups of like-
minded elementalists who have the same 
general ideas and practices, and so can more 

easily share their knowledge with others. 
Each society teaches particular Elementalist 
Techniques and Forms, which can then be 
learned like any other Arts. To learn other 
Techniques (or Forms, although most soci-
eties teach all four Forms) the elementalist 
must be initiated through a Mystery Cult.

It is possible for a Gifted member of an 
elementalist society to open a Gifted student 
to all of the Arts associated with a society. 
This gives him a score of 0 in all those Arts, 
and lets him use them, albeit not very well. 
Opening the society’s Favored Arts follows 
the mechanism described in the Introduc-
tion, under Opening the Gift. For the Open-
ing Total, the initiating elementalist should 
use (his Intelligence + his highest Elemental-
ist Technique + his lowest Elementalist Form 
+ the level of the aura). If the elementalist 
performing the ceremony has a score of less 
than 2 in one or more of the Arts favored by 
the society, the student receives an Elemen-
talist Flaw such as Deleterious Circumstances 
or Vulnerable to (Form).

opening totAl:
Intelligence + highest Technique  

+ lowest Form + aura

The Arts associated with a society also 
indicate the Virtues into which that society is 
likely to initiate an unGifted member, using 
the rules in the Introduction, under Acquir-
ing Hedge Wizard Powers, in Initiations.

A society generally favors only two 
Techniques and the four Forms; below are 
three examples of elementalist societies that 
could be found in Mythic Europe in 1220.

Apostles of Apollonius

Arts: (Theurgical) Summoning, (Theur-
gical) Controlling, and all four Elementalist 
Forms (Elementalist Air, Elementalist Earth, 
Elementalist Fire, Elementalist Water)

The first elementalists were ancient sor-
cerers who were influenced by the philosophy 
of Greek teachers like Empedocles, Galen, 
and Pythagoras. Instead of using their pow-
ers to summon the spirits of the underworld, 
they turned to the magic of nature and the 
fundamental laws that defined their world. By 
drawing forth the magical qualities of natural 
objects, they brought into existence those be-
ings that magi would later call elementals. By 
taming and shrewdly applying the powers of 
these strange creatures, these elemental sum-
moners were able to perform amazing feats.

Story Seed:  
The Elementalist  

Cut in Half
An issue is brought to Tribunal, 

where two rival covenants argue that 
the other has broken the Code. The first 
covenant had an unGifted hedge wizard 
living with them (an elemental philoso-
pher), who they kept busy making vis 
for them every season. A member of the 
second covenant, while visiting the first 
covenant, met this hedge wizard and 
offered him membership in the Order 
of Hermes; He accepted, swearing the 
Oath on the spot. Members of the first 
covenant refused to allow the elemen-
talist to leave with the magus, and killed 
the hedge wizard during the confronta-
tion. The visiting magus subsequently 
brought charges against the covenant 
for slaying a member of the Order. 
Members of the first covenant brought 
charges against that magus for depriv-
ing them of their magical property.

The essential questions for the 
Tribunal in the first case are whether 
simply swearing the Oath is enough to 
make a wizard a member of the Order of 
Hermes, as the second covenant main-
tains; or whether it requires something 
more, such as ratification by a Quaesitor, 
as is the position of the first covenant. 
For the second case, the Tribunal will 
need to decide if a member of a covenant 
can be considered to be that covenant’s 
property, and whether endangering that 
person constitutes depriving the cov-
enant of its magical power.
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Many elementalists believe that the first 
of these summoners was Apollonius of Tya-
na, a miracle worker who reportedly lived in 
the first century AD. They hold that it was 
he and his followers who originally devel-
oped the Elementalist Arts, uniting the com-
mon ideas of four different kinds of magic 
from the four corners of the ancient world, 
as described by his biographer Flavius Phi-
lostratus at the end of the third century in 

this (condensed) summary:
Apollonius of Tyana was well-born and well-

educated, and as a young man he learned the myster-
ies of the Pythagorean cults, the magical abilities of 
Babylonian wizards, and the wisdom of holy men from 
further east, before forming a circle of his own follow-
ers in Asia Minor. He lived as an itinerant philosopher 
and miracle worker, going from temple to temple along 
the coasts of northern Syria, Anatolia, and Greece. He 
traveled through Rome and into Iberia during the last 

years of Nero, and in 69 AD he sailed to Alexandria 
and Upper Egypt, where he met with a community of 
supernatural ascetics. In 93 he returned to Rome to face 
charges of magic and sedition. He reportedly vanished 
from the courtroom and reappeared in Greece, where he 
continued his life of wandering until his death in 96.

From this account, Apollonius’ follow-
ers believe that they can trace the roots of 
elemental philosophiae to Greek and Roman 
mystery cults, elemental magic to ancient 
Babylonian wizards and wise men from the 
Far East, and advances in magical medicine 
to the people of Egypt and Northern Africa. 
According to them, it is because of Apollo-
nius that the Elementalist Arts exist and are 
more or less compatible with each other.

Because these hedge wizards are pre-
dominantly ascetic and generally free of 
pagan overtones common in other magical 
traditions, the self-styled “Apostles” often 
believe fervently that they are doing God’s 
work, practicing a form of pious summoning 
that is not unholy or wicked like other forms 
of sorcery, since it is not tainted by the Infer-
nal realm. It is even said that some of these 
elementalists have versions of the Elemental-
ist Arts that are associated with the Divine 
realm rather than Magic, allowing them to 
practice their theurgical powers in the Do-
minion without penalty.

In 1220, the Apostles of Apollonius are 
rare, but can be found anywhere in Mythic 
Europe. Their magical influence is probably 
strongest in the eastern Mediterranean re-
gion, in the wild areas between the Levant 
and Theban Tribunals where theurgical mag-
ic is more common. There is also said to be 
a group of them living in a small village in 
the Greater Alps, in the region near the Cave 
of Twisting Shadows, where they are sup-
ported by some of the Criamon magi who 
reside there. They are generally regarded as 
magical curiosities — worthy companions to 
magi, but certainly no threat to the domi-
nance of the Order of Hermes.

Ikhwan as-Safa’

Arts: Philosophical Summoning, Philo-
sophical Refining, and all four Elementalist 
Forms (Elementalist Air, Elementalist Earth, 
Elementalist Fire, Elementalist Water)

The Brethren of Purity, or Ikhwan as-
Safa’, are a secretive group that follows a 
variant of Islam that teaches the only path 
to true happiness is for a person’s soul to re-
turn to God through purification by attain-
ment of knowledge.

Elisavet (“Psychorrhax”)
Characteristics: Int 0, Per –1, Pre +2, Com 

–1, Str –1, Sta +2, Dex –2, Qik –2
Size: 0
Age: 51
Decrepitude: 1 (6)
Confidence Score: 1 (3)
Warping Score: 3 (0)
Virtues and Flaws: Outcast; (Theurgical) 

Controlling, (Theurgical) Summoning; 
Affinity with Controlling, Educated, 
Elementalist Air; Meddler (major), 
Plagued by Supernatural Being; Infa-
mous, Vulnerable to Elementalist Earth

Personality Traits: Sanguine +5, Cruel +3, 
Lonely +3

Reputations: Witch 4 (sailors)
Combat:
Dodge: Init –2, Atk n/a, Dfn –2, Dam n/a
Soak: +2 (+7 vs. air, –5 vs. earth,)
Fatigue Levels: OK, 0, –1, –3, –5,  

Unconscious
Wound Penalties: –1 (1–5), –3 (6–10), –5 

(11–15), Incapacitated (16–20), Dead 
(21+)

Abilities: Apostles of Apollonius Lore 1 
(initiation rituals), Artes Liberales 3 
(reading ), Awareness 3 (sounds), Con-
centration 3 (maintaining control), 
Greek 5 (asking questions), Guile 3 
(acting naive), Latin 4 (in writing), 
Magic Lore 4 (elementals), Mediter-
ranean Sea Lore 4 (ships), Penetration 
5 (Controlling), Survival 5 (islands), 
Swim 3 (treading water)

Arts: Controlling 18, Summoning 16
Difficult Arts: Elementalist Air 6
Equipment: Robes
Encumbrance: 0 (0)
Appearance: A thin, middle-aged woman 

with silvery hair and sharp features, 
including deep-set but bright eyes. 
She wears the remains of rich robes 
and a hood, weathered by wind and 
rain and patched with bits of sacking 
and canvas.

Elisavet was the daughter of a prosper-
ous and knowledgeable advisor to the duke 
of a great city (a Hermetic magus serving a 
mundane lord), but against his orders she 
became involved with a group of strange 
mystics who initiated her into the ways of 
the Apostles of Apollonius. It soon became 
obvious to the court that she had become 
pregnant, though she protested that she 
remained a virgin. Shamed by her behav-
ior, her father disowned her and her name, 
thereafter calling her only Psychorrhax 
(“heartbreaker”). At the command of the 
duke, she was banished from his lands, to be 
transported to Italy to live with distant rela-
tives. Her ship was lost in a terrible storm 
in transit, but she survived and washed up 
on an island somewhere in the Mediter-
ranean. Soon after, she gave birth to a son 
— a strange and misshapen creature with 
supernatural powers over earth and sea.

More than thirty years later, Elisavet 
has made herself a comfortable if somewhat 
lonely existence on her island home; she has 
a powerful air elemental that she summoned 
and bound to a tree in the middle of the is-
land, which she often sends out to spy out 
passing ships and occasionally sink them, 
rescuing materials of particular interest to 
her such as jewelry, wine, and books. She 
has also had her son build her a grotto-like 
palace from stone and driftwood, but she is 
cruel to him and believes she must beat him 
to keep him tame. To introduce Elisavet to 
a saga, a storyguide can have her attack a 
ship bearing supplies for the covenant, or 
possibly even transporting a magus. Age is 
her greatest enemy, and she knows she will 
soon succumb to her years, but she once 
heard her father say that he was protected 
by a special longevity ritual that is common 
among those of his order. She might think to 
ransom magical equipment or a kidnapped 
magus in exchange for such a ritual.
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history

In the second half of the tenth century 
Islamic scholars founded Ikhwan as-Safa’ in 
the Persian city of Basra. This secret frater-
nity of scholars of the Isma’ili sect of Shi’i 
Islam produced an encyclopedia of their 
knowledge that combined the teachings 
of the greatest Greek philosophers — Py-
thagoras, Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Plotinus, 
Euclid, Ptolemy, Porphyry, and Iamblichus 
— with ancient Indian and Persian classics, 
and Muslim theology. The Isma’ili sect of 
Shi’i Islam is discussed in Realms of Power: The 
Divine, page 113.

The potentially heretical nature of the 
Epistles, described below, forced the Brethren 
to meet only in secrecy during its writing. 
After producing their work, the Brethren 
spread throughout the Islamic world to dis-
tribute their Epistles. They freely provided 
copies to mosques and libraries. The Brethren 
use the Epistles to surreptitiously test whether 
a student understands the deeper meaning 
contained in the work, and they invite those 
who are willing to dedicate themselves to a 
lifetime of intellectual improvement to join 
them. Members of Ikhwan as-Safa’ are cur-
rently present in Andalusia, the Levant, and 
throughout North Africa.

teAchings of the  
brethren of purity

Although the majority of the founders 
of the Brethren of Purity were Isma’ili Mus-
lims, they are accepting of other religions 
and believe that truth can be found in every 
faith. The Brethren believe that the pursuit of 
knowledge is nourishment for a person’s soul 
and the only way to obtain happiness in this 
life, and salvation in the next, is through intel-
lectual endeavors. According to Brethren phi-
losophy, individual human souls emanate from 
a universal soul, which will return to God on 
Judgment Day. Following the teachings of the 
Brethren purifies the soul, greatly extending 
the disciple’s life, and giving him a longer pe-
riod in which to purify his soul through study 
to ensure eternal happiness in the afterlife.

Although The Brethren freely distribute 
the Epistles, the books are but an introduc-
tion to their teachings. The Brethren enforce 
an internal hierarchy that prevents students 
from advancing in their magical powers at 
the expense of other learning. The Brethren 
are divided into four grades. The first grade 
consists of young men, who are taught only 
the basic knowledge required to obtain an 

education. Only if a student shows a willing-
ness to devote himself to a lifetime of learn-
ing does he advance to the second grade. The 
second grade is often not reached until the 
student is 30 or more years of age. Once the 
student masters the basics of Philosophiae, 
he is ready to advance to the study of meta-
physics and Theology. The minimum Ability 
scores for each grade are listed below.

grADe Ability scores

2nd Grade Arabic 5, Artes Liberales 4
3rd Grade Philosophiae 4
4th Grade Theology (Islam) 4

By the time a student reaches the fourth 
grade, he is often over 40 years of age and 
has devoted the majority of his life to the 
Brethren. Dedicated students can, and often 
do, advance more rapidly, but it is the ex-
ception rather than the rule. Membership in 
the Brethren is not an occupation, and ac-
quiring the necessary foundation often takes 
students a lifetime.

Gifted members of the Brethren are 
taught Philosophical Summoning, Philo-
sophical Refining, and all the Elemental-
ist Forms, as described above. UnGifted 
members, however, may only gain access 

to their Arts through Initiation. The follow-
ing are three Scripts that the Brethren may 
use. Because the Ritual of Making the Soul 
Actually Knowledgeable is not required for 
an unGifted Brother to utilize the tradition’s 
magic, only the very dedicated undergo it.

blooD oAth of becoming  
A member of ikhWAn As-sAfA’

Initiation Ease Factor: 21
Script Bonus: +18 (+3 Quest, +9 Major 

Ordeal, +3 Mystagogue’s Time, +1 Initiate’s 
Time, +1 Sacrifice, +1 Sympathetic Bonus)

The supplicant must travel to a far off 
city, a trip requiring at least one season, 
obtain a book there that his local group of 
Brethren does not possess, and give a copy 
of that book to the group. The supplicant 
must also write a tractatus on Artes Libera-
les, Philosophiae, or Theology (Islam) and 
provide the only copy to his sponsor. Once 
the supplicant has accomplished these tasks, 
he gains the Major Virtue Philosophical Re-
fining. After spending one season learning 
with his sponsor, the character acquires a 
score of 1 in Philosophical Refining and the 
Major Flaw Weak Elementalist Resistance; if 
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he does not complete this study, he loses the 
Virtue. This Script always fails if the suppli-
cant does not have the requisite scores of 4 
or more in Artes Liberales, Philosophiae, and 
Theology (Islam) and a score of 5 in Arabic.

rituAl of uncovering  
the elementAl nAture of mAn

Initiation Ease Factor: 15
Script Bonus: +12 (+3 Quest, +3 Minor 

Ordeal, +3 Mystagogue’s Time, +1 Initiate’s 
Time, +1 Sympathetic Bonus, +1 Sacrifice)

The supplicant must travel to a city dif-
ferent from the one to which he previously 
traveled, obtain another book that his local 
group of Brethren does not possess, and give 
that book to the sponsor. The character must 
also translate a previously unknown tractatus 
or summa on Artes Liberales, Philosophiae, 
or Theology (Islam) into Arabic and pro-
vide the only copy to his sponsor. Once the 
character has accomplished these tasks, he 
spends one season studying under the spon-
sor. At the end of the season, the character 
acquires a score of 1 in an Elementalist Form 
and the Minor Flaw Mentor. The mentor is 
the character’s sponsor in the Initiation.

The Elementalist Form that the char-
acter acquires is always tied to his bodily 
humors: sanguine, choleric, melancholic, or 

phlegmatic. Gregarious or garrulous charac-
ters receive the Elementalist Air Virtue. Ag-
gressive, brave, and loyal characters receive 
the Elementalist Fire Virtue. Docile, stoic, 
or serene characters receive the Elementalist 
Earth Virtue. Contemplative, shy, or taciturn 
characters receive the Elementalist Water 
Virtue. This Script always fails if the suppli-
cant does not have the requisite scores of 4 
or more in Artes Liberales, Philosophiae, and 
Theology (Islam) and a score of 5 in Arabic.

rituAl of mAking the soul 
ActuAlly knoWleDgeAble

Initiation Ease Factor: 21
Script Bonus: +18 (+3 Quest, +9 Major 

Ordeal, +3 Mystagogue’s Time, +1 Initiate’s 
Time, +1 +1 Sacrifice, +1 Sympathetic Bonus)

The supplicant must write a summa of at 
least Level 3 and provide the only copy to 
his sponsor. Once the supplicant has accom-
plished these tasks, he spends one season un-
der the tutelage of his sponsor. At the end of 
that season, the character acquires the Major 
Virtue Elemental Philosophiae and the Major 
Flaw Study Requirement. This Script always 
fails if the supplicant does not have the req-
uisite scores of 4 or more in Artes Liberales, 
Philosophiae, and Theology (Islam) and a 
score of 5 in Arabic.

chArActers

Some unGifted Brethren are born with 
the Virtue Elemental Philosophiae, but these 
characters are rare. The average Gifted 
member has no knowledge of the Brethren 
or their magic before reading the Epistles. 
For each year the Brethren are engaged in 
studies, they receive 30 experience points to 
spend on Arcane and Academic Abilities. All 
Brethren have some knowledge of Organiza-
tion Lore: Brethren of Purity. Junior Breth-
ren concentrate their studies on Academic 
Abilities, especially Artes Liberales, Philoso-
phiae, and Theology. The eclectic nature of 
the Brethren’s teachings means that mem-
bers may study Theology of all religions. 
Members of the Brethren also study Arcane 
Abilities, especially (Realm) Lore, but these 
topics are never publicly discussed, and they 
carefully hide any books on these subjects. 
Brethren also encourage their members to 
study other languages, especially Hebrew, 
Persian, Greek, and Latin.

Unlike Tulab Ibn Sina (see below), the 
Brethren of Purity are rather egalitarian in 
their membership. All members must be liter-
ate before they are even considered for Ini-
tiation, but the Brethren sometimes encour-
age pious characters or those with a desire 
to learn by giving them anonymous gifts of 
books or funds to allow potential members to 
concentrate on their studies. In addition to 
their Arts, many Ikhwan as-Safa’ know Mythic 
Alchemy or Mythic Herbalism. (See Chapter 
5: Learned Magicians). Ikhwan as-Safa’ often 
have Flaws related to their Isma’ili sect of Is-
lam, which is oppressed in many areas, and 
their devotion to the pursuit of knowledge 
often results in Driven, Higher Purpose, Ob-
sessed, Oversensitive, or Pious Flaws.

Tulab Ibn Sina

Arts: Medicinal Summoning, Medicinal 
Divining, and all four Elementalist Forms 
(Elementalist Air, Elementalist Earth, El-
ementalist Fire, Elementalist Water)

This tradition is comprised of the most 
accomplished physicians in the Islamic 
world. The Tulab Ibn Sina, or the Students 
of Avicenna as they are known in the West, 
use their exceptional knowledge of medicine 
and the Elementalist Arts to serve their lo-
cal rulers. The Tulab Ibn Sina are renowned 
throughout the Islamic world for maintain-
ing hospitals and providing succor to the 
common people.

Epistles of the Brethren of Purity & Loyal Friends
The Epistles of the Brethren of Purity 

and Loyal Friends, Rasa’il Ikhwan as-Safa’ 
wa Khillan al-Wafa, are 52 rasa’il or letters 
that are grouped into four sections, usually 
referred to as books. Each book is a collec-
tion of tractatus on a specific Ability, but 
when read together with the assistance of 
“The Comprehensive Epistle,” the books 
serve as summae for Refining and the four 
Elementalist Arts. The Comprehensive 
Epistle, or Al-Risala al-Jami‘a, is the key 
to unlocking the secrets of the Epistles, 
and without any it, no character can gain 
knowledge of the secrets of the Brethren 
contained in the four books.

Book One, Mathematical Sciences, contains 
14 tractatus on Artes Liberales of Quality 
6–10 with an average Quality of 8. The 
book also serves as a summa for Elemental-
ist Air, Level 3, Quality 8.

Book Two, Natural Sciences, contains 17 
tractatus on Philosophiae (natural philoso-
phy) of Quality 5–9 with an average Qual-

ity of 7. The book also serves as a summa 
for Elementalist Water, Level 4, Quality 8.

Book Three, Psychological and Rational Sci-
ences, contains 10 tractatus on Philosophiae 
(moral philosophy) of Quality 5–9 with an 
average Quality of 7. The book also serves 
as a summa for Elementalist Fire of level 3, 
Quality 8.

Book Four, Theological Sciences, contains 
11 tractatus on Theology (Islam) with 
Quality 7–11 with an average Quality of 
9. The book also serves as a summa for El-
ementalist Earth Level 3, Quality 8.

“The Comprehensive Epistle” is a sum-
ma on Philosophiae (metaphysics) Level 4, 
Quality 9, and if read in conjunction with 
one of the other four books, it serves as a 
summa for Philosophical Refining of Level 
2, Quality 8. The character must have ac-
cess to both texts during the season of study, 
and “The Comprehensive Epistle” provides 
no additional benefit if read in conjunction 
with additional books beyond the first.
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history

Abu Ali al-Hussain Ibn Abdallah Ibn 
Sina, the founder of the tradition, was born 
in 980 near the Persian city of Bukhara. Ibn 
Sina had memorized the Quran and had 
begun studying medicine by the age of 13. 
When he was 17, he was already famous 
for his medical expertise, and he cured the 
Sultan of Bukhara of a dread illness when no 
other physician could. The sultan rewarded 
Ibn Sina with access to his vast library where 
Ibn Sina discovered the mystical writings 
of ancient scholars and magicians. Ibn Sina 
combined the teachings of Aristotle, Galen, 
and Hippocrates with the magical knowl-
edge of the Persian, Arab, and Indian ma-
gicians to vastly improve his knowledge of 
medicine and the Elementalist Arts.

When the Sultan died, Ibn Sina became 
embroiled in the struggles for the throne and 
the victor imprisoned him. Ibn Sina used his 
magic to escape and fled to the court of a 
nearby sultanate. Throughout his life, the so-
cial effects of The Gift often forced Ibn Sina 
to travel from court to court. His reputation 
as a physician was such that he had little 
problem receiving invitations from various 
rulers, but The Gift inevitably prevented him 
from staying with any court too long.

teAchings of ibn sinA

Many students of medicine approached 
Ibn Sina during his travels to request train-
ing, but he only selected Muslims with The 
Gift or those who showed an aptitude for the 
Elementalist Arts. Ibn Sina did teach several 
students over his lifetime, and he instructed 
them in the importance of acquiring knowl-
edge and transmitting it. Ibn Sina would of-
ten take students who were less-than-devout 
Muslims, and he would always instruct them 
in the importance of following the tenets of 
the Quran. He did not hesitate to dismiss stu-
dents who failed to become more righteous 
or showed little promise. Tulab Ibn Sina fol-
lows the same principles today. The group is 
constantly searching for exceptional physi-
cians and untrained healers who are suitable 
for being taught the Elementalist Arts. If the 
student is also a Muslim, then the Tulab Ibn 
Sina accept the new student into the fold.

Gifted members of this tradition learn 
Medicinal Summoning, Medicinal Divining, 
and all the Elementalist Forms. UnGifted 
members, however, may only gain access 
to their Arts through Initiation. Because the 
Ritual of Refining the Physician’s Character 

is not required for a member to utilize the 
tradition’s magic, only the very dedicated 
undergo it.

rite of testing  
the physiciAn’s DeDicAtion

Initiation Ease Factor: 21
Script Bonus: +18 (+3 Quest, +9 Major 

Ordeal, +3 Mystagogue’s Time, +1 Initiate’s 
Time, +2 Sympathetic Bonus)

The supplicant must travel to a city 
where an epidemic or disaster has occurred. 
The supplicant must do everything in his 
power to help those affected and must grant 
any request for aid he receives for one year. 
Once the supplicant has accomplished this 
task, he spends one season learning Medici-
nal Divining with his sponsor. At the end of 
that season, the character acquires a score 
of 1 in Medicinal Divining and the Major 
Flaw Restriction (cannot affect himself). 
This Script always fails if the supplicant does 
not have the requisite scores of 3 or more in 
Medicine and Chirurgy.

rituAl of Discovering  
the physiciAn’s humor

Initiation Ease Factor: 15
Script Bonus: +11 (+3 Quest, +3 Minor 

Ordeal, +3 Mystagogue’s Time, +1 Initiate’s 
Time, +1 Sympathetic Bonus)

The supplicant is grievously wounded 
(Medium Wound) and is forced to recover 
in a hospital for the indigent. The suppli-
cant may not tell anyone of his true status 
and may only receive treatment that is pro-
vided to the poor. If the character survives, 
he spends one season studying under the 
sponsor. At the end of the season, the char-
acter acquires a score of 1 in an Elementalist 
Form and the Minor Flaw Vow. The charac-
ter swears to find and train a suitable student 
in the tradition. This Script always fails if the 
supplicant does not have the requisite scores 
of 4 or more in Medicine and Chirurgy.

The Elementalist Form that the charac-
ter acquires is tied to his own bodily humor: 
sanguine, choleric, melancholic, or phleg-
matic. Gregarious or garrulous characters 
receive the Virtue Elementalist Air. Aggres-
sive, brave, and loyal characters receive the 
Elementalist Fire Virtue. Docile, stoic, or 
serene characters receive that Elementalist 
Earth Virtue. Contemplative, shy, or taci-
turn characters receive the Elementalist Wa-
ter Virtue.

rituAl of improving  
the physiciAn’s chArActer

Initiation Ease Factor: 21
Script Bonus: +18 (+3 Quest, +9 Major 

Ordeal, +3 Mystagogue’s Time, +1 Initiate’s 
Time, +1 Sympathetic Bonus, +1 Sacrifice)

The supplicant must spend a year healing 
the poor and may not accept any reward or 
payment. Once the supplicant has finished, 
he spends one season under the tutelage of 
his sponsor. At the end of that season, the 
character acquires the Major Virtue Elemen-
tal Medicine and the Major Flaw Study Re-
quirement. This Script always fails if the sup-
plicant does not have scores of 5 or more in 
Medicine and Chirurgy.

rite of opening the minD

Ibn Sina taught his students that a dis-
ciplined, righteous, and enlightened scholar 
could obtain the gift of prophecy. This goal 
motivates many Tulab Ibn Sina members in 
their studies. Only after a student obtains 
expertise in Medicine, Artes Liberales, Ara-
bic, Philosophiae, and Theology (Islam) and 
displays a commitment to acting righteously, 
do the elders of Tulab Ibn Sina consider him 
adequately prepared to undergo the Rite of 
Opening the Mind. Those who successfully 
complete the Initiation are accorded the ut-
most respect by their peers within the tra-
dition, which is reflected as Reputation (En-
lightened Student) 3.

Initiation Ease Factor: 15
Script Bonus: +12 (+3 Quest, +3 Minor 

Ordeal, +3 Mystagogue’s Time, +1 Initiate’s 
Time, +2 Sympathetic Bonus)

The Supplicant must travel to the tomb 
of Ibn Sina in the Persian city of Hamadan, 
where he spends a season fasting during day-
light hours, meditating, and praying. The 
character must abstain from sinning for an 
entire season. At the end of the season, the 
player makes a Stamina roll against an Ease 
Factor of 9. The Ease Factor is modified by 
any Personality Traits that would encourage 
or discourage righteous behavior. If the roll 
is not successful, the character may remain 
for an additional season. Once the charac-
ter spends a season behaving righteously, he 
returns to the sponsor for a season of instruc-
tion. At the end of that season, the character 
acquires a score of 1 in Premonitions and the 
Flaw Visions. This Script always fails if the 
Supplicant does not have the requisite scores 
of 5 or more in Medicine, Artes Liberales, 
Arabic, Philosophiae, and Theology (Islam).
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CharaCters

The vast majority of Tulab Ibn Sina 
members are not born with the appropriate 
Virtues, but acquire Elemental Medicine, 
Summoning, Divining, and one of the four 
Elemental Arts when the Tulab Ibn Sina de-
termine they are worthy of Initiation. The 
training period for Tulab Ibn Sina is rela-
tively short but intense. In a five-year period, 
the student gains 150 experience points to 
spend on Academic and Arcane Abilities. Tu-
lab Ibn Sina focus on the following Abilities: 
Artes Liberales, Organization Lore: Students 
of Avicenna, Medicine, Philosophiae, Theol-
ogy (Islam), and Chirurgy. All members of 
the tradition are skilled in Arabic and Medi-
cine, and a student with a score lower than 4 
in either is rare.

Members of the Tulab Ibn Sina generally 
come from wealthy backgrounds, and even 
those who were born into more-humble cir-
cumstances are able to acquire wealth and so-
cial status with their knowledge of Medicine. 
Appropriate Social Statuses for characters in 
Islamic lands are discussed in Realms of Power: 
The Divine, page 114. They frequently possess 
the Virtues Arcane Lore, Educated, Famous, 
Privileged Upbringing, Social Contacts, 
Temporal Influence, Wealthy, and Well-
Traveled. Characters raised in Islamic lands 

with the Educated Virtue may allocate 50 
experience points to Arabic, Persian, Greek, 
Latin, Theology (Islam), Islamic Law, and 
Artes Liberales. Islamic Law is the equivalent 
of Canon Law in the West.

In addition to their Favored Arts, some 
members of the Tulab Ibn Sina also know 
Mythic Herbalism. (See Chapter 5: Learned 
Magicians.) Tulab Ibn Sina often have Flaws 
related to their religion — Pious, Temperate, 
and Higher Purpose are particularly appro-
priate. For a more complete description of Is-
lam, see Realms of Power: The Divine, page 101.

Hermetic 
Integration

The magic of the elementalists can be 
translated to Hermetic magic with relative 
ease — indeed, it has already taken place, 
since some magi already possess Elemental 
Magic as a Hermetic Virtue. Any of the spe-
cial background Virtues unique to them (El-
emental Medicine, Elemental Philosophiae, 
or Elemental Theurgy) could be converted 
into a Hermetic Virtue with a Minor Break-

through, affecting the Forms of Aquam, Au-
ram, Ignem, or Terram instead.

Magi who achieve a Major Breakthrough 
can adapt an Elementalist Art to Hermetic 
magic, which has the following effect: a ma-
gus may substitute his score in an appropriate 
Hermetic Technique or Form for his score in 
the Elementalist Art. In essence, he can use 
an appropriate Hermetic Art as if it were the 
Elementalist Art. This means that by adapt-
ing Summoning and Elementalist Air, he can 
summon airy targets he cannot perceive with 
Hermetic magic, without needing an Arcane 
Connection; or by integrating Controlling, 
Summoning, and Elementalist Earth into his 
magic, he can affect earthen targets whose 
resistance he has already penetrated with a 
summoning spell without needing to pen-
etrate again; or by adapting Refining and 
Elementalist Fire, he could create Ignem vis 
instead of Vim vis in his laboratory.

This is an example of a breakthrough 
that would have very few negative implica-
tions for the Order if it were incorporated 
into Magic Theory. Once elementalist magic 
becomes common, it is likely that those el-
ementalists who have The Gift would be in-
vited to join House Ex Miscellanea, though 
it is possible that their hedge tradition would 
be completely subsumed if there were no fea-
tures to distinguish their magic from that of 
other magi. Thus, there may be those who 
prefer to see that the elementalists’ powers re-
main unique to them, and who protect them 
against integration. Or, since summoning has 
such a poor reputation in Mythic Europe, it is 
also possible that there are those in the Order 
who would oppose integrating magic of such 
dubious origins into their own magic, and 
could even believe instead that all summon-
ers are a threat that should be destroyed.

It may be that some elementalist discov-
eries have already been achieved, and have 
spread throughout the Order, but are still 
kept carefully guarded by a Mystery Cult. 
Elemental Magic might be considered an 
Outer Mystery for an Hermetic Elemental-
ist group, since that Virtue is known to exist 
among magi, or perhaps it is one example of a 
mystery that has become common to several 
different cults, and so is no longer secret.

Writings of Ibn Sina
Ibn Sina was a prolific author and 

encouraged his students to follow his ex-
ample of synthesizing previous works and 
adding his own knowledge to the subjects 
of Medicine, Artes Liberales, Philosophiae, 
and Theology (Islam). Ibn Sina’s most fa-
mous work, Al-Qanun fil-Tibb, is a survey of 
the entire body of medical learning from 
the writing of the Ancients to contempo-
rary Muslim sources. Most Western schol-
ars regard the five books of the Canon of 
Medicine, as it is known in the West, as the 
authority on the subject.

Al-Qanun fil-Tibb (Canon of Medicine), 
Summa Level 6, Quality 9, for Medicine 
and Summa Level 6, Quality 9, for Medici-

nal Divining. The sections on Divining are 
useless to anyone who does not possess the 
Virtue Elemental Medicine.

Ibn Sina also wrote the Kitab ash-
Shifa (Book of Healing), which is not as well 
known in the West, but is very influential 
in the Islamic world.

Kitab ash-Shifa, Summa Level 4, Quality 
9, Artes Liberales and Summa Level 5, Qual-
ity 9, for each of the four Elementalist Arts 
(Elementalist Air, Elementalist Earth, Ele-
mentalist Fire, and Elementalist Water). The 
sections on Elemental Abilities are incom-
prehensible to anyone who does not possess 
the Virtues Medicinal Divining, Medicinal 
Summoning, or Elemental Medicine.
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Chapter Three

Folk Witches
Folk witches are a widespread hedge 

tradition in Mythic Europe, and many small 
towns count one or two folk witches among 
their citizens. Other folk witches live in iso-
lated country cabins, but the local folk know 
how to find these old women and men when 
they’re needed. And they know that witches 
use their fetishes, potions, and incantations to 
accomplish things beyond mortal ken. A witch 
might speak with the animals of the wild, curse 
one’s enemies, or dowse for much more than 
water. She might fly among the clouds, see 
with the second sight, or heal people and ani-
mals alike. Or she may even have the power to 
take the shape of an animal herself.

Almost all folk witches are unGifted, so 

common folk are unafraid to approach them 
for help when they are plagued by supernat-
ural nuisances, including diseases, and these 
women thus form an important part of the 
community. On the other hand, a few folk 
witches are Gifted and thus suffer from the 
normal social penalties. These Gifted folk 
witches are treated with fear and suspicion, 
and are often regarded by common people 
as a source of supernatural hazard. 

The Church frowns upon folk witches, 
whom it (largely inaccurately) views as rem-
nants of primitive, pagan superstition, but 
by-and-large folk witches are ignored by the 
Church hierarchy at all levels. A few Church 
officials believe that folk witches draw their 

power from the Infernal, and do success-
fully mount prosecutions for executable 
crimes of heresy on this basis. Folk witches 
are not, in fact, connected to the Infernal at 
all — although some other hedge traditions 
of “witches” are. If your saga follows history, 
Church-inspired persecution of witches, of all 
types, and mass burnings of witches do not 
really occur until several centuries after the 
Ars Magica Fifth Edition period (1220 AD).

Unlike Hermetic magi, folk witches 
do not have an equivalent to the Order of 
Hermes, with its Houses, Tribunal politick-
ing, and Latinate pretensions. Instead, folk 
witches quietly practice their magic in small 
localized groups called covens, which usu-

Story Seed: Slaves
The magi of a covenant dominated by 

a Tytalus cabal discovered (at least some) 
folk witches can brew potions to restore 
Fatigue — a violation of the supposed 
Limit of Energy for Hermetic magic. Had 
this been discovered by Bonisagus magi it 
might have heralded a profitable new di-
rection of research, but the Tytalus magi 
adopted a more direct approach. They 
tracked down, attacked, and captured a 
coven of folk witches, imprisoning them 
in a dungeon under their fortress-cove-
nant. The magi use Rego Mentem magic 
to force them to brew potions.

The Tytalus cabal has since won sev-
eral certamen duels secretly using these 
potions, and they also enjoy the latitude 
to fatigue themselves while spellcast-
ing without consequence. The players 
might become involved if they start to 
sell Fatigue potions, or if they create ex-
uberant nuisances of themselves. Quae-
sitors may be sent to investigate, or Tre-
mere certamen masters may suspect the 
Tytalus have a new strategy. Of course, 
the player characters could instead be 
members of the Tytalus cabal.
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ally consist of an elder “mother” witch and 
a number of “daughters.” Like common folk, 
most folk witches never travel far from their 
place of birth, and consequently never meet 
a member of another coven except at the 
rare ill-fated sabbat. The insular lives of folk 
witches mean both that innovations stag-
nate in this hedge tradition, and also that 
the practices of covens can diverge wildly, 
depending on the nature and capabilities of 
individual coven members.

The Order of Hermes at large certainly 
knows that folk witches exist, but the witch-
es are, generally, arrogantly viewed as poor 
practitioners of peasant magic that is of no 
particular importance or threat. It is less well 
known that some folk witches are Gifted, 
and little is really known about the specifics 
of folk witch magic.

Creating a Folk 
Witch Character

A folk witch can either be generated as 
either a Gifted or an unGifted character. An 
unGifted folk witch may be created as either 
a companion or a grog character. In all cases 
you must obey the normal rules for assigning 
Virtues and Flaws to a character. Regardless 
of whether the folk witch is Gifted or not, 
you must also assign at least one Flaw that 
impacts on the folk witch’s magical abilities. 
Finally, all folk witches must take the free So-
cial Status Virtue: Folk Witch.

Assign the folk witch experience points 
as for a normal character — except that at 
some point, usually around age ten, the char-
acter is adopted by a folk witch, who initiates 
her charge into a folk witch coven. This is 
the folk witch equivalent to the Hermetic ap-
prenticeship, and usually lasts for ten years. 
To represent the folk witch apprenticeship, 
you may spend 200 experience points for the 
character on any Abilities. This is less than a 
magus receives because a folk witch appren-
ticeship is shorter and folk witches do not 
have such a systematic and organized meth-
od of training. Following her apprenticeship, 
a folk witch is assigned the normal number of 
experience points for a character each year; 
that is, 15 XP each year, although this may be 
affected by the Wealthy Virtue or Poor Flaw.

If the folk witch is Gifted then part of her 
apprenticeship is the Opening of The Gift, 
which gives her seven favored Supernatural 

Abilities (normally Animal Ken, Cursing, 
Dowsing, Flight, Healing, Second Sight, and 
Shapeshifter). During and after her appren-
ticeship you may freely spend experience 
points on these Supernatural Abilities, even 
if she does not have the requisite Virtues.

On the other hand, if the folk witch is 
unGifted you may only assign her experience 
points to Supernatural Abilities to which she 

has the corresponding Virtues. Sometimes a 
character who is born with the required Vir-
tues is found and then trained by a folk witch; 
alternatively, folk witch covens have access to 
initiation rites (see below) that can be used to 
develop these Supernatural Virtues in unGift-
ed characters. However, not all covens have 
access to a complete set of seven initiation 
rites to teach their unGifted members. If your 
character developed Supernatural Virtues via 
initiation, you must also assign her the Flaws 
inflicted by the coven as ordeals. Obviously, 
an unGifted folk witch created as a grog char-
acter is likely to have fewer Supernatural Vir-
tues (and be less powerful) than one created 
as a companion character.

After apprenticeship, if you wish to have 
a folk witch character work on laboratory ac-
tivities (see later) during character generation, 
assume that she has access to a standard labo-
ratory in a Magic aura of 3 (unless the troupe 
rules otherwise), and that she can expend up 
to four times her Folk Witch Magic Theory 
score in vis each year. Each season spent on 
laboratory activities reduce the number of ex-
perience points received for that year by 10, 
and a folk witch can only spend two seasons 
each year on laboratory activities — unless 
she is Wealthy or Poor. A wealthy character 
can spend three seasons each year on labora-
tory activities and a poor one can only spend 
one season each year on laboratory work.

Minimum Ability Scores

After apprenticeship, a Gifted folk witch 
should have a minimum score of 1 in the 
following Abilities: Animal Ken, Cursing, 

Dowsing, Flight, Healing, Second Sight, 
Shapeshifter, and Folk Witch Magic Theory. 
An unGifted folk witch may lack some of the 
Supernatural Abilities, and she needs a corre-
sponding Supernatural Virtue for each Super-
natural Ability she does have. Obviously, if a 
Gifted folk witch has any Flawed Abilities she 
will not have a score in those Abilities.

It is also a good idea for a folk witch to 
have a score in the Abilities Animal Han-
dling, Concentration, Organization Lore: 
Folk Witch, and Penetration.

If you want the folk witch to be liter-
ate she must have a score of at least 4 in a 
Language (which does not need to be Latin), 
and a score of at least 1 in Artes Liberales. 
If she is a writer too she must have a score 
of 5 in that language. A literate folk witch 
might also find Profession (Scribe) useful, if 
she wants to copy texts.

New Virtues & Flaws

When creating a Gifted folk witch char-
acter you may assign her Hermetic Virtues 
and Flaws, if they are appropriate to her 
abilities. Supernatural Virtues and Flaws are 
accessible to all folk witch characters.

folk Witch

Free Social Status Virtue
The character has been trained as a folk 

witch. She may perform folk witch labora-
tory activities such as brewing potions, she 
uses folk witch casting methods with her Su-
pernatural Virtues and gains the associated 
magical defenses, and she is a member of a 
coven who attends sabbat meetings. As she 
is not supported by a covenant, like a ma-
gus is, she must spend two seasons each year 
supporting herself — normally by perform-
ing magical services for the local community. 
This Virtue is compatible with many other 
Social Status Virtues and Flaws, and with 
Wealthy and Poor.

flAWeD folk Witch  
gift opening

Minor Hermetic Flaw
The Opening of the folk witch’s Gift was 

flawed — she does not treat one of the seven 
folk witch Supernatural Abilities as favored, 
and she may not learn the Ability during 
character generation. This Flaw can be taken 

Male Witches
Male folk witches are uncommon, 

and some versions of the folk witch ini-
tiations only work on female characters. 
Some covens are entirely made up of 
male folk witches, although this is rare.
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several times, each time for a different Super-
natural Ability. She can still learn the Ability 
at a later date, but she suffers the usual penal-
ties for learning a Supernatural Ability. In ad-
dition, even if she does eventually learn the 
Ability she suffers a –1 penalty on all totals 
generated with it. This Flaw is Hermetic as it 
can only be taken by Gifted folk witches; it 
is normally unavailable to Gifted characters 
who are not folk witches.

cursing

Major Supernatural Virtue
The folk witch can cast curses on other 

characters. She has a score of 1 in the Super-
natural Ability Cursing (see later).

heAling

Major Supernatural Virtue
The folk witch can heal characters and 

has a score of 1 in the Supernatural Ability 
Healing (see later).

life-linkeD folk Witch mAgic

Major Supernatural Virtue
The folk witch may expend Fatigue levels 

to boost her Casting Total. Boost her Cast-
ing Total by 5 for each Fatigue level spent.

AnimAl heAler

Minor Supernatural Virtue
The folk witch can heal animals, and she 

has a Supernatural Ability Animal Healing 
with a Score of 1. This works exactly the 
same as the Healing Ability except that it 
works on animals instead of people (expend-
ing Animal vis instead of Corpus). A folk 
witch character can also make potions using 
this Ability. This is not normally a Favored 
Ability of folk witches, although it is for 
some variant covens. The character may also 
have the Healing Ability.

concentrAteD potions

Minor Supernatural Virtue
The folk witch can use up to four times 

her Folk Witch Magic Theory Ability score 
worth of vis in a season when she brews po-
tions (see later). This is double the usual 
amount of vis that may be used.

expert potion breWer

Minor Supernatural Virtue
The folk witch doubles the Supernatu-

ral Ability used to form her Lab Total when 
brewing potions (see later), which increases 
the Brew Potency.

flight

Minor Supernatural Virtue
The folk witch character can fly. She has 

a score of 1 in the Supernatural Ability Flight 
(see later).

pAinless moon

Minor Supernatural Virtue
The folk witch does not suffer a Medium 

Wound during each month of her Witch’s 
Moon (see later).

Well-trAineD folk Witch

Minor General Virtue
Due to the quality of her induction into 

the folk witch tradition, the character re-
ceives an extra 50 experience points to spend 
during apprenticeship. This Virtue can be 
taken several times.

primitive trADition

Major Supernatural Flaw
The folk witch is incapable of brewing 

potions (see later).

rArefieD trADition

Major Supernatural Flaw
The folk witch may only use her Su-

pernatural Abilities via potions. That is, 
she must brew and drink a suitable potion 
when she uses her Supernatural Abilities; 
she cannot use the other folk witch cast-
ing methods.

hArsh moon

Minor Supernatural Flaw
The folk witch suffers a Heavy Wound 

(instead of a Medium Wound) during each 
month of her Witch’s Moon (see later).

short-rAngeD curses

Minor Supernatural Flaw
Curses cast by the folk witch are only 

effective if the curse fetish is within 100 
yards of the target. The curse takes effect 
at the moment that the target moves within 
range of the completed fetish. Once a dis-
ease, aging, or miscarriage curse fetish has 
thus activated, removing the target from 
the vicinity of the fetish has no effect on 
the curse. On the other hand, if a target 
is removed from the range of an emotion, 
tongue, paralysis, reduction, or beast curse 
fetish the effect ceases, but resumes again if 
the target moves back into range (and the 
effect manages to Penetrate again) — this 
continues until either the Arcane Connec-
tion powering the fetish expires or the fe-
tish is destroyed. This Flaw has no effect 
on curse potions brewed by the witch. This 
Flaw is only available if the character is a 
Gifted Folk Witch or has the Minor Super-
natural Virtue Cursing. This Flaw is suitable 
for a Gifted character whose Opening of 
The Gift was flawed.

silent trADition

Minor Supernatural Flaw
The folk witch cannot use the incanta-

tion casting method. This Flaw cannot be 
taken if the folk witch has the Rarefied Tra-
dition Major Flaw.

unstAble mAgic

Minor Supernatural Flaw
Things that the folk witch creates in 

the laboratory (potions, fetishes, etc.) de-
cay and cease to work after one year and 
one day. This Flaw is suitable for a Gifted 
character whose Opening of The Gift was 
flawed, although it may also be taken by 
unGifted characters.

poorly trAineD folk Witch

Minor General Flaw
The folk witch was not well trained; she 

receives 50 fewer experience points to spend 
during her apprenticeship.
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Existing Virtues & Flaws

The following existing Hermetic Virtues 
and Flaws from ArM5 are suitable for Gifted 
Folk Witches.

Major Hermetic Virtues: Gentle Gift
Minor Hermetic Virtues: Adept Laboratory 

Student, Cautious Sorcerer, Cyclic Magic 
(positive), Fast Caster, Free Study, Har-
nessed Magic, Inventive Genius, Magi-
cal Memory, Personal Vis Source, Quiet 
Magic, Side Effect, Special Circumstanc-
es, Subtle Magic.

Major Hermetic Flaws: Blatant Gift, Diffi-
cult Longevity Ritual, Necessary Condi-
tion, Painful Magic, Restriction, Rigid 
Magic, Waster of Vis.

Minor Hermetic Flaws: Careless Sorcerer, 
Creative Block, Cyclic Magic (negative), 
Deleterious Circumstances, Disorientat-
ing Magic, Susceptibility to Divine Pow-
er, Susceptibility to Faerie Power, Suscep-
tibility to Infernal Power, Unimaginative 
Learner, Warped Magic, Weak Magic, 
Weird Magic.

Folk Witch 
Magic

As mentioned previously, Gifted folk 
witches have access to seven Supernatural 
Abilities: Animal Ken, Cursing, Dowsing, 
Flight, Healing, Second Sight, and Shape-
shifter. Each of these is represented in the Ars 
Magica Fifth Edition game by a Supernatural 
Virtue, but for Gifted folk witches these are 
favored Abilities (see the Introduction). Un-
Gifted folk witches need to have the corre-
sponding Supernatural Virtues, and so may not 
have all seven Supernatural Abilities. In either 
case, folk witches use the standard Ability ex-
perience advancement table when improving 
these Abilities (see ArM5, page 31).

Folk witches do not use their Supernatu-
ral Abilities in the same manner as many oth-
er characters — even if those characters have 
the same Supernatural Abilities. Folk witches 
instead use one of three methods to access 
their powers. These are by brewing potions 
(which in some cases allows other characters 
temporary access to the folk witch’s Super-

natural Abilities), by reciting incantations, or 
by creating fetish objects that embody the 
folk witch’s powers (a witch’s broom is a fetish 
object for the Flight ability, for example).

Although folk witches do not have a gen-
eral Magic Resistance, like many hedge tradi-
tions, they do have limited Magical Defenses.

Folk Witch Powers

When a folk witch uses her Supernatural 
Abilities, a Casting Total is generated and 
compared to the Ease Factor for the effect, 
to determine whether or not the effect is suc-
cessful. A Gifted folk witch can also boost her 
Casting Score by expending the appropriate 
Form of vis. Note that unGifted folk witches 
cannot use vis to boost their Casting Score. 
Each Ability description specifies which 
Form is appropriate, and this is also the Form 
Bonus used by Hermetic magi when resist-
ing that folk witch effect. Each description 
also specifies which Characteristic is used to 
generate the Casting Score.

folk Witch cAsting score:  
Characteristic + Ability + Aura Modifier

mAgnituDe of effect: Ability

equivAlent spell level: (5 x Ability)

folk Witch cAsting totAl:  
Casting Score + Stress Die

eAse fActor: Determined by Effect

penetrAtion totAl: Casting Total  
+ Penetration Bonus – Ease Factor

vis bonus to cAsting score:  
+1 per pawn (only if Gifted)

mAximum vis expenDiture:  
Ability + Effect Vis Cost

cAsting methoDs

A folk witch uses casting methods that 
are alien to Hermetic magic, and the casting 
methods for each Supernatural Ability are 
given below. Note that these special cast-
ing methods only apply to the way that folk 
witches use these Supernatural Abilities; a 
character who has learned one of these Su-
pernatural Abilities from some other source is 
not restricted in this way. Folk witches must 
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use the appropriate casting method — they 
cannot vary their method like magi can. The 
folk witch casting methods are:

Potion: The Ability is used by brewing a po-
tion (see later), which the target drinks.

Incantation: The folk witch recites a small 
rhyming poem in order to use her Abil-
ity. The target must be able to hear this 
incantation to be affected (see the Words 
and Gestures Table for the range of each 
level of voice loudness; ArM5, page 83). 
The folk witch cannot use the Ability if 
she cannot speak. If she loses her memory 
of the incantation (due to hostile magic, 
for example) make an Intelligence + Con-
centration roll against an Ease Factor of 6 
for her every day after the memory-alter-
ing effect ceases. If this roll is successful, 
her memory of the incantation returns.

Fetish: The folk witch needs to hold a par-
ticular item (the fetish) to use the Ability. 
She cannot use the Ability if this item is 
missing, nor can she use an item prepared 
by another character. It takes a season 
of laboratory work to prepare a suitable 
item. A folk witch can have several fetish 
items for a single Ability, and she only re-
quires one of them to use the Ability. This 
means that she can create and cache spare 
fetish items.

botches

A botch on her Casting Total can be di-
sastrous for a folk witch. Usually an effect 
still happens, but it is uncontrolled and not 
what the witch expected. She also gains 1 
Warping Point for every 0 on the botch dice 
(see Warping, later in this chapter).

mArk

Each folk witch has a mark that reveals 
an effect as being cast by her. This is simi-
lar to a magus’ sigil. To check whether a 
character can recognize a folk witch mark, 
make a Perception + Organization Lore: 
Folk Witch roll against an Ease Factor of 
9. A folk witch may not normally suppress 
her mark, nor does she have the capability 
to “fake” another folk witch’s mark. In ad-
dition, a successful Perception + Organiza-
tion Lore: Folk Witch roll against an Ease 
Factor of 6 identifies an effect as one cast 
by a Folk Witch, but does not identify the 
particular witch.

AnimAl ken

Characteristic: Communication
Form: Animal
Method: Incantation (the animal(s) must 

be able to hear the incantation), or Potion.
See ArM5, page 62. Note that an animal 

usually reacts badly to a Gifted folk witch 
— just as it would to a magus.

cursing

Characteristic: Dexterity
Form: Depends on the curse (Corpus for 

disease, aging, paralysis, or reduction; Mentem 
for emotion or tongue; and Animal for beast).

Method: Fetish (each time the folk witch 
curses another character she must make a 
new fetish) or Potion.

The folk witch can curse another (human) 
character that she has an Arcane Connection 
to, by working the Arcane Connection into 
an object (the fetish) — usually this is a piece 
of fabric that is prepared on a loom. Preparing 
the curse is a laboratory activity that takes the 
folk witch an entire season (see later), and the 
curse needs to penetrate the Magic Resistance 
of the target throughout the preparation sea-
son in order to be effective. This is the only 
way that folk witches may normally curse a 
particular character — although she can brew 
cursed potions that affect any character who 
can be persuaded to drink them. If the target’s 
Magic Resistance varies throughout the sea-
son (for example, if the target moves in and 
out of an Aegis of the Hearth effect), then use the 
highest Magic Resistance the target has dur-
ing the season. The Ease Factor depends on 
the nature of the curse.

Ease Factor: 9 
Curse of Disease: The curse immedi-

ately inflicts a disease that causes a fever and 
inflicts a Medium Wound. The disease pro-
gresses normally (see ArM5, page 180) and 
the character does not count as being under 
a magical effect.

Ease Factor: 9 
Curse of Miscarriage: The curse im-

mediately causes difficulty for a pregnant 
woman that may force her to miscarry. The 
curse inflicts a Medium Wound and at the 
end of the month, the woman makes a Re-
covery roll as normal (see ArM5, page 179). 
If her Wound does not improve she miscar-
ries, which kills the baby. If the woman gives 
birth, either naturally or through magical or 
medical intervention, before the end of the 

month then the curse has no effect on the 
baby — although the woman still suffers 
from the effects of a Medium Wound.

Ease Factor: 12 
Curse of Aging: The curse causes the 

character to immediately undergo an Aging 
Crisis (see ArM5, page 170). This disrupts 
the effect of a Longevity Potion.

Ease Factor: 12 
Curse of Emotion: The curse causes the 

target character to feel one strong emotion 
toward another specific character. Examples 
include love, hate, or pity. This curse re-
quires an Arcane Connection to each charac-
ter (which are both worked into the fabric), 
but the curse only needs to penetrate the 
Magic Resistance of the target character. It 
is only the target character who is directly 
affected by this curse; the feelings of the 
character who is the object of his emotion 
are unchanged. The effect lasts until either 
the curse item is destroyed or either Arcane 
Connection expires.

Ease Factor: 15 
Curse of the Tongue: The curse causes 

the character to forget how to speak any 
languages until either the curse object is de-
stroyed, the Arcane Connection expires, or 
another magical effect restores his speech. 
This does not prevent a magus from cast-
ing spells, but he takes a penalty for casting 
without words.

Ease Factor: 15 
Curse of Paralysis: The curse causes the 

character to be unable to move his limbs un-
til either the curse object is destroyed, the 
Arcane Connection expires, or another mag-
ical effect restores his mobility. The charac-
ter may still speak and this curse does not 
prevent a magus from casting spells, but he 
takes a penalty for casting without gestures.

Ease Factor: 18 
Curse of the Beast: The curse transforms 

the character into a small animal (a frog, newt, 
or rat for example). The character is still re-
ally human, and is thus affected by Corpus 
and Mentem effects, as well as Animal effects. 
However, such a cursed character can no lon-
ger think or act like a person. The character 
does retain his Magic Resistance (if any), but a 
cursed magus cannot perform his Parma Mag-
ica ritual. The character remains as an animal 
until either the curse object is destroyed, the 
Arcane Connection expires, or another magi-
cal effect returns him to his original form.
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Ease Factor: 18 
Curse of Reduction: The curse reduces 

the character in Size. Every month the char-
acter loses a Size level. This continues until 
either the curse object is destroyed, the Ar-
cane Connection expires, or another magical 
effect returns the character to his original 
Size. When the effect ends, the character 
returns to his original Size at the rate of 1 
Size level every hour. If the character reaches 
a Size of –18 he does not reduce further in 
Size, but he does not return to his original 
Size until the effect ends.

DoWsing

Characteristic: Perception
Form: Depends on the target (Animal for 

animals, Corpus for people, Vim for vis, etc.).
Method: Fetish or Potion.
See ArM5, page 64. This ability is im-

portant for folk witches as it allows them to 
find vis.

flight

Characteristic: Stamina
Form: Auram
Method: Fetish or Potion.
The folk witch has the ability to fly. The 

Ease Factor to take to the air is 9. It costs her 
1 Long Term Fatigue level to use this power 
(even if the roll is failed), if she uses the Fe-
tish method; but it costs her no Fatigue if 
she uses the Potion method. In either case, 
if she botches she loses a number of addi-
tional Long Term Fatigue levels equal to the 
number of botches. Once airborne she can 
fly at about the same speed as a horse can 
gallop along the ground, and she can remain 
airborne for a number of hours equal to her 
Flight Ability score, but the flight ends if she 
touches the ground before this time.

When making rolls to determine wheth-
er the folk witch can successfully perform a 
complex maneuver, use the Athletics Ability. 
If a flying folk witch is involved in combat, 
her Flight Ability score is added to both her 
Attack and Defense Totals — but only if her 
opponent cannot fly.

heAling

Characteristic: Stamina
Form: Corpus
Method: Incantation or Potion.
The folk witch can heal herself, or anoth-

er character. This is true healing, and the folk 
witch can also use this power to recover, or 
aid another’s recovery of, Fatigue Levels (Long 
or Short Term). Thus, this power breaks the 
Limit of Energy, but the folk witch must spend 
a number of pawns of Corpus vis depending 
on the wound type (indicated below). If vis is 
unavailable, then the power has no effect. The 
healing power must penetrate the Magic Resis-
tance of the target. A target who is Dead can-
not be healed, and a target who is Unconscious 
cannot have Fatigue Levels restored. The Ease 
Factor depends on the level of Wound/Fatigue, 
but how the wound was inflicted (trauma, dis-
ease, magic, etc) is irrelevant.

eAse WounD (vis) fAtigue (vis)
6 Light Wound (3 p) Winded (1 p)
9 Medium Wound (4 p) Weary (2 p)
12 Heavy Wound (5 p) Tired (3 p)
15 Incapacitating (6 p) Dazed (4 p)

seconD sight

Characteristic: Perception
Form: Vim
Method: Incantation (the thing being 

sensed must be able to hear the incantation) 
or Potion.

See ArM5, page 67.

shApeshifter

Characteristic: Stamina
Form: Animal
Method: Fetish or Potion.
See ArM5, page 67. The fetish is made 

from the skin of the animal form.

Magical Defenses

Each folk witch power grants her a Mag-
ic Defense against effects cast on her. Magic 
Defenses are detailed in the Introduction. 
An unGifted folk witch only has the Magic 
Defenses that correspond to the Supernatu-
ral Virtues that she has, of course. Note that 
these Supernatural Abilities do not normally 
grant a Magic Defense — this is a special 
consequence of the folk witch training.

Power: Animal Ken
Defense: Magical Fortitude. Defense against 

effects cast by casters in an Animal form 
(includes shapeshifted magi, magical ani-
mals, faerie animals, etc.).

Power: Cursing 
Defense: Accelerated Expiry. Defense 

against effects that target her with an Ar-
cane Connection.

Power: Dowsing 
Defense: Confounding Magics. Defense 

against Mentem effects.

Power: Flight 
Defense: Immovable Object. Defense 

against Corpus effects.

Power: Healing 
Defense: Magical Fortitude. Defense against 

Corpus effects.

Power: Second Sight 
Defense: Accelerated Expiry. Defense 

against effects that affect her senses.

Power: Shapeshifter 
Defense: Strength of Form. Defense against 

Animal or Corpus effects.

Witch’s Kitchen
A folk witch uses a kitchen to study and 

perform other long-term activities, much like 
a magus uses a laboratory. In these rules the 
phrase “laboratory activity” is used to refer 
to the work that the folk witch does in her 
kitchen, even though she would not actually 
refer to it as a laboratory.

Whenever a Lab Total is required this is 
calculated as:

lAb totAl:  
(Supernatural Ability) + Intelligence  

+ Folk Witch Magic Theory + Aura Modifier

For some activities there is no Supernat-
ural Ability added to a folk witch’s Lab Total. 
In these cases, her Lab Total will be very low 
in comparison to a Hermetic magus. In other 
circumstances, her Lab Total will still prob-
ably be lower than a magi’s Lab Total as it 
is only generated from a single Ability score 
rather than a pair of Arts.

An unGifted folk witch is capable of per-
forming most laboratory tasks (she may brew 
potions, make fetishes, etc.), but only if she 
has the corresponding Virtues.

builDing the kitchen

A folk witch kitchen is similar in concept 
to a Hermetic laboratory, but it normally oc-
cupies a much smaller space (100 square feet). 
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Despite this similarity, a folk witch cannot actu-
ally use a magus’ laboratory, and vice versa, but 
they can each recognize the other’s workspace 
as being some sort of magical laboratory.

Part of the reason that folk witches and 
magi cannot use each others’ laboratories is 
that a folk witch kitchen does not contain 
the same physical apparatus as most magi’s 
laboratories. A folk witch kitchen is usually 
based around a cauldron (used for brewing 
potions), has little in the way of expensive 
glassware, and she uses local herbal ingredi-
ents rather than exotic materials.

setting up A kitchen: 
2 Seasons and a minimum Folk Witch 

Magic Theory score of 3
.

converting An hermetic lAborAtory to A 
folk Witch kitchen (AnD vice versA):  
1 Season, and both Folk Witch Magic 

Theory and Magic Theory of 3.

If your troupe has access to Covenants, 
many of the rules in that book (page 106) 
for refining and modifying Hermetic Labo-
ratories are also applicable to a folk witch 
kitchen. If you use these rules add 3 to the 
Laboratory Size Scale (Covenants, page 110), 
when evaluating the effective size of the 
kitchen; thus a 100-square-foot space is a 
Size 0 kitchen, a 500-square-foot space is a 
Size +3 kitchen, etc. This means that if, for 
example, a standard Hermetic Laboratory is 
converted to a folk witch kitchen, it will be a 
very large kitchen.

help in the kitchen

A folk witch cannot normally be assisted 
in her work by other characters. There are 
two exceptions: a folk witch’s familiar can 
assist her, and folk witches may assist one 
another during a witch’s sabbat (see later in 
this chapter).

experimenting

A folk witch may experiment with any 
laboratory activity that uses a Lab Total. 
This works exactly the same as Hermetic 
experimentation — she receives a bonus to 
her Lab Total and a roll must be made on the 
Extraordinary Results table (see ArM5, page 
107-109). Many folk witches live in towns 
or villages with Divine Auras, and so often 
experiment to try to overcome the negative 
penalty of the aura to their Lab Totals.

experimentAl bonus to lAb totAl:  
Simple die + Risk Modifier

lAb texts

Many folk witches are illiterate and are 
thus incapable of producing or using Lab 
Texts in their laboratory activities. This does 
not stop them performing laboratory activi-
ties, but it does make it difficult to share inno-
vations with others. A few folk witches are lit-
erate, and those witches may utilize Lab Texts 
for some activities; these are detailed below.

Folk witch Lab Texts have a level, and 
a folk witch uses the same rules as a magus 
when copying or writing Lab Texts (al-
though she need not write in Latin). Like a 
magus, each folk witch writes her Lab Text 
using idiosyncratic notation, so she must 
translate the Lab Texts of other folk witches 
(see ArM5, page 102-103). Folk witch Lab 
Texts are normally of no use to a magus, al-
though he can recognize them as being Lab 
Texts, and he could study the Lab Texts as 
a source of Insight when trying to integrate 
folk witch practices with Hermetic theory. 
Hermetic Lab Texts are likewise normally of 
no use to a folk witch.

vis

Folk witches may find vis using their 
Dowsing Ability.

Vis Extraction: A folk witch can, in a season, 
extract a number of pawns of Vim vis from 
the local aura equal to a tenth of her Lab 
Total (round up). No Supernatural Ability 
is added to this Lab Total, so it is likely 
that she will only be able to extract 1 or 2 
pawns per season.

Vis Transfer: A folk witch can easily move 
raw vis from one physical form to another 

in her kitchen. This takes one day and 
uses the same rules as for Hermetic magi.

Vis Use: In a season, a folk witch can only 
use up to twice her Folk Witch Magic 
Theory Ability score in pawns of vis on 
laboratory projects.

fixing ArcAne connections

In a season, a folk witch can improve the 
lifetime of one Arcane Connection by one 
step. That is, an Arcane Connection that 
naturally lasts for a number of weeks can be 
improved to last for months equal to her Lab 
Total, an Arcane Connection that lasts for 
months can be improved to last for a num-
ber of Years equal to her Lab Total, etc. Note 
there is no Supernatural Ability in this total. 
See ArM5, page 84, for the typical lifetimes 
of various sorts of Arcane Connections.

Improving the lifetime of Arcane Con-
nections requires a kitchen and costs 1 
pawn of Vim vis. The improved lifetime is 
measured from the end of the season spent 
improving the Arcane Connection, and al-
though the connection must be active at the 
beginning of the laboratory season it need 
not naturally last until the end of the season 
— so, the process at least extends the life-
time of an Arcane Connection for a season.

stuDy

Although a folk witch does often study 
in her kitchen, she does not technically need 
to do so, and gains no bonus from having ac-
cess to her kitchen. Note that learning Su-
pernatural Abilities is difficult (ArM5, page 
166) unless the character already has a score 
in the Ability, and is normally impossible for 
unGifted characters who do not already have 
a score in the Ability.

curse fetish WeAving

If she has the Cursing Ability, the folk 
witch may weave a curse. The curse is woven 
on a loom and the fabric details the curse. 
She must do this (or brew a potion) in or-
der to curse a character. The effect of various 
curses are described earlier in this chapter, 
and creating a single fabric (which targets 
an Individual) both occupies the character 
for an entire season, and requires a kitchen. 
The witch must have an active Arcane Con-
nection to the target at the beginning of the 
season to create such a fabric, but it need not 

Folk Witch  
Magic Theory

This Arcane Ability is analogous to 
the Magic Theory Ability of Hermetic 
magi. It covers the technical details of 
folk witch magic and is used in labo-
ratory activities. Any character can be 
taught this Ability. Specialties: particu-
lar laboratory activities.
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be an Arcane Connection that lasts for the 
entire season.

Disease, miscarriage, and aging curses 
take effect immediately, once the fabric is 
complete, and this destroys the Arcane Con-
nection. Love, tongue, paralysis, beast, and 
reduction curses normally last until either 
the fabric is destroyed, magic cancels the ef-
fect, or the Arcane Connection expires. The 
lifetime of the Arcane Connection is counted 
from the completion of the fabric.

Some folk witch traditions do not make 
curse fabrics, and instead make different ob-
jects (bowls, figurines, etc). These have the 
same effect as curse fabrics.

DoWsing roD binDing

If she has the Dowsing Ability, a folk 
witch can enchant a rod in her kitchen, 
which is the fetish required to use her Dows-
ing Ability (see above). A dowsing rod is 
usually a forked stick, but some folk witches 
use a needle or a pair of scissors. Regardless 
of its form, enchanting a dowsing rod takes 
1 season and consumes 1 pawn of Intellego 
vis. Once enchanted, a dowsing rod lasts in-
definitely but it can be destroyed; it is still 
just a stick.

flight broom prepArAtion

If she has the Flight Ability, a folk witch 
can enchant a flying aid in her kitchen, 
which is the fetish required to use her Flight 
Ability (see earlier). A flying aid is usually a 
broom, but some folk witches use buckets, 
baths, or even balls of twine (which they 
throw and then fly after). Regardless of its 
form, enchanting a flying aid takes 1 season 
and consumes 1 pawn of Auram vis. Once 
enchanted, a flying aid lasts indefinitely but 
it can be destroyed; it is still just a broom, 
bucket, etc.

skin knitting

If she has the Shapeshifter Ability, the 
folk witch may enchant an animal skin in her 
kitchen. This is the fetish that she needs to 
use the Ability. Rather than a skin, some folk 
witches use another part of the animal, for 
example a foot, as a fetish. Regardless of the 
precise form, enchanting the fetish takes a 
season and consumes 1 pawn of Animal vis. 
Once enchanted, a Shapeshifter fetish lasts 
indefinitely but it can be destroyed; it is still 

just an animal skin. A folk witch may have fe-
tishes for as many different types of animals 
as she has a score in the Shapeshifter Ability, 
and she can have any number of fetishes for 
each type. Duplicate fetishes for the same 
type of animal give her no advantage, except 
as a spare in case she loses one.

potion breWing

A folk witch may brew batches of potions 
in her kitchen. A potion allows her to tempo-
rarily grant some of her Supernatural Abili-
ties to other characters. There is not normally 
much benefit to the folk witch herself from 
drinking a potion that she has brewed, unless 
her Ability score is very low. However, a folk 
witch may want to use a potion if she has lost 
the fetish required for a Supernatural Abil-
ity, she wants to activate an Ability without 
speaking an incantation, or she is unable to 
use Supernatural Abilities due to the Witch 
Moon (see later in this chapter).

When the witch brews a batch of po-
tions, her Lab Total is calculated for the rele-
vant Ability. This result is the Brew Potency. 
If a character drinks the potion, it is as if that 
character had cast the effect at that moment 
with a Casting Total equal to the Brew Po-
tency + a stress die. The Penetration and 
success of the potion is determined by com-
paring this Casting Total to the Ease Factor 
for the effect, as normal, and all potions also 
need to Penetrate the Magic Resistance of 
the drinker to have any effect. There are no 
bonuses to the Penetration, due to the Pen-
etration Ability of either the drinker or the 
brewer, and the local aura does not affect the 
Casting Total — although the aura present 
when the folk witch brewed the potion af-
fects her Lab Total as normal. A Hermetic 
magus can voluntarily lower his Magic Resis-
tance when he drinks a potion.

It takes a season for the folk witch to 
make a brew, which produces a number of 
doses equal to her Folk Witch Magic Theory 
Ability score, and all the doses have the same 
Brew Potency. The vis cost is one pawn per 
dose (of the Form appropriate for the Abil-
ity) plus any vis required for the effect itself. 
The effect only needs to be paid for once 
(regardless of the number of doses), so brew-
ing potions is an efficient way of using Abili-
ties that have a vis cost (like Healing). The 
folk witch can always choose to make fewer 
doses than she is technically able to (if she is 
short of vis, for example), but this does not 
reduce the time required to make the brew. 
Potions last indefinitely, until drunk, and 

normally each dose is bottled separately.
If the folk witch is literate she may write 

a potion Lab Text, which has a level equal to 
her Folk Witch Magic Theory Ability score. 
A literate folk witch may use a potion Lab 
Text when she brews a potion. If she does, 
she may brew an additional number of doses 
up to the Lab Text level. She needs to pay 
the vis cost for the extra doses, of course.

A few folk witch covens do not brew po-
tions, but bake special breads instead. Use 
the same game mechanics for these items.

breW potency:  
Supernatural Ability Lab Total

potion cAsting totAl:  
Brew Potency + stress die

Doses per breW:  
Folk Witch Magic Theory 

 (+ Lab Text Level)

vis cost: 1 per Dose + Effect Cost

potion lAb text level:  
Folk Witch Magic Theory

For example: A folk witch with an Intelligence of 
+1, a Folk Witch Magic Theory Ability score of 4, 
and a Healing Ability score of 5 is attempting to brew 
a batch of potions to heal Light Wounds. Her kitchen 
is in a magic aura of 3.

Her Lab Total is 13 (1 + 4 + 5 + 3). This is the 
Brew Potency, which means that when the potions are 
consumed they will easily heal a Light Wound (as the 
effective Casting Total will be 13 + stress die and the 
Ease Factor to heal a Light Wound is 6). Her brew 
will produce 4 doses, and costs a total of 7 pawns of 
Corpus vis (1 per dose + effect cost). As she has a 
Folk Witch Magic Theory Ability score of 4, the folk 
witch may use 8 pawns of vis in a season of labora-
tory work, so she may do this. However if she only 
had 4 pawns of vis available, she would only be able 
to manufacture 1 dose.

If she was literate she would be able to produce a 
Lab Text for this brew (which would have a level of 
4). This would mean that the next time she made this 
brew she could work from the Lab Text and be able 
to manufacture 8 doses (4 + 4). Unfortunately this 
would require 11 pawns of vis, which is too many for 
her to cope with in a season (unless she has the Minor 
Supernatural Ability Concentrated Potions). So, she 
will only be able to make 5 doses (for a cost of 8 vis).

potion effects

Some potions allow the drinker to tem-
porarily act as if they have a Supernatural 
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Ability. In this case the character (who could 
be a folk witch) does not need to recite an 
incantation or have a fetish item to use the 
Ability. It is also possible that the Ability 
score granted by such a potion may be great-
er than the folk witch’s score in Supernatural 
Ability (if she has a low Supernatural Ability, 
but high Folk Witch Magic Theory Ability 
score, for example).

Ability: Animal Ken
Effect: The character drinking this po-

tion acts as if he had the Animal Ken Abil-
ity, with an Ability score equal to the Brew 
Potency / 5 (round up). This effect lasts for 
a number of days equal to the Brew Potency.

Ability: Cursing
Effect: The character drinking this po-

tion is affected by the curse specified at the 
time the potion was brewed. Disease, mis-
carriage, and aging curses activate immedi-
ately when the potion is drunk, but are not 
ongoing magical effects. The other curse 
types activate when the potion is drunk and 
persist as ongoing magical effects until ei-
ther their effect is reversed by magic, or a 
year and a day has passed since the potion 
was drunk.

Of course, no sensible character will 
knowingly drink such a potion, but some-
times common folk seek out folk witches to 
manufacture curse potions for them — love 
emotion curses are particularly popular. The 
folk witch does not require an Arcane Con-
nection to the target at the time of brewing, 
as it affects the drinker of the potion. An ex-
ception is an emotion potion, which requires 
an Arcane Connection to the character who 
the drinker will feel the emotion toward. 
Only one Arcane Connection is required for 
the brew, and each dose induces the emotion 
in the drinker toward the same character.

All doses in a brew inflict the same type 
of curse. The type of curse is not limited by 
the Brew Potency; for example a folk witch 
with a Brew Potency of 10 could manufacture 
potions that inflict the beast curse. However, 
such a potion will only actually work if (at 
the time of consumption) the Brew Potency 
plus a stress die roll equal or exceeds an Ease 
Factor of 18 (and penetrates the drinker’s 
Magic Resistance).

Ability: Dowsing
Effect: The character drinking this po-

tion acts as if he had the Dowsing Ability, 
with an Ability score equal to the Brew Po-
tency / 5 (round up). This effect lasts for a 
single search for an item.

Ability: Flight
Effect: The character drinking this po-

tion acts as if he had the Flight Ability, with 
a score equal to the Brew Potency / 5 (round 
up). This effect lasts for a single flight.

Ability: Healing
Effect: The character is healed of a 

Wound or Fatigue level when he drinks the 
potion. The target Ease Factor (that is, the 
type of Wound/Fatigue level) must be speci-
fied at the time of brewing, and the appropri-
ate amount of vis is consumed (for each dose) 
during the brewing process. Potions that heal 
Wounds and Fatigue levels are different; this 
must also be specified at the time of brewing. 
All doses in a brew have the same effect.

The potion can heal one Wound of the 
specified type or one lesser Wound. For ex-
ample, if a healing potion that is designed to 
heal a Heavy Wound is drunk by a character 
with only Light Wounds, then a single Light 
Wound will be healed. If a character has sev-
eral Wounds, then the worst that the potion 
is capable of healing is healed.

Ability: Second Sight
Effect: The character drinking this po-

tion acts as if he had the Second Sight Abil-
ity, with a score equal to Brew Potency / 5 

(round up). This effect lasts for a number of 
days equal to the Brew Potency.

Ability: Shapeshifter
Effect: The character drinking this po-

tion transforms into an animal specified at 
the time of brewing (which is the same ani-
mal for all doses in the brew), and a part of 
the animal must be included in the brew. The 
folk witch must also have a fetish for this ani-
mal type available when she is brewing the 
potion. This effect lasts for a number of days 
equal to the Brew Potency. At the end of the 
effect, the character transforms back to his 
natural form. The character can end the ef-
fect sooner, at will, but he cannot then trans-
form back into the animal form.

enriching things of virtue

A folk witch may enrich Things of Virtue, 
using the rules printed in Realms of Power: Magic.

longevity rituAl

A folk witch can create a Longevity Rit-
ual for herself using the same rules used by a 
Hermetic magus (see ArM5, page 101). Use 
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her Healing Ability Lab Total for this activ-
ity, which means that a folk witch’s Longevity 
Ritual is likely to be considerably less potent 
than a magus’. Also remember that a folk witch 
can only generate a Lab Text if she is literate, 
so she may not be able to easily repeat the 
ritual when it fails. A folk witch cannot create 
a Longevity Ritual for another character.

Familiars

A folk witch can bind an animal to her-
self as a familiar. This is a laboratory activity 
and takes one season. In order to bind an ani-
mal, her Animal Ken Lab Total must exceed 
the Binding Total:

folk Witch fAmiliAr binDing totAl:  
10 + Familiar’s Size + Familiar’s Magic Might

It is quite easy for a folk witch to bind a 
small non-magical animal (like a cat, which 
has a negative Size) as her familiar, and many 
folk witches do. It is rather more difficult for 
folk witches with low Animal Ken Lab Totals 
to bind an animal with Magic Might, and 
so magical familiars are rare. The “Book of 
Mundane Beasts” appendix in Realms of Power: 
Magic and the Bjornaer chapter of Houses of 
Hermes: Mystery Cults (page 38) contain sta-
tistics for mundane beasts that may make 
suitable familiars. Realms of Power: Magic also 
contains rules for creating magical animals.

A folk witch may only have one bound 
familiar, but she may bind another if the cur-
rent one dies.

benefits of A fAmiliAr

If it did not previously have human In-
telligence, the familiar gains it, with a score 
of –3. It also gains a score equal to the folk 
witch in any languages; any familiar can un-
derstand the languages understood by his 
mistress, and can speak them if it has the rel-
evant vocal equipment. Familiars can learn 
Abilities in the same way as humans. They 
cannot, however, learn magic or Supernatu-
ral Abilities, although they can learn Folk 
Witch Magic Theory.

This leads to the main benefit of a famil-
iar: it may serve as an assistant in the kitchen. 
The folk witch receives a bonus to her Lab 
Total equal to the familiar’s Intelligence + Folk 
Witch Magic Theory. Of course, this will be 
only worthwhile if the familiar isn’t too stupid.

fAmiliAr bonus to lAb totAl:  
Familiar’s Intelligence + Familiar’s Folk 

Witch Magic Theory

The familiar binding gives both the folk 
witch and the familiar the Minor Virtue True 
Friend, relating to the other half of the part-
nership. Thus, they also each gain Personal-
ity Traits of Loyal (partner) +3.

The familiar won’t die of old age as long 
as the folk witch is alive, and it only suffers ill 
effects from aging when the folk witch does.

The folk witch and the familiar are magi-
cally linked. Each serves as an Arcane Con-
nection to the other. Neither needs to over-
come the other’s Magic Resistance in order 
to affect him or her with a magical effect.

The folk witch can use her Healing Abil-

ity on the familiar, but expends Animal vis 
instead of Corpus vis to power the effect.

The folk witch does not increase the 
Ease Factor due to distance or rarity when 
attempting to Dowse for the location of her 
familiar. That is, the Ease Factor is always 9.

The folk witch can use her Animal Ken 
Ability to enter a trance-like state that allows 
her to see (and hear, etc.) through the senses 
of her familiar. The Ease Factor for this effect 
is 6. While she is in the trance state, the folk 
witch is not really conscious of her own sur-
roundings. But if something distracting hap-
pens to her (she is attacked, there is a loud 
noise, etc.) then she must make an immediate 
Stamina + Concentration roll against an Ease 
Factor of 9, or she breaks out of the trance.

Folk witches do not know how to form 
the bonds that a hermetic magus does to his 
familiar, nor can they invest additional pow-
ers in the familiar bond.

Warping

A folk witch gains Warping points via the 
usual methods, including exposure to strong 
(non-Magical) auras and powerful or con-
stant mystical effects. She also gains Warping 
points when she botches using her Super-
natural Abilities. Whenever she gains enough 
Warping points to increase her Warping 
Score by 1, she experiences a painful and 
disturbing event known as the Witch Moon. 
This occurs immediately after her Warping 
Score increases, so at her first Witch Moon 
the folk witch will have just acquired a Warp-
ing Score of 1 (unless she somehow acquires a 
large number of Warping points that increase 
her Warping Score to a higher level).

This is the folk witch equivalent of 
Wizard’s Twilight and replaces the normal 
effect of Warping on a folk witch character. 
All folk witches undergo the Witch Moon, 
both those with and without The Gift. Note 
that neither Gifted nor unGifted folk witch-
es gain Warping points due to exposure to 
strong Magic auras (unGifted folk witches 
also have Supernatural Abilities aligned to 
the Magic realm; ArM5 page 176).

the Witch moon

The Witch Moon lasts for at least one 
month, during which the character temporarily 
loses all her Supernatural Abilities. She also suf-
fers a hot fever, which causes a Medium Wound 
— this wound is treated as a disease, and many 

Investigating a Potion
A folk witch can inspect a potion to 

determine its effect, which is represented 
by a Folk Witch Magic Theory Ability 
roll. This takes her a few minutes, and re-
veals the Brew Potency and precise effect 
of the potion.

potion investigAtion

Intelligence + Folk Witch Magic Theory 
+ Stress Die vs Ease Factor of 9

To a Hermetic magus, a potion appears 
to be a magical effect of Magnitude equal 
to the Brew Potency / 5, and thus can be 
detected via an appropriate Intellego Vim 
spell. Note that a standard detection spell 
will merely note that the potion is “a magi-

cal effect,” but an additional magnitude of 
effect will identify the potion as being 
“non-Hermetic,” and a second additional 
magnitude of effect will reveal the Form 
of the effect (see ArM5, page 158). To 
correctly identify the Form of the effect, 
the magus must be familiar with folk witch 
magic; a magus with a score in Folk Witch 
Magic Theory or Organization Lore: Folk 
Witches, or the Supernatural Ability grant-
ed by the potion, is sufficiently familiar. To 
precisely identify the effect of a potion, a 
magus may investigate it in his laboratory, 
and again can only do this if he is familiar 
with folk witch magic. Treat the potion 
as a single effect with a level equal to the 
Brew Potency (see ArM5, page 100).
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folk witches keep a healing potion handy for 
dealing with it. The folk witch can still drink 
potions even though she can’t brew any.

At the end of the month, make a roll for 
the folk witch to see if the Witch Moon has 
passed. If this roll fails, then the folk witch 
gains another Warping Point and the Witch 
Moon lasts for another month, inflicting 
another Medium Wound on the witch due 
to fever. Roll again at the end of the second 
month and so forth, until she recovers. If 
the roll to end the Witch Moon is botched, 
the folk witch gains an additional number of 
Warping Points equal to the number of 0s of 
the botch die. Note that the penalties due to 
wounds do not affect this roll.

to enD Witch moon: 
 Stamina – Warping Score + stress die  

vs Ease Factor 6

effects of the Witch moon

Assuming that the folk witch recov-
ers from the Witch Moon, she gains some 
kind of mark from the experience. If the folk 
witch took more months to recover from the 
Witch Moon than her Warping score, then 
the experience is bad. Otherwise, her experi-
ence is good. So for example, if a folk witch 
with a Warping Score of 1 recovers at the 
end of the first month of the Witch Moon, 
then her experience is a good one. In either 
case, the story guide should select the effect 
from the following options:

gooD experiences

Increased Knowledge: The folk witch gains 
a number of experience points in a pre-
existing Supernatural Ability or in Folk 
Witch Magic Theory, equal to 5 × num-
ber of months spent in the Witch Moon.

New Mystical Virtue: The folk witch gains 
a Minor Virtue.

New Ability: The folk witch gains a new Super-
natural Ability, with an Ability score of 1.

bAD experiences

Lost Knowledge: She loses 2 experience 
points in a Supernatural Ability or in Folk 
Witch Magic Theory for every Warping 
Point gained during the Witch Moon. 
This cannot reduce the score below 0.

New Mystical Flaw: The folk witch gains a 
Minor Flaw.

Covens
A coven is a group of folk witches (usual-

ly three or four, perhaps up to a dozen) who 
form a community of hedge wizards. Each 
coven can be thought of as a mini-tradition 
of its own, and most folk witches seldom 
meet with witches from other covens.

A coven is also the equivalent of a Her-
metic covenant, although the folk witches 
typically do not live together. Instead, the 
coven is spread like a web over a geographic 
locale, with each witch living at least a day’s 
travel from her sisters; each folk witch might 
live in a separate village, for example. The dis-
persed nature of the coven means both that the 
witches quickly notice most activity (supernat-
ural or otherwise) in their locale, and also that 
they attract little attention; even supernatural 
agents sometimes find it difficult to ascertain 
the full extent of a coven. On the other hand, 
individual folk witches are very vulnerable, 
even to mundane persecution, as they can nei-
ther rely upon the aid of their compatriots nor 
the strength of shared rituals like the Aegis of the 
Hearth or the Wizard’s Communion.

Many folk witches are unGifted, and al-
though such witches are usually less power-
ful than their Gifted sisters, they’re able to 
more easily interact with each other and the 
mundane world. A coven might have several 
unGifted members living in villages, barter-
ing their supernatural prowess for food and 
wood, who support a Gifted sister living in 
a remote cave.

Coven Initiations

Folk witches use these initiations:

opening the gift

Gifted folk witches have their Gift 
Opened in a special ceremony. The folk 

witch version obeys all the standard rules for 
this, as given in the Introduction. The effect 
of the Opening is to give the folk witch seven 
favored Supernatural Abilities. These are nor-
mally Animal Ken, Cursing, Dowsing, Flight, 
Healing, Second Sight, and Shapeshifter.

folk Witch opening totAl:  
Int + Folk Witch Magic Theory  

+ Sabbat Bonus

If the troupe desires, you may swap some 
of the standard powers for other Supernatural 
Abilities. Likely powers that a coven could 
use include Animal Healing, Entrancement, 
Enchanting Music, Nightwalking, Premoni-
tions, and Wilderness Sense. You will need to 
decide what casting methods these Abilities 
use and devise potions for them and (if you 
want) initiation scripts to teach the relevant 
Supernatural Virtues to unGifted characters.

initiAtions for  
ungifteD folk Witches

UnGifted folk witches also initiate in the 
folk witch powers using the general rules given 
in the Introduction. Usually, a folk witch un-
dergoes her first initiation during the first year 
or so of her apprenticeship. The first initia-
tion usually culminates in a formal ceremony 
performed at a sabbat, when the new witch is 
introduced to the coven, but it is also possible 
for a witch to initiate a young girl secretly.

folk Witch initiAtion totAl: 
Mystagogue’s Presence + Mystagogue’s 

Folk Witch Magic Theory + Script Bonus 
+ Sabbat Bonus

Unlike some kinds of initiations, each folk 
witch may only initiate others in a Supernatu-
ral Ability that she knows herself, and some 
initiations can only be performed at certain 
times or places. Gifted folk witches can usu-
ally initiate other folk witches in any of these 
Supernatural Abilities. Some of these initia-

Organization Lore: Folk Witches
A character with this Ability (see the 

Introduction) knows the sorts of effects 
that folk witches are capable of, where co-
ven members meet and live, and the names 
and reputations of some folk witches. 
The specialty for the Organization Lore: 
Folk Witches Ability must be a particular 

“home” coven. Whenever a roll is made 
to determine what the character knows 
about another coven, it is always a stress 
die; also, roll an additional botch die for 
every week’s travel this coven is from the 
character’s “home” coven. Specialities: a 
particular coven.
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tions are quite difficult and are thus almost al-
ways performed at a sabbat (see below).

Once a girl has undergone her first ini-
tiation, she is considered to be a witch by 
her peers. Of course, a typical girl has no 
significant skills immediately after her ini-
tiation and so normally remains with her 
sponsor, learning the craft, for a total of 10 
years. Some covens swap newly initiated 
witches between the coven members, so 
a girl might be trained by a succession of 
witches throughout her apprenticeship. And 
as she nears the end of her apprenticeship, 
she may even be assigned to train younger 
witches herself.

If playing a variant folk witch tradition, 
the troupe may like to create different initia-
tions for the witches’ different Supernatural 
Abilities.

rhyme of the beAst

Initiation Ease Factor: 15
Script Bonus: +6 (+3 Minor Ordeal,  

+1 Time, +2 Sympathetic)
The initiate must live as an animal for a 

season. She cannot talk or eat with people 
during this season. The initiate gains the Mi-
nor General Flaw Incomprehensible, and the 
Minor Supernatural Virtue Animal Ken.

venomous DArts

Initiation Ease Factor: 21
Script Bonus: +10 (+9 Major Ordeal,  

+1 Time)
This initiation may only be performed in 

winter — the initiate performs purification 
rituals every evening of the season. The initi-
ate gains the Major General Flaw Magical Air, 
and the Major Supernatural Virtue Cursing.

sense of plAce

Initiation Ease Factor: 15
Script Bonus: +6 (+3 Minor Ordeal,  

+1 Time, +2 Sympathetic Bonus) 
The initiate must spend the initiation 

season traveling up and down the same path, 
which is not more than one day’s walk in 
length. She may rest just off the path, but 
may not stray more than 100 feet from the 
path at any time. The initiate gains the Mi-
nor General Flaw Motion Sickness, and the 
Minor Supernatural Virtue Dowsing.

unbounD by lAnD

Initiation Ease Factor: 15
Script Bonus: +6 (+3 Minor Ordeal,  

+1 Time, +2 Sympathetic Bonus) 
The initiate must spend the initiation 

season above the ground. She might live in 
a tree, for example. The initiate gains the 
Minor General Flaw Arthritis, and the Minor 
Supernatural Virtue Flight.

hAnDs of life

Initiation Ease Factor: 21
Script Bonus: +10 (+9 Major Ordeal,  

+1 Time) 
This initiation may only be performed in 

the spring — the initiate performs purification 
rituals every evening of the season. The initi-
ate gains the Major General Flaw Enfeebled, 
and the Major Supernatural Virtue Healing.

the Devil’s eye

Initiation Ease Factor: 15
Script Bonus: +7 (+3 Minor Ordeal,  

+3 Quest, +1 Sympathetic Bonus) 
The initiate must find an Arcane Con-

nection to an invisible creature. She gains 
the Minor General Flaw Missing Eye, and the 
Minor Supernatural Virtue Second Sight.

seconD life

Initiation Ease Factor: 21
Script Bonus: +13 (+9 Major Ordeal,  

+3 Quest, +1 Sympathetic Bonus) 
The initiate must make a cloak from the 

hide of a Beast of Virtue. She gains the Major 
Supernatural Flaw Age Quickly, and the Ma-
jor Supernatural Virtue Shapeshifter.

Precocious Girls
It is not unusual for a coven to acciden-

tally initiate a Gifted girl into the folk witch 
powers as if she was unGifted, particularly 
if none of the current witches in the coven 
have The Gift. Eventually this mistake may 
be noticed if the Gifted girl begins to learn 
the Supernatural Abilities of her mistress 
(via exposure) without completing the ap-
propriate initiation rituals. At this point the 

coven has two choices: either a Gifted folk 
witch can be found to Open the girl’s Gift 
properly (although this will be more dif-
ficult as the girl has already learned some 
Supernatural Abilities); alternatively, the 
girl can be taught Supernatural Abilities by 
the unGifted witches (which will also be 
difficult — as her Gift is not Opened she 
has no favored Abilities).
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Sabbat

A sabbat is a meeting of the coven, and 
most covens meet at certain times through-
out the year (see insert). The sabbat is an op-
portunity for the witches to trade vis, discuss 
common threats, and gossip. As folk witches 
do not normally live together, this is often 
the only opportunity for the coven members 
to meet. This is fortunate, since because a 
folk witch does not have Parma Magica she 
is not insulated from the social effects of her 
Gifted sisters. In fact, this has led many sab-
bats to end in acrimonious bickering, and 
consequently some covens only hold annual 
or biannual sabbats.

Usually a sabbat is held in neutral territo-
ry, away from the homes of individual mem-
bers; but for most folk witches, attending a 
sabbat takes no more than a day or two, in-
cluding travel. Thus, a sabbat does not count 
as an interruption to long-term tasks like 
study or laboratory work. Of course, this is 
not true if a witch lives a very long way from 
her colleagues, but such a situation is rare.

sAbbAt DAtes

The usual dates for sabbat are listed in the 
insert. These dates are typically those of pa-
gan festivals, and although few folk witches 
are practicing pagans many are dimly aware 
of this fact. However, even though some 
covens are the vestigial remnants of pagan 
priesthoods, the witches have usually long 
lost any real knowledge of their pagan ances-
tors. The dates of the sabbats have no more 
religious significant to most folk witches than 
the traditional winter solstice casting of a 
covenant’s Aegis of Hearth has to most magi.

Throughout Mythic Europe Christian 
festivals are also held on, or about, these 
dates, so many covens hold their sabbat amid 
the Christian festivities, as the festivals are 
good excuses to travel to neighboring villag-
es. Indeed, in some parts of Mythic Europe 
folk witches are so well integrated with their 
community that it is common knowledge 
that, for example, on St. Walpurgis’ Night 
the local witches meet.

sAbbAt politics

As covens are each very different, there 
are no standard procedures for a sabbat, but 
your troupe might like to consider one of the 
following options, or a combination of them. 

Of course, the coven might also change over 
the course of a saga.

Easy: The witches meet, discuss, trade vis, and 
make some cooperative decisions without 
serious problems. This is quite plausible for 
a coven where the witches are unGifted, 
Gentle Gifted, or when the coven is facing 
a common, uniting threat like a nearby, ag-
gressive Hermetic covenant. This is a good 
option when the troupe does not want to 
spend significant time telling stories about 
internal coven politics.

Bickering: Most of the witches meet for the 
sabbat but, despite their best intentions, 
they can agree on little. However, on spe-
cific issues a determined witch can prob-
ably cajole her sisters into action. This is 
the most likely option if there are several 
Gifted witches in the coven.

Dictatorial: One dominant witch (usually 
the eldest) makes any important decisions 
needed for the whole coven, and the oth-
ers are sufficiently scared, or impressed, 
to follow her lead. This option could suit 
a troupe where folk witches are antago-
nists in stories.

Feuding: Most of the coven’s members don’t 
attend the sabbat, and those who do trade 
insults or even attack one another. This 
option may be difficult to run well if sev-
eral player characters are witches in the 
coven; on the other hand, such a coven 
could also generate rewarding stories.

sAbbAt mAgic

Although the sabbat is a social event, 
it is also an auspicious time for folk witch 
magic, and the folk witches may cooperate 
to brew potions, to Open The Gift, or to 
perform initiations.

For cooperative potion brewing, a folk 
witch may bring along a partially prepared 
brew to a sabbat (that is, the brew that she 
is working on in her kitchen during that 
particular season). At the sabbat, other folk 
witches may increase the potency of the 
brew by casting incantations over the bub-
bling cauldron. Add 1 to the brew potency 
for each folk witch that assists. Each of the 
assisting folk witches must have a score in the 
Supernatural Ability that the potion is based 
on (note that the other components of the 
Lab Total for the brew are calculated based 
on the kitchen the the main caster works in 
throughout the rest of the season).

potency bonus for sAbbAt breW:  
+1 each folk witch assisting main caster

mAximum number of AssistAnts:  
Magic Aura at sabbat site

For sabbat Openings of The Gift the ap-
prentice is brought to the sabbat and other 
Gifted folk witches can recite incantations 
that increase the Opening Total. Only Gift-
ed folk witches can assist in this way.

Story Seed: The Grand Sabbat
Some magi claim to know of a grand 

sabbat held every 101 years, attended by 
folk witches from all over Mythic Europe. 
But given the disorganized nature of folk 
witches, such an event is likely to only 
occur in their imagination. However, in 
the Stonehenge Tribunal, a small number 
of folk witch covens do meet every All 
Hallow’s Eve for a festival they do indeed 
call a grand sabbat. In the Rhine, anoth-

er group of covens meets together for a 
grand sabbat held on Walpurgis’ Night at 
the Witches’ Altar on Brocken Mountain 
(see Guardians of the Forests, page 80). Magi 
who stumble upon these events might be 
concerned at such organized activity, and 
even speculate that these “shadow Tribu-
nals” are evidence of Schism War refu-
gees, or their descendants, masquerading 
as folk witches.

Sabbat Times
Winter solstice

Imbolg/Brigid/Candlemas: 1 February
Eostre: Spring Equinox
Beltane/May Day/Walpurgis’ Night:  

30 April/1 May

summer solstice

Lammas/Lugnasad: 2 August
Mabon: Autumn Equinox
Samhain/All Hallow’s Eve:  

31 October/1 November
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opening totAl bonus for sAbbAt opening:  
+1 each Gifted witch helping Mystagogue

mAximum number of AssistAnts:  
Magic Aura at sabbat site

Sabbat initiations work similarly. An 
initiate is brought along and the other folk 
witches recite incantations that increase the 
Initiation Total. The folk witches assisting 
must each have a score in the Supernatural 
Ability that the initiation grants.

totAl bonus for sAbbAt initiAtion:  
+1 each folk witch assisting Mystagogue

mAximum number of AssistAnts:  
Magic Aura at sabbat site

On each sabbat date there is only a lim-
ited window of opportunity during which 
these helpful incantations may be cast. Thus 
on each sabbat, each witch may only be 
involved in one activity, whether as a main 
caster or an assistant, or as a Mystagogue or 
an initiate. Also, each activity can only ben-
efit from a single sabbat; for example, there 
is no point bringing the same potion brew 
along to several sabbat meetings.

Creating a Coven

Setting a saga in a folk witch coven, in-
stead of a Hermetic covenant, is one option 
for a saga. The coven can be devised using 
the Customized Covenant Creation rules 
(ArM5, page 71; Covenants, page 5, 6-29), 
bearing a few guidelines in mind. Even if a 
coven does not form the focus of the saga, it 
may be a valuable exercise for the troupe to 
think about the resources available to an an-
tagonist coven of folk witches. The examples 
below might give ideas, and can, of course, 
be modified to suit your saga.

guiDelines for A coven

As folk witches don’t usually live togeth-
er, some resources should be duplicated; you 
need to separately purchase the aura at each 
folk witch’s home, for example. Some other 
Hooks and Boons may also make more sense 
when assigned to individual folk witches, 
particularly those that describe the location 
of the coven.

By default, the coven has a single site 

with a level-3 aura — this can be improved 
— and the aura at other sites must be pur-
chased separately. To raise the aura from 0 
to 1, purchase the Minor Boon Aura for each 
additional site.

The Poverty Hook and Wealth Boon 
do not make sense for a coven — the folk 
witches support themselves individually and 
may take the Poor or Wealthy character 
Flaw/Virtue instead. As they must support 
themselves, folk witches usually live in con-
siderably less luxury than magi.

Hooks and Boons only need to balance 
over the entire coven. This may mean that 
the home of an individual folk witch has 
more Hooks than Boons, or vice versa.

You should assign most vis sources to in-
dividual folk witches — the witches might 
trade, but they don’t usually share.

A coven rarely has a library, although indi-
vidual literate witches may have a few books.

In addition to resources like Vis and 
books, the initiation scripts that the coven 
has access to much be purchased. Each ini-
tiation script costs a number of Build Points 
equal to the script bonus. The coven does 
not need to be literate to have initiation 
scripts; initiation scripts may be a set of pro-
cedures known to the coven rather than a 
written text. See earlier for examples of ini-
tiation scripts.

A coven is unlikely to have a turb, al-
though some individual folk witches may 
have servants or even men-at-arms, espe-
cially if they are wealthy or noble.

The total number of Build Points avail-
able for a coven depends on the power level 
of the coven. Note that a coven of Medium 
power or greater is likely to be noticed by 
neighboring covenants as they compete for 
vis resources. Thus, only low-power covens 
may be able to proceed entirely unnoticed.

poWer level builD points

Low 0 – 149
Medium 150 – 299
High 300 – 599
Legendary 600+

the Witches of reims

(143 build points) 
The coven of Reims is based in and 

around the French town of Reims (see The 
Lion and the Lilly, page 99). In the late 12th 
century several of the witches were burned 
at the stake at the order of the archbishop 
William, who mistook them for heretics. 

The coven was not entirely destroyed, how-
ever, and mistress Greta escaped the stake 
by flying out of the window of the archepis-
copal court.

Initiation Scripts: Rhyme of the Beast 
(+6), Unbound by Land (+6), Hands of Life 
(+10), The Devil’s Eye (+7).

Forest Cave: Mistress Greta (a Gifted 
folk witch) fled from the stake to this re-
mote forest cave (Magic aura 6), where she 
has since lived, usually alone. The cave is in 
fact inside a regio, that can only be entered 
by someone who knows the correct path 
(the other coven members know the cor-
rect path). Mistress Greta only occasionally 
attends the coven’s sabbat. Hooks: none. 
Boons: regio (major), aura (x 3) (minor). Vis 
Sources: 5 pawns Herbam per year (mush-
rooms from a forest grove), 1 pawn Auram 
per year (from the first wind of autumn), 1 
pawn Animal per year (from first rabbit of 
spring). Library: Ars Grammatica, by Donatus 
(a very poor copy; Artes Liberales Ability 
Summa; Quality 5, Level 4), Scent of Wa-
ter, anonymous (Dowsing Ability Summa; 
Quality 10, Level 5), The Piercing Tongue, by 
Luzabel (Penetration Ability Summa; Qual-
ity 10, Level 3).

Townhouse: This ramshackle townhouse 
is built inside the poor quarter of the town of 
Reims (Divine aura of 3), and it is haunted by 
the ghosts of the witches who were burned 
over twenty years ago. Eliza, an old unGifted 
folk witch, now lives in the townhouse and 
she is often called upon to help heal the poor 
of Reims. In return, Eliza is well looked after 
by the townsmen, who have kept her exis-
tence hidden from the episcopal authorities. 
Hooks: missing aura (major), urban (major), 
haunted (minor). Boons: loyal covenfolk 
(minor). Vis Sources: 3 pawns Corpus per 
year (from paupers’ graveyard), 2 pawns Ani-
mal per year (from city tanneries).

Vineyard: Near Reims, on the banks of 
the river Marne is a vineyard (Magic aura 1) 
where the young Gifted folk witch Matilda 
lives. She is a daughter of a family of vintag-
ers (grape harvesters) and finished training 
two years ago with mistress Greta in the for-
est cave. The workers at the vineyard know 
about Matilda’s Gift, but much of their sus-
piciousness was allayed when she healed a 
child who had been crushed by a cart. The 
absentee owners of the vineyard (a small 
monastery) do not know about Matilda. 
Hooks: monastery (minor) Boons: aura (mi-
nor). Vis Sources: 2 pawns Mentem per year 
(from wine).
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Matilda
Characteristics: Int +3, Per +1, Pre +2, 

Com 0, Str –1, Sta 0, Dex +1, Qik 0  
Size: 0
Age: 22 (22)
Decrepitude: 0
Warping Score: 0 (3)
Confidence Score: 1 (3)
Virtues and Flaws: The Gift; Folk Witch; 

Cyclic Magic (positive) (spring and 
summer), Improved Characteristics, 
Quiet Magic; Dependent, Short-
Ranged Curses.

Personality Traits: Loyal +2, Friendly +1
Reputations: Weird healer woman at vine-

yard 2 (local)
Combat:
Dodge: Init 0, Attack n/a, Defense +2, Dam-

age n/a
Knife: Init 0, Attack +3, Defense +1, Dam-

age +1
Soak: 0
Fatigue Levels: OK, 0, –1, –3, –5,  

Unconscious 

Wound Penalties: –1 (1–5), –3 (6–10), –5 
(11–15), Incapacitated (16–20), Dead 
(21+) 

Abilities: Area Lore: Reims 2 (river), Artes 
Liberales 1 (grammer), Animal Han-
dling 2 (dogs), Animal Ken 2 (dogs), 
Athletics 1 (running), Awareness 2 
(child), Brawl 1 (dodge), Concentration 
1 (flight), Cursing 2 (tongue), Craft: 
vintner 2 (sorting), Craft: weaving 1 
(wool), Dead Language: Latin 4 (magic 
terms), Dowsing 3 (river-side), Flight 1 
(indoors), Folk Witch Magic Theory 2 
(potion brewing), Healing 5 (children), 
Living Language: French 5 (Reims dia-
lect), Organization Lore: Folk Witches 
1 (personalities), Penetration 2 (Dows-
ing), Second Sight 2 (faeries), Shape-
shifter 1 (dog), Survival 2 (forest).

Witch Moon Scars: None.
Equipment: bandages, knife, dog, child, 

wooden toys.
Appearance: Matilda is an attractive wom-

an who lives at the vineyard where her 
extended family works. Due to her 
Gift, she is somewhat shunned by the 
other peasants (although they are not 
unpleasant to her), and she sleeps in 
a loft above the dog kennels with her 
husband and baby son. Her husband is 
a laborer at the vineyard and he spends 
as little time as possible with Matilda, 
whom he fears. The loft is actually 
quite spacious, and Matilda has built 
her kitchen in it. Matilda earns her 
keep by helping to look after the dogs, 
and she also helps to sort grapes dur-
ing the harvest. Most of the peasants 
who work the surrounding lands know 
that she is a healer, and even the reeve 
sometimes turns to her for assistance. 
The monks who own the vineyard 
seldom visit, although they do live 
nearby, and do not know of Matilda’s 
powers. With her Shapeshifter Ability 
she can turn into a dog.

Eliza
Characteristics: Int +1, Per +2 (1), Pre +2 

(1), Com –1, Str +1, Sta –1, Dex 0, Qik 
–2 (1)

Size: 0
Age: 45 (45)
Decrepitude: 1 (3)
Warping Score: 1 (8)
Confidence Score: 1 (3)
Virtues and Flaws: Folk Witch; Healing; 

Animal Ken, Flight, Painless Witch 
Moon, Second Sight, Sharp Ears, So-
cial Contacts (poor townsfolk); En-
feebled; Animal Companion, Arthritis, 
Incomprehensible, Missing Eye, Non-
combatant.

Personality Traits: Kindly +3, Mothering 
+2, Gossip +1

Reputations: Healer who lives near tan-
nery 4 (local)

Combat:
Dodge: Init –2, Attack n/a, Defense –2, 

Damage n/a
Soak: –1
Fatigue Levels: OK, 0, –1, –3, –5,  

Unconscious
Wound Penalties: –1 (1–5), –3 (6–10), –5 

(11–15), Incapacitated (16–20), Dead 
(21+)

Abilities: Area Lore: Reims 5 (town), Ani-
mal Handling 3 (chickens), Animal Ken 
4 (rooster), Athletics 1 (flying), Aware-
ness 3 (visitors), Bargain 1 (barley), Ca-
rouse 2 (quantities of beer), Charm 1 
(elderly men), Concentration 3 (flight), 
Craft: brewing 3 (large volumes), Dead 
Language: Latin 2 (magic terms), Flight 
3 (low), Folk Ken 3 (townsfolk), Guile 
2 (clergy), Folk Witch Magic Theory 
5 (potion brewing), Healing 6 (dis-
ease), Intrigue 2 (town), Leadership 2 
(townsfolk), Living Language: French 
5 (Reims dialect), Organization Lore: 
Folk Witches 4 (personalities), Pen-
etration 1 (Healing), Second Sight 4 
(ghosts), Stealth 2 (town), Teaching 1 
(folk witches).

Witch Moon Scars: 1. Gains Painless 
Witch Moon (Minor Virtue).

Equipment: pots and pans, brewing  
apparatus.

Appearance: Eliza lives in a large ram-
shackle townhouse in the center of 
the poor quarter of the town of Reims. 
She is an old, portly woman, who has 
difficulty moving about her house. 
She is always willing to give advice 

to those who visit her, and indeed she 
has many visitors as she usually has a 
large cauldron of ale brewing in the 
kitchen. Eliza also often has several 
poor families, who have no other place 
to go, sheltering in one of the rooms 
of the house. Eliza is consequently well 
liked by the townsfolk, who also come 
to her for special brews when a family 
member is suffering from some disease 
or another, and she has many contacts 
and friends among the townsfolk. The 
townhouse is actually haunted by the 
ghosts of a number of folk witches 
who were burned at the stake, at the 
archbishop’s court, about twenty years 
ago. The ghosts often bicker with each 
other (they blame one another for the 
outcome of their disastrous trial), but 
they usually keep out of the way of 
Eliza’s visitors. A large, black-feathered 
rooster (who rules a harem of hens that 
Eliza keeps in one room of the town-
house) often accompanies Eliza, and 
some speculate (inaccurately) that the 
rooster is the source of her powers. 
The rooster is her familiar; it is other-
wise a mundane animal.
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the kilkenny coven

(106 build points)
This coven of witches is fractured. There 

are two Gifted witches in the coven, one of 
whom lives in the Irish town of Kilkenny, 
while the other lives close to the town. Both 
witches (who are cousins, taught by their 
now-dead Gifted grandmother) are the wives 
of rival wealthy merchants, and the witches 
are likewise bitter rivals. In fact, the rivalry of 
the witches dates from their childhood and 
has directly led to the merchants’ feud. The 
feud originated in a dispute over a vis source, 
which the two witches discovered together 
in a bog, but it has now escalated well be-
yond that. The witches have each initiated a 
number of unGifted servants as folk witches, 
and hold competing sabbats. Although the 
unGifted servants fear their Gifted mistress-
es, and are grateful for the power that they 
have shared, they do secretly communicate 
with each other across the lines of the feud. 
If your saga follows history, this coven and 
its feud survives until the early 14th cen-
tury when a bishop adjudicating a property 
dispute between the rival families stumbles 
upon the coven, mistakes them for infernal-
ists, and executes several coven members.

Scripts: Unbound by land (+6), The 
Devil’s Eye (+7), Second Life (+13).

Janine’s House: Janine is the older of 
the two rival cousins. Her townhouse has a 

Mistress Greta
Characteristics: Int +2, Per 0, Pre 0, Com 0, 

Str –1, Sta –2 (2), Dex +1, Qik –3 (3)
Size: 0
Age: 76 (50) (Longevity Ritual provides +4 

bonus; she has a Lab Text for it)
Decrepitude: 2 (5)
Warping Score: 3 (7)
Confidence Score: 1 (3)
Virtues and Flaws: The Gift; Folk Witch; 

Life Linked Folk Witch Magic, Affin-
ity with Ability (Dowsing), Animal 
Healer, Clear Thinker, Expert Potion 
Brewer, Inventive Genius; Blatant Gift, 
Poor, Arthritis, Reclusive.

Personality Traits: Arrogant +3,  
Reclusive +2

Reputations: Folk witch who escaped the 
stake 4 (local)

Combat:
Kick: Init –4, Attack +3, Defense –2, Dam-

age +2
Dodge: Init –3, Attack n/a, Defense –2, 

Damage n/a
Soak: –2
Fatigue Levels: OK, 0, –1, –3, –5,  

Unconscious 
Wound Penalties: –1 (1–5), –3 (6–10), –5 

(11–15), Incapacitated (16–20), Dead 
(21+)

Abilities: Area Lore: Reims 3 (forest), Artes 
Liberales 4 (grammer), Animal Han-
dling 3 (oxen), Animal Ken 4 (birds), 
Athletics 2 (flying), Awareness 3 (for-
est), Brawl 1 (kick), Civil and Canon 
Law 1 (heresy), Concentration 2 
(flight), Cursing 4 (disease), Craft: 
weaving 3 (wool), Dead Language: 
Latin 5 (magic terms), Dowsing 8 (in 
forest), Flight 2 (at night), Folk Witch 
Magic Theory 5 (vis extraction), Heal-
ing 4 (child-birth injuries), Leader-
ship 1 (apprentices), Living Language: 
French 5 (Reims dialect), Organiza-
tion Lore: Folk Witches 4 (initiations), 

Penetration 3 (cursing), Premonitions 
1 (visitors), Second Sight 5 (ghosts), 
Shapeshifter 2 (cat), Survival 4 (forest), 
Teaching 1 (apprentices)

Witch Moon Scars: 1. Gains Premonitions 
(Minor Virtue) 2. Gains Animal Healer 
(Minor Virtue) 3. Inflicted with Arthri-
tis (Minor Flaw).

Equipment: staff, herbs, tea pot.
Appearance: Mistress Greta is a wizened 

and bent woman, with thick grey hair 
that flows untamed to her waist. She 
dresses in simple peasant clothes, and 
can often be found squatting at the 
cave-mouth of her home, where she 
brews a pungent tea made from wild 
herbs. She also spends a lot of time 
foraging in the forest for the nuts and 
roots on which she subsists. With her 
Shapeshifter Ability, she can turn into 
a cat or a black bird.
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large secret basement of which half is used as 
an auxiliary warehouse by her husband, for 
particularly valuable goods. The other half 
is used by Janine as a kitchen. The basement 
has a Magic aura of 4, and a small spring rises 
in the center of the kitchen. The spring water 
is vis, but the amount of vis has declined over 
the last few years. Hooks: urban (major), 
dwindling resource (minor). Boons: aura 
(x4) (minor). Vis Sources: 5 pawns Aquam 
per year (from spring), 1 pawn Corpus per 
year (from town graveyard), 1 pawn Mentem 
per year (from merchant’s account books).

Anne’s House: Anne has a manor a few 
miles out of town — her husband is the wealthi-
er of the two merchants. Her laboratory is con-
structed in an outbuilding of the manor house, 
which has a Magic aura of 2. Unbeknownst to 
Anne, Janine has planted several spies on her 
staff. At the edge of the manor lands is a boggy 
ground out of which rises a number of large 
rocks. The large rocks pin a dying giant to the 
earth — which is damp as it is saturated with 
his blood. Hooks: monster (dying giant) (mi-
nor), spies (minor) Boons: aura (x2) (minor), 
manor house (free). Vis Sources: 5 pawns 
Corpus per year (from giant’s blood), 1 pawn 
Auram per year (a warm breeze rising from a 
cave near the manor house). 

Farmhouse: Several days distant from 
Kilkenny, this is the farm on which Janine’s 
and Anne’s grandmother taught them the 
folk witch craft. The farm buildings are built 
in a dell with a Faerie aura of 4. The fam-
ily of an aunt now works on the farm, and 
Janine’s sister, Agnes, who is an unGifted folk 

witch, also lives there. Agnes has tried to re-
main neutral in the feud, and sends vis from 
the farm to both of the town factions of the 
coven. Hooks: Faerie aura (minor). Boons: 

aura (minor), peasants (free). Vis Sources: 2 
pawns Animal per year (from last lamb of the 
year), 2 pawns Herbam per year (from crops 
harvested at midnight, Autumn equinox). 

Janine Kyteler
Characteristics: Int +2, Per 0, Pre +1, 

Com 0, Str +1, Sta +1, Dex +1, Qik 0
Size: 0
Age: 32 (32)
Decrepitude: 0 (0)
Warping Score: 1 (9)
Confidence Score: 1 (3)
Virtues and Flaws: The Gift; Folk Witch; 

Wealthy, Piercing Gaze, Reserves of 
Strength, Temporal Influence; Feud, 
Obese, Unstable Magic.

Personality Traits: Angry +3,  
Obsessed +1

Reputations: Strange, intimidating wife of 
merchant 4 (local)

Combat:
Dagger: Init: 0, Attack +5, Defense +2, 

Damage +4
Dodge: Init 0, Attack n/a, Defense +1, 

Damage n/a
Soak: +1
Fatigue Levels: OK, 0, –1, –3, –5,  

Unconscious 
Wound Penalties: –1 (1–5), –3 (6–10), –5 

(11–15), Incapacitated (16–20), Dead 
(21+)

Abilities: Area Lore: Kilkenny 3 (mer-
chants), Artes Liberales 1 (astrono-
my), Animal Handling 1 (pigs), Ani-

mal Ken 2 (pigs), Athletics 1 (flying), 
Awareness 1 (faulty goods), Bargain 
2 (merchants), Brawl 1 (dagger), 
Concentration 2 (flight), Cursing 4 
(beast), Craft: weaving 2 (wool), Dead 
Language: Latin 4 (magic terms), 
Dowsing 5 (bog), Flight 2 (rural), Folk 
Witch Magic Theory 3 (curse fabric), 
Healing 3 (disease), Intrigue 2 (mer-
chants), Leadership 3 (intimidation), 
Living Language: Irish 5 (Kilkenny 
dialect), Organization Lore: Folk 
Witches 3 (initiations), Penetration 2 
(cursing), Profession: merchant 1 (as-
sessing penalty fines), Second Sight 1 
(faeries), Shapeshifter 2 (pig), Teach-
ing 1 (apprentices).

Witch Moon Scars: 1. Gains Reserves of 
Strength (Minor Virtue).

Equipment: Town clothes, dagger.
Appearance: Janine is a heavy, red-faced 

woman, with narrow piercing eyes. She 
helps her husband run his mercantile 
business, principally by chasing down 
debtors — all of the Kilkenny mer-
chants fear a visit from Janine and her 
maid. She can shapeshift into a pig and 
a seagull. Her familiar is a pig who lives 
in a sty attached to the townhouse.

Anne Kors
Characteristics: Int +1, Per +1, Pre +2, Com 

0, Str –1, Sta +1, Dex +1, Qik +1
Size: 0
Age: 30 (30)
Decrepitude: 0 (0)
Warping Score: 1 (8)
Confidence Score: 1 (3)
Virtues and Flaws: The Gift; Folk Witch; 

Wealthy, Affinity with Cursing, Expert 
Potion Brewer, Luck, Venus’ Blessing; 
Rigid Magic, Feud, Judged Unfairly.

Personality Traits: Temperamental +3, 
Obsessed +1

Reputations: Depraved wife of merchant 
2 (local)

Combat:
Fist: Init +1, Attack +4, Defense +4,  

Damage –1
Dagger: Init +1, Attack +5, Defense +3, 

Damage +2

Dodge: Init +1, Attack n/a, Defense +3, 
Damage n/a

Soak: 0
Fatigue Levels: OK, 0, –1, –3, –5,  

Unconscious 
Wound Penalties: –1 (1–5), –3 (6–10), –5 

(11–15), Incapacitated (16–20), Dead 
(21+) 

Abilities: Area Lore: Kilkenny 3 (country-
side), Artes Liberales 1 (logic), Animal 
Handling 1 (horse), Animal Ken 2 
(horse), Athletics 1 (flying), Awareness 
2 (rural), Brawl 2 (fist), Concentration 
1 (flight), Cursing 6 (tongue), Craft: 
weaving 2 (wool), Dead Language: Lat-
in 4 (magic terms), Dowsing 3 (bog), 
Etiquette 1 (hostess), Flight 2 (rural), 
Folk Witch Magic Theory 3 (potion 
brewing), Guile 2 (husband), Healing 3 
(stab wounds) (5), Leadership 2 (staff), 

Living Language: Irish 5 (Kilkenny dia-
lect), Organization Lore: Folk Witches 
3 (vis sources), Penetration 2 (cursing), 
Second Sight 2 (faeries), Shapeshifter 1 
(horse), Teaching 1 (apprentices).

Witch Moon Scars: 1. Gains Additional 5 
XP in Healing.

Equipment: dagger, walking clothes, staff.
Appearance: Anne is an attractive woman, 

although she has a very short temper. 
She usually stays in the manor house 
working in her kitchen, or wandering 
the nearby bog fields, and travels only 
occasionally into town. She has acquired 
a reputation for holding debauched par-
ties while her husband is absent with 
his business. This is not really true, al-
though she does host sabbats in the 
manor house. Anne can shapeshift into 
the form of a beautiful mare.
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the orleAns Witches

(110 Build points)
This coven of folk witches practices a 

variant tradition that replaces the Shapeshift-
er Supernatural Ability with the Premonitions 
Supernatural Ability; and, unusually, most of 
the members are men. The coven currently 
only has one Gifted member, Claude of Or-
leans) who is a man. Two other Gifted coven 
members died in mysterious circumstances 
several years ago, and it is rumored that 
Claude killed them with curses. There are a 
several unGifted coven members scattered 
throughout the Orleans area, and the coven 
has good relationships with the local judi-
cial magistrates after several cases involving 
stolen property were resolved by Dowsing 
— although the magistrates only deal with 
unGifted members of the coven.

Scripts: Sense of Place (+6), Sense of 

Time (Script for Premonitions; +6).
Claude’s Shack: Claude lives alone in a 

shack, on the banks of a small stream, about 
one day’s travel north of Orleans. There 
is a Magic aura of level 3 in the area, and 
nearby is a ruined Roman villa with a large 
magic apple tree growing in what was once 
the courtyard. Hooks: Roman ruin (minor). 
Boons: seclusion (minor). Vis Sources: 5 
pawns Herbam per year (magic tree), 1 pawn 
Aquam per year (fish spawn).

Magistrate’s Court: A clerk called Jean 
the Wise, working in the Orleans magis-
trate’s court, is an unGifted member of the 
coven. He uses his Dowsing powers to help 
the magistrate determine the location of sto-
len property — which often quickly results 
in a confession. The magistrate has come to 
respect Jean’s opinion when making legal de-
cisions. Hooks: missing aura (major), urban 
(major). Boons: powerful ally (major; magis-

trate). Vis Sources: 2 pawns of Corpus per 
year (blood of first and last gallows victim 
each year). Library: Reading the Perturbations of 
Place, by Goodwin (Dowsing Ability Summa; 
Quality 10, Level 3), Civitas Orleans, by Mag-
istrate Bayne (Civil and Canon Law Tracta-
tus; Quality 9).

Joseph’s House: Joseph lives just out-
side Orleans in a large house constructed 
in a regio, with a Magic aura of 3. He is an 
unGifted member of the coven, and uses his 
Dowsing Ability to find objects for people 
in the city. He maintains a townhouse in 
the city, where clients come to seek his ser-
vices. By collecting a fee for finding objects, 
Joseph has become a wealthy man. Hooks: 
city (major) Boons: regio (major), aura (x3) 
(minor), manor house (free) Vis Sources: 2 
pawns of Animal per year (tannery), 2 pawns 
of Terram (blacksmith), 2 pawns of Vim (a 
spring in the regio).

Jean the Wise
Characteristics: Int +3, Per +1, Pre 0, Com 

0, Str +1, Sta +1, Dex 0, Qik +1
Size: 0
Age: 28 (28)
Decrepitude: 0 (0)
Warping Score: 2 (3)
Confidence Score: 1 (3)
Virtues and Flaws: Folk Witch; Concen-

trated Potions, Dowsing, Educated, 
Improved Characteristics, Premoni-
tions, Temporal Influence; Meddler, 
Motion Sickness, Offensive to Ani-
mals, Warped Magic.

Personality Traits: Meddler +3,  
Studious +2

Reputations: Wizard in Magistrate’s Court 
3 (local)

Combat:
Dodge: Init +1, Attack n/a, Defense +3, 

Damage n/a
Soak: +1
Fatigue Levels: OK, 0, –1, –3, –5,  

Unconscious
Wound Penalties: –1 (1–5), –3 (6–10), –5 

(11–15), Incapacitated (16–20), Dead 
(21+)

Abilities: Area Lore: Orleans 4 (criminals), 
Artes Liberales 3 (logic), Athletics 1 
(running), Awareness 1 (ambush), Brawl 
1 (dodge), Carouse 1 (students), Civil 
and Canon Law 2 (land rights), Charm 
1 (women), Concentration 2 (writing), 
Dead Language: Latin 5 (legal terms), 
Dowsing 6 (made items), Etiquette 2 
(legal court), Folk Ken 2 (liars), Folk 
Witch Magic Theory 3 (potion brew-
ing), Intrigue 1 (legal court), Leader-
ship 2 (clerks), Living Language: French 

5 (Orleans dialect), Organization Lore: 
Folk Witches 1 (history), Penetration 
3 (Dowsing), Philosophiae 3 (moral), 
Premonitions 3 (natural events), Profes-
sion: scribe 3 (legal records), Teaching 
1 (Artes Liberales).

Witch Moon Scars: 1. Gains Concentrated 
Potions (Minor Virtue). 2. Acquires 
Warped Magic (ringing noise) (Minor 
Flaw).

Equipment: Writing equipment, legal  
documents.

Appearance: Jean dresses in the simple 
clothes of a clerk; he is balding, with 
a long pointed nose. Whenever Jean 
uses his Supernatural Abilities, all oth-
er characters within Voice Range hear 
an irritating ringing noise in their ears 
(Warped Magic).

Hermetic 
Integration

The following are some breakthroughs 
available through research projects to inte-
grate the practices of folk witches with Her-
metic magic. It may seem like a lot of break-
throughs, but they’re just examples. It’s up to 
the troupe to decide if any of them are actually 
possible in your saga. Or, you can use these as 
inspiration for your own integration projects.

Subtle Opening

Suggested Breakthrough Points: 30
By incorporating the Gifted folk witch 

Opening The Gift ritual into the Hermetic 
Opening of the Arts, a magus can invent 
an alternative form of Opening the Arts 
that removes the penalty due to Arts when 
learning new Supernatural Abilities. Other 
hedge traditions that have Opening The 
Gift rituals that grant the apprentice fa-
vored Abilities may also provide insights 
toward this breakthrough.

Unlike a normal integration result, the 
inventing character does not personally gain 
anything from this breakthrough, as he has 
already had his Arts opened. Instead, once 
the research is complete the character may 
open an apprentice’s Arts using a special 
technique (which still takes a season) and 
the apprentice gains the Minor Hermetic 
Virtue: Subtle Opening. The character may 
also write a level 30 Lab Text, detailing the 
special Art Opening technique, that can be 
followed by any other magus Opening the 
Arts of an apprentice.
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integrAtion effects

Vim effects are the most suitable lab proj-
ects produced from Insights to contribute to 
this breakthrough. In addition, the magus may 
instead use an Insight to vary his technique 
when Opening the Arts of an apprentice. A 
roll should be made on the Extraordinary 
Results table for Experimentation, as normal, 
and if a Discovery results, the apprentice’s 
Gift is Opened as normal and the magus earns 
5 breakthrough points. Other results may 
damage the apprentice’s Gift, causing him to 
acquire Hermetic Flaws or even lose his Gift.

consequences of integrAtion

This extension to Hermetic theory allows 
apprentices to easily learn exotic magics. In 
terms of game balance, apprentices who have 
their Gifts Opened via the new techniques are 
likely to become more powerful than main-
stream hermetic magi. This is because the 
new apprentices will be able to easily supple-
ment their Hermetic Arts with a set of exotic 
Supernatural Abilities. However, as this inte-
gration project does not directly affect magi 
who have already had their Arts Opened, 
many magi may be reluctant to invest the time 
and effort to develop a project that only ben-
efits their apprentices, being too selfish or too 
fearful of powerful apprentices. On the other 
hand, magi who are involved in high-level 
House politics, or other long-term strategic 
alliances, may be very interested in cultivat-
ing a new generation of powerful magi.

Energy Magic

Suggested Breakthrough Points: 55
Folk witches are not restricted by the 

Limit of Energy in the same way as a magus, 
so studying their practices and integrating 
them into Hermetic magic may allow a ma-
gus to break this limit as well. The result of 
this integration is additional Creo Corpus 
and Perdo Corpus guidelines.

integrAtion effects

Corpus effects are the most suitable lab-
oratory projects that may be produced from 
Insights to contribute to this breakthrough. 
Some example effects include:

pungent potion of eAse

CrCo Level 20
Pen +0, charged item
R: Touch, D: Sun, T: Individual
When this potion is drunk, a Short-Term 

Fatigue level is restored, but the character 
gains a Long-Term Fatigue level when the 
effect expires. The character must be con-
scious to drink this potion, and as it is very 

pungent he must make a Stamina roll against 
an Ease Factor of 3 to avoid gagging, which 
wastes the potion.

(Effect: Base 5, +1 Touch, +2 Sun; Modi-
fications: None)

trAveller’s respite

CrCo Level 30
R: Touch, D: Momentary, T: Group, 

Ritual
This ritual spell restores one Long-Term 

Fatigue level to up to 10 individuals. Note 
that as this is a Ritual spell, the caster will 
lose at least one Long-Term Fatigue level 
himself, and possibly more if his Casting To-
tal is low (see ArM5 page 81).

(Base: 15, +1 Touch, +2 Group)

energy sense

InCo(Me) Level 20
R: Voice, D: Momentary, T: Individual
The caster senses the Fatigue status of 

the target (winded, weary, tired, etc).
(Base: 5, + 2 Voice, +1 Requisite)

New Virtue:  
Subtle Opening

Minor Hermetic Virtue
The magus had his Arts Opened us-

ing a more-subtle and flexible technique 
than normal. Consequently, he does 
not suffer a penalty to the study Source 
Quality for his Arts scores when learning 
Supernatural Abilities (see ArM5, page 
166). The magus is still penalized for 
scores in other Supernatural Abilities.

Story Seeds for Subtle Opening
ruineD Apprentices

An unlucky Bonisagus magus, at-
tempting to research this breakthrough, 
commandeers a number of promising “ap-
prentices” and damages or destroys their 
Gifts via experimental methods of Open-
ing the Arts. These are genuine mistakes 
— the Bonisagus magus is not being mali-
cious — and as his “victims” had not yet 
had their Arts Opened they were not tech-
nically anyone’s apprentice. Nonetheless, 
the other magi of the Tribunal are appalled 
at this waste of Gifted talent, and try to 
stop the magi’s research.

long-lost poWer

The magi of the Lineage of Pralix (see 
Houses of Hermes: Societates, page 126) make 
this breakthrough and Open the Arts of 
a number of apprentices, using the Subtle 
Opening. The new apprentices are then 
given access to a secret library, which 
contains many books written over the 
centuries by hedge wizard converts to the 
Order of Hermes. By studying the store 
of books, the apprentices can learn exotic 
Supernatural Abilities that were thought 
lost to the Order of Hermes.

orDer of oDin infiltrAtors

Hedge wizards of the Order of Odin 
learn of this improvement to Hermetic 
theory and, along with a Bonisagus ally, 
use it as the basis of a new research project 
to allow an apprentice to learn both Rune 
Magic and Hermetic Magic without pen-
alty. Once completed, this project allows 
the Order of Odin to begin to infiltrate the 
Order of Hermes, virtually undetected.

A subtle price

A Tytalus magus invents the Subtle 
Opening, but refuses to share his method 
and instead asks a fee from other magi to 
perform it on their apprentices. His price 
is reasonable, but the Subtle Opening be-
comes so popular that the magus can’t keep 
up with demand, and this bottleneck causes 
a delay in the training of a large number of 
apprentices in the Tribunal. Some concerned 
magi try to pass a Tribunal ruling that forces 
the magus to share the Subtle Opening 
method. It’s possible that other magi may 
try to steal the method, or alternatively race 
to perform the research themselves (damag-
ing The Gift of several unlucky apprentices 
during the experimentation).
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circle of lethArgy

PeCo Level 30
R: Touch, D: Ring, T: Circle
Targets within the circle do not regain Fa-

tigue levels by resting. This can keep a char-
acter unconscious indefinitely, unless he is 
moved from the circle or the circle is broken.

(Base: 15, +1 Touch, +2 Ring)

consequences of integrAtion

This integration effect changes the bal-
ance of power between Formulaic and Spon-
taneous magic, as being able to restore Fatigue 
allows a caster to more readily risk expend-
ing it on Fatiguing Spontaneous spells. An-
other effect is that casting Formulaic spells 
in marginal situations — which can result in 
Fatigue loss —  becomes a more-sustainable 
proposition for magi. This means that magi 
are more willing and able to attack targets 
within hostile auras, strengthening the Or-
der against the Divine and Infernal.

Sense of the Mystic

Suggested Breakthrough Points: 45
Folk witches have access to the Supernat-

ural Virtue Second Sight, which is superior 
to Hermetic magic at detecting some types 
of invisible creatures, as it does not need to 
penetrate the Magic Resistance of the sensed 
creature (see ArM5, page 67). Studying Sec-
ond Sight allows a Hermetic researcher to 
invent a new Hermetic Virtue that improves 
how he may use Intellego magics. Note that 
a magus does not need to study the powers 
of folk witches for this integration project; 
any character with the Supernatural Virtue 
Second Sight can provide insight. However, 
trained folk witches do have some theoretical 
understanding of how their magic works, and 
can also produce artifacts like Second Sight 
potions that may be studied for insight.

integrAtion effects

Intellego effects are the most suitable 
laboratory projects that may be produced 
from Insights to contribute to this break-
through. Some example effects include:

lens of glimpsing spirits

InIm(Me) Level 34
Pen +0, constant effect device.
R: Touch, D: Constant, T: Vision

New Energy Magic Virtue & Guidelines
energy mAgic

Minor Hermetic Virtue
The magus may access additional Creo 

Corpus and Perdo Corpus guidelines.

neW perDo corpus guiDelines

Level 5: Double the time a character recov-
ers a lost Short-Term Fatigue level (see Fa-
tigue Recovery Table, ArM5, page179).

Level 5:  Cause a target to lose a Short-
Term Fatigue level.

Level 10: Cause a target to lose a Long-
Term Fatigue level. Note that this is not 
a new guideline. Any magus can cause 
the loss of a Fatigue level with this level 
of effect (see ArM5, page 133).

Level 15: While under this effect, characters 
can’t recover Fatigue levels by resting.

neW creo corpus guiDelines

Ritual spells formulated according to 
these guidelines with Momentary Dura-
tion truly restore Fatigue levels. Spells 
with other Durations only temporarily re-
store Fatigue levels, and at the end of the 
spell’s duration the Fatigue levels are lost 
again as Long-Term Fatigue levels, even if 
they were originally only Short-Term Fa-
tigue levels.

Level 5: Halve the time that a character 
takes to recover a lost Short-Term Fa-
tigue level (see Fatigue Recovery Table, 
ArM5, page179).

Level 10: Restore a lost Short-Term Fa-
tigue level.

Level 15: Restore a lost Long-Term Fa-
tigue level.

Story Seeds for Energy Magic
A prestigious project

A coven has been selling Fatigue-restor-
ing potions to a Hermetic covenant, which 
the resident magi secretly study. The magi 
have learned the secret of their manufacture 
(that is, they invent Energy Magic), and are 
anxious to disguise the origins of their Her-
metic breakthrough — they wish to pres-
ent the breakthrough to the Order as the 
fruit of a more prestigious, original research 
project. So the magi try to hunt down and 
eliminate the coven of folk witches.

bAlAnce of poWer

A Tytalus magus secretly invents Ener-
gy Magic, and teaches it to a cabal of low-
ranking Tremere. These Tremere use their 
new ability to restore and destroy Fatigue 
to attack their superiors, both in certamen 
and Wizard’s War, and so rapidly claim 
their own sigils. This disrupts the balance 
of power among the Tremere, and tempo-
rarily fragments the Tremere voting block 
at many Tribunals. While the new Tremere 
masters consolidate their power, other Tri-
bunal factions take the chance to pass a 
number of Tribunal rulings that have been 
vetoed for decades by the Tremere.

A DieDne resurgence?

House Diedne’s magi were masters of 
Spontaneous magic. When several bands 
of Hoplites in the Roman Tribunal dem-
onstrate a surprising proficiency with 
Spontaneous magic, the Tribunal’s senior 
Quaesitors suspect that the Hoplites have 
stumbled upon Diedne secrets. Investiga-
tors are sent to discover the source of this 
supposed “recovered” Diedne magic.

the bjornAer crusADe

Emboldened by the ability to restore 
Fatigue — and thus operate more easily 
in a Divine aura — a Bjornaer sept erupts 
from the forest. The bellowing beasts 
destroy a number of towns that fringe 
the wilderness, and the attacks claim 
several bishops. The outraged papacy 
calls a crusade and thousands of knights, 
included groups armed with saintly rel-
ics, arrive at the forest edge ready for 
war. The Bjornaer are relatively secure 
— they are hidden in a number of for-
est regios, from which they occasionally 
sally forth to harass the crusaders — but 
the frustrated crusaders may attack 
neighboring covenants.
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This device is a crystal lens about the 
size of a fist, which is inset into a brass ring 
etched with Hermetic script. When a char-
acter looks through this lens, he can see 
spirits with Mentem Mights even if they are 
normally invisible. The character can target 
spirits seen in this way with spells, but must 
add 3 to any Concentration Ease Factors due 
to the awkwardness of using the lens. The 
character can also use the lens to engage in 
melee combat with an invisible spirit, with 
a penalty of 3 to his Attack Score, although 
obviously if the spirit is incorporeal the char-
acter requires a suitable magical weapon. The 
lens does not need to penetrate the Magic 
Resistance of the spirit.

(Effect: Base 3, +1 Touch, +2 Sun, +4 
Vision; Modifications: +4 levels environ-
mental trigger)

eyes for the prince

InVi Level 15
R: Personal, D: Concentration, T: Vision
The caster can detect Faerie creatures 

with a Might of 40 or higher. The effect al-
lows the caster to recognize the creature even 
if it is disguised or invisible, and does not need 
to penetrate the creature’s Magic Resistance. 
The effect does not allow the caster to see 
through intervening objects, however.

(Base: 2, +1 Conc, +4 Vision)

consequences of integrAtion

This integration effect considerably 
strengthens the powers of the Order of 
Hermes against magical and faerie foes. 

Ritual Items

Suggested Breakthrough Points: 45
Hermetic magi would understand some 

folk witch potions as being ritual effects 
incorporated into charged items, however 
creating such items is beyond the capacity 
of mainstream Hermetic magic. Integration 
of folk witch potion-brewing techniques 
could allow magi to create ritual items. This 
integration could be particularly powerful if 
Energy Magic is also invented.

integrAtion effects

Suitable laboratory projects that may be 
produced from Insights towards this break-
through include:

stout potion

CrCo Level 60
Pen +0, charged item.
R: Touch, D: Momentary, T: Individual, Ritual

The character who drinks this dark, bit-
ter potion has his Stamina increased by 1 to 
a maximum of +5.

(Effect: Base 55, +1 Touch)

New Virtue: Sense of the Mystic
Major Hermetic Virtue
Intellego effects cast or invented by 

this magus that grant magic senses (see 
ArM5, page 113) do not need to pen-
etrate the Magic Resistance of the sensed 

creatures. The effect must still penetrate 
the Magic Resistance (if any) of the per-
son who is granted the sense. Note that 
this only applies to effects that have a 
Sense Target.

Story Seed: Waking the Dragon
The magi learn this breakthrough, and 

when they return home they discover to 
their surprise that their covenant is home 
to a sleeping dragon (this could be an 
Unknown Monster Hook). The dragon is 
invisible while sleeping, and has not yet 
been disturbed by the activities of the 

magi. However, it is unclear how long the 
dragon has been sleeping. Maybe it ar-
rived recently, or perhaps it predates the 
foundation of the covenant. Now that 
they know it exists, can the magi resist 
the temptation to wake the dragon? The 
dragon is within the Aegis of the Hearth.
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oil of prometheus

CrIg Level 60
Pen +0, charged item.
R: Touch, D: Diameter, T: Boundary, Ritual
This oil is carefully poured onto the 

ground at a Boundary — a city wall, or 
the edge of a forest, for example — which 
erupts into flame. From the site of igni-
tion, which is about a pace in diameter, the 
conflagration rapidly spreads through the 
Boundary doubling in diameter every round 
until it covers an area up to 60 miles in di-
ameter. The fire burns incredibly fiercely 
(+20 damage) for the Duration of the effect 
— even stones burn and iron melts. When 

the effect expires the fire no longer spreads 
with supernatural speed or heat, but any 
fires begun continue to burn naturally. The 
potion must be poured on the edge of a de-
fined Boundary to have an effect (see ArM5, 
page 113).

(Effect: Base 15, +1 Touch, +1 Diameter, 
+4 Boundary, +3 Size)

DrAm of the lion

MuCo(An) 35
Pen +0, charged item.
R: Touch, D: Year, T: Individual, Ritual
Drinking this potion causes the charac-

ter to change into a lion for a year. When the 

character returns to normal, he may tempo-
rarily retain some leonine aspect.

(Effect: Base 10, +1 Touch, +4 Year)

consequences of integrAtion

In some respects, this integration project 
has limited consequences; it does not really 
open up new powers to the magi. Its main 
effect is that it allows powerful magi to more 
effectively use subordinates, as rather than 
needing to accompany their subordinates 
to cast a ritual effect, the magus can send a 
ritual item.

Story Seeds for Ritual Items
covenfolk rebellion

A remote covenant is found, by a Red-
cap, to have been devastated in a rain of 
fiery, molten metal; he presumes that all 
of the magi are dead. The Tribunal sends 
a group to investigate the ruin, and it be-
comes apparent that the devastation was 
caused by a powerful ritual cast from within 
the covenant itself. Some of the covenfolk 
are found hiding in the hills nearby. The 
investigators may eventually determine 
that the covenant was destroyed by a re-
volt of the covenfolk, whom the magi had 
foolishly armed with powerful ritual items. 
It is possible that the covenfolk were en-
couraged by enemies of the covenant.

toWers of WAr

On the Rhine Tribunal side of the 
Rhine/Novogorod border, a number of 

featureless towers are rapidly erected, each 
warded by powerful castings of Aegis of the 
Hearth. The towers are raised almost on top 
of known vis sources, and the Rhine magi 
soon find that their vis sources are warded 
against them. Early attempts to commu-
nicate with the inhabitants of the towers 
are unanswered, but a Quaesitor eventu-
ally recognizes in all the effects the sigil 
of a single powerful Novgorod archmagus. 
However, when questioned the archmagus 
in question claims no involvement — and 
he was provably well away from the area as 
the towers appeared. In fact, a small num-
ber of freshly Gauntleted magi, wielding 
a set of charged, ritual wands created by 
the archmagus, are behind the attack on 
the Rhine tribunal. The young magi may 
have stolen the wands, or they may be act-
ing with the blessing of their Novogorod 
elders. In any case, the two Tribunals are 
now at the brink of war due to the reckless 
use of ritual magic.

New Virtue:  
Ritual Items

Minor Hermetic Virtue
The magus may make charged 

items that incorporate ritual effects. 
Each charge requires the same number 
of pawns of vis that casting the effect 
normally would otherwise cost. For ex-
ample, a wand that produced an effect 
similar to Curse of the Unportended Plague 
(PeCo 55; ArM5, page 133) would re-
quire 11 pawns of Perdo or Corpus vis 
per charge. The number of pawns of vis 
that the magus may use in a season is 
limited in the usual way, and the num-
ber of charges is also calculated in the 
normal manner.
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Chapter Four

Gruagachan
The gruagachan (pronounced: GROO-

uh-guk-an; singular: gruagach, pronounced: 
GROO-uh-guk) are a tradition of hedge wiz-
ards descending from ancient Pictish priests 
of the god Gruagach. The Picti were a people 
native to what is now Scotland, described by 
invading Romans as fierce barbarians cov-
ered in tattoos. Gruagach — the Pictish god 
of the sun, plants, and animals — has been 
all but forgotten outside of the gruagachan, 
whose numbers are dwindling. But they se-
cretly worship the deity, maintain a cult in his 
honor, and take their name from him. 

The gruagachan act as Gruagach’s judges, 
granting blessings and inflicting dire curses 
with the aim of achieving poetic justice. Gru-
agach also grants them an external soul that 
prevents death from physical injury, as well 
as tattoo magic, the ability to shapechange, a 
talent for creating illusions and receiving pre-
monitions, and invisible animal companions 
called fetches. The hedge wizards pay a price 
for these favors, though, as Warping slowly 
transforms every gruagachan into a troll.

The gruagachan are found primarily in 
the Loch Leglean Tribunal, but also exist in 

the Stonehenge and Hibernian Tribunals. The 
gruagachan have a long history with the Or-
der of Hermes. They were bitter rivals of the 
tradition that would become House Diedne, 
both before and after they joined the Order, 
and because of that animosity joined with the 
wizard Damhan-Allaidh against the Order. 
After the Schism War and the destruction 
of House Diedne, the relations between the 
Order and the gruagachan warmed slightly. 
Some gruagachan have even joined the Order, 
but the vast majority remain independent.

Character 
Generation

There are both Gifted and unGifted gru-
agachan. An unGifted gruagach is treated as 
a companion character when assigning Vir-
tues and Flaws, while a Gifted gruagach may 
be treated as either a magus or a companion 

character, at the discretion of the troupe.
Gruagachan receive experience points 

using the normal character generation rules 
before apprenticeship. Gifted gruagachan are 
usually taken as apprentices as adolescents, at 
about the same time a mundane child might 
begin an apprenticeship, anywhere from age 
10 to 15. The gruagach apprenticeship gen-
erally lasts for 10 years.

After some initial training in the Pictish 
language, the gruagach master performs the 
ritual necessary for Opening of The Gift. 
This season-long ritual grants the gruagach 
apprentice a score of 0 in the following Arts: 
Give, Take, Blessing, Curse, Shape, and Vi-
sion. The gruagach master’s Opening Total 
is his Give Vision Lab Total, described later. 
This total only matters if the student has pre-
existing Supernatural Abilities. The process 
for Opening of The Gift is described in the 
Introduction of this book.

The gruagach is able also to perform 
any of the laboratory activities described 
in this chapter. After the gruagach’s Gift is 
opened, the player may spend experience 
points on any of these Arts, and the player 
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need not purchase any of the corresponding 
Virtues. The gruagach apprenticeship grants 
the character 160 experience points for any 
Abilities, including Arcane ones or the gru-
agach Arts, and 80 levels of spells. After the 
gruagach apprenticeship, the character accu-
mulates experience using the standard rules.

UnGifted gruagachan are generally not 
taken as apprentices during childhood. They 
often do not begin training in gruagach 
magic until much later in life. UnGifted gru-
agachan may only gain experience points in 
Arts for which they possess the correspond-
ing Virtues. Sometimes gruagach masters 
find individuals born with the required Vir-
tues and train them in their magic; how-
ever, this is a rare occurrence. More often, 
a potential student who exhibits the proper 
temperament and possesses the Giant Blood, 
Large, or Shapeshifter Virtues — which are 
regarded as favors granted by Gruagach — is 
recruited by a gruagach, who then Initiates 
him into the tradition. UnGifted characters 
who become gruagach through Initiation 
must also take the Flaws inflicted by the Or-
deals associated with each ritual. Because the 
gruagach Techniques are Major Virtues, no 
gruagach may be a grog character.

The unGifted gruagach apprenticeship is 
shorter, and often apprentices do not receive 
Initiation in all of the gruagach Arts. Because 
unGifted gruagach remain members of their 
communities, they receive their training while 
maintaining their normal vocations. The un-
Gifted apprenticeship generally lasts three to 
five years. For each year of training, the player 
may spend 16 experience points in Abilities or 
gruagach Arts and take 8 levels of spells.

Training

The magical tradition of the gruagachan 
is largely an oral one, and there are few 
known texts on the Arts of the gruagachan. 
Gruagach masters initially train their students 
one-on-one. If a gruagach no longer has ac-
cess to a teacher, he must then improve his 
abilities through the study of vis, exposure, 
or adventure. Abilities may also be raised by 
practice, but gruagachan may not improve 
their Arts through practice.

typicAl gruAgAch Abilities

A Gifted gruagach out of her apprentice-
ship must have a score of 2 in Pictish and Gru-
agach Lore, as well as scores of 1 in all of the 

gruagach Arts. Beyond those requirements, 
the gruagach may have any Abilities appropri-
ate to the character concept. Common skills 
include Concentration, Faerie Lore, Finesse, 
Folk Ken, Magic Lore, and Penetration.

Gifted gruagachan are capable of learn-
ing greater magic than their unGifted coun-
terparts. They are able to obtain the Fetch 
and External Soul Virtues, but may only do so 
after they are able to take unGifted students 
of their own. This requires that the gruagach 
have a score of 2 in both gruagach Techniques, 
a 4 in Pictish, a 5 in all four gruagach Forms, 
and a Gruagach Lore score sufficient to Ini-
tiate unGifted students. The Scripts to grant 
the Fetch and External Soul Virtues are listed 
in the “Gifted Gruagach Initiation” section.

gruAgAch Abilities

Gruagach Lore: This is the (Organiza-
tion) Lore of the gruagachan. A character 
with this Ability has knowledge of the gen-
eral types of things gruagach magic can do, 
the identities of other powerful gruagachan, 
and the secrets of the tradition. Gruagach se-
crets include knowledge of Gruagach — the 
patron deity of the gruagachan — the rites 
necessary to call upon Gruagach, and the rit-
uals to Initiate another in the powers of the 
tradition. Because unGifted gruagachan play 
such an important role in the gruagach col-
lectives, this Ability is studied extensively.

Pictish Language: This is a dead lan-
guage in Mythic Europe, and it is only known 

by the gruagachan. For the gruagachan it is 
a sacred, magical language for learning and 
using their magic. Pictish is the gruagach 
equivalent of (Hedge Magic) Theory, and it 
provides the gruagachan with the same type 
of information that Magic Theory provides 
magi. It is especially useful in inventing new 
spells, avoiding the effects of Warping, and 
in creating gruagach inscriptions.

A gruagach’s magical ability is limited by 
his knowledge of Pictish. With a Pictish score 
of 1, a gruagach’s Arts may not exceed a score 
of 5. With a score of 2 in Pictish, the gru-
agach’s Arts may not exceed 15. At a score of 
3 in Pictish, the gruagach may have Art scores 
not exceeding 30. With a score of 4 in Pictish, 
there is no limit on the gruagach’s Art scores.

Virtues and Flaws

In addition to the Non-Hermetic Vir-
tues listed in the introductory chapter, gru-
agachan may have the following Virtues and 
Flaws. An unGifted character must possess 
one of the Giant Blood, Large, or Shape-
shifter Virtues and at least one gruagach 
Technique and Form pair to gain access to 
the abilities of this hedge tradition.

gruAgAch virtues

With the exception of the Fetch Virtue, 
the list of Virtues below is only suitable for 
gruagach characters or characters from a re-
lated magical tradition.

cAilleAch mAgic

Major, Supernatural
The character’s gruagach tradition has 

incorporated aspects of the followers of Cail-
leach, the Pictish earth goddess and compan-
ion to Gruagach. When the character casts a 
spontaneous spell, the lowest applicable Art 
is doubled before the casting total is divided 
by two.

externAl soul

Major, Supernatural
This Virtue prevents a character from 

dying because of physical injury. A gruagach 
may only gain this Virtue through Initiation, 
as described later. As part of the Initiation 
process, the character and his mentor place 
the character’s soul in a separate object. The 
character must guard this object closely be-
cause any damage to it, even so much as a 
single scratch, kills the character.

New Virtue: Gruagach
Free, Social Status
The character is a member of the 

gruagach magical tradition. The char-
acter may perform gruagach laboratory 
activities and is a member of a gruagach 
collective. This Virtue is compatible 
with many other Social Virtues and 
Flaws, and with Wealthy and Poor. A 
normal gruagach must spend time sup-
porting himself. UnGifted gruagachan 
usually do this by performing their nor-
mal vocations, but more-powerful Gift-
ed gruagachan may perform services for 
the community, provide services to lo-
cal lords, or receive rewards for enforc-
ing justice — these services are usually 
arranged for by unGifted gruagachan, 
who interact with the general populace.
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While the character’s external soul is in-
tact, he can’t be decapitated or have any limb 
severed. No magic or physical force can dis-
member the character, and he cannot receive 
any wound that would result in Incapacitation 
or Death. If the Damage Table indicates that 
the character would suffer death or an Inca-
pacitating Wound, the storyguide should dis-
tribute the amount of damage among multiple 
Wound Levels until all of the damage is ap-
plied to the character. 

For example, Domhnall the gruagach suffers a 
devastating spear attack in which the Damage Total 
exceeds his Soak Total by 30 points. Normally this 
would mean immediate death for Domhnall, but the 
gruagach has an External Soul, so the storyguide con-
sults the Damage Table (ArM5, page 171) and noti-
fies Domhnall’s player that his character has suffered a 
Heavy Wound and a Medium Wound (18 + 12 = 30, 
and Domhnall is Large). 

Every time a Wound to the character 
must be redistributed in this manner, the char-
acter suffers a Warping Point unless the player 
succeeds in a stress die roll of the character’s 
Stamina + Pictish against an Ease Factor of 9.

If, in a single battle, a character suffers 
Warping Points that exceed the character’s 
Pictish score, the player must roll for nega-
tive Warping effects at that time. Warping 
effects are described in the Magical Dangers, 
Warping section of this chapter.

External Soul also confers the benefit of 
Unaging on the character. A character with 
the External Soul Virtue suffers Warping of 1 
point per year because of the continuing mys-
tical effect; see ArM5, page 168. The process 
of extracting a character’s soul is irreversible.

give

Major, Supernatural
This Virtue gives the character the 

Technique of Give. It is a Difficult Art that 
advances as an Ability. It is described more 
fully later in this chapter and is useless unless 
the character also possesses one of the Forms 
in this chapter.

tAke

Major, Supernatural
This Virtue gives the character the 

Technique of Take. It is a Difficult Art that 
advances as an Ability. It is described more 
fully later in this chapter and is useless unless 
the character also possesses one of the Forms 
in this chapter.

gruAgAch mAster

Minor, Social Status
The character is the leader of a gruagach 

collective. The character has unGifted stu-

dents who provide him with many of the 
necessities of life. In exchange for these ne-
cessities, the character must spend one sea-
son per year training those students. If the 
character is Poor, he only has a few follow-
ers with relatively few resources, so he must 
spend a normal amount of time every year on 
supporting himself, in addition to the time 
spent teaching. If the character is Wealthy, 
he has many apprentices or a few of means. 
The troupe should determine the level of ex-
perience of the students and their identities.

blessing

Minor, Supernatural
This Virtue gives the character the Form 

of Blessing. The Form advances as an Art. It 
is described more fully later in this chapter 
and is useless unless the character also pos-
sesses a Technique from this chapter.

curse

Minor, Supernatural
This Virtue gives the character the Form 

of Curse. The Form advances as an Art. It is 
described more fully later in this chapter and 
is useless unless the character also possesses 
a Technique from this chapter.

fetch

Minor, Supernatural
Gruagachan utilize their fetches in their 

magic, and need not possess this Virtue to do 
so, but other characters may also have access 
to a fetch. Fetches are essentially invisible, 
non-corporeal, magical animal companions. 
A fetch does not interact with its surround-
ings and may only become solid if necessary 
to warn its master of imminent danger; a fetch 
might bump its master or trip him to prevent 
him from stepping in a trap or falling to his 
death, for example. Fetches often embody 
some aspect of their masters’ personality — a 
deceptive character might have a fetch of a 
wolf, while a wise character might possess 
the fetch of a raven or owl, for instance.

This Virtue grants the character constant 
access to her fetch. The fetch has the Super-
natural Ability Second Sight with a score of 
9, and it is very vigilant. The fetch warns the 
character when it senses danger. It is nearly 
impossible to lure the character into an am-
bush or any form of trap without the fetch 
warning the character. The warning may be 
difficult for the character to interpret, and 
sometimes may be unwarranted because the 
fetch only has the Cunning of a very bright 
animal. A gruagachan without this Virtue may 
only utilize his fetch through Vision magic, 
and may not even know the shape it takes.

flexible gruAgAch mAgic

Minor, Supernatural
The gruachach’s Formulaic spells are 

more versatile than most. Instead of being 
able to vary the Range, Duration, or Target 
of a known spell by 10 levels, the gruagach is 
able to vary the spells by 15 levels.

shApe

Minor, Supernatural
This Virtue gives the character the Form 

of Shape. The Form advances as an Art. It is 
described more fully later in this chapter and 
is useless unless the character also possesses 
a Technique from this chapter.

tAttoo mAstery

Minor, Supernatural
A character with the Tattoo Mastery Vir-

tue is more adept at creating gruagach tat-
toos than others. The gruagach may reduce 
the vis cost of a tattoo by his score in Pictish, 
but the cost may never be less than half the 
usual cost.

vision

Minor, Supernatural
This Virtue gives the character the Form 

of Vision. The Form advances as an Art. It is 
described more fully later in this chapter and 
is useless unless the character also possesses 
a Technique from this chapter.

Well-trAineD gruAgAch

Minor, Supernatural
Due to the skill of the gruagach’s mas-

ter or his extensive time studying under his 
master, the character may spend an extra 50 
experience points on gruagach Arts and take 
an extra 25 levels of spells. This Virtue may 
be taken multiple times.

gruAgAch flAWs

The list of Flaws below is only suitable 
for gruagach characters or characters from a 
related magical tradition.

no tAttoo mAgic

Major, Supernatural
The gruagach is unable to understand 

tattoo creation. The character may not cre-
ate or investigate a gruagach tattoo.

trAnsformAtion prone

Major, Supernatural
The character is especially prone to 

undergoing transformation, the gruagach 
equivalent of Twilight. The player must roll 
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to resist transformation on a single magical 
botch, rather than on a double botch like 
most gruagachan.

incompAtible heDge Arts

Minor, Supernatural
The character is unable to use a single 

combination of one Technique and Form. 
The character must possess the ability to 
use the Technique and Form. For example, a 
character could be unable to use Give Bless-
ing charms, but would still be able to use 
Take Blessing, Give Curse, Give Shape, or 
Give Vision spells.

inflexible mAgic

Minor, Supernatural
The gruagach’s Formulaic spells are not 

as versatile as most. Instead of being able 
to vary the Range, Duration, and Target of 
a known spell by 10 levels, the gruagach is 
only able to vary his spells by 5 levels.

poorly trAineD gruAgAch

Minor, Supernatural
Due to the incompetence or negligence 

of the gruagach’s master, the character must 
spend 50 fewer experience points on gru-
agach Arts and take 25 fewer levels of spells 

than normal. This Flaw may be taken mul-
tiple times, but may not reduce the gained 
experience to 0.

WeAk tAttoo mAgic

Minor, Supernatural
The gruagach is not able to fully under-

stand tattoo creation. Halve the character’s 
Lab Total whenever the character creates or 
investigates a gruagach tattoo.

hermetic virtues AnD flAWs 
for gruAgAchAn

Gruagach characters may possess the 
equivalent of a number of Hermetic Virtues 
and Flaws; however, some of the following are 
only appropriate for characters with The Gift.

Major Hermetic Virtues: Flawless Magic, 
Gentle Gift, Major Magical Focus, Sec-
ondary Insight.

Minor Hermetic Virtues: Adept Laboratory 
Student, Affinity with Art, Cautious Sor-
cerer, Deft Form, Fast Caster, Free Study, 
Harnessed Magic, Inventive Genius, Life 
Boost, Minor Magical Focus, Magical 
Memory, Personal Vis Source, Puissant 

Art, Side Effect, Skilled Parens, Special 
Circumstances, Subtle Magic.

Major Hermetic Flaws: Blatant Gift, Defi-
cient Technique, Necessary Condition, 
Painful Magic, Restriction, Short-Ranged 
Magic, Waster of Vis.

Minor Hermetic Flaws: Careless Sorcerer, 
Creative Block, Deficient Form, Del-
eterious Circumstances, Disorientating 
Magic, Incompatible Arts, Infamous Mas-
ter, Offensive to Animals, Susceptibility 
to Divine Power, Susceptibility to Faerie 
Power, Susceptibility to Infernal Power, 
Unimaginative Learner, Unpredictable 
Magic, Warped Magic, Weak Magic, 
Weird Magic.

Gruagach may only take Hermetic Vir-
tues or Flaws on the above list, unless the 
troupe decides otherwise, but if the troupe 
decides a gruagach character may have 
Quiet Magic, it should be treated as a Ma-
jor Virtue. The troupe may add Virtues and 
Flaws to this list from other Ars Magica Fifth 
Edition books if they are appropriate. Un-
Gifted Gruagachan should never have the 
Flaws Dwarf or Small Frame, as these Flaws 
are regarded as antithetical to Gruagach and 
a sign of his disfavor.

Gruagach Magic
Gruagachan are able to combine their 

Arts to compel characters to fulfill certain 
orders and prohibitions or suffer dire con-
sequences. They can also grant characters 
Blessings of Virtues or Ability bonuses, or 
curses of Flaws and Ability penalties, which 
last as long as certain conditions are unmet. 
Gruagachan may also transform themselves 
or others in appearance and form. The most 
powerful gruagachan are able to grant their 
targets a glimpse into the future.

Gruagach Arts

To cast any of these spells, the character 
must possess knowledge of the applicable 
Technique and Form, which is represented 
by a score of 0 in the applicable Art. An 
unGifted character who does not possess a 
Virtue for a particular Art may not utilize 
the guidelines listed here regardless of his 
knowledge of other Techniques or Forms.
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techniques

give

This Technique governs a gruagach’s 
ability to grant blessings, inflict curses, im-
part shapes, and provide visions to others. It 
does not have a close Hermetic equivalent, 
but encompasses aspects of most Techniques. 
It can also inflict curses and geasa (singular: 
geas) on a target.

tAke

This Technique allows a gruagach to 
remove something from a target. A Take 
spell might eliminate an aspect of a target or 
merely acquire a component of it. This Art 
covers nearly every Hermetic Technique. It 
can allow a person to recover from hostile 
magic, and it can acquire information about 
a target. Take spells can also remove a char-
acter’s Virtues and reduce his Abilities.

forms

blessing

This Form grants the gruagach the abil-
ity to confer Virtues, grant bonuses to Abili-
ties, and improve the Characteristics of oth-
er characters. In all instances, the gruagach 
must balance the benefit with a specific 
prohibition on the target’s actions, which 
if violated causes the benefit to disappear. 
The more powerful the benefit granted, the 
more difficult the spell. Take Blessing spells 
allow the character to nullify certain Virtues 
or Abilities a character possesses. This Form 
cannot affect some Virtues — Social Statuses 
and Divine, Infernal, Hermetic, and Faerie 
Virtues, for example. Virtues that affect the 
accumulation of experience points, give ac-
cess to specific Abilities, or grant physical 
objects may not be affected.

curse

This Form allows the gruagach to inflict 
Flaws on a target or to reduce his Character-
istics and Abilities. All Give Curse spells must 
contain a condition that, if the target fulfills 
it, removes the curse. Take Curse spells allow 
the caster to remove her own curses or the 
lingering effects of magic, hexes, or other 
spells cast upon an individual.

shApe

This Form allows the gruagach to change 
the shape of another or herself. A Give Shape 
spell will only work on a willing target, and 
the caster can grant aspects of another crea-
ture to the target or allow the target to take 

on other forms. Take Shape forces another to 
change from his current form into another. A 
Take spell can return the target to his origi-
nal form or force him into a foreign form.

vision

This Form allows a caster to manipulate a 
subject’s perception of the world. This Form 
not only governs a gruagach’s use of illusions, 
but also allows a character to perceive things 
beyond his normal senses, including the detec-
tion of vis. At its most powerful, it can grant 
the target a glimpse into a possible future.

Gruagach Spells

A gruagach casts spells in a manner 
nearly identical to his Hermetic counter-
parts. Gruagachan are able to cast Sponta-
neous spells, but they must always expend 
Fatigue when casting them. The gruagachan 
are able to learn and cast Formulaic spells, 
also, and this is where they excel. Their For-
mulaic spells are much more adaptable than 
those of Hermetic magi. But this adaptability 
comes at a price, and the gruagachan are nei-
ther able to conduct Ceremonial castings nor 
perform Rituals.

A gruagach uses the following formulae 
in casting his spells:

cAsting score:  
Technique + Form + Stamina  

+ Aura Modifier

formulAic cAsting totAl:  
Casting Score + Die

spontAneous cAsting totAl:  
(Casting Score + Stress Die) / 2

For Formulaic spells, the caster is suc-
cessful and he loses no Fatigue if the Formu-
laic casting total is greater than or equal to 
the level of the spell. When the Formulaic 
casting total is less than the spell level, but 
within 10 of the spell level, the caster loses 
one Fatigue level but the spell is successfully 
cast. If the difference between the spell level 
and the Formulaic casting total is greater 
than 10, the spell fails and the character loses 
1 level of Fatigue.

Gruagachan are able to vary the effects 
of their Formulaic magic to a certain extent. 
They may cast any of their known spells 
with a different Range, Duration, or Target. 
The final spell must be within 10 levels of the 
original spell and the new Range, Duration, 

or Target must be one that is available to the 
character. Casting success, Fatigue loss, and 
Penetration are all calculated based on the 
casting level of the final spell. This works the 
same as the Hermetic Virtue Flexible Formu-
laic Magic, but allows the gruagach to alter 
10 levels of spells.

spell mAstery

Gruagachan may master their Formulaic 
spells as Hermetic magi do (see ArM5, page 
86-87). In addition to the Mastery Abilities 
listed in Ars Magica Fifth Edition, the gru-
agachan may use any other Mastery Ability 
the troupe decides is appropriate. The one 
exception is that in no case may a gruagach 
ever have the Mastery Ability: Quiet Cast-
ing. The following Mastery Ability is also 
available to gruagachan.

flexible cAsting

The gruagach’s Mastery Score is added 
to the number of levels by which he can vary 
the Range, Duration, or Target of a known 
Formulaic spell.

rAnges, DurAtions, AnD tArgets

Like Hermetic spells, the spells con-
tained in this chapter must all have a Range, 
Duration, and Target. Only the parameters 
listed below are available for use in gruagach 
spells. The base parameters for Shape and 
Vision spells are Personal, Momentary, and 
Individual. The base parameters for Blessing 
and Curse spells are Conversation, Momen-
tary, and Individual. Spells that vary from 
these parameters are more difficult to cast, 
and the level of the spell is increased with 
the more-powerful parameters.

All gruagach spells require vocalization. 
A gruagach may never silently cast a spell, 
unless the Range is Personal, and he may not 
have the Quiet Magic Virtue. A gruagach 
need not sense the Target of his spell if the 
victim can hear the sound of his voice and 
the gruagach is able to describe the Target, 
even in very vague terms. 

For example, a gruagach who believes someone 
may be eavesdropping on his conversation could cast 
a geas against “anyone not minding their own busi-
ness.” If there were someone within the sound of the 
gruagach’s voice who fell within this description, the 
geas could affect that person.
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The Range Conversation is equivalent 
to the Hermetic Range: Touch/Eye. The 
gruagach may only utilize this Range if he is 
engaged in a conversation with the intended 
Target, the Target must actually hear the 
caster verbalize the spell, and the caster must 
be within about three paces of his Target.

A gruagach may create spells that last 
until they are broken when some condition 
is fulfilled using either the Geas (Condition) 
or Limit (Condition) Durations. The con-
dition must be specified when the spell is 
cast and cannot change during the duration 
of the spell. These Durations are described 
more fully later in this chapter.

Gruagach  
Laboratory Activities

Although gruagachan use the same basic 
mechanics as Hermetic magi for their labora-
tory activities, they are much more limited in 
scope. They may only conduct four activi-
ties: inventing spells, enchanting tattoos, vis 
manipulation, and creating Laboratory Texts. 
Gruagach “laboratories” are simple affairs, 
very different from the Hermetic equiva-
lents. A laboratory for a gruagach consists of 

little more than writing material and any Lab 
Texts the character might possess.

A gruagach’s Lab Total is determined the 
same way as a Hermetic magus’ is, except 
Pictish Language is substituted for Magic 
Theory.

lAb totAl:  
Gruagach Technique + Gruagach Form + 

Intelligence + Pictish Language  
+ Aura Modifier

leArning AnD  
inventing neW spells

Gruagachan can learn spells from teach-
ers and invent them exactly as their Hermet-
ic counterparts do (see ArM5, page 95).

enchAnting tAttoos

Gruagachan may enchant tattoos that 
impart magical effects on their bearer. The 
gruagach uses the same rules as those for 
Hermetic magi to create a Lesser Enchant-
ment. See ArM5, page 96. The gruagach 
substitutes his Pictish Language score for 
Magic Theory in determining her Lab Total. 
A gruagach may not create invested devices 
or charged items.

A gruagach may use any combination of 
Techniques and Forms he knows to create a 
tattoo. Grant Blessing tattoos are handled 
differently. Blessing spells must always use 
the Limit (Condition) Duration, but an en-
chantment that grants a Blessing may utilize 
any of the gruagach Durations. Furthermore, 
a gruagach may enchant a tattoo that grants 
a Blessing on himself.

A tattoo has a base material score of 2, 
multiplied by a size modifier. A tiny tattoo, 
approximately the size of an ear, has a mul-
tiplier of 1. A tattoo the size of a palm or 
forehead has a multiplier of 2. A tattoo that 

covers an entire limb or the scalp has a mul-
tiplier of 3. A tattoo that covers the back or 
front of a torso has a multiplier of 4.

An enchanted tattoo must be specifi-
cally designed for the recipient, and, there-
fore, does not cause Warping when created, 
nor if it briefly affects the recipient with a 
powerful mystical effect. Tattoos that put 
the character under a long-term mystical 
effect do, however, cause Warping. In addi-
tion, a tattoo cannot be recreated from a Lab 
Text, unless it is being granted to the same 
recipient for some reason. Because a tattoo 
becomes an integral part of the recipient, it 
utilizes the gruagach Range of Personal and 
Individual Target. Tattoos gain material bo-
nuses based on the minerals or plants used 
in the dyes, and shape bonuses based on the 
shape of the tattoo.

The gruagach tattoos are usually in the 
shape of animals and mimic the shape of Pic-
tish carvings. Because of the pagan heritage 
of their tattoos, gruagachan usually tattoo 
areas not readily visible.

ExamplE: Boar TaTToo

Domhnall wants to create a tattoo to grant him a 
bonus with his Single Weapon Ability. He decides that 
a boar is the most appropriate shape. Domhnall has 
a score of 2 in Give, 14 in Blessing, and 3 in Pictish 
Language, an Intelligence of 2, and works in a level 3 
Magic aura, which gives him a Lab Total of 24. He 
also knows a similar level-25 spell, which adds +5, 
and the shape bonus of the boar adds +3, for a total 
of 32. If Domhnall’s Pictish Language score were one 
higher, he would get the full +4 bonus for the boar 
shape. Domhnall may create a single effect of no more 
than level 16.

A Grant Blessing spell of level 15 provides +2 
to a single Ability score for Diameter Duration (level 
10, +1 Diameter). Because Domhnall has 1 level to 
spare, he may only use the effect twice per day. The 
tattoo takes one season to create, requires two pawns 
of Animal or Corpus vis, and need be no larger than 
a human ear.

vis

Gruagachan may utilize raw vis in cast-
ing spells. The casting score modifier, botch 
modifiers, and vis limit are the same as those 
for Hermetic magi (see ArM5, page 82-83). 
Gruagachan may also study from raw vis us-
ing the normal rules (see ArM5, page 165). 
The tradition’s knowledge of its Arts does 
not mesh perfectly with the Hermetic Arts. 
The storyguide should use common sense in 
allowing vis to be studied or used in casting 
spells. If a spell’s effects could be duplicated 

Appropriate 
Ranges, Durations,  

and Targets
Range: Personal, Conversation (0/+1), 

and Voice (+1/+2)
Duration: Momentary, Diameter (+1), 

Sun (+2), Moon (+3), and Geas/Lim-
it (see later)

Target: Individual, Group (+1), and 
Bloodline (+2)

Gruagach Shape Bonuses
Bear: +3 Strength, +5 defense vs. attacks 
Bird: +5 magical flight
Boar: +3 ferocity, + 4 attacking
Bull: +3 Stamina
Crow: + 3 Communication, +5 granting 

knowledge or wisdom
Dove: +6 granting visions or premonitions
Eagle: +7 improving eyesight, +3 Perception
Goat, Wild: +3 Dexterity

Hawk: +3 Quickness
Horse: +3 Stamina, +5 magical movement
Lion: +3 Presence, +5 bravery
Partridge: +6 concealment
Salmon: +4 granting longevity
Stag: +5 improving hearing, +6 virility
Swan: +4 granting luck
Wolf: +6 improving smelling, +7 ferocity
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by a Hermetic spell, any vis that could be 
used to assist that spell should benefit the 
gruagach. The gruagach may study from dif-
ferent types of vis in the same season, as long 
as all of the types could be used by a single 
gruagach Art.

Spells using the Give Art generally corre-
spond with Rego or Creo vis, and those that 
use the Take Art are generally able to use In-
tellego, Rego, or Perdo vis, depending on the 
specific spell. In general, Blessing and Curse 
spells are each able to benefit from the use of 
vis of Corpus, Mentem, or the Form of the 
target of the spell. The specific effect may al-
low them to utilize additional Forms. Shape 
spells can always use the Forms appropriate 
for the target of the spell and the shape into 
which the target is transformed. All Shape 
spells may also use Muto vis to assist in 
their casting. Vision spells are augmented by 
Imaginem vis where they affect appearances, 
and Vim vis when visions are granted.

A gruagach may extract a number of 
pawns of Vim vis from a magical aura equal 
to one tenth of her Take Vision Lab Total. 
The gruagach may also move raw vis from 
one physical form to another in one day’s 
time, which uses the same rules as for Her-
metic magi (see ArM5, page 94). The gru-
agach is limited in the number of pawns he 
may use in a single season to twice his score 
in Pictish Language. Gruagach must mark 
the new physical form into which the vis is 
transferred with intricate Pictish drawings, 
making their vis containers quite distinctive.

lAborAtory texts

Gruagachan create and use Laboratory 
texts in the same basic manner as Hermetic 
Laboratory Texts (see ArM5, page 102). The 
one difference is that Pictish is the magical 
language of the gruagachan, and it replaces 
Latin to determine the number of levels that 
may be written per season.

The gruagachan do not use the Latin 
alphabet for their texts, but use the Pictish 
script of Ogham. Gruagach carve their texts 
into stone, wood dowels, or other durable 
media. A character with a score of 1 in Artes 
Liberales may be literate in Ogham, if he can 
find a teacher. There are very few people in 
Mythic Europe who are literate in Ogham 
outside of the Gifted gruagachan. Most un-
Gifted gruagachan are not literate in Ogham, 
and even among Gifted gruagachan Ogham 
literacy is uncommon and extensive libraries 
are rare, which makes those laboratory texts 
that do exist very valuable.

Gifted Gruagach Initiations

Because teaching new Supernatural 
Abilities once the Arts have been opened is 
largely impossible, the gruagachan must Ini-
tiate their students in these additional abili-
ties. The following Scripts are only available 
to gruagachan with The Gift and must be 
completed in the order presented.

gruAgAch initiAtion totAl:  
Presence + Gruagach Lore + Script Bonus

Although the typical path of Initiation is 
for a senior gruagach to act as a Mystagogue 
and Initiate his apprentice, this is not the 
only path. Written Initiation Scripts do ex-
ist, but these Scripts are exceedingly rare and 
are often recorded on large stones in Ogham 
script in dangerous or nearly inaccessible 
locations. Where the gruagach has a Myst-
agogue to Initiate him, the Mystagogue’s 
scores are used. If a gruagach must Initiate 
himself in an Virtue, his scores and the more-
difficult Initiation Ease Factor are used.

rituAl of cAlling the fetch

Initiation Ease Factor: 15/18
Script Bonus: +13 (+3 Quest, +9 Major 

Ordeal, +1 Sympathetic)
The gruagach must travel to a special 

mountaintop within a powerful Magic aura. 
Starting on the night of a full moon, the 
gruagach fasts until he discovers his fetch. 
The player must succeed in a Stamina + 
Concentration roll against an Ease Factor 
of 9 on three consecutive attempts. Each at-
tempt takes six hours of time. After one day 
without water, the character begins to suffer 
deprivation (see ArM5, page 180).

The fetch is a magical spirit that is an 
aspect of the character’s personality and an 

extension of his soul. A fetch is always a no-
ble animal and should be selected using the 
guidelines presented in the “Choosing the 
Heartbeast” section of the Bjornear chapter 
of Houses of Hermes: Mystery Cults, page 19. No-
ble animals are neither domesticated animals 
nor vermin. Wild equivalents of domestic 
animals are available; a wild boar is suitable, 
but a common pig is not. At the end of the 
fast, the character gains the Virtue Fetch 
and the Flaw Restriction. The character may 
never use magic on whatever type of animal 
his fetch is. For example, if the character’s 
fetch is a wolf, she may never use magic on 
canines, whether wild or domesticated.

extrActing the 
soul from its husk

Initiation Ease Factor: 21/30
Script Bonus: +22 (+3 Quest, +9 Major 

Ordeal, + 3 Minor Ordeal, +3 Quest, +3 
Mystagogue’s Time, +1 Initiate’s Time)

Before Initiation, the character must 
perform several tasks. He must locate a Gift-
ed person who is suitable as an apprentice. 
The gruagach must swear a solemn Vow to 
properly train all of his apprentices, which 
requires that he possess the necessary Abil-
ity and Art scores to train an apprentice 

Spirit Magic
The magic of the gruagachan can-

not affect the dead or their spirits. 
However, some gruagachan are able to 
contact, summon, and command spirits 
using other sources of power. Should 
a player wish to create such a charac-
ter, he should consult the rules for Ars 
Goetica (Realms of Power: The Infernal, 
page 114.)

Story Seed: Quest to the Wizards’ Tower
A gruagach who is estranged from his 

master wants to gain the Fetch and Exter-
nal Soul Virtues through self-Initiation. 
The gruagach discovers that the Scripts 
are inscribed on a set of standing stones 
under the control of the characters. How 
do the characters react when the gruagach 
and his allies attempt to gain access to the 
stones? The gruagach does not explain 
his true reason for seeking the stones, 

and does not want them to remain in the 
hands of the Order. The characters may 
be unwilling to give them to the gruagach 
because they are important for access to a 
regio or part of a vis source. If the stones 
disappear, the characters investigate. Did 
the gruagach take them, or did his master 
take them to cause problems for the dis-
gruntled apprentice?
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without imparting Flaws, and spend enough 
time training so that the apprentice’s scores 
are sufficient to train apprentices of her own. 
The gruagach must also locate a perfect 
magical stone that will serve as the vessel 
for his soul. The stone is generally one bear-
ing vis and possessing some mystical sig-
nificance. The Mystagogue and Initiate then 
spend one season together completing the 
ritual to extract the Initiate’s soul and place 
it in the stone. At the end of the season, the 
gruagach gains the External Soul Virtue and 
the Blatant Magic Flaw, or loses the Gentle 
Gift if the character possessed it.

UnGifted Gruagach 
Initiations

UnGifted gruagachan are incapable of 
gaining Supernatural Virtues through teach-
ing, as Gifted individuals may. Each of the 
unGifted gruagach’s Arts must be gained 
though an Initiation Script. Each gruagach 
Initiation Script is independent of the oth-
ers, and a gruagach master may Initiate the 
Arts in any order or omit certain Arts en-

tirely. UnGifted gruagachan Initiate in the 
gruagach Arts using the general rules given 
in the Introduction of this book. As stated 
there, an unGifted gruagach may not self-
Initiate any Arts.

The gruagach master usually trains an 
unGifted gruagach in Pictish and Gruagach 
Lore before her first initiation. During this 
time, the gruagach tests his apprentice to un-
sure that she has the proper temperament to 
become a gruagach. Once the gruagach un-
dergoes Initiation in a Technique and Form, 
other gruagach consider her a full member of 
the tradition. Most gruagachan remain with 
their masters for a much longer period, and 
continuing learning as long as their masters 
have something to teach them.

The usual progression for an unGifted 
gruagach is to acquire Give and Blessing 
or Curse. If the gruagach master believes 
that the student will be unable to fulfill the 
Blessing and Curse Scripts because of the 
candidate’s immaturity, a gruagach master 
may Initiate the student in Give or Take 
and Shape. There is no fixed order, and 
because the Ordeals inflicted do not carry 
over from one Initiation to the next, the 
gruagach master is free to Initiate the stu-
dent in any order.

initiAtion into  
the give technique

Initiation Ease Factor: 21
Script Bonus: +17 (+3 Quest, +9 Major 

Ordeal, +3 Mystagogue’s Time, +1 Initiate’s 
Time, +1 Sympathetic Bonus)

The Initiate must perform a quest where 
he ensures that justice is done. This could be 
exonerating a wrongly accused man, bringing 
a criminal to justice, or defending the defense-
less. The act must suitably impress the master 
with its danger and whether the character 
went against popular opinion to ensure that 
justice was served. The character then spends 
two seasons with his master, one in his service 
and one learning the new Technique. The Ini-
tiate gains a score of 1 in Give. The character 
also gains the Flaw Restriction, which prohib-
its the gruagach’s use of magic while bald.

initiAtion into  
the tAke technique

Initiation Ease Factor: 21
Script Bonus: +17 (+3 Special Place, +9 

Major Ordeal, +3 Mystagogue’s Time, +1 
Sacrifice, +1 Initiate’s Time)

The Initiate must travel to a place of 
worship to the god Gruagach and perform 
oblations to him. The sacrifice must be 
something of value to the gruagach, roughly 
equivalent to one month’s income. The Initi-
ate then spends two seasons with his master, 
one in his service and one learning the Take 
Technique. The character also acquires the 
Flaw Dark Secret and a score of 1 in Take. 
If religious authorities discover the character 
has performed a pagan ritual, the character 
possibly suffers harassment, embarrassment, 
and excommunication. If the character is 
not particularly devout or elects to renounce 
Christianity, substitute Pagan as the Flaw.

initiAtion into  
the blessing form

Initiation Ease Factor: 15
Script Bonus: +11 (+3 Quest, +3 Minor 

Ordeal, +3 Mystagogue’s Time, +1 Initiate’s 
Time, +1 Sympathetic Bonus)

The Initiate must seek out and assist a tru-
ly disadvantaged person who is without hope 
of escaping his crisis without the assistance of 
the gruagach. The gruagach must offer assis-
tance in the form of a permanent solution to 
the victim’s problem. Simply giving alms to a 
beggar would not suffice, because it is merely 
a temporary solution to his vagrancy. The as-
sistance provided must suitably impress the 
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Mystagogue. The Initiate then spends a sea-
son serving his master and a season training, 
after which he acquires the Flaw Weird Magic 
and a score of 1 in the Form Blessing.

initiAtion into the curse form

Initiation Ease Factor: 15
Script Bonus: +11 (+3 Quest, +3 Minor 

Ordeal, +3 Mystagogue’s Time, +1 Initiate’s 
Time, +1 Sympathetic Bonus)

The Initiate must seek out and punish a 
truly wicked individual who committed some 
heinous act that went unpunished. The gru-
agach must select a target, who is powerful 
enough to suitably impress his master with 
his dedication to serving justice, and he must 
devise a poetically just punishment, rather 
than merely seeking retribution. The Initiate 
then spends a season serving his master and 
a season training, after which he acquires the 
Flaw Vow and a score of 1 in the Form Curse. 
The gruagach’s Vow requires him to fight in-
justice wherever possible.

initiAtion into the shApe form

Initiation Ease Factor: 15
Script Bonus: +11 (+3 Quest, +3 Minor 

Ordeal, +3 Mystagogue’s Time, +1 Initiate’s 
Time, +1 Sympathetic Bonus)

The Initiate must find and defeat a crea-
ture with the power to change shape. The 
Initiate need not perform the deed alone, but 
his efforts must be integral to the creature’s 
defeat. The creature could be a werewolf, 
faerie, or other shapechanger. The gru-
agach provides his master with the vis from 
the shapeshifter’s corpse. The master then 
transforms the Initiate into the shape of the 
creature defeated. The Initiate must remain in 
that shape from one full moon until the next. 
The Initiate then spends a season learning the 
new Form and the character acquires the Flaw 
Weak Tattoo Magic and a score of 1 Shape.

initiAtion into the vision form

Initiation Ease Factor: 15
Script Bonus: +11 (+3 Quest, +3 Minor 

Ordeal, +3 Mystagogue’s Time, +1 Initiate’s 
Time, +1 Sympathetic Bonus)

The Initiate must travel to an ancient 
Pictish site of worship to the god Gruagach. 
There the gruagach must fast and meditate 
until he receives a vision. The player must 
succeed in a Stamina + Concentration roll 
against an Ease Factor of 9 on three consecu-
tive attempts. Each attempt takes six hours 
of time. As described above, the character 

may begin to suffer deprivation; however, 
any penalties because of deprivation add to 
his Concentration roll for the purposes of re-
ceiving this vision. The Initiate then spends 
a season serving his master and an additional 
season learning the Form Vision. The char-
acter acquires the Flaw Transformation Prone 
and a score of 1 in Vision.

Magical Defenses

Gruagachan receive a Magic Defense 
against certain Form-specific magical effects. 
The specific defenses they possess are listed 
below, and their mechanics are described in 
the Introduction to this book. If a character 
does not possess a particular Form or Super-
natural Ability, she gains no defense.

give 
Magical Fortitude: Defense against 
Corpus effects.

tAke  
Accelerated Expiry: Defense against  
Mentem effects.

blessing  
Confounding Magics: Defense against 
Corpus or Mentem effects.

curse  
Immovable Object: Defense against  
Mentem or Corpus effects.

shApe  
Strength of Form: Defense against  
Corpus or Animal effects.

vision  
Confounding Magics: Defense against 
Imaginem effects.

Geas and Limit Durations

The Geas and Limit Durations are simi-
lar to the Until (Condition), While (Condi-
tion), Not (Condition), and If (Condition) 
Durations of House Merinita; see ArM5, 
page 92, and Houses of Hermes: Mystery Cults, 
page 100. The gruagach Durations never re-
quire a Ritual and, unlike the Merinita Dura-
tions, the difficulty of casting a Geas or Limit 
Duration spell varies based on the breadth of 
the prohibition imposed on the Target of a 
spell or the ease with which the spell may be 
ended. A geas that places a sweeping prohi-
bition on a victim’s actions is more difficult 
to cast than one more narrowly defined, and 
a curse that the victim may easily counteract 
is relatively easy to cast. In any event, the 
prohibition must be achievable by the target 
of the spell, and a condition that does not 
limit the character is never appropriate.

geAs (conDition) DurAtion

A geas (plural: geasa) is a magical pro-
hibition or command that carries grave con-
sequences if the target does not act within 
its bounds. An expansive prohibition on 
the target with a powerful curse is difficult 
to cast, but even if the wizard can create 
such a geas, it must be appropriate to the 
situation and should enforce poetic justice, 
otherwise the target is likely to resist easily. 
Geasa come in the following three variet-
ies: sweeping prohibitions (+4 magnitudes), 
general prohibitions (+2 magnitudes), and 
specific prohibitions (+1 magnitude). The 
troupe should use common sense in deter-

Story Seed:  
Poetic Justice

One of the characters severely mis-
treats the peasants of a village and a gru-
agach learns of it. The gruagach decides 
that he can complete the Curse Initia-
tion by punishing the character.

Story Seed:  
Shape and Form

An unGifted gruagach witnesses 
a Bjornaer magus transform into his 
Heartbeast. The gruagach and his allies 
begin tracking the magus with the in-
tent of fulfilling his Shape Initiation.

Geas and Limit Duration Magnitudes
spell DurAtion sWeeping prohibition generAl prohibition specific prohibition

Geas (Condition) +4 magnitudes +2 magnitudes +1 magnitude
Limit (Condition) +1 magnitude +2 magnitudes +4 magnitudes
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mining the level of any prohibition. A pro-
hibition against using weapons has a much 
greater impact on the captain of the turb 
than it does on an elderly scholar confined 
to his bed, and should be a higher-magni-
tude spell for the former, for instance.

The caster must verbalize the condition 
the geas prohibits and the consequences of 
violating the geas. The wizard and victim 
need not share a common language, and the 
victim doesn’t need to hear or understand the 
terms of the geas. The caster need not be spe-
cific about the consequences of violating the 
geas, either, and so gruagachan often couch 
the terms of punishment in flowery language 
or irony. If the caster does not perform this 
requirement, the geas always fails. It is not re-
quired that the target understand the specific 
terms or conditions of a geas or curse.

A geas is essentially a threat that if the 
victim does not avoid some activity, he will 
suffer serious consequences. As such, the 
Geas Duration is only appropriate for Give 
Curse, Take Blessing, or Take Shape spells. 
The effect that follows from violating the 
geas has a Limit Duration. When calculating 
the Duration of a geas, the player must de-
termine the specificity of both the Geas and 
Limit Durations, and only the larger of the 
two Durations is added to the magnitude of 
the spell. Geas (Condition) Duration spells 
are permanent and last until the relevant 
condition is fulfilled or the spell is dispelled.

limit (conDition) DurAtion

All Blessing and Curse spells must use 
the Limit (Condition) Duration. The dura-
tion is available for the other Forms as well. 
This requirement includes geasa that inflict 
curses on victims when their conditions are 
violated. Therefore, geasa have two Dura-
tions and conditions. A geas must have a 
condition that triggers the effect and a con-
dition that lifts it.

Curses and blessings are defined by the 
ease with which a victim may lift them. The 
easier it is to stop the spell, whether the vic-
tim desires the spell to be lifted or not, the 
easier it is to cast. Limit (Condition) Dura-
tion spells have three varieties: sweeping 
prohibitions (+1 magnitude), general prohi-
bitions (+2 magnitudes), and specific prohi-
bitions (+4 magnitudes). The troupe should 
use common sense in determining the level 
of any prohibition. A blessing that ceases 
when a magus issues an order is easier to cast 
than one that ends when a new recruit to the 
turb issues an order, for instance.

sWeeping prohibitions

A geas with a sweeping prohibition 
forces the victim to restrict his actions in 
some way that is nearly impossible to avoid. 
A curse or blessing with a sweeping prohibi-
tion is lifted when some easily fulfilled crite-
rion is met. Troupes can use the Flaw Restric-
tion as a guideline for sweeping prohibitions; 
a sweeping prohibition has broader or more 
expansive restrictions than the Flaw Restric-
tion would have. Minor Personality Flaws 
that are particularly appropriate for a charac-
ter can offer appropriate guidance for deter-
mining a sweeping prohibition, such as Non-
combatant for a grog. Examples of sweeping 
prohibitions include: eating any animal 
flesh, speaking, wearing clothes, raising your 
voice in anger, using a particular Hermetic 
Art for a magus, or using any weapon for a 
warrior. Sweeping prohibitions for geasa are 
the equivalent of Year Duration and add +4 
magnitudes to the level of the spell. Bless-
ings and curses with sweeping prohibitions 
are the equivalent of Diameter and add +1 
magnitude to the level of the spell cast.

generAl prohibitions

A general prohibition is roughly com-
parable to the limitations enforced by the 
Flaw Restriction. These prohibitions should 
be uncommon, but difficult to avoid com-
pletely. Any prohibition that the troupe con-
siders appropriate for the Flaw Restriction 
should fall under the general prohibition 
category. Minor Personality Flaws can also 
offer appropriate guidance for determining 
a general prohibition. For example, for a 
Temperate character, over-indulging in any 
sensual behavior — such as drinking or eat-
ing too much, or sleeping too late — could 
be a general prohibition. Suitable examples 
of general prohibitions also include: eating 
cooked meat, sleeping under a roof, telling a 
lie, repeating a rumor, or using a sword for a 
warrior. General prohibitions are the equiva-
lent of Sun Duration and add +2 magnitudes 
to the level of the spell cast.

specific prohibitions

A geas with a specific prohibition is rela-
tively easy to avoid and only constrains the 
target’s actions in a narrow field of activities. 
A specific prohibition should be narrower in 
nature than would be allowable for a charac-
ter to have for the Flaw Restriction. Suitable 

examples include: eating the meat of a cow, 
striking a member of your family, saying a 
specific word, or using an ancestor’s sword. 
Specific prohibitions for geasa are the equiv-
alent of Diameter Duration and add +1 mag-
nitude to the level of the spell cast. Blessings 
and curses with specific prohibitions are the 
equivalent of Year Duration spells and add 
+4 magnitudes to the level of the spell.

poetic justice

A geas or curse is most effective when 
its terms fit the previous events of a story. 
A character may attempt to inflict a geas or 
curse on anyone, but if the geas is not appro-
priate to address the victim’s specific acts, it 
is less likely to affect him. The troupe should 
discuss whether the prohibition and result-
ing effects are appropriate to the story. If 
they are not, the victim receives a bonus to 
his Stamina check to avoid the effects of the 
geas or curse.

For example, a gruagach negotiates with a Her-
metic magus to harvest a Mentem vis source. If the 
magus reneges on the promise, the gruagach character 
could receive a bonus to a geas if it relates to speak-
ing the truth, keeping bargains, or the contested vis 
source. A geas that penalizes the magus for collecting 
other vis sources or for using his Mentem Art would 
be mildly inappropriate, and provide the magus with 
only a small bonus. If the gruagach attempts to over-
reach by prohibiting the magus from using his Ignem 
Art, which had no role in the events, the magus would 
enjoy a significant bonus to his Stamina roll to resist 
the geas.

 moDifier situAtion

 –6  The geas and/or curse are perfect-
ly appropriate to address some 
past event

 –3  The geas and/or curse are appro-
priate to address some past act of 
the victim

 0  Either the geas or curse, but not 
both, are only mildly appropriate 
to address the previous events

 +3  Both the geas and the curse are 
mildly inappropriate to address 
the previous events

 +6  Either the geas or the curse, but 
not both, are inappropriate to ad-
dress the previous events

 +9  Both the geas and the curse are 
inappropriate to address the pre-
vious events
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geAs AnD limit  
DurAtions in plAy

All spells that use the Geas or Limit 
Durations must have articulated conditions 
that trigger the punishment in the case of 
geasa or end the spell in the case of bless-
ings and curses. The actual condition of a 
spell is dependent on the circumstances 
confronting a caster. For instance, Geas for 
the Narcissistic Maiden, described below, al-
lows the gruagach to afflict a victim with 
the Minor Flaw Disfigured. As written be-
low, the spell is cast with a Geas Duration 
with a general condition trigger (it affects 
the victim if she acts without humility) and 
a general condition on the Limit Duration 
of the geas (it lasts until she acts with hu-
mility). A gruagach could freely substitute 
other terms for the triggering event and 
limit on the geas, though. 

For example, a gruagach seeing a nobleman spit 
on a begging street urchin could cast a geas on the 
lord stating, “If you are ever rude again, may your 
visage become as ugly as your soul.” The spell would 
inflict the Disfigured Flaw on the noble if he is rude to 
someone beneath him (general prohibition) and would 
last until the noble makes a genuine gesture of charity 
(general prohibition), which is a +2 magnitude and 
keeps the spell at the same level.

Because gruagach magic is very flexible, a 
typical gruagach may alter freely the Range, 
Target, or Duration of a spell by 10 levels. 
Therefore, a gruagach could change the base 
Duration for the Geas for the Narcissistic Maiden 
from a general Geas and Limit, to one with 
specific or sweeping prohibitions. Most gru-
agach choose to learn spells with general pro-
hibitions (+2 Duration) because their flexible 
magic allows them to cast either +1 Duration 
or +4 Duration spells without a problem.

For example, a gruagach encounters a high-
wayman and drives him off, but as the robber flees, 
the gruagach states, “May your quarry be warned 
of your evil ways.” The victim is stricken with the 
Flaw Disfigured if he ever attempts to steal from 
someone again (sweeping prohibition) and the Flaw 
remains until he gives up thievery (specific prohibi-
tion). Because the victim is a highwayman, these 
prohibitions are especially punitive toward him; a 
trigger of thievery would be a specific prohibition 
against most honest characters and a sweeping limit 
on a curse or blessing for only a +1 Duration. The 
geas trigger of a sweeping prohibition (+4) increases 
the level of the spell by +2 magnitudes, because only 
the larger magnitude is added to the final level of the 
spell. Because the final spell is within 10 levels of the 
original, the gruagach may cast it as if she knew it 
as a Formulaic spell.

A spell with Geas Duration does not 
count as an active supernatural effect un-
til the character breaks the prohibition, 
and thus a character who respects a Geas 
is not Warped. A spell with Limit Dura-
tion is an active supernatural effect until 
the character violates the limit, and thus 
causes Warping.

Spell Guidelines
The following spells and guidelines are 

designed for Gruagachan characters.

Blessings

A gruagach with knowledge of this Art 
can temporarily grant Virtues, bonuses to 
Abilities, and improvements to Character-
istics. Take Blessing spells remove certain 
Virtues that a character might possess. The 
prohibition must be appropriate for the situ-
ation, the character affected, and the circum-
stances of the story.

give blessing

blessing of urbAn WisDom for the rustic

GvBl Level 20
R: Conversation, D: Limit, T: Ind
This spell grants the target the Virtue 

of Clear Thinker with a General Limit. Al-
though this spell grants the Virtue Clear 
Thinker, other spells exist that could be used 
to grant other Minor Virtues.

Example: The spell could be limited until the 
target himself dissembles or participates in some form 
of subterfuge.

(Base 10, +2 Limit (general))

blessing of the sWorDsmAn’s expertise

GvBl Level 20
R: Conversation, D: Limit, T: Ind
This spell gives the target +2 to his 

score in the Ability Single Weapon. Al-
though this spell grants a bonus to Single 
Weapon, different spells could grant bo-
nuses to different Abilities.

Example: The spell could be limited until the tar-
get suffers a Medium Wound in combat.

(Base 10, +2 Limit (general))

tAke blessing

strike the prouD loW

TaBl Level 25
R: Voice, D: Limit, T: Ind
This spell reduces a single Ability of the 

victim to 0. The Ability must be related to 
martial prowess, and the storyguide selects 
the Ability affected at the time of casting.

Example: A gruagach witnesses a haughty noble 
humiliate one of his vassals for making an honest state-
ment to his lord. The wizard casts the spell to punish the 
lord until he acts with humility by admitting that he 
was wrong and apologizing to someone beneath him in 
station. The storyguide elects to reduce the lord’s Ability 
in Great Weapon to 0 for the duration of the spell. The 
lord resists the spell with a Stamina check against an 
Ease Factor of 9, but the roll is modified by –3 because 
of the appropriateness of the limitation.

(Base 10, +1 Voice, +2 Limit (general))

mAke the miser generous

TaBl Level 30
R: Conversation, D: Limit, T: Ind
This spell eliminates a Major General or 

Supernatural Virtue from the victim. It must 
have something to do with the ability to ne-
gotiate with others, and the storyguide selects 
the affected Virtue at the time of casting.

Example: While bartering with an unscrupulous 
merchant, a gruagach notices the merchant has weighted 
scales. He decides to punish the merchant by reducing 
the merchant’s ability to barter. The storyguide sees that 
the merchant has Communication +3, a Barter score of 
3, and Affinity with Ability (Bargain), but no Major 
Virtue. The storyguide elects to reduce the merchant’s 
Barter score to 0 for the duration of the spell. The gru-
agach states that the merchant can’t regain his Ability in 
Barter until he behaves honestly, for example by making 
his scales true. The merchant is able to resist the spell with 
a Stamina check against Ease Factor 9, but because the 
condition and spell effect are particularly appropriate to 
the situation, the merchant has a –6 to his Stamina roll.

(Base 20, +2 Limit (general))

Gruagach Alternative
Under the standard rules, only 

Blessing and Curse spells are required 
to use the Geas and Limit Durations. To 
make the gruagach even more exotic, 
the troupe may decide that all spells 
and Laboratory effects by gruagachan 
must use the Limit or Geas Durations. 
This complicates matters slightly, but 
adds to the flavor of the gruagachan and 
distances them further from standard 
Hermetic magic.
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Give Blessing Guidelines
This Form cannot affect some Virtues 

— Social Statuses and Divine, Faerie, Her-
metic, or Infernal Virtues, for example, are 
unaffected. A Blessing may not grant Vir-
tues that affect the accumulation of experi-
ence points, allow specific types of Abilities 
to be learned, provide the character with 
benefits from a third party, or grant a physi-
cal object. Where a Supernatural Virtue is 
granted that has a corresponding Ability, 
the character is able to perform the Abil-
ity at a level of 4. The prohibition placed 
on the Virtue must be related to the Virtue, 
the character, or the story. A gruagach may 
never cast a Give Blessing on himself.

Sweeping prohibitions are those that 
are very easy to fulfill and relate to the Virtue 
granted, making the Virtue only useful in rel-
atively few situations. For example, if a spell 
grants a character Toughness that is only 
useful until the character attacks another, 
this would be a sweeping prohibition.

General prohibitions are relatively 
easy to fulfill and relate to the Virtue grant-
ed, which prevents the Virtue from lasting 

without restriction. For example, if a char-
acter receives a Blessing of Toughness that 
only works until he takes a Medium Wound, 
this would be a general prohibition.

Specific prohibitions are restrictions 
that barely limit the use of the Virtue grant-
ed. For example, if a character receives the 
Toughness Virtue with the restriction that 
it only last until the character takes a spe-
cific form of damage such as fire, it would 
be a specific prohibition.

Give Blessing spells are cast with the Lim-
it (Condition) Duration, which determines 
how long the magical effects last. Spells with 
Limit (Condition) Duration are permanent 
unless the character fulfills the prohibition 
of the Blessing. A different Blessing exists for 
each possible Virtue, but a gruagach is able to 
alter the specific conditions of the Duration 
to fit the circumstances without learning a 
new spell. The base level of all Blessing spells 
includes the Range of Conversation.

A single Give Blessing spell affects one 
specific Ability or Characteristic, or grants 
a particular Virtue.

Level 5: Provide a bonus of +1 to a single 
Ability roll.

Level 10: Grant a Minor General or Super-
natural (Magic) Virtue.

Level 10: Provide a bonus of +2 to a single 
Ability roll.

Level 15: Provide a bonus of +3 to a single 
Ability roll.

Level 15: Provide a bonus of +1 to all Abil-
ity rolls using a single Characteristic.

Level 20: Grant a Major General or Super-
natural (Magic) Virtue.

Level 20: Provide a bonus of +2 to all Abil-
ity rolls using a single Characteristic.

Level 20: Increase one of a person’s Char-
acteristics by one point, to no more 
than 0.

Level 25: Provide a bonus of +3 to all Abil-
ity rolls using a single Characteristic.

Level 25: Increase one of a person’s Char-
acteristics by one point, to no more 
than +1.

Level 30: Increase one of a person’s Char-
acteristics by one point, to no more 
than +2.

Take Blessing Guidelines
Take Blessing spells nullify the Virtues, 

Abilities, or Characteristics of a character un-
til the spell expires or the prohibition placed 
on him is fulfilled. Any Virtue removed must 
meet the guidelines discussed before. The 
caster need not know the Virtues, Abilities, 
or Characteristic scores of the victim to cast 
a Take Blessing spell. The gruagach casts 
the spell at the level desired and informs 
the storyguide of how he wishes to harm 
the Target. The storyguide then selects the 
most appropriate Virtue, Characteristic, or 
Ability score to nullify. A spell that targets a 
Major Virtue, if none are available, can affect 
a Minor Virtue, Characteristic, or Ability. If 
multiple things fulfill the requirements of the 
spell, the storyguide selects the one that best 
fits the story. The prohibition that accompa-
nies the spell must be tied to the character, 
the Characteristic, the Virtue, and the story.

Sweeping prohibitions are those that 
are simple to fulfill and are related to the 
Virtue, Ability, or Characteristic, mak-
ing the curse easy to lift. For example, if a 
character is cursed with weakness and his 
Strength is reduced to 0, but the curse is 
lifted when the player adds the character’s 

Strength score to an Ability, this would be 
a sweeping prohibition.

General prohibitions are are uncom-
mon, but not terribly difficult to fulfill and 
are related to the Virtue, Ability, or Charac-
teristic, making the curse relatively easy to 
lift. For example, a character may be cursed 
with weakness and his Strength reduced to 0, 
which only remains in affect until the char-
acter bests another in a contest of Strength.

Specific prohibitions are those that re-
quire unusual circumstances to fulfill, are re-
lated to the Virtue, Ability, or Characteristic, 
and make the curse difficult to lift. For exam-
ple, if character could be cursed with weak-
ness and his Strength reduced to 0, which is 
only lifted after the character suffers from a 
botch involving his Strength score.

If the Take Blessing spell overcomes the 
target’s Magic Resistance, the target has the 
opportunity to resist it with a Stamina check 
against an Ease Factor of 9. The troupe then 
decides the appropriateness of the Virtue 
taken and the prohibition on it, and the 
victim’s Stamina roll is modified according 
to the Poetic Justice modifiers listed before.

All Take Blessing spells are cast with 

the Limit (Condition) or Geas (Condition) 
Duration. Those cast with Geas (Condi-
tion) Duration must also have a second 
Duration, as noted before, for the length of 
time that the penalty endures. A Take Bless-
ing cast as a geas uses the greater of the 
two Duration modifiers in determining the 
spell’s level. Spells with Limit (Condition) 
Duration are permanent unless the charac-
ter fulfills the prohibition of the Blessing. 
The base level of all Blessing spells includes 
the Range of Conversation.

An individual Take Blessing spell af-
fects a particular area of endeavor, such as 
combat, negotiation, craft-work, athletics, 
and so on. This is broader than Give Bless-
ing, but the caster cannot control exactly 
what is taken from the target.

Level 10: Take a Minor General or Super-
natural (Magic) Virtue.

Level 10: Reduce the score in a single 
Characteristic to 0.

Level 10: Reduce the score in a single Abil-
ity to 0.

Level 20: Take a Major General or Super-
natural (Magic) Virtue.
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Curses

Gruagachan are able to inflict certain 
Flaws on a target to reduce his Characteris-
tics or Abilities, inflict him with supernatural 
problems, or alter the character’s personal-
ity temporarily. Take Curse spells allow the 
caster to remove his own curses, either from 
Give Curse or Take Blessing, and to elimi-
nate the lingering effects of magic, hexes, or 
other spells cast upon an individual.

give curse

geAs for the nArcissistic mAiDen

GvCu Level 15
R: Conversation, D: Geas, T: Ind
The spell inflicts the Minor Flaw Dis-

figured on a victim. Although this example 
grants the Flaw Disfigured, other spells exist 
to grant other Minor Flaws.

Example: To punish a vain maiden for spurning 
his advances, the gruagach casts a geas that com-
mands her act with humility or she will regret doing 
so thereafter. The curse that accompanies the geas gives 
the target the Minor Flaw Disfigured until the victim 
makes a heartfelt apology to someone (general prohibi-
tion). The target must make a Stamina roll against an 
Ease Factor of 9 with a modifier of –6 because of the 
appropriateness of the geas and curse.

(Base 5, +2 Geas (general, Limit (general))

geAs of retribution for 
the unthinking slAp

GvCu Level 25
R: Conversation, D: Geas, T: Ind
The spell cripples one arm of the target 

if he breaks the geas, until it heals normally. 
The caster chooses which arm the spell af-
fects at casting time.

Example: When words become heated between a 
gruagach and magus, a shield grog raises his hand 
as a threat against the hedge wizard. The gruagach 
casts a geas on the grog and warns him, “If you raise 
your hand again at me, you will lose it.” The curse 
accompanying the geas causes the victim to lose all 
use of his sword arm. The grog may resist the geas 
with a Stamina roll against an Ease Factor of 9, with 
a modifier of –3 because of the appropriateness of the 
geas and curse.

(Base 15, +2 Geas (general, Momentary)

curse for the spieD spy

GvCu Level 35
R: Voice, D: Limit, T: Ind
The spell blinds the target until the 

Condition of the spell is fulfilled or it heals 
normally.

Example: While the covenant’s scout is investi-
gating the gruagach’s camp in a fen, the hedge wiz-
ard notices the interloper and curses him. The victim 
is struck blind until he leaves the fen, or the Wound 
heals. The troupe decides the punishment fits the crime, 
and the scout must succeed in a Stamina check against 
an Ease Factor of 9 with a –6 to the roll.

(Base 20, +1 Voice, +2 Limit (general))

curse for the unjust justice

GvCu Level 25
R: Conversation, D: Limit, T: Blood
The spell curses a bloodline with the Mi-

nor Flaw Judged Unfairly for the duration of 
the spell. This spell grants Judged Unfairly, 
but other spells exist for other Minor Flaws.

Example: A local lord ignores the evidence pre-
sented to him and rules an innocent man a felon so that 
his property is forfeit. The gruagach witnesses this and 
curses the lord and his entire line with the Flaw Judged 
Unfairly until the innocent man’s family’s property 
is returned. Because this is a specific prohibition, the 
gruagach casts the spell as if it were 5 levels lower. 
The lord is able to resist the spell with a Stamina check 
against an Ease Factor of 9, but because the punish-
ment fits the crime, the lord makes the roll at –6.

(Base 5, +2 Limit (general), +2 Bloodline)

tAke curse

question the curseD

TaCu Level Gen
R: Conversation, D: Mom, T: Ind
If the level of the spell plus a single stress 

die meets or exceeds the level of the spell 
targeted, the gruagach learns who cast the 
curse, what spell level it is, the duration of 
the curse, and the Limit on it. If the Target 
is under a geas, the caster learns the terms of 
the geas and the curse it carries.

(Base)

lift the unfAir curse

TaCu Level Gen
R: Conversation, D: Mom, T: Ind
If the level of the spell plus a single stress 

die meets or exceeds double the spell level of 
the spell targeted, she removes it. To deter-
mine the spell level equivalent of a Supernatu-
ral Ability, use the Ability score x 5. See Houses 
of Hermes: Societates, Ex Miscellanea, page 104. A 
gruagach need only meet or exceed the spell 
level of a curse she cast to remove it.

(Base)
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Shape Spells

This Form allows a gruagach to alter the 
physical shape of another or herself. Give 
Shape spells add features of other creatures 
or completely transform a willing target. Take 
Shape spells forcibly seize someone’s form and 
can force the Target to take a foreign shape or 
allow the caster to mimic his shape. All Shape 
spells also affect the items carried by the Tar-
get, incorporating them into the new form.

give shApe

borroW the nose of the hounD

GvSh Level 3
R: Per, D: Sun, T: Ind
The caster’s nose turns into that of a 

hound. The gruagach gets a bonus of +6 to all 
Perception rolls associated with smelling. The 
character receives a –3 modifier to all rolls in-
volving interaction with individuals who aren’t 
frequently exposed to the effects of magic.

(Base 1, +2 Sun)

borroW the Wings of the eAgle

GvSh Level 10
R: Per, D: Sun, T: Ind
The caster’s arms turns into giant wings. 

The gruagach is able to fly as quickly as a 
normal horse gallops. The character receives 
a –6 modifier to all rolls involving trust.

(Base 4, +2 Sun)

Assume the form of the Ancestors

GvSh Level 15
R: Per, D: Sun, T: Ind

Give Curse Guidelines
This Form cannot affect some Flaws — 

Social Statuses, Story Flaws, and Hermetic, 
Divine, Infernal, or Faerie Flaws, for exam-
ple, are unaffected. A curse may not inflict 
General Flaws that affect the accumulation 
of experience points, restrict specific types 
of Abilities from being learned, or relate 
to the character’s wealth. The prohibition 
placed on the curse must be related to the 
Flaw, the character, or the story. Although 
the guidelines list Curse effects that do not 
require a prohibition, they are illustrative 
only. A curse without an accompanying 
prohibition may only exist as the punish-
ment for violating a geas, because the geas 
provides the prohibition itself.

Sweeping prohibitions are those that 
are simple to fulfill and are related to the 
Flaw, making the curse easy to lift. For ex-
ample, if a character is cursed with Mute, 
but the curse is lifted the first time someone 
says the character’s name, this would be a 
sweeping prohibition.

General prohibitions are those that are 
uncommon, but not terribly difficult to ful-
fill and are related to the Flaw, making the 
curse relatively easy to lift. For example, if 
a character is cursed with a Mute Flaw that 
only remains in affect until the character 

hears the caster’s name, this would be a 
general prohibition.

Specific prohibitions are those that 
require unusual circumstances to fulfill, are 
related to the Flaw, and make the curse dif-
ficult to lift. For example, if a character is 
cursed with a Flaw of Mute that can only lift-
ed after the character hears someone express 
extreme gratitude for the character’s selfless 
act, it would be a specific prohibition.

If the Give Curse spell overcomes the 
target’s Magic Resistance, the target has 
the chance to resist it with a Stamina check 
against an Ease Factor of 9. The troupe then 
decides the appropriateness of the Curse 
and the prohibition on it. The victim’s 
Stamina roll is then modified according to 
the Poetic Justice modifiers listed before.

All Give Curse spells must have either 
the Geas or Limit Duration. Those with a 
Geas Duration may use any available Dura-
tion for the duration of the Curse inflicted 
if the geas is broken, in the normal way. 
In particular, the curse may have a Limit 
Duration. All Guidelines are for a Range of 
Conversation.

An individual Give Curse spell affects 
a particular Ability, disease, Flaw, sense, 
and so on. Spells to curse Intelligence and 

Perception are different spells, and must be 
learned separately.

Level 5: Modify the score in a single Abil-
ity by –1.

Level 5: Inflict Minor General, Supernat-
ural (Magic), or Personality Flaw.

Level 10: Inflict a minor disease.
Level 10: Modify the score in a single Abil-

ity by –2.
Level 15: Cripple a limb, making it unus-

able (but still capable of healing as a 
Medium Wound.)

Level 15: Disable one of a person’s minor 
senses. It heals as a Medium Wound.

Level 15: Inflict a serious disease.
Level 15: Modify the score in a single Abil-

ity by –3.
Level 15: Modify the score in a single 

Characteristic by –1.
Level 15: Inflict Major General, Supernat-

ural (Magic), or Personality Flaw.
Level 20: Disable one of a person’s major 

senses. It heals as a Heavy Wound.
Level 20: Inflict a major disease.
Level 20: Modify the score in a single 

Characteristic by –2.
Level 25: Modify the score in a single 

Characteristic by –3.

Take Curse Guidelines
Take Curse spells are dangerous to cast. 

If a gruagach fails to remove a curse, the 
caster suffers the effects of the curse also. 
If the caster botches while attempting to 
remove a curse, he is afflicted with a more-
powerful version of the curse that is specifi-
cally tailored to him. The base parameters 
for Take Curse spells are Conversation, 
Momentary, and Individual.

Hermetic magic may dispel curses using 

the normal guidelines in ArM5, page 160. A 
magus must have some knowledge of gru-
agach magic to invent a specific Perdo Vim 
spell to dispel it. The storyguide determines 
when the magus has sufficient knowledge to 
invent a spell to counteract gruagach magic. 
Several encounters with gruagachan magi-
cians should be sufficient knowledge, but 
also Area Lore (Scottish Highlands) 2 or 
Magic Lore 5 would be appropriate. Perdo 

Vim spells designed to dispel all magic can 
be used without knowledge, but they are 
substantially weaker at the same level.

General: Determine the terms of a curse 
and the prohibition it carries.

General: Remove a curse the caster has in-
flicted on someone.

General: Remove a curse, hex, or continu-
ing spell cast by another.
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For the duration of the spell, the caster 
grows to giant size. The character’s Size in-
creases by +5, but to no more than +5, and 
for each point of Size the character gains, 
adjust his Strength by +2 and his Quickness 
by –1.

(Base 5, +2 Sun)

tAke shApe

return the lycAnthrope 
to his nAtive form

TaSh Level Gen
R: Conversation, D: Mom, T: Ind
If the level of the spell plus a single 

stress die meets or exceeds double the level 
of the spell causing the transformation, it 
is removed. To determine the spell level 
equivalent of a Supernatural Ability, use the 
Ability score x 5. See Houses of Hermes: Societa-
tes, Ex Miscellanea, page 104. A gruagach need 
only meet or exceed the spell level of a spell 
he cast to cause the target to revert to his 
native form.

(Base)

turn the mAn into 
his AppropriAte form

TaSh Level 20
R: Conversation, D: Sun, T: Ind
The gruagach is able to turn a human 

into a land animal with characteristics that 
most closely mirror the Personality Traits of 
the Target. A liar might turn into a snake; a 
traitor might turn into a rat; a glutton might 
turn into a pig. The caster does not know 
into what form the target will change before 
casting the spell.

(Base 5, +1 Conversation, +2 Sun)

skin of the DoppelgAnger

TaSh Level 20
R: Conversation, D: Sun, T: Ind
A target of this spell is granted a Stamina 

roll versus an Ease Factor of 9. If the Stamina 
check fails, then for the duration of this spell 
the caster may assume the form of the victim. 
The physical appearance is a perfect dupli-
cation of the victim, and any clothing the 
victim was wearing is also replicated. If the 
victim changes clothing during the spell, the 
caster’s clothes do not change.

The spell does not allow the caster to 
mimic the victim’s voice or mannerisms. 
Anyone who knows the victim may make 
a Perception roll versus an Ease Factor of 6 
to notice that something is peculiar or off 
about the target. Observers receive a bonus 
to their Perception roll based on their famil-
iarity with the mimicked character: a casual 
acquaintance (+1), close friend (+3), and 
family member or lover (+6).

(Base 5, +1 Conversation, +2 Sun)

Vision Spells

Gruagachan using Vision spells are able 
to control a person’s perception of the world. 
This Form allows the creation of simple illu-
sions and can grant invisibility. Vision magic 
also allows a character to send his fetch 
out before him to gather information. Vi-
sion magic spells are available to a gruagach 
whether he possesses the Fetch Virtue or not. 
At its most powerful, Vision magic grants a 
character a glimpse into the future.

Give Shape Guidelines
Give Shape spells are only effective 

on a willing recipient. Any target may 
decide to refuse the change as the spell 
begins to take effect; in general, this gives 
the target a general idea of the final form, 
but it may be slightly misleading. For ex-
ample, a spell to grant wings would be 
easy to confuse with a spell to turn one 
into a bird, unless the target had experi-
ence of both. Once the target has decided 
to accept the change, he cannot change 
his mind later, nor dispel the effect before 
its duration ends.

Level 1: Change someone to give them 
a minor ability derived from another 
creature’s shape, such as eyes of cat to 
allow night vision or eyes of an eagle to 
grant Keen Vision. While the transfor-
mation is in effect, the character suffers 
from the Flaw Social Handicap because 
of her obviously unnatural appearance.

Level 2: Increase a human’s Size to no 
more than +3.

Level 3: Turn a human into a land animal.
Level 4: Give someone an aspect of anoth-

er shape that grants a significant ability, 
such as the strength of a bear or the wings 

of a bird for flight. While the transforma-
tion is in effect, the character suffers a –6 
penalty to all rolls involving trust because 
of her monstrous appearance.

Level 5: Turn a human into a bird or fish.
Level 5: Change an animal into another 

animal.
Level 5: Increase a human’s Size to no 

more than +5.
Level 10: Turn a human into a solid inani-

mate object.
Level 10: Turn a human into a plant.
Level 15: Turn a human into an insubstan-

tial object.

Take Shape Guidelines
Take Shape spells allow the caster to 

assume the form of creatures in her pres-
ence or to force another to take some for-
eign shape. If a Take Shape spell overcomes 
a character’s Magic Resistance, the charac-
ter may still resist the effects with a Stam-
ina roll against an Ease Factor of 9. The 
Stamina roll is modified by any appropriate 
Personality Trait. For example, a greedy or 
gluttonous character is transformed more 
easily into a pig or wolverine, both known 

for their voracious appetites. Similarly, it is 
more difficult to turn a very brave charac-
ter into a mouse, rabbit, or other skittish 
creature. For example, if a gruagach cast a 
spell to transform a character with the Per-
sonality Trait of Brave +3 into a mouse, the 
player would need to succeed at an Ease 
Factor of 6 to resist, while a character with 
the Personality Trait of Brave –3 would re-
sist the transformation against an Ease Fac-
tor of 12.

General: Cause someone to revert to his 
true form at Conversation Range.

Level 5: Turn a human into a land animal.
Level 5: Perfectly mimic the appearance 

of another person.
Level 5: Change one animal into another.
Level 15: Turn a human into a bird or fish.
Level 20: Turn a human into a solid inani-

mate object.
Level 20: Turn a human into a plant.
Level 25: Turn a human into an insubstan-

tial object.
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give vision

grAnt A glimpse of the future

GvVs Level 30
R: Conversation, D: Moon, T: Ind

When this spell is cast, the recipient re-
ceives hints, visions, and images that relate to 
a specific topic for the duration of the spell. 
Example topics include: the recipient’s future 
bride or groom, the sex of a future child, or 

the dangers encountered in an upcoming trip. 
As with the Visions Flaw, all images, visions, 
and hints come at the storyguide’s discretion 
and reveal only what she wants to reveal.

(Base 10, +1 Conversation, +3 Moon)

creAte the hunters’ blinD

GvVs Level 10
R: Voice, D: Sun, T: Group
This spell covers a small group of peo-

ple with an illusion of boulders, bushes, or 
other objects appropriate to the particular 
locale. The spell allows those covered by 
the illusion to see out. It does not affect any 
of the senses other than sight; a bush does 
not rustle in the wind or have any feeling if 
touched. Those inside the illusion may still 
be heard, smelled, or touched.

(Base 1, +2 Voice, +2 Sun, +1 Group)

tAke vision

eAvesDrop With the eyes

TaVs Level 10
R: Per, D: Diam, T: Vision
This spell allows the gruagach’s fetch to 

relay the contents of any conversation by 
participants who are within the caster’s field 
of vision.

(Base 1, +1 Diameter, +4 Vision)

Gruagachan Form & Technique Story Seeds
the mAker of mAgiciAns

A powerful gruagach loses his mind and 
builds an army of gruagachan, using Give 
Blessing to give his minions the gruagach 
Techniques and Forms. Other gruagachan 
see this as an affront to their tradition, but 
because of the size of his army, they are 
powerless to stop him. These gruagachan 
approach the characters for help.

curseD if you Do ...

A gruagach curses an ally of the cov-
enant, who then asks the characters for 
assistance. The curse is too strong for the 
characters to dispel with general Perdo 
Vim, so if the characters are unfamiliar 
with gruagach magic, they must acquire 
some knowledge of it before removing the 

curse. If the characters remove the curse, 
the gruagach discovers their actions, de-
vises a more punitive curse for their ally, 
and seeks revenge against the covenant for 
allowing their ally to subvert “justice.”

pig in A poke

An apprentice gruagach transforms 
into fine specimens of various animals, 
and has his father sell him at market. The 
gruagach later escapes his purchasers and 
returns to his father. A character visits the 
market and purchases the apprentice, be-
lieving the transformed gruagach to be a 
magical animal suitable as a familiar or for 
extracting the vis that he believes the ani-
mal to possess. When the apprentice does 
not return, his father reports the absence 
and the gruagach’s master investigates.

Give Vision Guidelines
Unlike Hermetic Imaginem spells, 

Give Vision spells only affect sight and 
sound. At their lowest levels , they are 
relatively simple by Hermetic standards. 
Complex illusions — those going beyond 
simple images or sounds — require an ad-
ditional magnitude. Images that move or 
change at the direction of the caster are 2 
magnitudes higher. In general, the effects 
of Give Vision spells are governed by Creo 
or Rego Imaginem spells, and those guide-
lines apply here.

Grant Vision spells granting Visions 
or Premonitions are more focused than the 
respective Flaw and Virtue. The caster must 
select a specific issue or question to which all 
the visions must relate. Appropriate subjects 
include: the target’s true love, the target’s 
sworn enemy, a person’s journey, or the like.

Level 1: Create an image that affects sight 
or sound.

Level 2: Create an image that affects sight 
and sound.

Level 2: Make an object appear or sound 
like it is up to one pace away from its 
actual position.

Level 3: Make objects appear to move 
rapidly in a disorienting way.

Level 5: Grant a person the Flaw Visions, 
which only applies to a single question 
or topic.

Level 10: Grant a person the Virtue Pre-
monitions with an Ability score of 4, 
which only applies to a particular type 
of danger.

Take Vision Guidelines
Take Vision spells are governed by the 

guidelines covering Intellego and Perdo 
Imaginem spells. Like all Vision spells, 
they only affect sight and sound. For spells 
that allow a character to use a sense at a 
distance, the gruagach sends out his fetch 
to reconnoiter. This has little effect on the 
practical application of the spell, except 

that any character with Second Sight sees 
the gruagach’s fetch.

General: Discern illusions caused by spells 
of equal or lower level than the level of 
this spell (Vision Target).

General: Dispel illusions caused by spells 
with a level less than or equal to the 

spell’s level + a stress die (Voice Range).
Level 1: Use one sense at a distance.
Level 1: Detect the presence of vis.
Level 2: Use two senses at a distance.
Level 3: Destroy an object’s ability to af-

fect hearing.
Level 4: Destroy an object’s ability to af-

fect sight.
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trAck the presence of vis

TaVs Level 5
R: Per, D: Diam, T: Vision
The spell allows a gruagach’s fetch to 

identify the location of nearby vis. If there 
is any vis of which the gruagach is unaware, 
her fetch goes to the vis and vocalizes in 
whatever manner it can for the duration of 
the spell. Only the magician casting the spell 
is able to hear the fetch’s barking, growling, 
cawing, or other vocalization.

(Base 1, +1 Diameter, +3 Sound)

cloAk for the thief in the night

TaVs Level 25
R: Conversation, D: Sun, T: Ind
When the caster hangs a cloak on the 

target, he becomes incapable of producing 
sound and has no image. The target still casts 
a shadow and leaves footprints. If the Target 
removes the cloak, the spell ends.

(Base 4, +1 Conversation, +2, Sun, +1 
changing image, +1 extra effect)

Magical Dangers

Gruagachan expose themselves to various 
magical dangers every time they cast a spell.

botches

The botches of gruagachan are similar 
to those for Hermetic magi, and the general 
guidelines one would use for Hermetic spells 
are applicable here. Botches involving Bless-
ing and Curse spells may cause the intended 
target to act in opposition to the intended 
restriction, or the spell may be cast on an un-
intended target. Shape spells may cause the 
target to take an incorrect form, change the 
shape of a different target, or have a wildly 
different duration than the caster intended. 
Vision spells have the potential of providing 
false predictions. Although all botches have 
the potential to expose the character to Warp-
ing, Vision spells are even more likely to do 
this, and every Vision botch inflicts double the 
normal Warping Points (ArM5, page 167).

trAnsformAtion

Both Gifted and unGifted gruagachan 
suffer from the effects of Warping. Transfor-
mation is the gruagach equivalent of Wiz-
ard’s Twilight, and replaces the normal rules 
for Warping. This transformation is referred 

to as the Curse of Gruagach, which, it is said, 
he inflicts on wizards who overuse the gift of 
his magic. A gruagach who suffers the Curse 
of Gruagach can lose his humanity, and as 
the gruagach accumulates Warping points 
he slowly, inexorably becomes more a crea-
ture of magic and less human until finally the 
character becomes a troll.

As a gruagach accumulates Warping 
Points, he steadily acquires the mental and 
physical characteristics of a troll until he be-
comes one. When a gruagach receives two or 
more Warping Points from a single botch, or 
suffers any other powerful magical effect that 
the storyguide determines is appropriate, he 
may suffer a transformation. The gruagach 
has one opportunity to avoid the effect.

trAnsformAtion AvoiDAnce:  
Stamina + Concentration  

+ Vision Magic Defense Bonus + stress die  
vs. Warping Score + Number of Warping 
Points Gained + local aura + stress die

If the character avoids transformation, 
nothing negative happens. The character 
merely concentrates and focuses his atten-
tion on his body momentarily. However, if 
the character cannot avoid transformation, 

he moves closer to his magical heritage in 
either positive or negative ways.

effects of trAnsformAtion

A gruagach who undergoes a transforma-
tion may develop a deeper understanding of 
his magic or acquire some attribute of a troll. 
If he succeeds at his Understanding Trans-
formation roll, the experience is good. If he 
fails, the experience is bad. The storyguide 
should select an appropriate effect from 
those given later in this section.

unDerstAnDing trAnsformAtion:  
Intelligence + stress die  

vs. Warping Score + stress die

When a character reaches a Warping 
Score of 10, the transformation to a troll is 
complete. Trolls are monstrous creatures that 
devour humans; few gruagachan are willing 
to risk that fate befalling those close to them. 
Once a character fully transforms into a troll, 
the storyguide controls the character’s actions. 
Most gruagachan retire to the wilds or destroy 
their own external souls before they are in im-
minent danger of the final transformation.
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gooD experiences

Gruagach Magic Virtue: The gruagach 
acquires knowledge of a Gruagach Art 
or the gruagach equivalent of Major 
Magical Focus, Secondary Insight, Af-
finity with Art, Cautious Sorcerer, Deft 
Form, Fast Caster, Free Study, Harnessed 
Magic, Minor Magical Focus, Magical 
Memory, Personal Vis Source, Puissant 
Art, Side Effect, Special Circumstances, 
or Subtle Magic

Troll Virtue: The gruagach acquires a Virtue 
that would be appropriate for a troll. Ex-
amples include: Large, Sharp Ears, Giant 
Blood, Tough, or Reserves of Strength.

Increased Knowledge: The gruagach ac-
quires Experience Points in a pre-existing 
Art equivalent to the character’s Warping 
Score + simple die.

bAD experiences

Gruagach Magic Flaw: The gruagach ac-
quires the gruagach equivalent of Blatant 
Gift, Deficient Technique, Necessary 
Condition, Painful Magic, Restriction, 
Rigid Magic, Careless Sorcerer, Defi-
cient Form, Deleterious Circumstances, 
Disorientating Magic, Incompatible 
Arts, Warped Magic, Weak Magic, or 
Weird Magic.

Troll Flaw: The gruagach acquires a Flaw 
that would be appropriate for a troll. Ex-
amples include: Disfigured (Blue Skin), 
Magical Air, Nocturnal, Greedy, Wrath-
ful, Offensive to Animals, or Repellent* 
(Horns, Fangs, Claws, or Scales).

Decreased Knowledge: The gruagach loses 
Experience Points in a pre-existing Art 
equivalent to the character’s Warping 
Score + simple die.

* A character with the Repellent Flaw (see 
Realms of Power: The Infernal, page 89) suf-
fers a –6 penalty to all rolls requiring trust. 
The character gains some small benefit to 
accompany his monstrous appearance. 
Scales grant +3 Soak, and horns, fangs, 
and claws can be used in combat and have 
the same initiative, attack, defense, and 
damage modifiers as daggers.

Gruagachan in 
Your Saga

The gruagachan can play a variety of 
roles in an Ars Magica saga. For sagas set in 
Loch Leglean, Stonehenge, and Hibernian 
Tribunals, gruagachan are particularly suitable 
for characters as either magus equivalents or 
companions. The gruagachan have a history 
of antagonism toward the Order, and provide 
suitable opponents for junior magi. Finally, 
gruagachan can be good subjects of study for 
magi to improve Hermetic magic.

Gruagachan have a great deal of inter-
action with the Order of Hermes where 
they are found. These encounters are not 
always peaceful, and gruagachan and magi 
often compete for magical resources. The 
gruagachan are not as powerful as Hermetic 
magi, but they often have more support in 
the community. Gruagachan offer access to 
their powers to local rulers, and gladly serve 
as advisors in exchange for protection. The 
negative effects of The Gift force the most 
powerful gruagachan to remain in the shad-
ows, but their minions often swear allegiance 
to local rulers. A few Gifted gruagachan, 
each with several unGifted students and a 
few warriors from allied clans, are sufficient 
to provide a challenge to a spring or even 
summer covenant of magi.

Gruagachan History

The gruagachan are descended from the 
ancient Picti. The Picti were a fierce people 
native to Caledonia, the Roman name for the 
area north of Britannia — modern Scotland. 
The Picti are first mentioned in 297 by Ro-
man writers who described them as ferocious 
barbarians covered in tattoos who fought 
against the Roman invasion. There is no re-
cord of what the Picti called themselves, or 
even if they recognized such a concept, but 
the Latin name has been used ever since.

priesthooD of gruAgAch

The Picti worshipped a number of gods, 
but the two most powerful deities were Cail-
leach, the mother of all, and Gruagach, “the 
long-haired one.” Cailleach usually appears as 
an old crone with the teeth of a bear or boar 
tusks. She was able to cast very powerful spells, 

and her priestesses possessed great power as 
well. Gruagach was her male equivalent and 
god of the sun, plants, and animals. Legend 
tells that Gruagach taught his most senior 
priest the secret of gruagach magic. Other 
Picti gods included Toranos, the thunder god; 
Shoney, god of fish; Muireartach, the goddess 
of sea storms; Fionn, protector of man and de-
stroyer of giants and monsters; and Sluag, the 
lord of the dead, holder of secret knowledge, 
and creator of the written word.

The priests or priestesses of each god per-
formed various services for the Picti people. 
These included ensuring peace in the after-
life, granting protection from storms, provid-
ing bountiful catches, or healing the sick and 
wounded. The priests of Gruagach ensured 
that the Picti crops prospered and cattle herds 
increased. In addition, the gruagachan, as the 
priests of Gruagach were known, arbitrated 
disputes between the Picti and dispensed jus-
tice when Pictish laws were broken.

AlliAnce With DAmhAn-AllAiDh

Although some Picti priests practiced 
a form of magic similar to the magic prac-
ticed by the druids who would form House 
Diedne in 767, the Pictish priests frequently 
clashed with druids of House Diedne over 
magical resources and apprentices. In addi-
tion, the two were often on opposite sides 
during inter-tribal conflicts. When the Ro-
man maga Pralix came to the British Isles on 
a mission to murder Damhan-Allaidh for his 
refusal to bow to the Order of Hermes, the 
gruagachan quickly rallied to his side. To-
gether with Damhan-Allaidh’s followers and 
a group of Anglo-Saxon rune wizards, the 
gruagachan were eager to fight what they 
saw as another Roman invasion. The gru-
agachan and other Picti priests also sought 
the magical resources held by their longtime 
rivals in House Diedne.

Unfortunately for the gruagachan and 
their Pictish allies, Pralix’s army was too pow-
erful and they were defeated after a monumen-
tal battle. The gruagachan believe Pralix had 
Diedne allies in her army, who cast a power-
ful spell that erased the Pictish language from 
the memory of everyone except a few Gifted 
Picti. With their ability to cast spells in Pic-
tish removed, the unGifted gruagachan were 
easily defeated. When the Gifted gruagachan 
saw their numbers dwindle many fled, chased 
by the allies of Pralix. The gruagachan who 
survived the Battle of the False Sun retreated 
to the most isolated areas of Scotland to re-
cover and rebuild their collectives.
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The current gruagachan are unaware 
whether any of the other Pictish priesthoods 
survived the battle, and most Hermetic 
scholars are unaware of their presence at the 
battle and only identify the gruagachan as al-
lies of Damhan-Allaidh.

AssimilAtion of the picti

With the near-universal destruction of 
their language and the decimation of their 
priesthood, the Picti ceased to exist as an in-
dependent tribe after the Battle of the False 
Sun. The gruagachan did what they could to 
recruit and train their Pictish brethren, but 
their numbers were too few. Many Picti spoke 
Gaelic or the other languages of their neigh-
boring tribes, unaware that they had ever spo-
ken Pictish. The priesthood was the reposi-
tory of much of the Pictish culture, and with 
it gone or in hiding, the Picti adopted the 
religion and culture of their neighbors. Chris-
tianity had already made deep inroads into 
Scotland and most of the Picti converted.

After the Battle of the False Sun, when 
the gruagachan realized the fate that had be-
fallen their people, the remaining gruagachan 
swore that they would have revenge on the 
Diedne. They gathered to collectively curse 
the Diedne, and swore terrible oaths that the 
Diedne would be wiped from the face of the 
earth as the Picti were.

schism WAr

The gruagachan had to wait two centu-
ries for their wish to come true. When the 
gruagachan first learned that the Diedne had 
been expelled from the Order and were be-
ing hunted by the Romans, the gruagachan 
harried the Diedne wherever they could find 
them. The gruagachan often took the shape 
of giants and hurled boulders and trees at the 
Diedne and their allies to bypass the terrible 
Parma Magica behind which they hid.

Although the gruagachan were a shadow 
of their former size, with the Diedne gone 
they experienced a rapid growth, and ex-
panded to take and hold many of the magi-
cal auras and vis sites that the Diedne had 
previously controlled. This growth slowed as 
Hermetic magi later moved into the areas va-
cated by the Diedne. Although the two sides 
shared a common enemy in the Diedne, they 
did not begin to trust one another. The gru-
agachan still harbor resentment against the 
Order for the Battle of the False Sun, and 
against the Roman traditions for their role 

in supporting Rome’s many attempts to con-
quer the ancient Picti.

current stAtus

There exists an uneasy détente between 
the gruagachan and the Order of Hermes. 
Some gruagachan have seen the benefit of 
belonging to the Order and enjoying the 
miracle of Parma Magica. But the numbers 
who have joined the Order remain small. 
Those who do join are often seen as trai-
tors or are hounded by their gruagach allies 
to teach them the secret of Parma Magica. 
Some gruagachan have made it their mis-
sion to proselytize, and they seek out fellow 
gruagachan to teach them the bare minimum 
about the Code and Order, so that they may 
swear the Hermetic Oath and learn Parma 
Magica. These gruagachan see this tactic as 
the only possible way to ensure the gruagach 
tradition survives.

Gruagachan Culture

Despite the destruction of their people, 
the gruagachan have managed to maintain 
much of their former culture and traditions.

trADitions of the gruAgAchAn

The priests of Gruagach were the judges 
of ancient Pictish society. The priest adjudi-
cated disputes between parties and ensured 

that justice was served. If a litigant engaged 
in inappropriate behavior, the priests of 
Gruagach would place a geas on that indi-
vidual to prevent him from engaging in the 
behavior again. This ethic remains with the 
gruagachan today, and they see themselves 
as arbitrators of disputes and enforcers of jus-
tice. The gruagach care little for the civil or 
canon law, and instead they seek to resolve 
disputes based on equitable considerations. 
The most important factor is what is fair re-
gardless of whether a party has the legal right 
to something. Gruagachan often go to great 
lengths to clear an innocent person’s name, 
or if that is impossible, to ensure that a guilty 
party is properly punished, especially when 
the conventional authorities have failed to 
do so. Rather than being merely vengeful, 
the gruagachan seek to ensure poetic jus-
tice is achieved. Naturally, the gruagachan 
believe themselves better able to make such 
judgments than anyone else, and many take 
criticism of their judgments very poorly.

Because the gruagachan are descended 
from the priesthood of the god Gruagach, 
they still maintain some vestiges of that 
worship, even though many gruagachan, 
especially the unGifted members, have 
no knowledge of the source of these rites. 
Gruagach is the god of the sun, plants, and 
animals. As such, observant gruagachan do 
not harm any living being, plant, or animal 
needlessly. The most devout gruagachan are 
vegetarians. Gruagach is often depicted as 
having long, flowing hair radiating from his 
head, like beams of light. Many Gifted gru-
agachan emulate this appearance and do not 
cut their hair.

The God Gruagach and the Faerie Gruagachan
When the Picti people encountered 

Gruagach, he was a magical entity con-
cerned only with the sun, plants, and 
animals. The Picti worshiped Gruagach 
in hopes of gaining favorable weather for 
their crops and increasing the fecundity of 
their herds of cattle. The Picti eventually 
came to consider Gruagach the god of cat-
tle and agriculture, and provided oblations 
in the form of sacrifices of milk and cattle.

It is possible that this increased empha-
sis on human affairs created a Faerie ver-
sion of Gruagach. As Christianity overtook 
the pagan religions and the Picti ceased to 
exist as an independent people, the god 
Gruagach was forgotten, but the practice 
of sacrificing milk in his name remained. 

In Mythic Europe, many Scottish dairy 
farms have indentations chiseled out of 
stone where a farmer pours a small amount 
of milk for a “gruagach.” The Scots believe 
that the gruagachan are small faeries, about 
the height of a man’s knee, with long hair 
and dressed in gentleman’s clothes. The fa-
erie gruagachan can cause milk to curdle or 
cows to go dry, if they are not given proper 
respect. If the farmers offer the faeries milk 
daily, they ensure that the cream rises and 
the farm’s cows are productive.

The exact nature of Gruagach, his 
relationship with the gruagachan faeries, 
and his degree of interaction with the 
gruagach wizards in the saga is left to the 
discretion of the troupe.
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Most Gifted gruagachan are pagan and 
secretly worship Gruagach and the gods of 
the Picti. For unGifted gruagachan, there is a 
wide degree of religious variance. Some pay 
lip service to the veneration of Gruagach, 
while maintaining their Christian beliefs, to 
gain access to more magical training. Others 
recognize that the Dominion aura interferes 
with their magic, and abandon the Church 
completely to follow the Old Ways. Gru-
agachan are sensitive to the teachings of the 
Church regarding magic and do their best 
to hide their pagan ways. Devout individu-
als, even those with an aptitude for gruagach 
magic, are seldom approached for fear of rais-
ing the interest of local religious authorities.

orgAnizAtion of  
the gruAgAchAn

The typical collective of gruagachan 
consists of one to three Gifted gruagachan. 
The social effects of The Gift prevent larger 
groups from forming. The most senior Gift-
ed gruagach is usually the master of the other 
gruagachan in the collective. Unlike Her-
metic apprentices, gruagachan often remain 
with their masters long after apprenticeship 

has ended. There is no stigma in this, and 
Gifted gruagachan often continue to study 
with their masters after passing out of the 
apprentice stage. The gruagachan also know 
that there is strength in numbers, and mak-
ing friends outside of the collective is diffi-
cult given the social effects of The Gift.

Upon the death of the eldest gruagach, 
a collective tends to disintegrate into smaller 
groups. While a gruagach with his own stu-
dents is often willing to follow the instruc-
tions of his master, few are willing to obey 
another gruagach. Gruagach collectives 
often compete fiercely with each other for 
vis, Gifted apprentices, and other magical 
resources, but they tend to cooperate when 
faced with a common enemy.

Most gruagachan are unGifted and in-
troduced to their magic through Initiation. A 
gruagach master often has three or more such 
gruagach students and other followers. Un-
Gifted gruagachan remain a part of their clans 
or society even as they learn their magic. This 
close integration provides the gruagach mas-
ters with a great deal of information about 
mundane society. UnGifted gruagachan also 
serve in the role as emissary to local rulers, of-
fering magical services and advice often sur-
reptitiously provided by their Gifted masters.

Gifted gruagachan are careful to avoid 
contact with the mundane society and are 
largely dependent on their unGifted follow-
ers. The social effects of The Gift, and the 
monstrous appearance of most senior gru-
agachan due to Warping flaws, make interac-
tion with the mundane populace impossible 
for the most powerful gruagachan. These 
constraints force the gruagachan to rely 
heavily on their apprentices, and acquiring an 
apprentice is one of the first tasks undertaken 
by Gifted gruagachan after apprenticeship.

Gruagachan in Play

In addition to playing a gruagach char-
acter, gruagachan can be involved in a saga 
as allies or adversaries to a covenant. If a gru-
agach is not a member of the Order, then the 
character should be generated as described 
earlier. If the gruagach is a member of the 
Order, follow the guidelines provided later 
under “Hermetic Gruagach.” Gruagachan 
outside of the Order can create Boons or 
Hooks for a covenant.

mAjor covenAnt boon: 
frienDly gruAgAch collective

This is a variant of the Hedge Tradition Cov-
enant Boon (see Covenants page 21).

The covenant has significant control over 
a nearby gruagach collective. The collective 
uses its close ties to the community to pro-
vide useful information to the covenant about 
events in the countryside, trades vis with the 
covenant, and warns the covenant of magical 
events in the area. Its members also provide 
minor magical aid on a regular basis, and fight 
for the covenant if there is a crisis.

mAjor covenAnt hook: 
hostile gruAgAch collective

Take this Hook if the troupe would like to experi-
ment with gruagach magic before any of the players 
decide to create a gruagach character.

The covenant is in conflict with a nearby 
gruagach collective. The collective uses it 
close ties to mundane society to spread vi-
cious rumors about the covenant and turn 
the local nobility against the characters. The 
gruagach collective harvests the covenant’s 
vis sources whenever possible, and attempts 
to foment trouble with the covenant’s magi-
cal and faerie neighbors.
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Domhnall the Gruagach Master
Characteristics: Int +2, Per 0, Pre +2, Com 

0, Str +1, Sta +2, Dex 0, Qik 0
Size: +1
Age: 31
Decrepitude: 0
Warping Score: 1 (2)
Confidence Score: 1 (3)
Virtues and Flaws: The Gift; Gruagach, Gru-

agach Master; Gentle Gift; Flexible Mag-
ic, Improved Characteristics, Large, Mi-
nor Magical Focus (self-transformation), 
Warrior; Envious, Waster of Vis; Careless 
Sorcerer, Close Family Ties, Pagan

Personality Traits: Brave +3, Proud +2, 
Fair +1

Reputations: Wise beyond his years 3 (local)
Combat:
Cudgel (normal): Init 0, Attack +8, Defense 

+5, Damage +8
Cudgel (giant form): Init –3, Attack +8, De-

fense +2, Damage +16
Soak: +4
Fatigue Levels: OK, 0, –1, –3, –5,  

Unconscious
Wound Penalties (normal): –1 (1–6), –3 

(7–12), –5 (13–18), Incapacitated (19–
24), Dead (25+)

Wound Penalties (giant form): –1 (1–10), 

–3 (11–20), –5 (21–30), Incapacitated 
(31–40), Dead (41+)

Abilities: Animal Handling 2 (cattle), Ath-
letics 1 (running), Artes Liberales 1 
(Ogham), Brawl 2 (punches), Charm 
2 (ladies), Folk Ken 2 (nobles), Gaelic 
5 (curses), Great Weapon 3 (cudgel), 
Gruagach Lore 2 (Initiations), Guile 2 
(pretending to be ignorant), Highlands 
Lore 2 (legends), Magic Lore 2 (auras), 
Pictish 2 (religious), Thrown Weapon 
1 (spear), Village Lore 2 (history)

Arts: Gv 2, Ta 2, Bl 14, Cu 14, Sh 9, Vs 5
Equipment: Partial heavy leather, survival 

kit, and cudgel.
Encumbrance: 1 (2) (in human form; none 

in giant form)
Spells Known:
Blessing of the Swordsman’s Expertise (Great Weap-

on) (GvBl 20/+18)
Blessing of the Swordsman’s Expertise (Single 

Weapon) (GvBl 20/+18)
Geas of the Narcissistic Maiden (GvCu 15/+18)
Assume the Form of the Ancestors (GvSh 

15/+15)
Create the Hunters’ Blind (GvVs 10/+9)
Vis: 2 pawns of Animal vis in the form of a 

deer’s pelt thrown over his shoulder.

Appearance: Domhnall is a large man with 
sandy brown hair and green eyes. He is 
fit and wears his leather armor when-
ever he expects trouble. He carries a 
large wooden cudgel with metal shanks 
on the end. He speaks with a booming 
voice and is quick to laugh. His tanned 
skin is starting to wrinkle.

Domhnall was born and raised in a 
small village in the Scottish highlands. He 
was discovered by his master when he was 
10. After his apprenticeship, Domhnall was 
conscripted into a local army to fight the 
English. Although he excelled at fighting, 
he didn’t have a taste for it and returned to 
the highlands soon as he could. When he 
came back, Domhnall discovered his mas-
ter and fellow gruagachan were missing. 
Domhnall pines for a better life where he 
can use his magic to provide for himself and 
others, but he’s unwilling to leave his vil-
lage and his family to seek more students to 
assist him. Domhnall has had trouble con-
vincing the few potential members of the 
community to become his students, and is 
considering asking Conall to leave with him 
to establish a new collective elsewhere.

Conall the Gruagach
Characteristics: Int 0, Per +3, Pre –2, Com 

–2, Str 0, Sta +1, Dex +2, Qik +2
Size: 0
Age: 25
Decrepitude: 0
Warping Score: 0
Confidence Score: 1 (3)
Virtues and Flaws: Gruagach, Peasant; 

Give, Shapeshifter, Take; Shape, War-
rior; Dark Secret, Restriction (cannot 
use magic while bald); Judged Unfairly, 
Mentor, No Magical Defenses, Unimag-
inative Learner, Weak Tattoo Magic

Personality Traits: Loyal +2, Brave +1
Reputations: Unlucky 3 (local)
Combat:
Short Bow: Init –1, Attack +9, Defense +6, 

Damage +6
Claws (in bear form): Init 0, Attack +13, De-

fense +9, Damage +10
Soak: +3 (+10 in bear form)
Fatigue Levels: OK, 0, –1, –3, –5,  

Unconscious 
Wound Penalties (normal): –1 (1–5), –3 

(6–10), –5 (11–15), Incapacitated (16–
20), Dead (21+)

Wound Penalties (bear form): –1 (1–7), 
–3 (8–14), –5 (15–21), Incapacitated 
(22–28), Dead (29+) 

Abilities: Athletics 1 (climbing), Awareness 
3 (highlands), Bows 4 (shooting from 
cover), Brawl 3 (dodging), Gaelic 5 (de-
fending himself), Gruagach Lore 1 (his-
tory), Hunt 5 (deer), Magic Lore 1 (ani-
mals), Pictish 2 (traditions), Shapeshifter 
4 (bear), Stealth 3 (ambushes), Survival 4 
(highlands), Village Lore 2 (game trails)

Arts: Gv 1, Ta 1, Bl (n/a), Cu (n/a), Sh 10, 
Vs (n/a)

Equipment: Partial heavy leather armor, 
short bow, arrows, and survival kit.

Encumbrance: 2 (2)
Spells Known:
Borrow the Nose of the Hound (GvSh 3/+12)
Borrow the Eyes of the Cat (GvSh 5/+12) 

(Voice Range)
Borrow the Wings of the Eagle (GvSh 10/+12)
Turn the Man into his Appropriate Form (TaSh 

20/+12)
Appearance: Conall is a medium-built man 

with long, unkempt black hair. His pale 
blue eyes are barely visible behind the 

falling hair. Conall frequently dresses in 
his leather and seldom is far from his 
bow. He shifts nervously when talking.

Conall was born in the same village as 
Domhnall. Ever since Conall can remem-
ber, people have blamed him for every mis-
hap, accident, or stroke of bad luck. Conall 
need not be anywhere near the accident, 
and he still receives the blame. Conall 
dealt with this by spending as little time 
around people as possible, wandering the 
highlands looking for game. When Conall 
grew lonely he sought out Domhnall, who 
was one of the few people willing to talk 
to him. When Domhnall returned from his 
conscription, they began to spend more 
time together. Domhnall has been instruct-
ing him in the ways of the gruagachan 
for five years. Conall was never very de-
vout and was willing to learn the ways of 
the gruagachan. He took to Domhnall’s 
teaching quickly, and was inspired by the 
gruagach ethic to fight injustice. Conall 
yearns to prevent people from being falsely 
accused as he so often is.
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minor covenAnt boon: 
gruAgAch Ally

Take this Boon if the troupe wants to limit the sto-
ries about the existence of the gruagach ally.

A single gruagach lives near the cov-
enant. He assists the magi where possible 
and may share resources with them. Other 
gruagachan who learn of this cooperation 
may investigate to ensure that he is not col-
laborating too closely with the Romans.

minor covenAnt hook: 
gruAgAch resiDent

Take this Hook if the troupe wants to tell stories 
about the fact that a gruagach lives with the magi.

One or more gruagachan live in the 
covenant. Unless the covenant hides the 
gruagachan’s existence from Hermetic visi-
tors, the covenant receives a visit from a 
Quaesitor. Magi pursuing gruagachan for 
Insight into research projects may also visit 
the covenant. Any gruagachan who discover 
their fellows are living with the Romans may 
become suspicious and cause trouble for the 
covenant or the gruagachan.

hermetic gruAgAchAn

Some gruagachan are nominally mem-
bers of the Order of Hermes. They continue 
to practice their geas magic, but have joined 
the Order to avoid persecution or enjoy the 
benefits of Parma Magica. A nominal Her-
metic gruagach character should take the 
Flaw Hedge Wizard and the Virtue Arcane 
Lore. The 50 experience points from the Ar-
cane Lore can be used to learn any Arcane 
Abilities, but the character should have mini-
mum scores of 1 in Code of Hermes and Par-
ma Magica. Otherwise, the player generates 
the gruagach exactly as described earlier.

Alternate 
Traditions

There are several groups in Mythic Eu-
rope that use magic similar to that of the gru-
agachan. The trollsynir and kolduni are two 
such traditions.

Trollsynir

Required Virtues and Flaws: Giant 
Blood, No Tattoo Magic

Arts: All Gruagach Arts
The Norse stories tell of a time be-

fore men when the primordial giant, Ymir, 
formed from the ice. He spawned an entire 
race of giants, called the Jotnar (singular: 
Jotun), and other creatures. The Jotnar were 
plentiful and threatened to overwhelm the 
gods. Odin and his brothers killed Ymir and 
used his corpse to create the world of men. 
The blood of Ymir flooded everything and 
drowned most of Ymir’s progeny, but some 
Jotnar survived.

In Norse mythology, there are many 
types of giants. Giants range in size from the 
colossal ones that combat the Norse gods, 
to trolls and ogres barely larger than normal 
men. All possess magical powers. Some gi-
ants are evil and are the sworn enemy of the 
gods and men, but others are known for their 
wisdom and occasionally befriend humans. 
From these Jotnar, the gods and men some-
times take brides.

history AnD culture

The trollsynir are usually the children 
or grandchildren of a Jotun. A female Jo-
tun who has taken a human as a husband is 
called an etin bride. Etin brides teach magic, 
“Trollskap” as they call it, to their children 
and grandchildren. These trollsynir grow up 
in the wild and are often rough in appear-
ance, uncultured, and ignorant of the ways 
of men. A single, male practitioner of Troll-
skap is called a trollson, and a single female 
is called a trollsdottir. For unknown reasons, 
a trollsdottir often has the Gentle Gift and 
trollson rarely will.

The trollsynir are most common in Ice-
land. But they do also live in other areas, such 
as Ultima Thule, the northernmost areas 
of the Novgorod Tribunal, or other places 
where giants can be found, especially areas 
with powerful Magic auras or regiones.

Not all trollsynir are born with The Gift, 
but all unGifted trollsynir are born with the 
ability to perform some aspects of Trollskap. 
Because family members teach the trollsynir 
their magic, the social effects of The Gift have 
less of an impact on the training than in some 
hedge traditions. Their family members have 
years to become accustomed to The Gift.

Trollsynir do not seek out apprentices and 
rarely train anyone outside of their immedi-

ate family. Occasionally an etin bride will take 
in an orphaned trollson or trollsdottir rather 
than allow the orphan to become easy prey 
to the enemies of the trollsynir and Jotnar. Al-
though any individual with The Gift can learn 
Trollskap, trollsynir and giants rarely teach its 
secrets to those without Giant Blood.

The social effects of The Gift do limit 
the size of trollsynir groups. While troll-
synir maintain close relations with their ex-
tended family, they interact rarely with oth-
er trollsynir. A group of trollsynir relatives 
can exceed a dozen individuals, including 
brothers, sisters, and cousins. The familial 
ties of the trollsynir make them very closely 
knit groups, and when combined with the 
power of their Jotnar relatives, they are for-
midable opponents.

mAgic

Trollskap is performed in the same man-
ner as gruagach magic, with two exceptions. 
Any requirement for a score in the Pictish 
language is replaced with the Jotnar lan-
guage, which is the ancient language of the 
giants. Norse giants speak it as their native 
tongue, and it is the magical language of the 
trollsynir. Trollsynir do not practice the tat-
too magic of the gruagachan; therefore, all 
trollsynir have the Flaw No Tattoo Magic.

Although the blood of the giants pow-
ers the magic of the trollsynir, overuse of the 
magic takes away the character’s humanity. 
As a trollson accumulates Warping Points, 
he acquires the mental and physical charac-
teristics of a lesser giant, or troll, just as for 
a gruagach.

The Initiation Scripts for the trollsynir 
are similar to those of the gruagachan, ex-
cept they are less concerned with having 
justice done and focus more on performing 
heroic deeds, such as defeating creatures of 
power. In addition, trollsynir refer to their 
fetches as “fylgjur” (singular: fylgja).

chArActers

There is no formal apprenticeship for 
trollsynir. Because trollsynir usually maintain 
close ties with their families, they continue 
learning from each other throughout their 
lives. There is no stigma attached to an adult 
trollson learning from another.

Likewise, there are no formal training 
requirements for trollsynir, and each family 
has different strengths and weaknesses. That 
said, there are certain Abilities that are univer-
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sally taught, and all trollsynir will have some 
knowledge of the following Abilities: Jotun 
Language, Magic Lore, Faerie Lore, Penetra-
tion, Finesse, and Jotun Lore. Beyond those 
skills, each individual family and clan is liable 
to vary widely in the skills it emphasizes.

Trollsynir often possess one or more of 
the following Virtues: Mythic Herbalism, 
Ways of the (Land), or Wilderness Sense. 
Beyond those Virtues and the ones found in 
this chapter, trollsynir are not known for any 
particular aptitude. The Flaws of Close Fami-
ly Ties, Pagan, and Sheltered Upbringing are 
particularly appropriate, but not required. 
Educated and Temporal Influence are not ap-
propriate for trollsynir, and a player selecting 
them must seek approval of the troupe.

Kolduni

Required Flaws: No Tattoo Magic
Arts and Favored Abilities: All Gruagach 

Arts, Animal Ken, and Mythic Herbalism
In the wild areas of the Novgorod Tri-

bunal, pagan wizards live on the outskirts 
of peasant society. These wizards exchange 
their services in removing curses, healing the 
injured, and acting as intermediaries with the 
Faerie world for the staples of life. These pa-
gan wizards are known as kolduni (singular: 
koldun).

history AnD culture

Peasants in the countryside throughout 
the Novgorod Tribunal openly worship pa-
gan gods. Here the faerie powers are more 
prevalent than in the more civilized parts of 
Mythic Europe. The kolduni gain access to 
their powers from contact with these faeries 
and from the worship of pagan gods.

Because the kolduni do not have unGifted 
representatives, their relationship with mun-
dane society is often tense. Villagers endure 
the presence of kolduni only on a limited ba-
sis, and the wizards are forced to live alone 
in the wilderness. They only venture into the 
village when called. Unlike the gruagachan, 
who are motivated by a sense of justice, the 
kolduni tend to be purely mercenary in their 
pursuits. The kolduni can remove curses, pro-
vide healing, and cast their spells for food, 
clothing, and other necessities. Where villag-
ers and malicious faeries come into conflict, 
the kolduni can intervene to protect villagers, 
but they are regarded as little better than the 
faerie creatures themselves.

mAgic

Koldun magic, called “koldovali” by its 
practitioners, is very similar to gruagach 
magic. The kolduni learn and cast spells us-
ing the same mechanics as gruagachan, ex-
cept the Ability Koldovali Theory replaces 
Pictish Language in the relevant formulae. 
Unlike the gruagachan, the kolduni practice 
a completely oral tradition of magic, and so 
they may not perform any of the gruagach 
Laboratory activities that require literacy. 
The kolduni do not use the term geas, but 
instead refer to a geas or curse as a “kara.”

Water plays an important role in the 
magic of the kolduni and is necessary for 
their most powerful spells. When a koldun 
casts a Vision spell that allows him to sense 
things at a distance, he must do so by star-
ing into water. The kolduni have access to 
the Arcane Connection Range, which adds 
+4 Magnitudes to a spell’s level. If the wizard 
casts any spell with an Arcane Connection, 
for it to work he must submerge the Connec-
tion in an amount of water large enough to 
cover it completely.

Kolduni can learn to have an external 
soul. The external souls of the kolduni are 
different from those of the gruagachan. A 
gruagach dies immediately if his external 
soul suffers so much as a single scratch, but 
to kill a koldun his external soul must be 
destroyed in a very specific manner. If it is 
destroyed in any other manner, the koldun’s 

soul merely returns to his body; of course, 
this means that the koldun may then be 
killed in the normal manner. This makes the 
koldun Virtue more powerful, and players of 
kolduni must purchase an extra Major Virtue 
(Durable External Soul) to reflect this fact. 
There are thus two Initiations involved; the 
first for Durable External Soul, which has no 
effect by itself, and the second for External 
Soul, which then gains the benefit of the Du-
rable External Soul Virtue. If a koldun’s exter-
nal soul is destroyed by the wrong method, 
he must repeat the Initiation for External 
Soul. However, he may simply repeat the 
Initiation he performed the first time.

The koldun Warping process does not 
turn them into trolls, but follows a progres-
sion similar to that of the Learned Magicians 
(see Chapter Five). As the kolduni suffer 
botches and accumulate Warping Points, 
they spend more and more time in Faerie 
regiones until the faeries finally take the kol-
dun to their realm permanently.

chArActers

Kolduni use the same basic character 
generation rules described earlier. In addi-
tion to their Arts, kolduni often devote their 
time to learning Chirurgy, Herbalism, Kol-
dovali Theory, Koldun Lore, Faerie Lore, 
and Magic Lore. Kolduni may possess the 
Wise One or Outcast Social Status. In addi-
tion to the required and Favored Virtues, ap-
propriate Virtues and Flaws include the fol-
lowing: Faerie Blood, Premonitions, Second 
Sight, Student of Faerie Realm, Faerie Friend, 
and Visions. See Realms of Power: Faerie for ad-
ditional Virtues, Flaws, and story ideas.

Integration 
of Gruagach 
Magic

The magic of the gruagachan provides 
several possible avenues for magi to conduct 
research and expand the bounds of Hermetic 
theory. Three such paths of Integration are 
discussed here.

Story Seed: 
Koshchey the 

Deathless
A koldun wizard abducts the fian-

cée of a friend of the covenant, who ap-
proaches the characters for assistance. 
The wizard is immune from death be-
cause of his external soul. If the charac-
ters are able to discover the location of 
the external soul, the magi can investi-
gate it and determine the exact manner 
required for its destruction.

Koshchey the Deathless is a power-
ful koldun who placed his soul in an egg 
inside a duck inside a hare inside a chest 
buried under an oak at the center of an 
isolated island in a powerful regio. Ko-
shchey can only die if the egg containing 
his soul is smashed against his forehead.
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Cailleach Magic

Gruagachan with the Cailleach Magic 
Virtue are able to cast Spontaneous Magic 
with the ease of a magus with the Diedne 
Magic Virtue. This provides one possible 
area of Integration to Hermetic research, 
although any attempt to introduce this abil-
ity to the Order in general might meet with 
stiff resistance.

Integration of the Cailleach Magic used 
by the gruagachan presents several difficulties 
to a potential Hermetic researcher. The magi-
cal language of the gruagachan is Pictish, and 
it is not known outside of the gruagachan. 
The gruagach tradition is mostly oral, and the 
few texts that exist are written in Ogham. A 
gruagach who teaches Pictish or Ogham to a 
Hermetic magus would be treated as a traitor 
to his tradition. In addition, most gruagachan 
are generally distrustful of the members of 
the Order of Hermes, and even those who 
are not, are fearful of attracting the wrath of 
their fellow gruagachan.

Suggested Breakthrough Points: 45

integrAtion effects

The full integration of the spontaneous 
casting ability of the gruagachan allows the 
researcher to teach the New Virtue: Cail-
leach Magic to future apprentices. The Vir-
tue Cailleach Magic is identical to Diedne 
Magic, except that the character does not re-
ceive the Dark Secret Flaw, but suffers from 
the Hedge Wizard Flaw instead.

consequences of integrAtion

Because the Virtue Diedne Magic already 
exists, the mechanical impact on game play 
should be relatively minor. The Integration 
of Cailleach Magic into the Order, however, 
could have significant consequences. Be-
cause of the dearth of written material on 
the gruagachan, the only likely sources of 
Insight into this tradition are living teachers. 
Given the relatively low scores most gru-
agachan possess in Pictish, a magus should 
have to seek out many different gruagachan 
and convince each to teach him.

It is unlikely that any gruagachan would 
give up the secrets of their magic without 
learning the secrets of Hermetic magic in 
exchange. The longest lasting effect of the 

incorporation of Cailleach Magic on the Or-
der might be the introduction of dozens of 
gruagachan into House Ex Miscellanea. The 
existence of a large contingent of these wiz-
ards, with their enhanced Spontaneous mag-
ic abilities, might allow the magi descended 
from House Diedne to practice their magic 
more openly without fear of persecution.

Flexible Formulaic 
Magic

Gruagachan have very flexible Formu-
laic magic. The same difficulties described 
before are present for any magus who at-
tempts to incorporate this flexibility into 
Hermetic theory.

Suggested Breakthrough Points: 30

integrAtion effects

A Hermetic magus who successfully In-
tegrates this aspect of gruagach magic could 
create a new Spell Mastery Ability of Flexible 
Formulaic Magic, which allows any magus to 
gain the benefits of the Virtue Flexible For-
mulaic Mastery. A magus with Spell Mastery 
in Flexible Formulaic Magic is able to vary 
one parameter of a Formulaic spell (Range, 
Duration, or Target) as long as the final level 
of the spell is within a number of levels equal 
to the magus’ Mastery Score.

Two separate, but related, Breakthroughs 
could be to make Flexible Formulaic Magic a 
teachable Ability, similar to Parma Magica, 
learnable by any magus; or to increase the ef-
fectiveness of the current Flexible Formulaic 
Magic Virtue by making the level difference 
in variation 10 levels instead of five.

consequences of integrAtion

Because Flexible Formulaic Magic al-
ready exists as a Virtue, the social effects on 
the Order of this Integration are likely to 
be slight. The ability to cast spells that are 
close to, but not exactly the same as, those 
already known, without suffering the harsh 
effects of Spontaneous spells on the casting 
total, would reduce the emphasis on learning 
many spells. Characters might spend more 
time learning Arts.

One important out-of-game consider-

ation would be for players with characters 
who possess the old Flexible Formulaic Vir-
tue. Although it is a harsh reality that new 
developments in a field often leave previous 
generations lacking in skills, a player who 
feels he has “wasted” a Major Virtue on an 
ability that all characters suddenly get for 
free may be bitter.

Improved Voice Range

Gruagachan are able to cast their curses 
on anyone within earshot of their voices, 
without regard for sensing the individual tar-
get. This is an ability that is impossible under 
Hermetic Theory. An Arcane Connection is 
necessary for a magus to cast a spell directly 
on an individual even if that individual is 
obscured by only a thin, opaque cloth and a 
noisy environment.

Suggested Breakthrough Points: 60

integrAtion effects

The magus need not sense the Target 
of a spell; as long as the Target can hear the 
sound of the magus’ voice and the magus 
is able to describe the Target, even in very 
vague terms, the spell may affect it. 

For example, a magus who hears a sound outside 
his door and suspects an intruder could cast a spell 
targeting “whoever is on the other side of that door.” 
If there were someone or something on the other side of 
door that could hear the magus, the spell would affect 
that person. 

It is suggested that the magnitude for 
Improved Voice spells be +3, but the troupe 
may consider the additional benefit of affect-
ing unsensed targets unworthy of the addi-
tional magnitude of difficulty.

consequences of integrAtion

Many magi feel that the requirement to 
use an Arcane Connection to cast spells on 
unsensed targets is a flaw in Bonisagus’ the-
ory. The magus who fixes this flaw, even in 
such a limited context, would achieve a Her-
metic Breakthrough that would likely earn 
him the title of the greatest living Hermetic 
theoretician. If the magus were a member 
of House Bonisagus, he would likely be the 
most popular candidate for successor to the 
current Primus.
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Chapter Five

Learned Magicians
In Bologna — one of the largest cities 

in western Mythic Europe — there is a great 
university. It draws thousands of students and 
hundreds of teachers from across Mythic Eu-
rope. A secret society has grown among these 
students and scholars where magical charms 
are cast and amulets are created, and where 
the study of astronomy, alchemy, and herbal-
ism produce astounding results. These learned 
magicians refer to themselves as the Mathema-
tici of Bologna, and they are comprised of men 
of the cloth, men of letters, and members of 
other literate classes. They sometimes use their 
magic as a reward to the faithful, sometimes as 
a way to make a quick coin, or sometimes to 
protect themselves in a dangerous world.

The learned magicians are capable of 
casting simple spoken charms that produce 
relatively minor short-term magical effects, 
of transmuting atoms into different forms, 
and of creating healing poultices, enhanc-
ing potions, and poisons. But their strength 
lies in written amulets. Amulets and chartae 
provide long-lasting magical protections or 
powers to their bearers. And mathematici 
(singular: mathematicus) are able to strength-
en their magical charms and amulets by call-
ing upon beings of power from each of the 
four Realms. While this mitigates the harsh 
effects of the Dominion on their magic, it 
also exposes them to potential dangers.

Character 
Generation

There are both Gifted and unGifted 
learned magicians. An unGifted learned 
magician should be treated as a companion 
character when assigning Virtues and Flaws, 
and a Gifted learned magician may be treated 
as either a magus or a companion character, 
at the discretion of the troupe.

Learned magicians receive experience 
points using the normal character generation 
rules before apprenticeship. A learned magi-
cian usually begins his training as a teenager 
— either as a child entering University as a 
simple student, or as a baccalaureate study-
ing to become a Magister in Artibus — be-
tween the ages of 14 and 19.

Although some magicians possess The 
Gift, most do not. The average learned magi-
cian has knowledge of only one or two Tech-
niques and a couple of Forms. For Gifted magi-
cians, the master performs a season long ritual 
that opens the apprentice’s Gift to the powers 
of the learned magician’s tradition — Tueor, 
Succurro, Vulnero, Fortunam, Magicam, and 

Salutem — and the Entreat the Powers Virtue. 
When his Gift is opened, the magician starts 
with a score of 0 in all of his Arts.

The master’s Opening Total is his Suc-
curro Magicam Lab Total, described later. 
This total only matters if the student has 
pre-existing Supernatural Abilities. Because 
learned magicians begin their training so late 
in life, this is not an uncommon situation. The 
learned magicians are aware of this and when 
a Gifted student is identified, the most power-
ful learned magician available often opens The 
Gift of the student, even if the student does 
not remain his pupil. The process for Open-
ing The Gift is described more fully in the In-
troduction of this book. Similarly, UnGifted 
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learned magicians must undergo an Initiation 
to gain the necessary Virtues to practice their 
magic. Although only a Gifted master may 
Open The Gift of another, a master need not 
be Gifted to Initiate an unGifted student into 
the tradition. Several Initiation Scripts for un-
Gifted magicians are detailed later.

Each year that the learned magician 
trains under a master he gains 30 experience 
points. The player may spend these expe-
rience points on any Arcane or Academic 
Abilities and the Hedge Arts in this chapter. 
The player may also spend experience points 
on charms, at a rate of 5 levels of charms per 
experience point. Although Gifted magicians 
may spend experience points on any of the 
Hedge Arts in this chapter without the need 
to have any of the corresponding Virtues, 
unGifted magicians may not spend experi-
ence points in Arts, or charms utilizing Arts, 
for which they do not have the correspond-
ing Virtue. The learned magicians have no 
formal rules regarding “apprenticeship,” and 
students study as long as they are able before 
moving on to their vocation, returning home 
from university, or running out of money.

Because the magician’s training is often 
conducted in this ad hoc manner, there is no 
typical level of skill that a learned magician 
might possess. A junior monk who trains 
under an accomplished teacher might study 
with the same master for decades, develop-
ing his magic the whole time; while a univer-
sity student might learn a few simple charms 
from a master before returning home. There 
is no formal end to the training and no stigma 
attached to an adult learned magician con-
tinuing to learn from his master for as long as 
the master can continue to teach him.

Training

Learned magicians acquire knowledge 
of their magic in much the same way Her-
metic magi do. Training by a master is usu-
ally the source of initial knowledge, but once 

the fundamentals of the tradition are known, 
the student studies from texts. The texts of 
learned magicians are written using the nor-
mal rules from ArM5, page 165.

typicAl leArneD  
mAgiciAn Abilities

Learned magicians are not hermits, se-
questered from society, as those with The 
Gift often are. They tend to be integrated 
members in their communities. The practi-
tioners of this magic are also well educated 
by the standards of Mythic Europe. Depend-
ing on the Social Status selected by the play-
er, a learned magician will likely have some 
skill in the following Abilities: Artes Libe-
rales, Civil and Canon Law, Medicine, Phi-
losophiae, Profession (Scribe), and Theol-
ogy. After training begins, learned magicians 
also often study Concentration, Penetration, 
and (Realm) Lore, in addition to the Abilities 
and Arts presented in this chapter.

All magicians must possess minimum 
scores of 1 in Latin to learn charms and 1 in 
Artes Liberales to create amulets and chartae 
or cast charms from text. But because most 
magicians are students at university or mem-
bers of the clergy, their scores are significantly 
higher. The Virtues specific to learned magi-
cians are listed below, but magicians may also 
possess a number of other Virtues and Flaws. 
Mythic Herbalism and Mythic Alchemy Vir-
tues are common. Because learned magicians 
are drawn from the scholarly community, 
Virtues such as Apt Student, Clear Thinker, 
Educated, Good Teacher, and Privileged Up-
bringing are particularly appropriate. The 
students and classmates of learned magicians 
are often spread throughout Mythic Europe; 
Social Contacts, Well-Traveled, and Tempo-
ral Influence are all common.

Likewise, magicians often have Flaws as-
sociated with their position in society; De-
pendent, Favors, Monastic Vows, Oath of 
Fealty, Close Family Ties, and Heir may be 
appropriate for them. And when magicians 

call upon the powers of the realms, they 
sometimes upset those powers, so the fol-
lowing Flaws are appropriate: Greater Male-
diction, Plagued by Supernatural Entity, and 
Supernatural Nuisance. Any of the Flaws list-
ed under Magical Dangers, Warping (later) 
are also appropriate for a character.

Virtues and Flaws

In addition to the Non-Hermetic Virtues 
listed in the introductory chapter, learned 
magicians may have the following Virtues. 
A character must possess at least one Hedge 
Technique and Form from this chapter to 
be considered a learned magician, and gain 
access to the charm-making and laboratory 
activities of this hedge tradition.

virtues of the  
leArneD mAgiciAns

With the exception of Mythic Alchemy, 
Mythic Herbalism, and Natural Magician, 
the list of Virtues below is only suitable for 
learned magician characters or characters 
from a related magical tradition.

mAthemAticus of bolognA

Free, Social Status
The character is a member of the magi-

cal tradition of the Mathematici of Bologna. 
The character may cast charms and perform 
laboratory activities according to the rules 
of this chapter. To possess this Social Status, 
the character must have at least one Hedge 
Technique and Form from this chapter.

A mathematicus must also possess a Social 
Status that defines his role in mundane soci-
ety, suitable examples include: Clerk, Gentle-
man, Landed Noble, Magister in Artibus, 
Mendicant Friar, or Priest. The Social Sta-
tuses listed in the Universities and Medicine 
chapters of Art & Academe are very appropriate, 
as are those listed in Realms of Power: The Divine, 
pages 92-93. These lists are not exhaustive, 
and the troupe may include additional Social 
Statuses that are appropriate to the learned 
magician character. The amount of freedom 
a mathematicus has to study is based on his 
other Social Status, or whether he possesses 
the Wealthy Virtue or Poor Flaw.

entreAt the poWers

Major, Supernatural
This Virtue grants the character the abil-

ity to minimize or overcome the negative 

Lore of the Mathematici
This is the (Organization) lore of the 

learned magician tradition based in Bo-
logna. A character with this Ability has 
knowledge of the following: the general 
effects that charms and amulet magic pro-
duce, the identities of the powerful mem-
bers of the Mathematici of Bologna, their 

history, and the secrets of the tradition. 
The secrets of the Mathematici include 
knowledge of the rites and rituals to Initi-
ate another into the powers of the tradi-
tion. Other groups of learned magicians 
may exist in Mythic Europe and possess 
their own (Organization) Lore Abilities.
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effects associated with using magic-aligned 
powers in Divine or Infernal auras. The me-
chanics for using this Virtue are described ful-
ly later. See Magic of the Learned Magicians: 
Mitigation of Realm Interaction Effects.

mythic Alchemy

Major, Supernatural
This Virtue grants the character a score 

of 1 in the Mythic Alchemy Supernatu-
ral Ability. Mythic alchemists can actually 
transmute types of atoms into other types 
of atoms through the application of magical 
rather than philosophical techniques. This 
Ability always requires at least one season 
of activity in a properly outfitted alchemical 
laboratory. The rules described here depend 
on the rules for alchemists given in Art & Aca-
deme, Chapter 5: Experimental Philosophy.

Briefly, a formula is invented in a season 
by acquiring 5 experience points. Formulae 
are described like spells, with a single param-
eter called Alteration that describes the mag-
nitude of the change. The formula is used 
to produce a reagent in a season using a Lab 
Total equal to Intelligence + Philosophiae, 
and the alchemist must accumulate points in 
excess of the formula’s level just like invent-
ing a spell. Mythic alchemists are superior to 
their non-magical brethren in this, and they 
may add their Mythic Alchemy to their Lab 
Totals for creating any alchemical reagents.

Those with this Virtue can devise formu-
lae that employ guidelines for alchemical re-
agents that are not available to those without 
the Virtue. The changes effected by Mythic 
Alchemy are permanent transmutations of 
the elements and result in non-magical sub-
stances, which cannot be dispelled. Alche-
mists without Mythic Alchemy always fail 
if they try to recreate these formulae from a 
Laboratory Text.

Learned magicians with the Mythic Al-
chemy Virtue may extract and transfer vis as 
described in ArM5, page 94. The Mythic Al-
chemist uses his Succurro Magicam Lab Total 
to determine the number of pawns of Vim vis 
he may extract from a magical aura. Substitute 
the character’s score in Mythic Alchemy for 
Magic Theory to determine the number of 
pawns a character may use in a single season.

Mythic Alchemists can also prepare the 
raw materials for a craftsman in such a way 
that the Ease Factor for creating Superior, 
Excellent, or Wondrous items is reduced; see 
City & Guild, pages 63-73. The alchemist pro-
duces a reagent in the form of the primary 
component of the item to be created. For 
example, to create superior swords or armor, 
the alchemist would need to treat the metal 

used, but not the leather for the hilt or straps. 
The alchemist may prepare enough raw ma-
terials for a craftsman to use in one season 
(City & Guild, page 68). This process does not 
require vis. A Slight Alteration subtracts 1 
from the Craft Ease Factor, a Minor Altera-
tion subtracts 2, a Substantial Alteration sub-
tracts 3, and a Major Alteration subtracts 4.

Transmuting a complex element into a 
similar sort of complex element is a Slight 
Alteration if there is no change in the type of 
substance; for example, as in turning Welsh 
copper into Cornish copper (which has a 
slightly different luster). A Minor Alteration 
can effect a transmutation of species; for ex-
ample, base metal to base metal, or processed 
liquid to processed liquid. And a Substantial 
Alteration can change genus; for example, 
base metal to noble metal, or oil into acid. 
Major Alterations can affect higher catego-
ries of genus; so wood can be turned into tin, 
for example. Solids must remain solids, and 
liquids must remain liquids in any transmuta-
tion, and this is true when transmuting sim-
ple matter to complex matter and vice versa. 
Each dose of a transmutative reagent requires 
a pawn of Vim vis or vis of the appropriate 
Form for every 5 points (rounded up) of the 
reagent’s final level. A Mythic Alchemist can 
handle a number of pawns of vis in a season 
equal to twice his Mythic Alchemy score; 
and this may limit the number of doses he 
can produce regardless of his Lab Total or 
any Laboratory Texts.

mythic herbAlism

Major, Supernatural
Mythic Herbalism is a Major Super-

natural Virtue that grants a score of 1 in the 
Mythic Herbalism Ability. Mythic Herbal-
ism permits a character to create unguents 
and poultices that can heal the wounded, 
cure the diseased, or assist the poisoned. The 
Ability also allows a character to create es-
pecially virulent poisons. Finally, the Mythic 
Herbalist may create potions that grant tem-
porary bonuses to various physical charac-
teristics. The effects of the concoctions are 
detailed in the nearby chart.

For any creation, the character must 
spend a number of days equal to one-third 
the Ease Factor of the intended effect to 
prepare and brew the necessary ingredients. 
Anyone with the Ability Profession (Apoth-
ecary) and access to plants growing in a 
Magic aura may supply the ingredients.

The character may create multiple doses 
of any concoction; the Ease Factor is in-
creased by 1 for each additional dose. The 
character must select the total number of 
doses he wishes to create prior to beginning 
the brewing process. Large batches are more 
difficult to create because of instability dur-
ing the brewing process, but they do not 
take longer to create than a single dose does. 
The character does not need access to a full 
Hermetic laboratory, but may create potions 
with only a few basic tools and a constant 
source of heat.

New Reagent Guidelines
Level 2: Prepare raw materials for a crafts-

man to produce superior goods.
Level 5: Transmute complex matter to a 

different type of complex matter.

Level 10: Transmute complex matter to 
simple matter.

Level 15: Transmute simple matter to 
complex matter.

Example Reagents
lApis mAior

Reagent Level 15
Alteration: Substantial
This is the ultimate goal of many ma-

terialistic alchemists; the transmutation 
of a base metal into gold. This waxy red 
stone, if melted in a crucible with up to 50 
cubic inches of lead, converts it to virgin 
gold. This reagent requires three pawns of 
Vim or Terram vis per dose.

(Base 5, +2 Substantial)

corDovAn cuirbolli

Reagent Level 5
Alteration: Minor
Prepares raw animal hides into superi-

or boiled leather, such that any craftsman 
working with it reduces the Ease Factor for 
his Craft (Leather), or similar Ability, by 2. 
The leather can be made any conceivable 
color as part of the transmutation process. 
Each dose of this reagent makes sufficient 
leather for a suit of full leather armor.

(Base 2, +1 Minor, +2 Size)
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At the end of the process, the player must 
roll the character’s Intelligence + Mythic 
Herbalism against the target Ease Factor. If 
the roll fails, the concoction is useless. If the 
roll is a botch, the resulting concoction may 
poison the creator or its recipient.

Ease Factor: 3 
Healing Effects: Add Mythic Herbalism 

Score to patient’s Stamina roll to resist 
all disease.

Poisons: Ease Factor 6, Sleep 
Physical Bonuses: Add +2 to Fatigue rolls.

Ease Factor: 6 
Healing Effects: Prevent all of a patient’s 

Wounds from getting worse for one day.
Poisons: Ease Factor 6, Light Wound 
Physical Bonuses: Ignore Wound Penalties 

up to Medium Wounds.

Ease Factor: 9 
Healing Effects: Add Mythic Herbalism 

Score x 2 to Recovery roll.
Poisons: Ease Factor 9, Medium Wound
Physical Bonuses: Add +3 to Soak.

Ease Factor: 12 
Healing Effects: Add Mythic Herbalism 

Score x 3 to Recovery roll.
Poisons: Ease Factor 9, Heavy Wound 
Physical Bonuses: Ignore one level of Fatigue.

Ease Factor: 15 
Healing Effects: Add Mythic Herbalism 

Score x 4 to Recovery roll.
Poisons: Ease Factor 9, Incap. Wound 
Physical Bonuses: Add +5 to Soak.

Ease Factor: 18 
Healing Effects: Heal the debilitating after-

effects of a disease, poison, or injury. 
Poisons: Ease Factor 9, Death 
Physical Bonuses: Increase one physical 

characteristic from negative to 0.

Ease Factor: 21 
Healing Effects: Resolve a major aging crisis.
Poisons: Heal a Medium Wound that was 

caused by poison.
Physical Bonuses: Increase one physical 

characteristic to +1.

Ease Factor: 24 
Healing Effects: Resolve one terminal ag-

ing crisis.
Poisons: Heal an Incapacitating Wound 

caused by poison. 
Physical Bonuses: Increase one physical 

characteristic to +2.

After one Season, an unused poultice, 
poison, or potion expires and thereafter lacks 
all powers. An unguent or poultice grants a 
bonus to Recovery rolls based on the target 
Ease Factor selected by the player and the 
character’s Mythic Herbalism score. Unless 
otherwise stated, the curative is effective for 
one month and must be reapplied if the pa-
tient’s Wound takes longer to heal. If a char-

acter receives the benefit of a poultice and a 
spell, only the larger Recovery bonus applies.

Use the Ease Factors above to create an 
ingested poison. If the poison is a contact 
poison, increase the Ease Factor by +3.

Potions created by Mythic Herbalism that 
grant physical bonuses last for Sun Duration. 
The effects of the potions are not cumulative. 
The bonus to Fatigue rolls may not exceed +2, 
only one level of Fatigue may be ignored per 
day, and the bonuses to Soak do not stack.

Specialties: Healing wounds, Creating 
potions, Creating poisons. (Supernatural)

strong Amulet mAgic

Major, Supernatural
The character is especially adept at cre-

ating chartae and amulets. When creating 
either, the character receives a +10 bonus to 
all Lab Totals.

strong verbAl chArms

Major, Supernatural
The character is especially proficient in 

verbal charms. When casting a verbal charm, 
the character’s casting total plus die roll is 
used to determine the spell level; the sum is 
not divided by two. When casting a charm 
from a text, the sum of the character’s casting 
total and his die roll is divided by two rather 
than the normal five.

succurro

Major, Supernatural
This Virtue gives the character the Tech-

nique of Succurro. It is a Difficult Art that ad-
vances as an Ability. It is described more fully 
later and is useless unless the character also 
possesses one of the Forms in this chapter.

tueor

Major, Supernatural
This Virtue gives the character the Tech-

nique of Tueor. It is a Difficult Art that ad-
vances as an Ability. It is described more fully 
later and is useless unless the character also 
possesses one of the Forms in this chapter.

vulnero

Major, Supernatural
This Virtue gives the character the Tech-

nique of Vulnero. It is a Difficult Art that ad-
vances as an Ability. It is described more fully 
later and is useless unless the character also 
possesses one of the Forms in this chapter.

entreAt the (reAlm) poWers

Minor, Supernatural
The player must choose one realm when 

this Virtue is selected for the character. The 
character gains the ability to call upon the 
powers of that realm to minimize or over-
come the negative effects associated with 
using his Magic-aligned abilities in hostile 
auras (Divine or Infernal). The mechanics 
for using this Virtue are described fully later, 
under Magic of the Learned Magicians: Miti-
gation of Realm Interaction Effects.

fortunAm

Minor, Supernatural
This Virtue gives the character the Form 

of Fortunam. The Form advances as an Art. It 
is described more fully later and is useless un-
less the character also possesses a Technique 
from this chapter.

mAgicAm

Minor, Supernatural
This Virtue gives the character the Form 

of Magicam. The Form advances as an Art. It 
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is described more fully later and is useless un-
less the character also possesses a Technique 
from this chapter.

Natural MagiciaN

Minor, Supernatural
This Virtue allows the character to utilize 

natural magic principles — such as elemental 
forces, natural affinities, magical contagion, 
and sympathetic connections — in perform-
ing any Magic-aligned Supernatural Ability 
to limit or eliminate the negative realm in-
teraction effects of Divine or Infernal realms. 
Because of the time and materials required to 
utilize all of the natural magical principles, 
this ability may only aid activities that take a 
season or longer to perform.

The player adds his character’s Philoso-
phiae score to the Casting Total, Laboratory 
Total, or Supernatural Ability roll. The Phi-
losophiae score may never be greater than 
the absolute amount of the negative realm 
interaction modifier. It is only useful in over-
coming the negative realm interaction ef-
fects of an aura. The use of this Virtue never 
assists the character in achieving the initial 
effect total, and cannot aid in Penetration. 
This Virtue provides no benefit for activities 
performed in Faerie or Magic realms. This 
Virtue may be used in conjunction with En-
treat the Powers.

SaluteM

Minor, Supernatural Form
This Virtue gives the character the Form 

of Salutem. The Form advances as an Art. It 
is described more fully later and is useless un-
less the character also possesses a Technique 
from this chapter.

Skilled MaSter

Minor, General
Due to the skill of the learned magi-

cian’s master or his extensive time studying 
under his master, the character may spend 
an extra 50 experience points on Arts, Abili-
ties, and charms. This Virtue may be taken 
multiple times.

FlawS oF the learNed 
MagiciaNS

The list of Flaws here is only suitable for 
learned magician characters or characters 
from a related magical tradition.

charM MagiciaN

Major, Supernatural
The character may not create amulets, 

but may create chartae. The character may 
possess this Virtue in conjunction with the No 
Chartae Making Flaw, which prevents him 
from creating any devices in the laboratory.

iNterveNtioN ProNe

Major, Supernatural
The character is especially prone to un-

dergoing intervention, the learned magician 
equivalent of Twilight. The player must roll 
to resist intervention on a single magical 
botch, rather than on a double botch like 
most learned magicians.

laboratory MagiciaN

Major, Supernatural
The character may not memorize charms 

and may only cast charms with the assistance 
of a text. The character may possess this Virtue 
in conjunction with the No Text Casting Flaw, 
which prevents him from casting any charms.

weak verbal charMS

Major, Supernatural
The character is less adept at verbal charms 

than the typical learned magician. The sum of 
the character’s casting total and his die roll is 
always divided by five whether he knows the 
charm or is reading it from a text.

iNcoMPatible hedge artS

Minor, Supernatural
The character is unable to use a single 

combination of one Technique and Form. The 
character must possess the ability to use the 
Technique and Form. For example, a charac-
ter could be unable to use Vulnero Salutem 
charms, but would still be able to use Tueor 
Salutem and Succurro Salutem charms.

No chartae MakiNg

Minor, Supernatural
The character cannot create chartae, 

but may create amulets. The character may 
possess this Virtue in conjunction with the 
Charm Magician Flaw, which prevents him 
from creating any amulets or chartae.

No text caStiNg

Minor, Supernatural
The character can’t cast charms from texts. 

The character may possess this Virtue in con-
junction with the Laboratory Magician Flaw, 
which prevents him from casting any charms.

Poorly traiNed MagiciaN

Minor, Supernatural
Due to the incompetence or negligence 

of the learned magician’s master, the charac-
ter may spend 50 fewer experience points on 
his Arts and charms than normal. This Flaw 
may be taken multiple times, but may not re-
duce the available experience points to zero.

weak aMuletS

Minor, Supernatural
The character is less proficient at creat-

ing amulets than the typical learned magi-
cian. Subtract five from your Lab Total when 
creating amulets. This Flaw does not affect 
the character’s ability to create chartae.

weak chartae

Minor, Supernatural
The character is less proficient at creat-

ing chartae than the typical learned magi-
cian. Subtract five from your Lab Total when 
creating chartae. This Flaw does not affect 
the character’s ability to create amulets.

herMetic virtueS aNd FlawS 
For learNed MagiciaNS

Learned magicians may possess a num-
ber of Hermetic Virtues and Flaws. Most of 
these are suitable for all magicians, but oth-
ers are only appropriate for those magicians 
with The Gift.

Major Hermetic Virtues: Gentle Gift, Major 
Magical Focus, Secondary Insight.

Minor Hermetic Virtues: Adept Labora-
tory Student, Affinity with Art, Cautious 
Sorcerer, Deft Form, Enduring Magic, 
Fast Caster, Harnessed Magic, Inventive 
Genius, Minor Magical Focus, Magical 
Memory, Personal Vis Source, Puissant 
Art, Quiet Magic, Side Effect, Special 
Circumstances, Subtle Magic.

Major Hermetic Flaws: Blatant Gift, Defi-
cient Technique, Necessary Condition, 
Painful Magic, Restriction, Rigid Magic, 
Short-Ranged Magic.

Minor Hermetic Flaws: Careless Sorcerer, 
Creative Block, Deficient Form, Del-
eterious Circumstances, Disorientating 
Magic, Short-Lived Magic, Susceptibility 
to Divine Power, Susceptibility to Faerie 
Power, Susceptibility to Infernal Power, 
Warped Magic, Weak Magic, Weak 
Scholar, Weird Magic.
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Magic of 
the Learned 
Magicians

Learned magicians are able to combine 
their Arts to create two types of magic: 
verbal charms and written amulets. Verbal 
charms are quick to cast, have very limited 
duration, and are the least powerful of a 
learned magician’s abilities. Amulet magic 
is more powerful and comes in two variet-
ies: chartae and amulets. Chartae are simple, 
one-shot magic devices that can be produced 
relatively quickly and are approximately 
equal in strength to Formulaic spells. Amu-
lets are more-powerful devices that take a 
season to produce and are capable of having 
longer-lasting effects.

Charm magic violates the Hermetic limit 
of Arcane Connection. Fortunam charms es-
pecially are able to influence the luck and 
actions of others. Although these charms 
may affect unsensed targets, they must still 
overcome any Magic Resistance that a target 
might have.

The Arts

The learned magicians possess three 
Techniques and three Forms, as described 
below. Every charm or amulet requires the 
learned magician to have knowledge of at 
least one of each. The character must pos-
sess knowledge of the applicable Technique 
and Form, which is represented by a score of 
at least 0 in the applicable Art. An unGifted 
character who does not possess a Virtue for a 
particular Art may not utilize the guidelines 
listed here regardless of his knowledge of 
other Techniques or Forms.

techniques

tueor (tu) “i guArD/protect”
Pronounced: “too-AY-or”
Tueor is the Art that guards or defends the 

target of the charm from certain specific harms. 
Tueor works in conjunction with the Form of 
the thing protected. Tueor Salutem charms 
protect a target’s health; they do not protect 
“against” health. A Tueor Salutem charm could 
protect a person’s health, a field’s health, or an 

animal’s health. Although different charms are 
required to accomplish each feat, the same 
two Arts can protect a wide range of targets 
from an infinite range of maladies.

The more common the potential harm 
that the charm protects against, the more 
difficult it is to create. Tueor charms against 
rare or very specific harms are relatively sim-
ple to create and are the most common. A 
charm against “weapons” requires great skill 
and effort to create, while a charm against 
an iron dagger wielded by a left-handed man 
would be almost trivially easy to create.

Some might think of Tueor charms as the 
Hermetic equivalent of Rego spells. This is 
an incomplete analogy at best. Where Her-
metic magic controls a targeted Form and 
prevents anything falling under that Form 
from harming someone inside a particular 
area, Tueor magic protects a subject from 
potential harm, regardless of form, in a very 
narrow area. For example, a spell such as the 
Rego Vim spell Circular Ward Against Demons 
protects from all potential attacks from a 
demon, including claws, possession, flam-
ing breath, or anything else. Tueor Salutem 
charms may protect against one type of 
non-magical attack, claws for instance. This 
would protect the target from the claws of 
wild animals, demons, Faerie wolves, a magus 
in the form of a bear, or anything else, but 
would be no protection against an animal’s 
bite Any claw-based attack that would need 
to penetrate Magic Resistance is unaffected; 
however, those attacks could be defended 
against by Tueor Magicam charms.

succurro (su) “i AiD”
Pronounced: “suk-KUH-roh”
This Art allows charms that enhance some 

pre-existing aspect of a target. Succurro charms 
cannot grant abilities that have no basis in the 
original target, and Succurro most closely cor-
responds to Hermetic Creo magic. Succurro 
charms cannot, however, create something 
from nothing or instantly heal a target.

Succurro magic cannot replicate the 
unnatural modifications to a target that are 
available with Muto magic. A charm can as-
sist a person to heal more quickly or improve 
her sight, but it cannot allow her to grow 
wings or see through walls because no mere 
mortal can do those things. Succurro magic 
removes imperfections in a target, but can-
not create perfection.

vulnero (vu) “i hArm”
Pronounced: “VUL-neh-roh”
Vulnero charms cause harm, whether di-

rect or indirect, to a target. Vulnero magic is 

always harmful to the target. Vulnero charms 
closely resemble Perdo magic. Both forms of 
magic can cause a target to suffer damage or 
become worse examples of person, place, or 
thing. Unlike Perdo magic, Vulnero magic may 
not completely remove an aspect of a thing. 
The more completely some aspect of a thing 
is destroyed, the more difficult it is to create 
a Vulnero charm. Similar to Succurro charms, 
Vulnero charms work most easily when they 
weaken an already weak aspect of a target.

All verbal magics that learned magicians 
perform are referred to as charms, but when 
the charms are malicious in nature and harm 
the target , as the Vulnero Technique does, 
they are often referred to as curses.

forms

fortunAm (fA) “luck”
Pronounced: “for-TOON-nam”
Fortunam charms affect a target’s luck 

by reducing the likelihood of accidents or 
improving his good fortune. Although For-
tunam magic is cast on a single target, its ef-
fects can influence the acts of anyone that 
target encounters. For example, a Fortunam 
charm that aids one in combat could cause 
a defender to be momentarily distracted, 
a strap on the defender’s shield to snap, or 
the footing of the defender to give. None of 
these small events happen under the direc-
tion of the learned magician or the target, 
but in combination they can temporarily im-
prove the target’s ability to successfully strike 
his opponent. The Art of Fortunam does not 
have a Hermetic equivalent.

mAgicAm (mA) “mAgic”
Pronounced: “mah-GEE-kam”
Magicam charms allow a character to ac-

quire or improve magical powers. They can 
also be used to enhance or strengthen the mag-
ic of amulets or other charms, or more com-
monly, to protect against or remove the effects 
of hostile magic upon a target. Of all a learned 
magician’s Forms, Magicam corresponds most 
closely to the Hermetic Art of Vim.

sAlutem (sA) “heAlth”
Pronounced: “sal-LOO-tem”
Salutem governs the health and general 

well being of a target. Salutem charms in-
volve disease, age, and other infirmities re-
lated to a target’s health. For humans, most of 
the aspects of Salutem charms are included in 
Corpus magic. However, this Form is much 
broader than simply being a non-Hermetic 
equivalent of Corpus, as Salutem charms can 
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affect the health of an animal or plant also. 
The health of any living creature can be af-
fected by Salutem charms. Abstract entities 
cannot be affected by Salutem charms. The 
economic “health” of a city could not be im-
proved by a Salutem charm; this would be 
more the province of Fortunam.

Salutem charms cannot replicate all as-
pects of Corpus, Animal, or Herbam magic. 
A Salutem charm only affects the health of 
a target. For example, a Salutem charm can-
not improve a person’s strength so that he is 
stronger than normal or even above average; 
however, if an infirmity has caused the target 
to become weak, either through age, injury, 
or disease, those imperfections could be re-
moved by a Salutem charm to allow a person 
to have average strength or whatever strength 
he possessed before stricken by the malady.

Charms

Learned magicians cast and learn charms 
in the same basic manner that Hermetic 
magi do Formulaic spells. Although learned 
magicians are not able to cast “spontaneous” 
charms, they are able to cast directly from a 
text for charms that they have not learned. 
Throughout this chapter, the spells of the 
learned magicians are referred to as charms, 
but learned magicians would refer to them as 
“carmen” (plural: carmina) in Latin.

chArm Design

The ability to cast both known verbal 
charms and charms from text is based on the 
learned magician’s Casting Score, which is 
calculated below.

cAsting score:  
Hedge Technique + Hedge Form  

+ Communication + Aura Modifier

chArm totAl: (Casting Score + Die) / 2

chArm totAl When reAD from text:  
(Casting Score + Stress Die) / 5

If the charm total is greater than or equal 
to the level of the charm, the charm is suc-
cessful and the magician loses no Fatigue. 
When the charm total is less than the charm 
level, but within 10 of the charm’s level, the 
magician loses one Fatigue level and the 
charm is successfully cast. If the charm total 
is more than 10 lower than the charm’s level, 

the charm fails and the caster loses one level 
of Fatigue. The type of die rolled depends on 
whether the caster is in a stressful situation. 
Normal, non-combat situations require only 
a simple die. Charms cast from a text always 
require a stress die roll.

reADing chArms from text

A learned magician may cast spells di-
rectly by reading from texts, which are as-
sembled in large collections called formular-
ies. Formularies are not texts in the standard 
sense and do not have normal Source or 
Quality ratings. They are simply collec-
tions of hundreds or thousands of charms. 
Although a known spell requires only a few 
seconds to cast, a charm cast from a formu-
lary takes considerably longer.

Formularies tend to be poorly orga-
nized, with Fortunam, Salutem, and Magi-
cam charms mixed together. First, the caster 
must locate the desired charm in the formu-
lary. The player must make an Intelligence 
+ Language roll against an Ease Factor of 9, 
and if successful the caster locates the de-
sired charm in ten minutes. If the roll fails, 
the caster must spend ten minutes searching 
for the spell for each point by which the roll 
failed. The caster must add +1 to the target 
Ease Factor for each formulary above 1 that 
he possesses.

Once the charm is located, the caster 
must spend two minutes per magnitude of the 
charm reading the text. The time required to 
cast a charm from text doubles if the caster’s 
Language score is below 4 and quadruples if 
the score is 2 or less. If the character’s Lan-
guage score is below 5, add one botch die for 
each point it is below 5.

The effects of a charm are very specific. 
For example, different charms exist to heal a 
slash to an arm versus healing an arrow punc-
ture wound to an arm. In Hermetic magic, 
both could be addressed by Chirurgeon’s Heal-

ing Touch. For each formulary, the storyguide 
should set a target level for one or more 
Technique and Form combinations, and set 
a target Ease Factor from 3 to 9. If the player 
succeeds on a simple die roll against the Ease 
Factor, the desired spell is contained within 
the formulary, unless the storyguide deter-
mines otherwise.

rAnges, DurAtions,  
AnD tArgets

Like Hermetic spells, all charms must 
have a Range, Duration, and Target. For 
charms, these parameters are the same as 
those used by Hermetic magi (ArM5, pages 
111-13). The base parameters for a charm 
are Personal, Momentary, and Individual. 
Charms that vary from these parameters are 
more difficult to cast, and the level of the 
charm is increased just as Hermetic spells 
are. Only those parameters listed below are 
available for use in charms. Also, the Range, 
Duration, and Target of a known or textual 
charm are fixed and may not be altered dur-
ing the casting. Instead, the character must 
invent a new charm to alter the parameters of 
a known charm. The character receives the 
benefit to his Lab Total for knowing a related 
charm, in the same manner a Hermetic ma-
gus would (ArM5, page 101).

vis use

Learned magicians may utilize raw vis in 
casting charms. The casting score modifier, 
botch modifiers, and vis limit are the same as 
those for Hermetic magi (ArM5, pages 82-
83). The learned magicians’ knowledge of 
their Arts does not mesh perfectly with the 
Hermetic Arts, and the storyguide should 
use common sense in allowing vis to be ap-
plied in casting charms. If a charm’s effects 
could be duplicated by a Hermetic spell, any 
vis that could be used to assist that spell as-
sists the charm. Learned magicians may not 
study from vis.

In general, when casting Tueor charms, a 
caster may utilize Rego vis. Succurro charms 
may use Creo vis, and Vulnero charms ben-
efit from Perdo vis. Learned magicians may 
use Vim vis in casting Magicam or Fortunam 
charms. A Salutem charm may utilize Corpus, 
Herbam, Animal, or Mentem vis depending 
on the nature of the target. Salutem charms 
that protect against a specific form of damage 
may utilize Aquam, Auram, Terram, or Ignem 
vis depending on the specifics of the charm.

Ranges,  
Durations, & Targets  

for Charms
Range: Personal, Eye/Touch (+1), and 

Voice (+2)
Duration: Momentary, Diameter (+1), 

and Sun (+2)
Target: Individual and Group (+1)
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Laboratory Activities

Learned magicians are able to create two 
types of magical devices: amulets and char-
tae. Amulets require a season to create, but 
may contain multiple charges. Chartae (sin-
gular: charta) are single-use magical devices 
that the learned magicians may produce rela-
tively quickly. Both types of devices are tran-
scribed on physical media — usually paper, 
vellum, or parchment. In general, amulets 
and chartae have the potential to produce 
longer-lasting and more-powerful effects 
than a learned magician’s charms. Learned 
magicians may also create amulets of more-
substantial materials, such as metals or en-
graved gemstones.

Amulet And ChArtA design

All amulets function as charged devices. 
They are not permanent magical devices and 
contain a finite number of uses. The magi-
cian always specifically designs an amulet or 
charta for a single subject. Should someone 
other than the original subject attempt to 
utilize the device, it provides no benefit to 
the person.

The ability to create both amulets and 
chartae is based on the character’s Lab Total, 
which is calculated below.

lAb totAl:  
Hedge Technique + Hedge Form  
+ Intelligence + Artes Liberales  

+ Aura Modifier

Amulet ChArges:  
(Lab Total – Amulet Level of Effect)  

/ 5 (rounded up)

ChArtA totAl: Lab Total/2

The player first designs the level of ef-
fect for the amulet using the guidelines for 
charms. The effect must be fully defined with 
a Target, Duration, and Range. The charac-
ter need not have knowledge of the charm 
effect selected, but if he does know a simi-
lar charm, he may add a magnitude bonus 
to his Lab Total as a Hermetic magus would 
(ArM5, page 101).

Once the effect level is determined, the 
character spends one season creating the am-
ulet. For every 5 points, or fraction thereof, 
that the learned magician’s Lab Total exceeds 
the desired effect, the amulet contains one 
charge. If the character’s Lab Total is less 

than the desired effect, the character cannot 
create the amulet.

Chartae are created similarly to an amu-
let, except they may only have one charge 
and that charge is expended as soon as the 
charta is created; once their effects are used, 
they lose all power. The player first designs 
the level of effect for the charta using the 
above rules. If the character’s Charta Total is 

greater than or equal to the desired effect, 
he successfully creates the charta. A learned 
magician may not replenish the charge of a 
charta as he can with an amulet.

The main benefit of chartae is that 
learned magicians may create them rela-
tively quickly. To create a charta, A learned 
magician need only spend the amount of 
time necessary to cast a horoscope for the 
recipient of the charm (see Astronomical Re-
quirements, below) plus one hour for each 
magnitude of the desired effect.

A learned magician may also create a 
charta for an unknown recipient ahead of 
time and leave the identity of the target of 
the charta blank. When the learned magi-
cian determines the person for whom he will 
create the charta, he spends one hour cast-
ing a horoscope and completing the charta 
with the relevant astronomical information 
and the recipient’s name. An incomplete 
charta may not receive the Lab Total bonus 
for a nativity horoscope; the astronomical 
information of the nativity horoscope must 
be integrated throughout the charta. Magi-
cians may never create similarly incomplete 
amulets; an amulet’s recipient must be known 
from the beginning and may not change dur-
ing the process. If the recipient is not added 
to the charta before it expires, the charta is 
useless. Likewise, when a recipient is added, 
he only gains the benefit of the charta for the 
remainder of its duration.

AstronomiCAl requirements

All amulets and chartae incorporate as-
tronomical elements. A learned magician 
must determine the horoscope of the recipi-
ent of the device and include the relevant as-
tronomical information in it. A simple daily 
horoscope is sufficient for writing a charta, 
and adds +5 to the character’s Lab Total, but 
if a nativity horoscope is created instead, the 
astronomer adds +10 to his Lab Total. The 
bonus for a nativity horoscope only applies 
when the Target of the charm is Individual, 
Group, or Bloodline. The requirement for a 
nativity horoscope for Group or Bloodline 
Targets is fulfilled by casting the horoscope of 
the relevant group’s most prominent member.

To cast a horoscope for the target, the 
creator must know the recipient’s current 
location and succeed in an Intelligence + 
Artes Liberales (astronomy) roll against 
an Ease Factor of 6; the process takes the 
hedge wizard one hour. If the learned ma-
gician casts a nativity horoscope, he must 
know the target’s place and time of birth and 
succeed in an Intelligence + Artes Liberales 
(astronomy) roll against an Ease Factor of 9; 
the process takes the learned magician one 
full day of work. The time required to cast 
a horoscope is only relevant when creating 
a charta. If the learned magician is creating 
an amulet, the astronomical information is 
monitored and incorporated through out the 
season. If the learned magician fails in cast-
ing the horoscope for the recipient, the de-
vice has no effect.

rAnges, durAtions,  
And tArgets

Like Hermetic devices, all amulets and 
chartae must have a Range, Duration, and 
Target. Only those parameters listed below 
are available for use in amulets and chartae. 
The base parameters for amulets and chartae 
are Touch, Momentary, and Individual. Amu-
lets and chartae that vary from these parame-
ters are more difficult to cast, and the level of 
the device is increased just as Hermetic spells 
are. The magnitudes used to determine the 
spell level are slightly different for amulets 
and chartae, and they are listed in the insert.

All amulets and chartae have Range: 
Touch — a device must be in physical contact 
with the Target for it to have any effect. Where 
the Target is Group, the device must be in the 
possession of the group’s leader. For the re-
quirements of the Bloodline Target, see ArM5, 
page 93. For Structure and Boundary Targets, 

Ranges, Durations, 
and Targets for 

Amulets and Chartae
Range: Touch
Duration: Momentary, Sun (+1), Moon 

(+2), and Season (+3)
Target: Individual, Group (+1), Blood-

line (+2), Structure (+3), and Bound-
ary (+4)
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the charm must be placed somewhere near the 
main entrance to the relevant location.

Magicians may create an amulet or charta 
with a Duration of Season. The effect of the 
device lasts until the next solstice or equi-
nox. To determine the level of effect of the 
amulet or charta, the Season Duration adds 
+3 magnitudes to the level of the effect.

Amulet And ChArtA effeCts

The bearer of an amulet or charta has no 
control over when a charge is expended. As 
soon as an amulet is donned or affixed to an 
appropriate location, one charge is expended 
and the effect lasts according to the Dura-
tion set by the creator. When that Duration 
is complete, the next charge is expended. If 
an amulet is not in physical contact with an 
appropriate target, no charge is expended. 
In contrast, a charta’s charge is expended as 
soon as it is created, even if the charta is not 
in the possession of its ultimate recipient. 
Chartae are only useful if the recipient re-
ceives them at the moment of completion.

An amulet or charta cannot produce ef-
fects that require Concentration, have Pen-
etration, or are activated by environmental 
triggers. Magical device effects, such as 
those listed in ArM5, page 99, other than 
Penetration, are inappropriate for amulets 
and chartae; however, chartae and amulets 
may utilize form and material bonuses.

lAborAtory requirements

For a learned magician to perform Labo-
ratory Activities, his requirements are a much 
simpler affair than the Hermetic equivalent. 
The wizard need only possess the basic ac-
couterments for casting a horoscope, writing 
implements, and a place to put quill to parch-
ment. The laboratories of some learned magi-
cians are far more complicated, however, be-
cause they also practice the alchemical arts.

lAborAtory texts

The learned magicians create and use 
Laboratory texts in the same basic manner 
as Hermetic Laboratory Texts (ArM5, page 
102). The one difference is that learned magi-
cians spells are much simpler and shorter than 
Hermetic spells; therefore, a learned magician 
is able to write or copy many more levels of 
charms per season than a Hermetic magus. 
This benefit does not extend to lab texts for 

amulets or chartae, which are nearly as com-
plicated as their Hermetic equivalents.

Writing lAborAtory texts: 
Language x 100 charm levels per season 
Language x 20 device levels per season

Copying lAborAtory texts: 
Prof. (Scribe) x 300 charm levels per season 
Prof. (Scribe) x 60 device levels per season

inventing And  
leArning neW ChArms

Learned magicians learn charms from a 
teacher and invent them as their Hermetic 
counterparts do (ArM5, page 95). However, 
because their charms are much simpler, the 
maximum total levels of charms learned in a 
season is the teacher’s Lab Total in the ap-
plicable Art combination multiplied by five. 
Similarly, when creating new charms, wheth-
er from a Lab Text or from scratch, a learned 
magician may multiply his Lab Total by five.

Remember that charms are much more 
specific than Hermetic spells, and that five 
charms, in most cases, are less flexible than 
one Formulaic spell.

Mitigation of Realm 
Interaction Effects

The Virtue Entreat the Powers allows a 
character to mitigate or eliminate negative 
realm interaction effects (ArM5, page 183). 
For magicians with either Entreat the Powers 
or Entreat the (Realm) Powers Virtues, they 
may reduce the realm interaction effects 
upon their magic. The Entreat the Powers 
Virtue has no effect in areas where there is 
no negative realm interaction. It cannot, for 
instance, be used to assist a Magic Super-
natural Ability in a Faerie aura. Although the 
magicians may call upon entities outside the 
Magic Realm, this does not mean that they 
are practicing a supernatural ability aligned 
with that realm. The powers presented in this 
chapter are aligned with the Magic Realm.

When casting a charm or creating an 
amulet or charta, the character calls to the 
powers of the realm from which he seeks 
aid. The learned magician generally selects 
the powers to call based upon the aura in 
which he is casting the charm, is creating the 
amulet, or he expects the amulet to be used. 
When casting a charm, the caster loudly and 
firmly names the powers, which he is invok-
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ing to aid him. The magician may not use 
Quiet Magic or silently cast a charm while 
using the Virtue Entreat the Powers. If he is 
creating an amulet or charta, the creator in-
vokes the powers by transcribing the names 
of various creatures of power on the device.

entreAt the poWers totAl:  
Stress Die + Presence + (Realm) Lore

A learned magician adds his Entreat the 
Powers total to his Casting Score or Lab To-
tal. The Entreat the Powers Total may never 
be greater than the absolute amount of the 
Aura Modifier component of the Casting 
or Lab Total. Therefore, Entreat the Powers 
only aids a learned magician in overcoming 
the negative realm interaction effects of an 
aura. It never assists a learned magician in 
achieving the initial effect total required to 
create the charm or device, and cannot aid 
in Penetration. If the learned magician calls 
upon a power other than the one in which 
the magic occurs, the Entreat the Powers to-
tal is divided by the hostile aura.

For example, Giacomo, a learned magician, 
wishes to cast a simple charm in the streets of Bolo-
gna. The local aura is Dominion 3, which results in 
a –9 aura modifier. He loudly calls upon a few angels 
for assistance in his spell. Giacomo has a Presence of 
1 and a Divine Realm Lore of 3; he rolls a 6 on his 
stress die. His Entreat the Powers total is 10, but since 
the local aura modifier is only –9, the extra point is 
ignored and he casts the charm as if the Divine Aura 
were not present, because angels are assisting him. 
But Giacomo could have called upon the powers of 
Magic, instead. He has a Magic Realm Lore of 2, 
which would have resulted in an Entreat the Powers 
total of 9, but because he is in a Divine aura of 3, the 
benefit is reduced to only 3. Had Giacomo called upon 
the Magical powers, he would have to overcome the 
remaining –6 aura modifier for the Dominion.

The learned magician may call upon the 
powers of multiple realms in his entreaty, 
although doing so enhances the risk of 
angering the powers upon which he calls. 
Multiple powers are usually only entreated 
in amulets or chartae because the creator 
does not know where the bearer may take 
the objects. Every time the magic of an 
amulet or charta is activated, the player 
rolls to determine the Entreat the Powers 
total for the local aura. If the learned magi-
cian has called upon multiple powers, the 
player adds the Entreat the Powers totals of 
the different realms that the learned magi-
cian has included in his charm. Should the 
player botch, he adds one additional botch 
die for each realm entreated. The effects of 

a botch are described later, in the “Magical 
Dangers” section.

For example, Giacomo wants to cast a spell in 
an Infernal aura of 4. He is unwilling to call upon 
those powers, so calls on the powers of Magic, Fa-
erie, and the Divine. He adds his (Realm) Lore totals 
together and rolls a stress die. The roll is a 6 and his 
combined (Realm) Lore scores add up to another 6, 
plus his Presence of 1, so he gets a total of 13. This 
is divided by the Infernal aura of 4. Giacomo is able 
to ignore 3 levels of negative realm modifiers and cast 
his charm at only a –1 because of the aura. Had 
Giacomo botched, he would have rolled eight botch 
dice — four extra for the Infernal aura and three 
more because he entreated three separate powers.

UnGifted Mathematicus 
Initiations

Because of the heavy cost in terms of a 
master’s time and the Flaws imposed on an 
unGifted mathematici by the Ordeals, few 
are willing to learn more than a few of the 
tradition’s Arts. A player who wishes to play a 
companion mathematicus must take both the 
Flaw and Virtue for each Initiation listed. The 
Initiations described below are examples only, 
however, and the troupe is free to allow an 
unGifted character to begin play with other 
Flaws. As the examples below show, the typi-
cal Flaws imposed because of the Ordeal are 
related to the mathematicus’ ability to prac-
tice his magic. UnGifted characters are un-
able to harness the magical abilities as well as 
Gifted characters are, and the Flaws imposed 
by the Ordeals are evidence of this fact.

initiAtion into  
the tueor technique

Initiation Ease Factor: 21
Script Bonus: +20 (+3 Quest, +9 Major Or-

deal, +3 Minor Ordeal, +3 Mystagogue’s Time, 
+1 Initiate’s Time, +1 Sympathetic Bonus)

The Initiate must spend one season in his 
master’s service demonstrating that he has the 
knowledge to properly use the gift the mas-
ter is about to impart. During this period, the 
master tests the student’s knowledge of Phi-
losophiae. If the character’s score is below 2, 
he is not Initiated. The master spends the sec-
ond season teaching the Initiate in the Tueor 
Technique. The character acquires the Major 
Flaw Short-Ranged Magic, Minor Flaw Short-
Lived Magic, and a score of 1 in Tueor.

initiAtion into  
the fortunAm form

Initiation Ease Factor: 15
Script Bonus: +14 (+3 Quest, +6 Mi-

nor Ordeals (2), +3 Mystagogue’s Time, +1 
Initiate’s Time, +1 Sympathetic Bonus)

The Initiate must spend one season in his 
master’s service demonstrating that he has 
the knowledge to properly use the gift the 
master is about to impart. During this period 
the master tests the student’s knowledge of 
Theology. If the character’s score is below 
2, he is not Initiated. The master spends the 
second season teaching the Initiate in the 
Fortunam Form. The character acquires the 
Minor Flaws Careless Sorcerer and Weird 
Magic and a score of 1 in Fortunam.

initiAtion into  
the mAgicAm form

Initiation Ease Factor: 15
Script Bonus: +14 (+3 Quest, +6 Mi-

nor Ordeals (2), +3 Mystagogue’s Time, +1 
Initiate’s Time, +1 Sympathetic Bonus)

The Initiate must spend one season in his 
master’s service demonstrating that he has 
the knowledge to properly use the gift the 
master is about to impart. During this period, 
the master tests the student’s knowledge of 
Magic Lore. If the character’s score is below 
2, he is not Initiated. The master spends the 
second season teaching the Initiate in the 
Magicam Form. The character acquires the 
Minor Flaws Weak Magic and Warped Mag-
ic and a score of 1 in Magicam.

initiAtion into  
the sAlutem form

Initiation Ease Factor: 15
Script Bonus: +14 (+3 Quest, +6 Mi-

nor Ordeals (2), +3 Mystagogue’s Time, +1 
Initiate’s Time, +1 Sympathetic Bonus)

The Initiate must spend one season in his 
master’s service demonstrating that he has 
the knowledge to properly use the gift the 
master is about to impart. During this period, 
the master tests the student’s knowledge of 
Medicine. If the character’s score is below 
2, he is not Initiated. The master spends the 
second season teaching the Initiate in the 
Salutem Form. The character acquires the 
Minor Flaws No Magic Defenses and Incom-
patible Hedge Arts (Vulnero and Salutem) 
and a score of 1 in Salutem.
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initiAtion into the entreAt  
the Divine poWers Ability

Initiation Ease Factor: 15
Script Bonus: +14 (+3 Quest, +9 Ma-

jor Ordeal, +1 Initiate’s Time, +1 Sympa-
thetic Bonus)

The Initiate must spend one season in his 
master’s service demonstrating that he has 
the knowledge to properly use the gift the 
master is about to impart. During this period, 
the master tests the student’s knowledge of 
Divine Lore. If the character’s score is below 
2, he is not Initiated. The character acquires 
the Major Flaw Intervention Prone and the 
Entreat the Divine Powers Minor Virtue.

Magical Defenses

Learned magicians receive a Magic De-
fense against certain Hermetic Form-specific 
magical effects. The specific defenses they 
possess are listed below, in relation to each 
of the learned magician Arts, and their me-
chanics are described in the Introduction 
to this book. If a character does not possess 
a particular Art or Supernatural Ability, it 
grants him no defense.

Art: Tueor 
Defense: Alacritous Fortune  
Effect: Defense vs Terram effects.

Art: Succurro  
Defense: Accelerated Expiry  
Effect: Defense vs Corpus or Mentem effects.

Art: Vulnero  
Defense: Confounding Magics  
Effect: Defense vs Corpus effects.

Art: Fortunam  
Defense: Confounding Magics  
Effect: Defense vs Mentem effects.

Art: Magicam  
Defense: Confounding Magics  
Effect: Defense vs Vim effects cast on the  
    learned magician’s charms.

Art: Salutem  
Defense: Magical Fortitude  
Effect: Defense vs Corpus effects.

Spell Guidelines
The following are the spell guidelines 

and sample spells for learned magicians.

Fortunam

Fortunam charms affect a character’s 
luck. Tueor Fortunam charms protect the 
character from bad luck, and Succurro For-
tunam charms give the character good luck. 
Vulnero Fortunam charms — or curses 
— eliminate any good luck the character 
may have and cause him to become unlucky. 
Because luck can encompass not just what a 
character does, but what is done to or near 
a character, Fortunam charms have special 
considerations regarding Magic Resistance.

Vulnero Fortunam charms, of course, 
must overcome Magic Resistance and pen-
etrate to affect their target. If a character is 
protected by a Tueor Fortunam charm and 
engages in a contested roll, the Tueor charm 
must penetrate the opposing character’s 
Magic Resistance to have any effect. How-
ever, when a Succurro Fortunam charm only 
affects the Target (it improves his luck and 
he is not interacting with another), it does 
not need to penetrate anyone’s Magic Resis-
tance other than his own.

tueor fortunAm

stAy the fickle hAnD of fAte

TuFa Level 5
R: Touch, D: Sun, T: Ind
For the duration of the charm, the char-

acter is not subjected to any random mis-
haps. Whenever the storyguide determines 
that something occurs randomly, the char-
acter protected by the charm is not selected. 
For example, if a chamber pot is emptied 
into the street, the character will not be 
hit, but his companions may be. If the sto-
ryguide determines who a cutpurse will rob 
randomly, the character protected by the 
charm cannot be selected.

(Base 2, +1 Touch, +2 Sun)

grAnt fortunA belli (single WeApon)
TuFa Level 15
R: Touch, D: Diam, T: Ind
Different versions of this charm exist for 

each Martial Ability. For the duration of the 
charm, if the character’s Attack Advantage 
using her Single Weapon Ability is 0 or less, 
both combatants re-roll. If the second roll 
produces a positive Attack Advantage, it is 
used. Should the player botch on any of his 
rolls, that result is discarded unless he botch-
es on both rolls, in which case he suffers the 
less-serious botch.

(Base 5, +1 Touch, +1 Diameter)

Tueor Fortunam Guidelines
Whenever a character under the influ-

ence of a Tueor Fortunam charm makes 
a contested roll against a character with 
Magic Resistance, the charm must pen-
etrate the opposing character’s Magic Re-
sistance to be effective. A different charm 
must be used for every Ability affected. 
Fortunam spells affect rolls on Abilities, 
not all stress die or botch rolls. They have 
no affect on rolls for learning from vis, ex-
perimentation, or Twilight-related botch 
dice, for example.

General: Reduce the number of botch 
dice a character must roll for a single 
Ability. Each magnitude of the effect 
eliminates one botch die.

Level 1: Allow a player to re-roll a failed 
roll for a single Ability where the Ease 
Factor is no more than 3 and use the 
better of the two rolls.

Level 2: Allow a player to re-roll a failed 

roll for a single Ability where the Ease 
Factor is no more than 6 and use the 
better of the two rolls.

Level 2: Prevent random mishaps from 
occurring to the character.

Level 3: Allow a player to re-roll a failed 
roll for a single Ability where the Ease 
Factor is no more than 9 and use the 
better of the two rolls.

Level 4: Allow a player to re-roll a failed 
roll for a single Ability where the Ease 
Factor is no more than 12 and use the 
better of the two rolls.

Level 5: Allow a character to re-roll a 
failed contested roll for a single Ability.

Level 5: Allow a player to re-roll a failed 
roll for a single Ability where the Ease 
Factor is no more than 15 and use the 
better of the two rolls.

Level 10: Allow a player to treat a stress 
die roll of 0 as a 10 for a single Ability, 
eliminating the possibility of a botch.
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chArm AgAinst cApriciousness 
(greAt WeApon)
TuFa Level 20
R: Touch, D: Diam, T: Ind
For the duration of the charm, the player 

treats all stress die rolls for his Great Weapon 
Ability as simple die rolls; except when the 
player rolls a 1, the roll is treated as if it were 
a stress roll. The character cannot botch with 
his Great Weapon Ability while this charm is 
in effect. A different charm must be used for 
any other Ability.

(Base 10, +1 Touch, +1 Diameter)

succurro fortunAm

fortune fAvors the bolD

SuFa Level 5
R: Touch, D: Sun, T: Ind
The player receives a bonus of +2 to all 

rolls involving her character where luck is a 
greater factor than skill or talent. The char-
acter excels at games of chance and in other 
situations where benefits are distributed by 
random chance. If the player makes a con-
tested roll, the charm must penetrate the 
Magic Resistance of the character against 
whom the roll is made.

(Base 2, +1 Touch, +2 Sun)

gift of venus (venus’ blessing)
SuFa Level 25
R: Touch, D: Sun, T: Ind
The character gains the benefits of the 

Virtue Venus’ Blessing for the charm’s duration. 
The character says the right things, catches the 
target in the right mood, and generally benefits 
from fortuitous circumstances, adding +3 to all 
Communication and Presence rolls involving 
sexually compatible characters in appropriate 
situations. If the object of the character’s ad-
vances possesses Magic Resistance, the charm 
must penetrate to have an effect.

This charm exists for each eligible Virtue. 
The following is a non-exhaustive list of ex-
amples of other charms, in the Gift of [God] 
category: Prometheus (Good Teacher), Mars 
(Berserk), Mercury (Lightning Reflexes), Her-
cules (Reserves of Strength), Hera (Strong-
Willed), Fortuna (Luck), Apollo (Free Expres-
sion), and Minerva (Common Sense).

(Base 10, +1 Touch, +2 Sun)

chArm of quickness

SuFa Level 20
R: Per, D: Sun, T: Ind
For the duration of the charm, the char-

acter benefits from fortuitous circumstances 
surrounding all attempts to use any Ability or 

Succurro Fortunam Guidelines
Succurro Fortunam charms affect both 

the character upon whom they are cast, 
and any person with whom that character 
interacts; therefore, they must penetrate the 
Magic Resistance of the Target and any char-
acter against whom the character attempts 
to use the enhanced Ability or Characteris-
tic. Different charms must be used for each 
Ability or Characteristic affected. The play-
er does not have the option to select which 
Ability or Characteristic the charm affects 
without inventing a new charm. The troupe 
should use common sense in selecting Vir-
tues appropriate for charms. For example, 
a Fortunam effect may not grant Virtues 
that affect the accumulation of experience 
points, allow specific types of Abilities to 
be learned, provide the character with ben-
efits from a third party, or grant a physical 
object. This Form cannot grant some other 
Virtues, as well — Social Statuses and Di-
vine or Infernal Virtues, for example.

Level 1: Provide a bonus of +1 to all 
Luck related rolls. (As per Luck Virtue, 
see ArM5, page 45.)

Level 2: Provide a bonus of +1 to rolls 
for a single, non-Supernatural Ability.

Level 2: Provide a bonus of +2 to all 
Luck-related rolls.

Level 5: Provide a bonus of +3 to all 
Luck-related rolls.

Level 5: Provide a bonus of +2 to rolls 
for a single, non-Supernatural Ability.

Level 10: Grant a Minor General Virtue.
Level 10: Provide a bonus of +3 to rolls 

for a single, non-Supernatural Ability.
Level 10: Provide a bonus of +1 to all Abil-

ity rolls using a single Characteristic.
Level 15: Provide a bonus of +2 to all Abil-

ity rolls using a single Characteristic.
Level 20: Grant a Major General Virtue.
Level 20: Provide a bonus of +3 to all Abil-

ity rolls using a single Characteristic.
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roll that involve his Quickness. For example, 
in combat, the character’s Initiative Total is 
increased by +1 because his hand happens to 
be on the hilt of his weapon when combat oc-
curs, his adversary slips on loose footing, or a 
strap on his equipment unexpectedly shifts or 
breaks putting the adversary off balance. This 
charm exists for each Characteristic.

(Base 10, +2 Sun)

vulnero fortunAm

curse of fortunA

VuFa Level 20
R: Eye, D: Sun, T: Ind
Any time the Target of this charm rolls 

for a botch, one additional die is added to 
the number of botch dice the character must 
use. The character also suffers minor unlucky 
events throughout the duration of the spell. 
None of these events are significant, but are 
enough to alert a perceptive person to the 
presence of the curse. The player may roll 
Perception + Magic Lore against an Ease 
Factor of 8 (12 minus the magnitude of the 
charm) for his character to realize he has 
been cursed.

(Base 5, +1 Eye, +2 Sun)

Dispel fortunA belli (single WeApon)
VuFa Level 5
R: Voice, D: Diam, T: Ind
This curse exists for each Martial Abil-

ity. For the duration of the curse, if the char-
acter’s Attack Advantage using her Single 
Weapon Ability is greater than 0, both com-
batants re-roll. If the second roll produces a 
0 or negative Attack Advantage, it is used. If 
it does not, the curse expires and the worse 
of the two rolls is used. If the player succeeds 
in a Perception + Magic Lore roll against an 
Ease Factor of 11 (12 minus the magnitude 
of the charm), the character realizes that he 
has been cursed.

(Base 2, +2 Voice, +1 Diameter)

curse of WeAkness

VuFa Level 25
R: Voice, D: Diam, T: Ind
The victim of this curse becomes espe-

cially unlucky when using all Abilities re-
lated to Strength, and suffers a –1 penalty to 
any roll involving that Characteristic. Dif-
ferent versions of the curse exist for all the 
Characteristics. The character suffers minor 
problems while doing anything involving 
Strength — the sweat on his brow stings his 
eyes as he is lifting something, his footing 
becomes loose, or his grip slips at just the 

wrong moment. If the player succeeds in a 
roll of Perception + Magic Lore against an 
Ease Factor of 7 (12 minus the magnitude of 
the charm), the character realizes that he has 
been cursed.

(Base 10, +2 Voice, +1 Diameter)

Magicam

Magicam charms protect wearers from 
malicious magic or improve a character’s 
amulets and chartae. Tueor Magicam 
charms protect the character from mali-
cious magic. Succurro Magicam charms can 
enhance the strength, duration, or range of 
other charms. Vulnero Magicam charms are 
used to counteract or eliminate negative 
magical effects.

Although Magicam charms can replicate 
some of the effects of Vim spells, they can-
not influence demons directly. A demon’s 
magical attack may be blunted or nullified, 
but Magicam charms cannot control or harm 
the demon itself. Like Vim spells, an Individ-
ual Target can apply to either a single person 
or a spell/charm/magical effect.

Many Magicam charm guidelines are 
described as General. It is important to re-
member that no “general” charms exist; every 
charm must be learned at a specific level of 
effect. If a character’s Art scores are higher 
than the charm he knows, the character can 
still only cast the known charm.

tueor mAgicAm

mAgicAl fortituDe chArm 
AgAinst lightning

TuMa Level 5
R: Per, D: Diam, T: Ind
This charm adds +8 to the caster’s Soak 

Total against any damage caused by magical 
lightning. A different version of this charm 
exists for other types of damage.

(Base 4, +1 Diameter)

chArm of AlAcritous 
fortune AgAinst eArth

TuMa Level 10
R: Per, D: Diam, T: Ind
This charm adds +4 to the caster’s De-

fense Total for any magical earth- or stone-
based attacks aimed at him. A different ver-
sion of this charm exists for other types of 
magical damage.

(Base 5, +1 Diameter)

chArm AgAinst the hex

TuMa Level 10
R: Touch, D: Sun, T: Ind
This charm protects the target against 

a single Supernatural Ability, Hex in this 
case (Realms of Power: The Infernal, page 
92). The Ease Factor required to use Hex 
against the wearer is increased by +9 for 
the duration of the charm. A different ver-
sion of this charm exists for other Super-
natural Abilities.

(Base 3, +1 Touch, +2 Sun)

Vulnero Fortunam Guidelines
A different Vulnero Fortunam charm 

must be used for each Ability or Char-
acteristic affected. The player does not 
have the option to select which Ability 
or Characteristic the charm affects. All 
Vulnero Fortunam charms cause minor 
unlucky or inconvenient things to hap-
pen to their victims, in addition to the 
game mechanic effects. The more pow-
erful the curse, the more frequent and 
annoying the inconvenience must be. 
Astute characters may realize that they 
have been cursed. To discover the curse, 
the player must roll a Perception + Magic 
Lore against an Ease Factor of 12, minus 
the magnitude of the Vulnero Fortunam 
charm; the more powerful the curse, the 
more obvious it is.

General: Increase the number of botch 
dice a player must roll. Each magnitude 
of the charm adds one botch die.

Level 2: Modify a single Ability roll by –1.
Level 2: Force a character to re-roll a suc-

cessful contested roll for a single Ability 
once and use the worse of the two rolls.

Level 5: Modify a single Ability roll by –2.
Level 10: Modify a single Ability roll by –3.
Level 10: Modify all Ability rolls using a 

single Characteristic by –1.
Level 10: Force a player to treat all simple 

die rolls as a stress die rolls for a single 
Ability; but if the player rolls a 1, she 
does not roll again.

Level 15: Modify all Ability rolls using a 
single Characteristic by –2.

Level 20: Modify all Ability rolls using a 
single Characteristic by –3.
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Succurro MagicaM

Magician’S BooSt (ForM)
SuMa Level Gen
R: Touch, D: Mom, T: Ind
This charm is cast immediately following 

the casting of another charm. The effect of the 

first charm increases by 5 levels in power, but 
cannot exceed the level of the Magician’s Boost. 
The effects of the extra levels of power are for 
the storyguide to determine, but she should 
consult the charm guidelines and generally 
increase the power of the charm by one mag-
nitude. There are three versions of this charm, 

one for each Form of the learned magician. The 
charm may never boost more than one charm.

(Base effect, +1 Touch)

revive the Fading aMulet

SuMa Level Gen
R: Touch, D: Mom, T: Ind
This charm allows the caster to increase 

the number of charges in an amulet he created 
by one. The level of the amulet’s effect must 
be less than or equal to the level of the charm. 
This charm can never increase the number of 
charges an amulet has above the number it 
had when created, and the charm may only 
be used on a single amulet a number of times 
equal to the initial charges of the amulet.

(Base effect, +1 Touch)

Magician’S Second Wind (duration)
SuMa Level Gen
R: Touch, D: Mom, T: Ind
This charm is cast immediately follow-

ing the casting of another charm. If the level 
of the first charm is less than or equal to the 
Magician’s Second Wind, the Duration of the 
initial charm is increased by one—meaning 
a Momentary charm becomes a Diameter 
charm, and a Diameter charm becomes a Sun 
charm. However, in no event may a charm 
ever be increased beyond Sun Duration, and 
the final charm level may not be higher than 
the level of the Magician’s Second Wind spell. 
There are three versions of this charm, one 
for each parameter: Range, Duration, and 
Target. This charm may never improve the 
same charm’s Duration more than once.

(Base effect, +1 Touch)

vulnero MagicaM

StiFle the lengthy SickneSS

VuMa Level Gen
R: Voice, D: Mom, T: Individual
This charm reduces the Duration of a 

magical effect causing disease or sickness. 
If the level of the charm + a stress die (no 
botch) + 10 is at least double the casting to-
tal of the targeted spell-like effect, the Du-
ration of the spell is recalculated using one 
less magnitude than the original spell. For 
example a Moon Duration (+3 magnitudes) 
Hermetic spell would be reduced to Sun Du-
ration (+2 magnitudes). If the magical effect’s 
duration is not determined by magnitude, as 
in some Supernatural Abilities, the duration 
is reduced by half.

To determine the spell level equivalent of 
a Supernatural Ability, use the Ability score 
x 5. A different charm exists for each type of 

Tueor Magicam Guidelines
Tueor Magicam charms provide 

some level of protection against hostile 
magic. Magical defense charms are tied 
to a specific type of magical damage, and 
protection for any other type of damages 
requires a different charm. For example, 
a Magical Fortitude Charm (fire) would 
provide protection against all supernatu-
ral fire, but would provide no protection 
from cold, although cold is also an Ig-
nem effect.

General:	 Add +2 to the Target’s Soak To-
tal for damage caused by magical dam-
age of specific type for every level of 
the base charm effect.

General:	 Add +4 to the Target’s Defense 
Total for magical attacks aimed at him 
of one specific type for each magnitude 
of the base charm effect.

General:	 Increase Ease Factor of Super-
natural Ability used against Target by 
+3 for each level of base charm effect.

Succurro Magicam Guidelines
Succurro Magicam charms grant bo-

nuses to a character’s Supernatural Abili-
ties, or they allow a character to tempo-
rarily enjoy the benefit of such Abilities. 
The troupe should use common sense in 
selecting Virtues appropriate for charms. 
For example, a Magicam charm may not 
grant Virtues that affect the accumulation 
of experience points, allow specific types of 
Abilities to be learned, provide the charac-
ter with benefits from a third party, or grant 
a physical object. This Form cannot grant 
some Virtues — Social Statuses and Faerie, 
Hermetic, Divine, or Infernal Virtues, for 
example. A charm may only improve or 
grant Supernatural Virtues that derive their 
power from the Magic Realm. Where a Su-
pernatural Virtue is granted that has a cor-
responding Ability, the character is able to 
perform the Ability as if he had a score of 4. 
No magical effects resulting from a granted 
Virtue last longer than the duration of the 
charm, amulet, or charta. The mundane re-
sults of using the granted Virtue do remain, 
however. For example, if the granted Vir-
tue allows the creation of enchanted items, 
those items lose their enchantment when 
the charm granting the Virtue expires.

Succurro Magicam charms also aid 
charms that have already been cast or amu-
lets that have already been created. The tar-
get is always the charm or amulet, and Touch 
Range is sufficient for any charm that is still 
in effect. Charms that have expired and Mo-
mentary charms may not be affected with 

Succurro Magicam charms. A general charm 
must be learned at a specific level of effect 
for a learned magician. To allow charms to 
be cast within the Dominion or with Pen-
etration, magicians often learn their charms 
at a level below the highest they could cast.

General: Significantly change a charm of 
less than the level +1 magnitude of the 
Magicam charm. This may not change 
either the Technique or Form of the tar-
get charm. A change in Duration, Range, 
Target, or level of the charm is appropri-
ate, so long as the charm is changed by 
no more than one magnitude. The new 
charm parameter must be one available 
for the charm in question, and the final 
level of the charm modified may not be 
a higher level than the Magicam charm.

General:	 Increase the number of charges 
in an amulet of a level less than or equal 
to the charm +1 magnitude by one. 
The amulet must be one created by the 
learned magician casting the charm.

Level	1: Detect the presence of vis.
Level	2: Provide a bonus of +1 to rolls 

for a single Supernatural Ability.
Level	5:	 Provide a bonus of +2 to rolls 

for a single Supernatural Ability.
Level	10: Grant a Minor Supernatural, 

Magic Virtue.
Level	10: Provide a bonus of +3 to rolls 

for a single Supernatural Ability.
Level	20: Grant a Major Supernatural, 

Magic Virtue.
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magical curse or spell. This charm does noth-
ing to affect spells of Momentary Duration.

(Base effect, +2 Voice)

chArm of protection 
AgAinst the fAerie

VuMa Level Gen
R: Touch, D: Sun, T: Ind
Creatures with Faerie Might equal to or less 

than the level of the spell are unable to affect 
Individual. The spell must penetrate the Faerie 
creature’s Magic Resistance to have an effect. 
The charm doesn’t affect spells or Supernatural 
Abilities unless the creature responsible for the 
effect has a Might Score. Different versions of 
the charm exist for the other realms.

(Base effect)

Salutem

Salutem charms deal with the health 
of the target. This is broader in application 
than Corpus because animals, crops, and 
structures all may be protected by Salutem 
charms in addition to humans. However, it is 
also much narrower than the Corpus Form in 
that Salutem cannot improve the Character-
istics of a person, change his shape, or con-
trol his movements because none of those 
things are related to the person’s health.

tueor sAlutem

chArm of protection AgAinst 
the AttAcks of semitA errAbunDA

TuSa Level 15
R: Touch, D: Diam, T: Ind
This charm protects a person from non-

magical attacks by the residents of Semita 
Errabunda, a narrow category of damage. 
The recipient of the charm receives a +4 to 
his Defense Total for the Duration of the 
charm. The charm protects against attacks 
by any member of the covenant of Semita 
Errabunda regardless of the weapon used, so 
long as it is not magical.

(Base 5, +1 Touch, +1 Diameter)

chArm of protection AgAinst 
Achilles’ bAne (ArroWs)
TuSa Level 5
R: Per, D: Diam, T: Ind
When an arrow successfully strikes the 

caster, he is protected by this charm. The 
charm adds +8 to the character’s Soak To-
tal against any non-magical arrow, a broad 
category of damage. The Soak bonus of this 

charm is cumulative with the character’s Soak 
provided by armor, the Tough Virtue, or any 

other source, but multiple charms do not 
stack. If a character has two or more charms 

Vulnero Magicam Guidelines
Vulnero Magicam charms suppress 

or eliminate the effects of magic on the 
target. For Vulnero Magicam charms, an 
Individual Target refers to a single spell or 
magical effect. If the victim of the spell has 
Magical Resistance, the charm must pen-
etrate to be effective.

General: Reduce the Duration of a spe-
cific type of continuing magic with a 
casting total less than half the level + 

4 magnitudes of the charm + a stress 
die (no botch). A specific type of magic 
should be narrower than a single Her-
metic Form. For example, one spell 
would protect against flame, but not 
heat, cold, and smoke — all types of 
damage produced by Ignem.

General: Ward the target against crea-
tures from a single realm with Might 
less than the level of the charm. (Touch, 
Sun, Individual)

Tueor Salutem Guidelines
For Tueor Salutem charms that protect 

against a broad category of damage, the 
troupe should use the guidelines provided 
by the Virtue Greater Immunity to deter-
mine appropriate categories. For broad 
categories, the potential harm should be 
both common and potentially deadly. 
Suitable examples are fire, iron weapons, 
swords, or the like. For Tueor Salutem 
charms that protect against a narrow cat-
egory of damage, the troupe should use 
the guidelines for the Virtue Lesser Immu-
nity to determine appropriate categories. 
For narrow categories, the potential harm 
should be rare, not deadly, or both. Unlike 
the Virtues Greater Immunity and Lesser 
Immunity, a Tueor Salutem charm never 
protects against magical versions of the 
damage category defended against. If the 
learned magician seeks protection against 
magical forms of damage, a Tueor Magi-
cam charm is required.

Tueor Salutem wards can only be 
placed on locations with either a Struc-
ture or Boundary Target. They may never 
affect anyone or anything in the category 
warded if they possesses a Might score. If 
a ward would prevent a magus from en-
tering an area, it must penetrate his Mag-
ic Resistance to have any effect. Wards 
that keep out a specific type of person 
or animal should be easily described by 
a single word, but not so broad as to 
include significantly more than half of 
the human populace. Suitable examples 
for animal wards are vermin, predators, 
or birds, for example, and examples of a 

single type of human might be thieves, 
Mongols, or men.

General: Provide +4 bonus to a person’s 
Soak Total against a narrow category of 
damage per level of the base effect.

General: Provide +2 bonus to a person’s 
Soak Total against a broad category of 
damage per level of the base effect.

General: Provide +1 bonus to a person’s 
Stamina for Disease Avoidance rolls for a 
single disease per level of base effect. See 
the Medicine chapter of Art & Academe.

General: Provide +1 bonus to a person’s 
Stamina for rolls to avoid the effects of 
poison per level of the base effect.

General: Provide +2 bonus to a person’s 
Soak Total against all damage per mag-
nitude of the base effect.

General: Add +4 to the Target’s Defense 
Total for attacks from a narrow catego-
ry of damage for each magnitude of the 
base charm effect.

General: Add +2 to the Target’s Defense 
Total for attacks from a broad category 
of damage for each magnitude of the 
base charm effect.

Level 2: Ward a target against a single 
type of animal.

Level 5: Ward a target against a single 
type of human being.

Level 10: Prevent a person from being 
harmed by narrow category of damage.

Level 10: Ward a single target against all 
human beings.

Level 15: Prevent a person from being 
harmed by broad category of damage.
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protecting against the same form of dam-
age, only the more-powerful charm works. 
Versions of this charm exist for all common 
weapons and must be learned individually.

(Effect: Base 4, +1 Diameter)

Charm of Warding against 
UnWanted Pests

TuSa Level 5
R: Touch, D: Sun, T: Ind
The charm protects the recipient against 

all forms of pests, including insects, spiders, 
lice, etc., none of which may come in contact 

with the person. Creatures with a Might score 
of any type are not affected by the ward.

(Effect: Base 2, +1 Touch, +2 Sun)

sUCCUrro salUtem

amUlet for an amPle harvest

SuSa Level 20
Pen 0, 2 charges
R: Touch, D: Season, T: Bound
This amulet protects a single field of 

crops, and ensures that they will be healthy 

and fruitful. The amulet protects against non-
magical blight and other diseases, but does not 
control the weather or prevent anyone from 
harming the crops. The crops under the pro-
tection of the amulet are healthier, larger, and 
tastier than normal. The amulet can affect any 
crops, from wheat to an orchard or vineyard. 
The amulet must be created with two charges, 
and buried somewhere within the confines of 
a well-demarcated field on the Vernal Equinox 
and remain buried until the Autumnal Equi-
nox. The additional charge allows the amulet 
to reactivate at the Summer Solstice.

(Minimum Lab Total 26. Effect: Base 1, 
+3 Season, +4 Boundary)

Charta for healing a Broken limB

SuSa Level 4
Pen 0, 1 charge
R: Touch, D: Moon, T: Ind
This charta provides a +6 bonus to all Re-

covery rolls for healing a broken limb. To be 
effective, the charta must remain in contact 
with the person, directly over the wound. 
Once the character is healed, the charta may 
be removed with no adverse consequences. 
There are different chartae for all common 
injuries, diseases, and poisons, which must be 
created individually. There are different for-
mulae for specific areas of the body, as well. 
A charta for a cut to the head is ineffective in 
healing a cut to the abdomen, for instance.

(Effect: Base 2, +2 Moon)

amUlet of longevity

SuSa Level 5
Pen 0, 4 charges
R: Touch, D: Season, T: Ind
This amulet provides a +2 bonus to the 

bearer’s Living Conditions modifier. For the 
charm to affect the character’s Aging Total, it 
must be worn the entire year and it must be 
created with four charges. The effects of the 
amulet are cumulative with other Living Con-
ditions modifiers, but in no case may the total 
Living Conditions modifier exceed +10.

(Minimum Lab Total 21. Effect: Base 2, 
+3 Season)

vUlnero salUtem

CUrse of CoUghing fits

VuSa Level 10
R: Voice, D: Diam, T: Ind
This curse causes the character to cough 

uncontrollably for its duration. A victim must 
make an Intelligence + Concentration roll 
against an Ease Factor of 12 to successfully cast 
or maintain a spell while affected. All others 

Succurro Salutem Guidelines
Succurro Salutem charms track the 

guidelines for Creo Corpus spells very 
closely, except they are incapable of per-
manently healing. Short of that, any ques-
tions regarding application of a Succurro 
Salutem charm should be resolved in the 
same way a Creo Corpus spell of the same 
level would be. Because the Succurro Sa-
lutem effects must linger over long peri-
ods of time, they are best suited as magical 
devices, and example chartae and amulets 
are listed below. The levels listed below 
are the minimum Lab Totals necessary to 
create the devices.

General: Add +1 to a person’s Living 
Conditions modifier per level of the 
Base. The target must be under the ef-
fects of the charm for the entire year 
for it to provide any benefit.

Level 1: Give a character a +2 bonus to 
Recovery rolls for a single non-magical 
disease, poison, or injury.

Level 1: Ensure that a plant grows well 
for the duration of the charm. This 
guideline can affect plants up to ten 
paces in each direction, large trees for 
example.

Level 2: Give a character a +6 bonus to 
Recovery rolls for a single non-magical 
disease, poison, or injury.

Level 3: Give a character a +12 bonus to 
Recovery rolls for a single non-magical 
disease, poison, or injury.

Level 4: Give a character a +18 bonus to 
Recovery rolls for a single non-magical 
disease, poison, or injury.

Level 5: Give a character a +24 bonus to 
Recovery rolls for a single non-magical 
disease, poison, or injury.

Level 10: Resolve a minor aging crisis.
Level 15: Heal the debilitating after-ef-

fects of a disease, poison, or injury.
Level 15: Resolve a serious aging crisis.
Level 20: Resolve a major aging crisis.
Level 25: Resolve a critical aging crisis.
Level 30: Resolve a terminal aging crisis.

Vulnero Salutem Guidelines
The Vulnero Salutem charms track the 

guidelines for Perdo Corpus spells very 
closely. Any questions regarding applica-
tion of a Vulnero Salutem charm should be 
resolved in the same way a Perdo Corpus 
spell of the same level would be. For an 
extended discussion of diseases, see the 
Medicine chapter of Art & Academe.

Level 3: Do superficial damage to body.
Level 4: Cause a person pain, but do no 

real damage.
Level 5: Inflict a Light Wound.
Level 5: Hamper a person without actu-

ally injuring him. For example, make him 
lame, blur his eyesight, or cramp his hand 
severely. It heals as a Light Wound.

Level 10: Inflict a Medium Wound.
Level 10: Cause loss of a Fatigue Level.
Level 10: Inflict a minor disease.
Level 15: Cripple a limb, making it un-

usable but still capable of healing as a 
Medium Wound.

Level 15: Destroy one of a person’s minor 
senses. It heals as a Medium Wound.

Level 15: Inflict a serious disease.
Level 20: Destroy one of a person’s major 

senses. It heals as a Heavy Wound.
Level 20: Inflict a major disease.
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are at –2 to most activities while coughing.
(Base 3, +2 Voice, +1 Diameter)

curse of quotiDiAn fever

VuSa Level 25
R: Voice, D: Mom, T: Ind
This curse potentially afflicts the tar-

get with a serious disease. If the player fails 
a Stamina check against an Ease Factor of 
6, her character contracts a serious form of 
quotidian fever. Within a simple die hours, 
the character begins to suffer from a high 
temperature, red color, and a constant fever. 
The disease inflicts a Medium Wound on the 
character, and she suffers the symptoms of the 
disease until the Medium Wound is healed.

(Base 15, +2 Voice)

curse of the AgeD sWorDsmAn

VuSa Level 15
R: Voice, D: Mom, T: Ind
The curse causes the victim to suffer 

painful cramping and stiffness in one hand. 
The character suffers –2 to all activities in-
volving the afflicted hand. The cramping 
and stiffness heal as a Light Wound.

(Base 5, +2 Voice)

Story Seeds for the Learned Magician Spell Guidelines
ill neWs

A friend of the covenant with ties to 
the mundane world is late arriving at the 
covenant. The friend sends word that he 
and his entire family are very ill and un-
able to leave home. He requests the assis-
tance of the covenant’s best healer. When 
that magus investigates, he discovers the 
friend’s household is ill because of a Vulne-
ro Salutem curse buried under the thresh-
old of their home. The characters are left 
to discover why someone would want to 
prevent their friend from arriving at the 
covenant; or was the goal to draw certain 
characters away from the covenant for a 
time, instead?

All’s fAir in WAr

A knight of mediocre abilities is sud-
denly the talk of the tournament. His fight-
ing skills earn him great praise from the 
local nobility. Near the end of the tourna-
ment, the knight is discovered impaled on 
his own sword. The characters are asked to 
investigate, and discover that the knight 
has several expended Succurro Fortunam 

chartae on his person. Through further in-
vestigation, the characters uncover that the 
knight was in desperate need of money and 
had hoped to use his successes at the tour-
nament to improve his position with his 
liege. If the characters return to the knight’s 
manor, they discover that a local priest has 
disappeared. When they find the priest, 
they discover that he provided the knight 
with charms and then attempted to black-
mail him. When the knight refused to pay 
the priest and threatened to kill him, the 
priest cursed him with a Vulnero Fortunam 
charm and the knight botched horribly.

chArms from strAngers

On the return trip from a visit to town, 
the covenant’s grogs are beset by terrible 
luck. One grog breaks his leg slipping on 
the path. While fighting bandits, another 
grog nearly impales himself. The mishaps 
become so blatant that someone finally 
suspects that magic is at work. When the 
magi investigate, they discover the grogs 
are carrying Vulnero Fortunam chartae. A 
friendly old man gave the grogs the charms 
for good luck while they were out on the 

town. When the group returns to town, 
the charm maker is gone. The characters 
are forced to investigate the identity of the 
learned magician and find why he gave the 
false chartae to the grogs. Does he harbor 
a grudge against the characters, or is he 
merely in the employ of someone else?

unWilling AiD

Banditry in the forests near the char-
acters’ covenant is on the rise. The ill-or-
ganized and poorly equipped bandits have 
started defeating the local authorities with 
ease. Prices start to rise and all commerce 
begins to dwindle. The characters are 
forced to investigate. They discover the 
bandits are exceptionally strong, tough, 
and skilled with weapons. If the characters 
defeat one of the bandits, they discover he 
has a Tueor Salutem and Fortunam char-
tae on him. When the bandits are tracked 
back to their hideout, the characters dis-
cover that the highwaymen have captured 
a scholar and are forcing him to provide 
them with charms. If the learned magician 
is rescued, he is very grateful and offers his 
services to the covenant for a time.
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Magical Dangers

The learned magicians are exposed to 
several hazards through the use of their 
magic. Magicians call upon the powers of 
the realms in which they cast their charms, 
and sometimes those powers take exception 
to the entreaties. When this occurs, a learned 
magician can temporarily lose his ability to 
cast charms, and sometimes those powers 
abduct the learned magician, forcing him to 
spend a period of time in their realm.

botches

Botches by magicians cause similar prob-
lems as they do for Hermetic magi, and the 
general guidelines one would use for Her-
metic spells are applicable here. Botches 
involving Fortunam charms often cause the 
intended target the opposite luck the learned 
magician intended or inflict bad luck on the 
caster. Salutem charms can cause the caster 
to suffer from disease, injury, or other forms 
of ill health, and might cause the opposite 
of the intended effect. Magicam charms that 
result in a botch usually weaken or shorten 
the duration of a caster’s charms for a period 
commensurate with the severity of the botch, 
but they may also remove a Supernatural Vir-
tue from or inflict a Supernatural Flaw on the 
intended target for a limited period.

WArping

Magicians can gain Warping Points from 
all of the normal sources of Warping; see 
ArM5, page 167. Like Hermetic magi, magi-
cians also gain 1 Warping Point for every 0 
that comes up on the botch dice when cast-
ing a charm. If a learned magician receives 2 or 
more Warping Points from a single botch, he 
may suffer an intervention as described below.

intervention

When a learned magician suffers an 
intervention, he is confronted by a power-
ful entity of the same realm in which the 
charm that caused the Warping was cast. 
If the learned magician botched in an area 
without an aura, a Magic entity intervenes. 
The learned magician has one opportunity 
to avoid an intervention. If the character is 
able to control the forces of his magic, no 
intervention occurs. If this attempt fails, the 

magician must attempt to appease the entity. 
If the character succeeds in avoiding inter-
vention, nothing negative occurs except the 
accumulation of Warping Points.

intervention AvoiDAnce:  
Intelligence + Concentration  

+ (Magicam Score / 5) + stress die vs. 
Warping Score + Number of Warping 

Points Gained + (Realm) aura + stress die

If the player fails the roll, the character 
must appease the offended entity to avoid a 
punishment. If the character is successful, the 
entity might grant the character a small boon, 
but if the character fails, the entity punishes 
him. The storyguide should select an appro-
priate effect from those listed below:

AppeAsing the entity: Communication  
+ stress die vs. Warping Score + stress die

Boons might be to add 2 experience 
points to the appropriate (Realm) Lore Abil-
ity for each Warping Point gained, add 2 
experience points to the appropriate Form 
for each Warping Point gained, or gain the 
Student of (Realm) Virtue.

Punishments include acquiring the Sus-
ceptibility to (Realm) Power, Warped Magic, 
Weird Magic, Deleterious Circumstances, or 
Plagued by Supernatural Entity.

The Susceptibility to (Realm) Power is 
always tied to the realm in which the learned 
magician suffered his botch. If the botch oc-
curred in a Magic realm, however, the learned 
magician suffers from Warped Magic or 
Weird Magic. The Deleterious Circumstanc-
es Flaw always limits the character’s ability to 
casts charms in the realm in which the botch 
occurred, and the entity of Plagued by Su-
pernatural Entity is likewise tied to the realm 
in which the botch occurred. If the learned 
magician undergoes multiple interventions 
in different realms, he can acquire additional 
Flaws specific to those other realms, also. In 
theory, the learned magician could develop 
Flaws or Virtues for all four realms.

AbDuction

Once the learned magician’s Warping 
Score reaches 7, the entity takes more-direct 
action. This action continues over a number 
of seasons equal to the result of a stress die. 
Faerie and Infernal entities take the character 
to a regio associated with their realm, and 
prevent him from leaving for the duration. 
This is not normally a pleasant experience, 

although a faerie abduction may be. A Divine 
entity will not abduct a character to a Di-
vine regio unless he is pious and free of sin. 
Instead, the Divine entity exposes the char-
acter to the horrors of the Infernal realm or 
prevents the magician from using any magic 
and harasses him so that he suffers from the 
Plagued by Supernatural Entity Flaw for the 
duration. Magical entities rarely abduct char-
acters, and if they become annoyed with a 
magician’s entreaties, they simply remove his 
ability to perform magic for the period indi-
cated. When the character’s Warping Score 
becomes 10, the effect becomes permanent. 
The character is removed to a regio aligned 
with the realm of the entity, never to return, 
or he loses all ability to practice any magic.

Learned 
Magicians in 
Your Saga

Although the magicians who comprise 
the Mathematici are tied to the University 
of Bologna, most of the magicians gradu-
ate and leave the city to teach throughout 
Mythic Europe. Mathematici or members 
of other learned magician traditions could 
thus be encountered in any of the cathedral 
or university cities. Likewise, many of the 
Mathematici take jobs as tutors or in less-
prestigious teaching positions, and so they 
could be encountered in the court of nearly 
any noble in Mythic Europe.

Learned magicians are not likely to pose 
a significant challenge to Hermetic magi 
alone. However, the Mathematici do not 
tend to act alone. They often use their ser-
vices to curry favor with powerful nobles, 
and, because of their position as teachers or 
classmates to many members of the educated 
classes, they often have extensive contacts 
within mundane circles of power.

History of the 
Mathematici

Most within the Order of Hermes be-
lieve that the magic practiced by the learned 
magicians is descended from the cartouche 
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magic of ancient Egypt, which was the pre-
cursor to the defixio magic that was practiced 
by the chthonic cults of the Roman Empire. 
(See the Defixio Magic chapter in Ancient 
Magic, page 41, for more information.) Few 
Hermetic magi have studied the magic of the 
learned magicians to any extent, but most 
believe that it is a relatively weak and incon-
sequential remnant of more-powerful magic 
that has been fully incorporated into the Or-
der as the Leadworker Virtue of House Tre-
mere (Houses of Hermes: True Lineages, page 143). 
Few of the wizards of the Mathematici know 
or care about the history of their magic. In-
stead, they tend to focus on the more prac-
tical aspects — the accumulation of charms 
and improving their abilities in using them.

university of bolognA

Bologna, located in northern Italy, is the 
home of one the great universities of Mythic 
Europe. Almost 6,000 students attend the 
university and pack the cathedral of San 
Pietro around which most instruction oc-
curs. The University has a Faculty of Law, in 
which both civil and canon law are taught, 
and a Faculty of Arts and Medicine. The 
combined masters number in the hundreds, 
but generally fewer than 70 teach classes at 
a given time. Although the University is stu-
dent-run and largely democratic, the guild 
of the masters is not, and the leaders of the 
guild determine who becomes a teacher and 
is paid tuition and who does not. The guild 
of masters respects student opinion for fear 
of backlash, but only grudgingly so.

Although there may be Gifted members 
of the guild of masters, they rarely teach stu-
dents of the University. The social effects of 
The Gift cause many problems for a magician 
teaching students, and a mathematicus with a 
Blatant Gift would be completely incapable of 
recruiting students in the university setting. 
Instead, the Gifted magicians remain in the 
shadows where they instruct those interested 
in learning their magic. These Gifted magi-
cians are forced to earn a living in another 
manner, and they usually practice some pro-
fession that does not require frequent interac-
tion with the public. They may also depend 
on the tuition paid by their students or raise 
money through the sale of their amulets.

The students of Bologna have a reputa-
tion for being laidback, lax, and even revo-
lutionary. This anti-establishment attitude 
might contribute to the students’ desire to 
learn subjects beyond the normal curricu-
lum. For more information on the University 

of Bologna or running a saga in Bologna, see 
the Universities chapter of Art & Academe.

founDAtion of  
the mAthemAtici

Although the magic of the tradition can 
be traced back to Ancient Egypt, the Math-
ematici of Bologna are barely a century old. 
Giacomo, an accomplished scholar in Bo-
logna, took the Cross and joined the First 
Crusade in 1096. While in the Holy Land, 
Giacomo discovered several texts and for-
mularies in Greek that contained the learned 
magicians’ magical powers. He also found 
that he could perform the charms described 
in these texts. Giacomo learned Arabic and 
traveled through the Moorish lands where he 
encountered others who could cast charms 
and create amulets. He learned everything 
he could from them before returning to Italy 
bearing all the texts he could take with him.

When Giacomo returned he obtained a 
position in the new University of Bologna as 
a master. He soon found others, both teachers 
and students, who wanted to learn his magic. 
As the University grew, so did the Mathema-
tici. Now most of the university’s population 
has at least heard rumors of its existence, and 
many students actively work to impress the 
masters so that they may be inducted into the 
secrets of the learned magicians.

The university isn’t the sole source of ma-
gicians in Bologna. The cathedral of San Pietro 
and other churches in Bologna are home to an 
array of clergymen. Some of the more open-
minded clergy, who take part in the intellec-
tual community of the university, have joined 
the Mathematici and practice its magic.

Culture of the 
Mathematici

The magicians view their magic in a very 
utilitarian way. They have little internal hi-
erarchy beyond the division of mundane 
student and master. Social status among the 
Mathematici is determined solely by the 
magician’s position in mundane society. Like-
wise, there are no artificial distinctions be-
tween teacher and apprentice; a mathemati-
cus particularly knowledgeable in one Art 
might train another in exchange for training 
in a different Art or for a season of instruction 
in charms. Mathematici have neither a formal 
apprenticeship nor a Gauntlet, and anyone 
possessing knowledge of their magic may 
teach anyone willing to take instruction.

epistolAry community

The Gifted members of the Mathematici 
seldom teach as masters. The social effects of 
The Gift prevent them from being effective 
teachers to large classes, after all. The un-
Gifted members of the Mathematici bear that 
burden instead, but in exchange for teaching 
they require instruction in the magic of the 
learned magicians. However, despite their 
desire to improve their magical abilities, 
few unGifted magicians wish to remain in 
close contact with their Gifted masters. To 
limit personal contact, the Gifted masters 
often loan their unGifted students tractatus 
on their Arts in exchange for freedom from 
teaching. Because both student and teacher 
live in the same community, they are able 
to prepare correspondence and receive a re-
sponse within the hour. This close proximity 
allows the master and student to engage in a 
disputatio through correspondence.

In fact, whenever possible the Gifted 
members of the Mathematici rely on cor-
respondence to communicate with others, 
which allows them to overcome the negative 
social aspects of The Gift to a certain extent. 
A Gifted mathematicus might exchange 
extensive correspondence with a potential 
employer, provide a copy of a text, or send 
written commentary of his lectures to es-
tablish his bona fides and secure a teaching 
position. If the mathematicus maintains the 
correspondence over months or years and is 
successful in a Communication + Charm roll 
against an Ease Factor set by the storyguide, 
the character might be treated as described 
under “Established Relationship,” rather than 
“First Impression” (see ArM5, page 76) when 

Story Seed: 
Historical 

Investigation
Despite their ambivalent feelings 

about the history of their magical tradi-
tion, many learned magicians recognize 
that Greek and Egypt sources provide 
fertile ground for discovering new 
charms and laboratory texts. The char-
acters might encounter a mathematicus 
exploring these lands for new sources of 
magic, or a well-traveled mathematicus 
might have discovered a valuable source 
of Insight for Hermetic integration.
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finally dealing with the correspondent in a 
face-to-face meeting.

Because of the negative social effects of 
The Gift, the learned magicians also conduct 
much of their internal business via correspon-
dence. When the Mathematici must meet, 
the meetings are often held in darkened 
rooms with each member hooded to ensure 
anonymity. It is often the case that members 
of the Mathematici who have engaged in 
extensive correspondence with one another 
have no idea what the others look like.

trADitions of  
the mAthemAtici

Mathematici come from all manner of lit-
erate professions. Monks and priests or other 
members of the clergy might receive instruc-
tion from clergymen who spent time in Bolo-
gna,  or from students of the University who 
have taken jobs in a cathedral school. Stu-

dents and teachers from Bologna often go on 
to attend or teach at other universities. Law-
yers and physicians trained at Bologna prac-
tice throughout Mythic Europe. Of course, 
these individuals often come into contact 
with non-university trained individuals, such 
as surgeon-barbers, clerks, or even ordinary 
men and women whom they might Initiate 
into the secrets of the learned magicians.

Because of their professions, unGifted 
mathematici tend to live among the com-
munities that they serve. Priests often create 
charms for their fellow clergy members, and 
when a member of the congregation becomes 
ill or injured, in addition to praying for that 
person, the mathematicus often prepares a 
charta. Likewise, secular magicians create 
amulets for others, but they often have less-
pure objectives and charge for their services. 
In many cities, romantic amulets, chartae to 
assist with one’s business, or amulets to im-
prove one’s luck are available for a price. A 
large city in Mythic Europe might contain 

several unGifted learned magicians, often of 
varying abilities and levels of power, or even a 
Gifted one. And many towns contain at least 
one person who knows a few simple charms.

leArneD mAgiciAns  
AnD the church

Although the general populace of Mythic 
Europe readily accepts charms and amulets, 
and many learned magicians are members of 
the clergy, theologians and senior Church of-
ficials have mixed opinions on the practice. 
Some theologians believe that the amulets 
themselves are useless and it is the powers 
upon which the charms call that are respon-
sible for any supernatural effects. These indi-
viduals are wrong. The charms, amulets, and 
chartae of the magicians use magic to create 
their effects, and the magicians need only call 
upon the other realms to overcome the nega-
tive effects of non-magical auras.

Other Church officials worry that too of-
ten learned magicians call upon powers other 
than the Divine to aid in creating their amu-
lets. These clergymen regard the Faerie and 
Magic realms as being just as deleterious to a 
Christian’s spiritual well being as the Infernal. 
Further, some believe that the Infernal pow-
ers may masquerade as agents of the other 
realms, and caution against creating or wear-
ing any amulet that calls upon any names 
other than those angels found in the Bible.

Opinions do vary, but most members of 
the Church believe that amulets or chartae 
created for protective purposes that call upon 
the Divine are perfectly acceptable, or harm-
less symbols of a Christian’s devotion at worst. 
The common folk are ignorant of the finer 
points of the debate over charms and amulets 
and accept them for what they are, a small 
measure of protection in a dangerous world.

Learned Magicians  
in Play

In addition to playing a Mathematicus of 
Bologna, such a character can be involved in 
a saga as an ally or adversary of a covenant. If 
the mathematicus is not a member of the Or-
der, then generate the character as described 
above. If the mathematicus is a member of 
the Order, follow the guidelines provided 
below under “Hermetic Magicians.” Math-
ematici outside of the Order may be repre-
sented by the following Boons and Hooks.
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minor covenAnt boon: 
mAthemAticus Ally

Take this Boon if the troupe wants to limit the sto-
ries about the existence of their learned magician ally.

A single mathematicus lives near the cov-
enant. He’s likely a graduate of the University 
of Bologna and may be teaching or tutoring 
students locally. He assists the magi if possible 
and shares information with them. The magi-
cian may aid the covenant out of intellectual 
curiosity or because he’s seeking employment.

Story Seed: Second-hand Books
The covenant unknowingly hires an 

unGifted mathematicus as a librarian or to 
instruct apprentices in Latin and Artes Libe-
rales. The mathematicus copies and trades 
texts on Code of Hermes, Magic Theory, 
and Order of Hermes Lore to his Gifted 
brethren, to improve the player charac-
ters’ mundane library. How do the charac-

ters react if the discover this trade? If the 
characters aren’t careful, the mathematicus 
might discover and propagate the secrets of 
Parma Magica, after all. And if the Order 
discovers the characters were indirectly 
responsible for allowing information on 
Parma Magica to be learned by others, it 
would be a serious breach of the Code.

Stefano the Master
Characteristics: Int +4, Per +1, Pre +1, Com 

+2, Str –1, Sta –1, Dex 0, Qik +1
Size: 0
Age: 30
Decrepitude: 0
Warping Score: 1
Confidence Score: 1 (3)
Virtues and Flaws: The Gift; Magister in 

Artibus, Mathematicus of Bologna; Af-
finity with Divine Lore, Arcane Lore, 
Book Learner, Educated, Great Intel-
ligence, Improved Characteristics, 
Skilled Master; Driven, Dependent; 
Deleterious Circumstances (wilder-
ness), Susceptibility to Infernal Power, 
Weak Magic, Poor Eyesight

Personality Traits: Driven +3, Scholarly 
+3, Stubborn +2, Fair +1

Reputations: Accomplished Scholar 2 (local)
Combat:
Dodging: Init +1, Attack n/a, Defense +1, 

Damage n/a
Soak: –1
Fatigue Levels: OK, 0, –1, –3, –5,  

Unconscious
Wound Penalties: –1 (1–5), –3 (6–10), –5 

(11–15), Incapacitated (16–20), Dead 
(21+)

Abilities: Arabic 1 (charms), Artes Libe-
rales 5 (astronomy), Bologna Lore 2 
(geography), Charm 2 (putting others 
at ease), Church Lore 2 (history), Civil 
and Canon Law 2 (treatment of magic), 
Divine Lore 5 (names of power), Eti-
quette 2 (nobility), Faerie Lore 2 (names 
of power), Folk Ken 2 (clergy), Infernal 
Lore 2 (names of power), Italian 5 (po-
etry), Latin 5 (letter writing), Lore of 
the Mathematici 2 (Initiations), Magic 
Lore 2 (names of power), Medicine 3 
(physician), Philosophiae 4 (moral phi-
losophy), Profession (Scribe) 1 (flowery 
script), Teaching 3 (Artes Liberales), 

Theology 2 (treatment of magic)
Arts: Tu 2, Su 2, Vu 2, Fa 14, Ma 6, Sa 5
Equipment: Clothes, walking stick, and a 

writing material.
Encumbrance: 0 (0)
Spells Known:
Grant Fortuna Belli (Single Weapon) (TuFa 

15/+9)
Grant Fortuna Belli (Brawl) (TuFa 15/+9)
Charm against Capriciousness (Medicine) (TuFa 

15/+9) (Personal Range)
Magical Fortitude Charm against Magic Fire (+8 

Soak) (TuMa 5/+5)
Magical Fortitude Charm against Magic Claws 

(+8 Soak) (TuMa 5/+5)
Magical Fortitude Charm against Magic Teeth (+8 

Soak) (TuMa 5/+5)
Charm against Entrancement (+9 Ease Factor) 

(TuMa 10/+5)
Charm against Hex (+9 Ease Factor) (TuMa 

10/+5)
Gift of Prometheus (Good Teacher) (SuFa 20/+9) 

(Personal Range)
Charm of Communication (+1) (SuFa 20/+9)
Charm of Stamina (+1) (SuFa 20/+9)
Charm of Protection against Achilles’ Bane (fists) 

(+8 Soak) (TuSa 5/+5)
Charm of Protection against Achilles’ Bane (kicks) 

(+8 Soak) (TuSa 5/+5)
Dispel Fortuna Belli (Brawl) (VuFa 5/+9)
Dispel Fortuna Belli (Single Weapon) (VuFa 

5/+9)
Charm of Protection against the Faerie (Might 5) 

(VuMa 5/+5)
Charm of Protection against the Infernal (Might 5) 

(VuMa 5/+5)
Curse of Coughing Fits (VuSa 10/+5)
Appearance: Stefano is a slight man with 

spindly arms and legs. He has a slight 
paunch from spending too much time 
at his studies. He has a broad smile and 
cheerful brown eyes. His bushy black 
beard is starting to go grey.

Stefano was born in Rome, where his 
father was a well-known jurist. The social 
effects of The Gift made Stefano’s child-
hood an uncomfortable one, and his father 
sent him off to the finest teachers money 
could buy, largely to keep the strange child 
from embarrassing the family. Stefano at-
tended the University of Bologna where 
he encountered the Mathematici. He was 
a quick study and became an accomplished 
scholar. Stefano impressed the senior mem-
bers of the guild of masters and was offered 
a teaching position.

Stephano’s father died recently, and 
his stepmother sent his adolescent sister 
to Bologna to live with him. They fre-
quently argue because Stephano pays 
little attention to his sister and she resents 
living in the relative poverty required by 
Stephano’s profession. Although their re-
lationship is tense, Stephano would do 
anything for his sister.

Stefano is very concerned about do-
ing a good job as a teacher, and casts Gift 
of Prometheus and Charm of Communication be-
fore every lecture. These charms do not 
allow him to overcome the effects of The 
Gift, but as the year progresses his students 
warm to him as the negative effects dimin-
ish somewhat, and they begin to appreci-
ate his eloquent lectures. Stefano obsesses 
about the Church and its stance on the use 
of magic. He is worried that the Church 
will uncover the Mathematici and make 
trouble for them and the University. In his 
spare time, Stefano has been correspond-
ing with clergy across Mythic Europe to 
discuss his research on canon law regard-
ing the use of magic.

Because Stefano learned his magic 
while studying to become a Magister, no 
additional experience points were assigned 
for the years of his “apprenticeship.”
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minor covenAnt hook: 
mAthemAticus resiDent

Take this Hook if the troupe wants to tell stories 
about a learned magician living with the magi.

One or more mathematici live in the 
covenant. If any of these mathematici have 
The Gift, their presence quickly draws suspi-
cious visits from Quaesitors. The covenant 
may also be visited by magi pursuing the ma-
gicians for Insight into research projects.

hermetic leArneD mAgiciAns

A particularly powerful member of the 
Mathematici of Bologna might be invited, or 
commanded, to join the Order of Hermes. 
Such a magician would likely continue to 
practice his tradition’s magic, but might join 
the Order to avoid persecution or enjoy the 
benefits of Parma Magica. A nominally Her-
metic learned magician character should take 
the Flaw Hedge Wizard and the Virtue Arcane 

Lore. The 50 experience points from Arcane 
Lore can be used to learn any Arcane Abilities, 
but the character already has access to those, 
and so would likely spend the experience 
points solely on Code of Hermes and Parma 
Magica. Otherwise, the player generates the 
character exactly as described earlier.

Alternate 
Traditions

There is no requirement that the Math-
ematici be based in Bologna, and any of the 
university towns — such as Oxford, Cam-
bridge, Paris, Montpellier, or Salamanca — are 
equally suitable. See the Universities chapter 
of Art & Academe for a description of universi-
ties in Mythic Europe. With little effort, the 
magicians could be placed in any of these lo-
cations. In addition, the magic of this chapter 
can be used for other magical traditions.

Mythic Alchemists

Required Virtues and Flaws: Mythic Al-
chemy, Laboratory Magician, and No Text 
Casting

Arts and Abilities: All Learned Magician 
Arts, Natural Magician, and Mythic Herbalism

Mythic alchemists use their magic to 
create powerful magical potions and trans-
form base materials.

history AnD culture

Developed in ancient Egypt, the occult 
science of alchemy has been practiced for 
thousands of years. The ancient Greeks and 
Romans were well versed in its mysteries, but 
with the fall of the Roman Empire the knowl-
edge of alchemy was nearly lost to the West 
and only survived in fragments. The alche-
mists of Mythic Europe have recently gained 
new insight into this art. In 1144, Robert of 
Chester translated Morienus Romanus’ Liber 
de Compositione Alchemiae into Latin, making it 
the first Arabic alchemical work accessible 
to the West. By 1220, many other treatises 
on alchemy are available in Mythic Europe 
— both Greek and Roman classics translated 
from Arabic, and alchemical texts written by 
Arab practitioners. For an extensive discus-

Marco the Student
Characteristics: Int +1, Per +2, Pre +1, 

Com +2, Str 0, Sta 0, Dex –1, Qik 0
Size: 0
Age: 27
Decrepitude: 0
Warping Score: 0
Confidence Score: 1 (3)
Virtues and Flaws: Priest, Mathematicus of 

Bologna; Strong Amulet Magic, Tueor; 
Magicam, Relic, Salutem, Sense Holi-
ness and Unholiness, Social Contacts 
(minor clergy), Student of the Divine, 
Well-Traveled; Compassionate, In-
tervention Prone, Plagued by Angel; 
Incompatible Hedge Arts (Vulnero 
& Salutem), Fragile Constitution, No 
Magic Defenses, Short-Lived Magic, 
Short-Ranged Magic, Social Handi-
cap (sickly), Vow (celibacy), Warped 
Magic, Weak Magic

Personality Traits: Kind +3, Curious +2, 
Shy +1, Brave –1

Reputations: Creepy 2 (local)
Combat:
Dodging: Init +1, Attack n/a, Defense +1, 

Damage n/a
Soak: –1
Fatigue Levels: OK, 0, –1, –3, –5,  

Unconscious
Wound Penalties: –1 (1–5), –3 (6–10), –5 

(11–15), Incapacitated (16–20), Dead 
(21+)

Abilities: Artes Liberales 2 (rhetoric), 
Brawl 1 (dodging), Bologna Lore 3 
(graveyards), Charm 2 (superiors), 
Church Lore 2 (legends), Civil and 
Canon Law 2 (regulations), Divine 
Lore 3+2 (names of power), Etiquette 
3 (Church), Folk Ken 3 (clergy), In-
trigue 1 (appointments), Italian 5 
(preaching), Latin 4 (Church rites), 
Lore of the Mathematici 1 (history), 
Magic Lore 2 (ghosts), Philosophiae 2 
(natural philosophy), Sense Holiness 

and Unholiness 4 (ghosts), Theology 
2 (purgatory)

Arts: Tu 1, Su (n/a), Vu (n/a), Fa (n/a), 
Ma 7, Sa 7

Equipment: Simple robes.
Encumbrance: 0 (0)
Spells Known:
Magical Fortitude Charm against Magical Claws 

(+10 Soak) (TuMa 10/+5)
Charm of Alacritous Fortune against Claws (+4 

Defense) (TuMa 10/+5)
Charm against Hex (+9 Ease Factor) (TuMa 

10/+5)
Charm of Protection against Achilles’ Bane (knives) 

(+10 Soak) (TuSa 10/+5)
Charm of Protection against Achilles’ Bane (clubs) 

(+10 Soak) (TuSa 10/+5)
Appearance: Marco is a portly man with a 

thin smile and beady black eyes. Mar-
co is constantly coughing, wheezing, 
and wiping his nose on the sleeve of 
his black habit.

Marco came to Bologna after corre-
sponding with Stefano for several years. 
Through their correspondence, Marco 
came to realize that Stefano possessed 
knowledge of the supernatural. Marco 
sought him out because for as long Marco 
can remember he has been pestered by a 
creature claiming to be an angel. The crea-
ture exhorts Marco to assist the spirits of 
the recently departed on their way to the 
afterlife. Marco is not sure that this crea-
ture is an angel, but it seems to be prod-
ding him to do good deeds. The angel 
has also encouraged Marco to learn more 
about purgatory. In his travels, Marco has 
acquired a finger bone of Saint Odilo, the 
patron saint of souls in purgatory. Although 
Marco has only studied for two years as 
a member of the learned magicians, he is 
able to create amulets and chartae to assist 
him in his vocation.
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sion, see the Experimental Philosophy chap-
ter of Art & Academe.

Although alchemical texts are available 
to the literate population of Mythic Europe, 
alchemists and alchemical writers express 
constant concern about the need to keep 
its secrets from the general populace, from 
the ignorant, and from the foolish for fear 
of the damage it could do. Of course, some 
alchemists also acknowledge that wide-
spread knowledge of the secrets of alchemy 
would diminish the power of each practitio-
ner. Regardless of the reason, most mythic 
alchemists are loath to divulge their powers 
to others. They write in code and speak in 
parables to ensure that only those worthy of 
the knowledge may obtain it.

Many mythic alchemists gain their 
knowledge from a single teacher, but some 
are born with the ability to practice alchemy 
or gain it through exposure to alchemical 
texts. Mythic alchemist Initiations follow 
the rules presented in the Introduction. The 
Ordeals inflicted often reflect the alchemists’ 
obsession with keeping their knowledge se-
cret and ensuring that their magic does not 
fall into the wrong hands.

mAgic

Mythic alchemists cannot cast charms, 
but instead create powders, potions, or pas-
tilles. A Mythic alchemist substitutes his Phi-
losophiae score for Artes Liberales in calcu-
lating his Lab Total. All alchemical creations 
must use the Arcane Experimentation rules, 
as discussed in Enchanted Items Created 
by Experimentation, ArM5 page 107-109. 
The mythic alchemist always adds a simple 
die to his Alchemical Lab Total and rolls a 
stress die on the Extraordinary Results chart 
( ArM5, page 109). The mythic alchemist 
may choose to take an exceptional risk and 
deal with the consequences.

Alchemists can create powders, which 
use the same mechanics as chartae, except 
that there is no astrological component. Like 
chartae, alchemical powders only last for a 
limited time and are useless after their initial 
charge expires.

Alchemists may also create potions. Po-
tions use the same basic game mechanics as 
amulets, with a few exceptions. An alche-
mist’s potions do not require any astronomi-
cal knowledge and may be used by anyone; 
however, the alchemist must use 1 pawn of 
vis for every 5 levels of the base effect of the 
potion. For each charge that an amulet would 
have, the alchemist creates another dose of 

the potion, which also requires an additional 
pawn of vis. An alchemist may elect to con-
serve vis by not making the additional doses. 
Succurro Magicam charms may not be used 
to increase the number of doses of a potion.

Mythic alchemists use slightly different 
Targets than learned magicians. They can-
not use the Bloodline Target. If the alchemist 
uses the Group Target, he creates a pastille. 
Pastilles are small lumps of hardened paste 
that must be ignited to take effect. The 
smoke they produce carries the magic. They 
lose effectiveness in wide-open or breezy ar-
eas quickly. The target need not be able to 
breathe; it is enough for it to be surrounded 
by the pastille’s smoke.

The laboratory of a mythic alchemist is 
very similar to a Hermetic magus’, and any 
magus using one would suffer only a –3 pen-
alty to his Lab Total, which could be elimi-
nated with one season’s work to properly 
outfit it for Hermetic magic. Mythic alche-
mists also use the same rules as magi for lab 
assistance, except their assistants need not 
possess The Gift, only the Mythic Alchemy 
Virtue. The apprentice’s score in Mythic Al-
chemy is substituted for Magic Theory in 
determining the amount added to the alche-
mist’s Lab Total (ArM5, page 103).

Because Mythic Alchemists do not pos-
sess the Entreat the Powers Virtue, the Warp-
ing reaction of the learned magicians is not 
appropriate for them. Mythic alchemists 
accumulate Warping in the same manner as 
learned magicians, but as their Warping Score 
increases they begin to lose their minds. When 
the character’s Warping Score reaches 3, he 
acquires a Minor Personality Flaw making 
the character more secretive and suspicious. 
When the character’s Warping Score reaches 
6 or more, he gains a Major Personality Flaw 
that makes the character paranoid. If the char-
acter’s Warping Score reaches 10, the player 
no longer has control over the character’s ac-
tions as the character goes utterly insane.

chArActers

Mythic Alchemists should follow the 
same guidelines as other learned magicians, 
as they are cut from the same cloth as the 
Mathematici. Because the Church provides 
most education in Mythic Europe, many 
mythic alchemists are members of the 
Church or received their education from the 
Church. Most mythic alchemists know Latin 
and have studied Artes Liberales and Phi-
losophiae, but beyond that, they have few 
similarities. Their training is highly idiosyn-

cratic and greatly depends on the knowledge 
of the first mentor or whatever alchemical 
tomes they happen to find. Some mythic 
alchemists, especially those near the Iberian 
Peninsula, also study Arabic, which allows 
them access to the powerful alchemical texts 
held by the Moors.

Cunning-folk

Required Virtues: Mythic Herbalism 
and Entreat the Faerie Powers

Arts and Abilities: All Learned Magician 
Arts, Purifying Touch, and Premonitions

Cunning-folk use their magical powers 
to mediate between the supernatural powers 
and the common people of Mythic Europe. 
The cunning-folk assist the lowliest peasants 
with their magic, and are hardly distinguish-
able from the people among whom they live. 
Because of their lowly social status, they are 
often ignored by Hermetic magi and even by 
other hedge wizards.

history AnD culture

Cunning-folk have no real traditions. 
They are a disparate mix of men and women 
living in the villages and hamlets of Mythic 
Europe. The cunning-folk have a profound re-
spect for the faeries, and their close relation-
ship with them is often a source of their pow-
ers. Although some cunning-folk are born 
with the ability to practice their magic, most 
receive it through an encounter with the faer-
ies. The Initiation Scripts of the cunning-folk 
focus on interaction with and understanding 
of the faerie realm, rather than the academic 
abilities emphasized by the Mathematici.

Most cunning-folk are unGifted and live 
in rural communities, where they serve as 
interlocutors between the world of the su-
pernatural and the peasants. They use their 
charms to assist villagers in overcoming 
mundane obstacles, such as minor injuries, 
sick livestock, or difficult childbirths. The 
cunning-folk also use their charms to pro-
vide a small measure of protection against 
hostile supernatural forces.

mAgic

Cunning-folk are able to practice magic 
in much the same manner as the learned 
magicians. They can cast verbal charms and 
create magical devices. The charms cunning-
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folk cast are frequently in the local language, 
and knowledge of Latin is not necessary. Not 
all cunning-folk are literate, but those who 
are may cast charms from texts as described 
above. Cunning-folk texts may be in Latin, 
but most are not.

Cunning-folk have equivalents of chartae 
and amulets; however, the magical devices 
they create are small charms that can consist 
of bundles of herbs, parts of animals, knots 
of string, small wooden carvings, or other 
objects. These devices often incorporate the 
name of the target somewhere in the charm.

The cunning-folk substitute the Craft: 
Charm Ability for Artes Liberales in their 
Laboratory Total when creating their de-
vices. The rest of the mechanics remain the 
same, except the cunning-folk need not cast 
horoscopes for the recipients of their magic. 
Cunning-folk may use the same rules as magi 
for lab assistance, except their assistants must 
possess at least one learned Magic Technique 
and Form, and the assistant’s Craft: Charm 
score is substituted for Magic Theory in de-
termining the amount added to the wizard’s 
Lab Total (ArM5, page 103).

chArActers

Cunning-folk often do not begin train-
ing in magic until they are in their teens. 
The cunning-folk apprenticeship generally 
lasts three to five years, but may last longer 
if a child shows an aptitude early in life and 
is discovered by a teacher. For each year of 
training, the player may spend 16 experi-
ence points in Abilities or Arts and 8 levels 
of spells.

Although the cunning-folk are gener-
ated using the same basic rules described 
earlier, they rarely possess the same Abili-

ties as the Mathematici. In addition to their 
Arts, cunning-folk often devote their time 
to learning Craft: Charm, Chirurgy, Faerie 
Lore, Folk Ken, Herbalism, and Magic Lore. 
Cunning-folk usually possess the Wise One 
Social Status. In addition to the required 
and favored Virtues, appropriate Virtues and 
Flaws include the following: Gentle Gift, Fa-
erie Blood, Second Sight, Student of Faerie 
Realm, Faerie Friend, and Visions. For other 
appropriate Virtues and Flaws, see Realms of 
Power: Faerie.

Integrating 
the Learned 
Magicians’ 
Magic

The learned magicians’ magic is the 
source of a potential Breakthrough for the 
magus who manages to integrate it with Her-
metic magic.

Single-Use  
Charged Items

Suggested Breakthrough Points: 40
Hermetic magic currently lacks the abil-

ity to create quick, relatively powerful magic 
items. By incorporating the chartae creation 

ability of the learned magicians, a Hermetic 
magus can gain the ability to quickly create 
single-use charged items.

In addition to the texts of the Mathema-
tici, the Hermetic researcher may be able to 
acquire texts from ancient Greek or Egyptian 
sources. These texts are slowly beginning to 
trickle into Mythic Europe. Once a research-
er discovers these sources, he may travel to 
the Islamic lands and discover additional 
texts and formularies for Insight. Likewise, 
the researcher may discover native practitio-
ners of the learned magicians’ magic.

integrAtion effects

During the Integration process, the ma-
gus creates charged devices. Regardless of 
the Lab Total of the magus, each charged 
device only contains a single charge. The 
magus may only create one device per season 
until he achieves a Breakthrough.

consequences of integrAtion

The principal consequence of Integrat-
ing this effect is to greatly increase the 
number of magical devices available to non-
magi. With this Breakthrough, magi are able 
to create devices tailored to situations their 
grogs are expected to encounter. Grogs are 
likely to benefit from devices to assist them 
in combat, such as projectile weapons with 
Perdo Corpus, Creo Ignem, or other combat 
effects. Other uses include defensive devices, 
such as Rego Terram, Rego Herbam, or Muto 
Corpus effects.

Because the charged device is essentially 
the equivalent of a formulaic spell for magi, it 
is unlikely that they will create many devices 
for themselves. Magi with different areas of 
expertise might exchange useful charged de-
vices with each other. The primary benefit 
of the Integration would be to allow a magus 
to use his Lab Total to cast the equivalent of 
a formulaic spell that he does not know. Of 
course, a magus who uses a particular spell 
effect on a regular basis would always be 
better served by learning and mastering it, 
rather than relying upon a charged device.

Minor Hermetic Virtue: Quick Charged Items
The magus is able to create single-

use charged items. The level of the effect 
of the charged item must be less than or 
equal to the magus’ Lab Total. The magus 
must spend one hour per magnitude of 

the effect of the item. At the end of that 
period, the magus creates a charged item 
with a single charge. All other restric-
tions on the creation of charged items 
must be followed.
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Nightwalkers
In many parts of Europe there are un-

Gifted folk magicians with the ability to al-
low their spirits to roam while their bodies 
are unconscious or in an altered mental state. 
These spirits may become material far dis-
tant from their mortal bodies, sometimes in 
animal shapes. These magicians form militias 
and use their powers to fight fertility battles, 
protect their communities from evil, and 
guide the dead. In the cases of the less scru-
pulous, they also blackmail their neighbors 
and steal their valuables. The nightwalker 
traditions of Mythic Europe have diverse 
names, and different powers and duties, in 
each culture. This chapter examines the abil-
ities, duties, and enemies of several varieties 
of hedge magician that share this power.

Those members of the Order of Hermes 
familiar with this type of hedge magician call 

the power to travel in spirit ekstasis, which 
means “straying.” They call the straying spirit 
a phantasticum and people who can stray 
nightwalkers. This name gives the impres-
sion that all ecstatic hedge magicians use their 
power only at night, which is not true. But it 
suits the benandanti tradition of nightwalkers, 
who Roman-descended members of the Order 
encountered before meeting other groups with 
the same abilities. It also suggests these groups 
form a single tradition of magic, which is false: 
these groups merely have similar powers.

The Order has not encountered any 
nightwalker group whose members are suf-
ficiently powerful to be adopted into House 
Ex Miscellanea. Nightwalkers often serve as 
the allies, enemies, or servants of magi, but 
members of the Order of Hermes do not 
consider them to be peers.

Characters
Nightwalkers are designed as conventional 

companions, not Mythic Companions like the 
most powerful members of the other traditions 
described in this book. Some nightwalker tra-
ditions have members who make their living 
as traveling magicians, but most nightwalkers 
have a mundane profession and perform their 
duties only at exceptional times.

New Virtues

The most powerful nightwalkers have 
the Nightwalker Major Virtue, which grants 
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a series of powers. Players who select the 
Nightwalker Virtue must localize their char-
acter by choosing one of the regional tradi-
tions described in this chapter — benandan-
ta, Hound of God, kresnik, kudlaki or taltós 
— or by creating a similar group that is active 
in the area around the covenant. Membership 
of each regional tradition is a Free Virtue.

nightWAlker

Major, Supernatural
A character with this virtue is able to 

stray; that is, he may send his spirit away 
from his body, and have it take material form 
at a distant place. This separated spirit, in 
solid or immaterial form, is called a phantas-
ticum. The ability to generate a phantasti-
cum allows the character to accept responsi-
bilities, and perform acts, that are described 
in greater detail in the following sections.

This Virtue includes all of the following 
powers:

• The character may stray while insensible, 
and lead others astray.

• The character knows a method of forcing 
insensibility.

• The character may use the Second Sight 
Ability in phantastic form, and gains a 
score of 1 in that Ability. He may not 
use it while in his body, unless he has the 
Second Sight Virtue. If he does, he has 
one score in Second Sight that he uses in 
both situations.

• The character involuntarily creates 
the accouterments usual to his or her 
tradition while in phantastic form. If 
these accouterments include traditional 
weapons, these weapons damage foes 
despite their apparent fragility.

• The character may make his spiritual form 
tangible or intangible using a Stamina + 
Concentration roll.

• The character may harm spirits in 
intangible form, as if both were tangible.

• The presence of the character in 
phantastic form causes drowsiness.

• If the character’s tradition uses animal or 
elemental shapes to travel, for processions, 
or for fertility battles, the character may do 
so. While in inhuman form, the character 
has the combat statistics and senses of a 
creature of the appropriate species, but 
retains his Intelligence and identity.

• The character may speak to the sleeping, 
causing them to have dreams, and may 
converse with people who are awake, 
although this is arduous.

The Virtue also includes the following 
duties and limitations:

• The character’s body appears dead and is 
terribly vulnerable while the phantasticum 
is absent.

• The character has the Magical Air Flaw 
while in phantastic form

• The character must muster for every 
battle or procession, as described below, 
if these are part of the character’s regional 
tradition, and does so involuntarily.

• Injuries the character takes in phantastic 
form are proportionally reflected on the 
waking form.

• The character must not describe the 
battles or processions, in any detail, to 
outsiders.

• This virtue does not provide Magic 
Resistance or Might.

• Characters in intangible phantastic form 
may be harmed by spells that affect ghosts 
or spirits, and may be seen with Second 
Sight (Ease Factor 9).

• Characters in tangible phantastic form 
may be harmed by anything that would 
harm mundane versions of their form.

versAtile phAntAsticum

Minor, Supernatural
Versatile Phantasticum is a virtue taken 

by traditions whose members can fight in 
animal or elemental form when not at a fer-
tility battle. A character may have a Versatile 
Phantasticum because all members of the 
character’s regional tradition have one, or 
because the character has powers superior to 
those usual to the regional tradition. Tradi-
tions that require this Virtue of their mem-
bers are described below.

Minor Virtues Related 
To Straying Traditions

Some traditions of nightwalkers have 
weaker hedge magicians associated with 
them, who are produced when people de-
velop incomplete versions of the power to 
stray. These weaker variants do not have 
the Nightwalker Virtue, and may be taken 
by grogs.

hAlf tAltós

Minor, Supernatural
A half taltós is a potential taltós — a re-

gional variant of nightwalker described later 
— who failed to defeat an elder taltós at his 
initiatory battle. In folklore half taltós have a 
variety of powers, but this Virtue only grants 
a limited form of Second Sight and the abil-
ity to affect spiritual entities with a limited 
range of physical objects. Half-taltós player 
characters can be differentiated by selecting 
other supernatural Virtues.

Second Sight comes only with difficulty 
to half taltós. They must perform a simple 
ritual, which varies by taltós and takes a min-
ute, before they can use the Virtue for one 
minute or until the conclusion of one battle, 
whichever is longer. Using this ritual repeat-
edly is very tiring. Each use requires an Ath-
letics + Stamina roll against an Ease Factor of 
6, or the half taltós loses a fatigue level.

The half taltós may affect spirits with his 
personal armaments. These are usually a sword 
or whip, with a smaller weapon for emergen-
cies. These are physical weapons with a spiri-
tual nature. If a half taltós loses a weapon, it 
takes a month of occasional work for him to 
create the Arcane Connection to a new weap-
on necessary for it to be used to harm spirits.

hAmr

Minor, Supernatural
Hamr is a Norse term for what Hermetic 

scholars would call a corporeal phantasti-
cum. Warriors with a hamr have the ability to 
enter a trance within sight of the battlefield, 
so that they can send forth their spirit to do 
battle in animal shape. An example is the folk 
hero Boðvar Bjarki, who would hide before 
battles but was not considered a coward by 
his fellows because a great white bear would 
appear in his stead, and he would have the 
bear’s injuries after the battle.

If the warrior’s body is found while he is 
in a trance, he is in a very vulnerable state. His 
body will not awaken until the hamr returns 
to it. If the body is killed, the hamr becomes 
an unusual ghost, and there are several pos-
sible outcomes. The hamr may vanish as the 
character dies. Or the hamr may remain on 
the battlefield until the battle is over, fulfill-
ing the ghost’s last wish. Most hamr are able 
to remain in the world only until the flesh of 
their decaying body falls from the bones. But 
occasionally the hamr remains on Earth in-
definitely, single-mindedly seeking out those 
who killed the magician.
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Such nemeses are usually unsuitable as 
player characters. Only their fixation on re-
venge allows them to remain in the world, 
which makes them unable to assist other play-
er characters in stories unrelated to their ven-
geance. Hamr are also notably animalistic in 
their thinking, and so are rarely able to plau-
sibly find ways of working patiently and me-
thodically toward the downfall of their foe, as 
anthropomorphic ghosts sometimes can.

The character requires a prop that places 
him in a dissociated mental state. This is the 
hide of an animal in some groups. In others it 
is a drug, alcohol being particularly popular 
in some traditions. These characters take (10 
– Concentration minutes) to enter the trance 
state and express the hamr — far slower than 
conventional skinchangers — but they do 
not take a season to replace their prop if it 
is lost or stolen. Many reduce this time by 
arriving at battles so severely inebriated that 
they are on the very verge of insensibility, 
which shortens the time required to three 
rounds (drink, lie down, express hamr). While 
in the trance state, they are unaffected by in-
ebriation and the trance state does not cease 
as the body neutralizes the drug.

Hamr can be used for purposes other than 
battle. For example, bird hamr make excellent 
scouts. The Hamr Virtue doesn’t grant any oth-
er magical powers usual for ecstatic magic.

sleepWAlker

Minor, Supernatural
Hermetic magi prone to speculation on 

these things, particularly from the Houses of 
Bjornaer and Tremere, have noted that there 
is a class of hedge magicians who sleep-
walk within their hamr, rather than entering 
a trance hidden away from the battlefield. 
The hamr is larger than a human is, and may 
appear to be a hybrid of human and animal 
forms. The magician is cloaked within the 
phantasticum, the more durable and combat-
worthy form. In battle, a Heavy Wound may 
cut the hamr so deeply that the skin of the 
human within is visible through the lacera-
tion. Sleepwalkers are unable to stray, in the 
sense of their phantasticum losing physical 
contact with the body, so lack virtually all of 
the powers of nightwalkers.

Sleepwalkers, like magicians with a hamr, 
require props and are likely to arrive at tense 
situations almost out of their minds. It often 
occurs that those sleepwalking in their hamr 
act with the ferocity of their animal form, 
and fail to recognize friends and family who 
are dear to them in the waking state.

Virtues Nightwalkers 
Often Possess

The following Virtues are not required 
of nightwalkers, but individual nightwalkers 
often have them.

ghost

Nightwalkers whose bodies die while 
their phantasticum is absent are usually 
forced to wander the world as ghosts until 
their destined hour of death. In at least one 
tradition of nightwalker, every member be-
comes one of the unquiet dead unless preven-
tative measures are taken with their corpses. 
These spirits become very similar to the dead 
that the nightwalkers battle, and retain many 
of their abilities from life, including the abil-
ity to take corporeal form. Further material 
concerning ghostly player characters is in-
cluded in Realms of Power: Magic.

greAter purifying touch

Many nightwalkers are healers. Some 
have supernatural powers, like Greater Puri-
fying Touch, that allow them to mitigate the 
effects of Infernal attack. Others are skilled 
herbalists or chirurgeons.

sense holiness AnD unholiness

Nightwalkers use this Ability to detect 
their foes while awake. In northern Italy, 
they also use this ability to break curses. The 
Infernal witches indigenous to that  area and 
to many others create curses that require 
small charms to remain near their victims for 
the effect to continue. While patrolling their 
villages, nightwalkers can detect these curse 
anchors and note their location. The follow-
ing day, when they awaken, the nightwalkers 
remove these charms. 

Some nightwalkers break curses using 
cthonic powers, as described in the supple-
ment Realms of Power: The Infernal.

Flaws Nightwalkers 
Often Possess

The following Flaws are common among 
nightwalkers, but aren’t required for any 
tradition: Compulsion (to fight the battle in 
waking life), Dark Secret (lives in a community 
that persecutes nightwalkers as infernalists), 
Dependent, Diabolic Past (it’s possible for 
nightwalkers to change sides in most traditions, 
but difficult.), Dutybound (night battles), 
Enemies (local Infernal witch), Higher Purpose 
(fighting evil), Nocturnal, Oath of Fealty (to 

Born With a Caul
In most of the traditions, potential 

nightwalkers are born with a caul. That is, 
most nightwalkers are born with a hood 
of membrane. This must be kept, and 
is given to the nightwalker by his or her 
parents. In some traditions, a nightwalker 
who loses his caul loses his powers until he 
regains it. This weakness may be taken as 
a Major Story Flaw. In those areas where 
nightwalkers are common, when the parents 
give their child a caul they usually also tell 
him what little they know about the night 
battles. Knowledge of the nightwalkers 
is an (Organization) Lore, but characters 
who have not mustered for fertility battles 
rarely have a score higher than 1.

Having a caul, by birth or purchase, 
grants any of the properties below, each 
purchased as a Virtue. Caul-based Virtues 
are frequently found among nightwalkers, 
but are not required for membership of 
any nightwalker tradition.

Immunity to Drowning (Major, ArM5, 
page 43). The character is immune to 
drowning, but this does not actually 
allow him to breathe underwater. He 
simply floats unconscious to the nearest 
shore if he would otherwise drown.

Luck (Minor, ArM5, page 45)
Self-Confidence (Minor, ArM5, page 48)
Strong-Willed (Minor, ArM5, page 49)
Being born with a caul, regardless of 

whether it has been retained, often 
grants one of the following Virtues:

Dowsing (Minor, ArM5, page 41)
Second Sight (Minor, ArM5, page 48)
Weather Sense (Minor), The character 

has an intuitive understanding of the 
weather, identical in effect to the spell 
Sailor’s Foretaste of the Morrow (ArM5, 
page 127). The character needs only to 
concentrate to use this ability: it does 
not require a roll.
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the group’s supernatural patron), Plagued by 
Supernatural Entities (demons seeking revenge 
for being thrashed, or the dead seeking rest), 
Supernatural Nuisance (as previous).

Powers in Detail
The magical power that defines these 

hedge traditions, called ekstasis or “straying,” 
allows a magician to send forth his spirit 
while unconscious. Straying is more com-
mon in people who are loosely linked to hu-
man society: outcasts, children, the mentally 
ill, the incorrectly baptized, and the pain-
fully shy. It is a power that arises without 
training, and has no corresponding Ability, 
because characters do not become better at 
straying over time through practice.

Ekstasis

The range of actions that characters 
can perform while their spirits stray varies 

between the traditions that have developed 
in different locations. The section below in-
cludes those abilities found in all groups who 
have the Nightwalker Virtue.

prepArAtion for strAying

A character may cause his spirit to stray 
when the character is unconscious, or in 
an altered mental state. Characters usually 
stray while asleep, but serious illness can 
also permit straying. Religious mystics court 
the experience of straying through asceti-
cism, self-mortification, sleep deprivation, 
and fasting, and player characters who think 
to can mimic this behavior. Hermetic magi 
can cast versions of Call to Slumber to render 
themselves or others insensible, for example 
(ArM5, page 151).

Characters can also render themselves 
insensible using drugs. Each tradition uses 
slightly different preparations. Many night-
walkers use an ointment that is worryingly 
similar to that provided to Infernal witches 
by demons to allow them to attend the Sab-
bat. Regardless of the exact method, a char-
acter using drugs takes (10 – Concentration) 
minutes to reach insensibility, with a mini-

mum time of one minute. Characters who 
the nightwalker poisons with his drug may 
resist insensibility with a Stamina roll against 
an Ease Factor of 6.

the insensAte boDy

While the character’s spirit is absent, the 
body appears dead. The skin drains of all 
color, and the limbs become rigid. The body 
continues to breathe, and its heart continues 
to beat, but both have such little power that 
those lacking medical skill cannot detect ei-
ther. Those with medical training will assume 
that without immediate assistance the char-
acter will die. This is not correct: Aristotle 
records that some ancient Greek magicians, 
left undisturbed, spent many years in this 
semblance of death. Characters who stray 
for extended periods do not starve, or die of 
thirst, but the muscles of their unused bod-
ies atrophy. In extreme cases, this can cause 
Decrepitude and Characteristic loss.

If a magician’s body is disturbed while the 
spirit is straying, the character may die. The 
degree to which disturbance is harmful varies 
slightly between nightwalking traditions. Lap-
lander nightwalkers die if their bodies are sim-
ply touched, while benandanti only die if the 
body is rolled onto its face. Even in more-du-
rable traditions, the nightwalker does not feel 
the sensations of the body, and so is unaware if 
the body is slapped, burned, or killed.

Straying is intensely arduous. Characters 
who stray for an hour feel lethargic for the 
rest of the day: they have lost a Long Term 
Fatigue level. Those who stray for a whole 
night are lethargic for the following day: 
they have lost 2 Long Term Fatigue levels. 
Usually a character requires two nights of 
rest to regain 2 Long Term Fatigue levels, 
but many traditions of nightwalkers know a 
method that allows them to regain a single 
lost Long-Term Fatigue level, which short-
ens the period of fatigue to a single night. 
These methods are described in the Return-
ing Home section, later, and in some of the 
regional traditions.

the phAntAsticum: A spirituAl 
yet corporeAl form

The spirit that strays from the body 
of a nightwalker is that part which, were 
the nightwalker to die in unfortunate cir-
cumstances, would become his ghost. The 
phantasticum is able to become corporeal or 
immaterial at will. While immaterial it has a 
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ghostly appearance, although the nightwalk-
er may also become invisible at will. Switch-
ing between corporeality and immateriality 
takes three rounds, and cannot be performed 
during combat without a Stamina + Concen-
tration roll against an Ease Factor of 15.

Some nightwalkers have human phan-
tastica, while others are shaped like ani-
mals. Many traditions allow a nightwalker 
to change between their human form and 
a particular animal shape at will, or to use 
particular powers and perform certain tasks. 
Switching between human and animal shape 
also takes three rounds, and cannot be per-
formed during combat without a Stamina + 
Concentration roll against an Ease Factor of 
15. Characters with animal phantastica may 
become immaterial or invisible in the same 
way that those with human phantastica do.

The species of a character’s phantasticum 
is often limited by his or her regional tradi-
tion. In some traditions, like the Hounds of 
God, the phantasticum is the same for every 
member. In others it derives from a nar-
row range of noble shapes, with bear, wolf, 
boar, and stag being popular. In many of the 
Norse traditions, the shape closely matches 
the psyche of the human, so odd shapes like 
whales and walruses have been reported.

seconD sight AnD mAgicAl Air

While in spirit form, the nightwalker may 
use the Second Sight Ability. Some night-
walkers patrol their neighborhoods in spiri-
tual form. This allows them to examine the 
surrounding area carefully to find dangerous 
creatures and cursed objects. It also allows 
them to spy on their neighbors. Characters 
who wish to use Second Sight while sensate 
must purchase it as a separate Virtue.

The presence of a phantasticum causes 
uneasiness in humans, even if they lack Vir-
tues that allow them to sense the phantasti-
cum itself. Domestic animals are sensitive to 
the presence of phantastica. Horses usually 
flee phantastica, while dogs defend homes 
against them. Cats either avoid phantastica 
or treat them as just another human, so some 
cats attempt to rub against the legs of an in-
visible, intangible magician.

trAvel through strAying

Ecstatic magicians may travel great dis-
tances almost instantly while in spirit form. 
Different nightwalkers use various methods 
of travel. Some spirits take incorporeal hu-

man form, walking as if in a dream, or flying 
through the night like a breeze. Some take the 
form of ghostly animals that can run with su-
pernatural speed to the site of the battle. These 
are usually not combat-worthy forms — cats, 
hares, and mice are common — but some mi-
litias have wolves and stags as members.

Much as the ghost of a knight may invol-
untarily make a ghostly horse for himself to 
ride and ghostly armor to wear, so the mem-
bers of some militias of nightwalkers gener-
ate mounts and equipment. Mounts often 
include odd creatures like cats and hares, but 
at least one militia has cavaliers. Some mili-
tias ride agricultural tools. The militia that 
fights above Venice floats across the Adriatic 
in swift eggshells.

Spirit travel is, objectively, almost instant, 
but is experienced at a dreamy pace. A char-
acter may recall traveling for a hour on roads, 
or flying, or running through underbrush 
mounted on the back of a hare. The charac-
ter may recall having conversations with his 
travel partners. This experience of extended 
duration does not alter the swiftness of the 
travel: it’s possible to appear on the other side 
of Europe after just a few minutes.

A character attempting spirit travel needs 
to make a Stamina + Athletics roll, with the 
result as given in the table. A character may 
carry the usual accouterments of a member 
of the character’s tradition of nightwalker 
without penalty. Carrying any other object 
increases the difficulty of the roll by +3 per 

object. The character may not carry objects 
heavier than the character could carry in 
physical form. Objects carried away become 
phantastic, like the character’s equipment, 
and become invisible if the character does.

 result locAtion

 3 Places the character sees daily.
 6 Places seen in the last week.
 9 Places the character has seen with-

in the last year.
 12 Places that the character has not 

been in the last year, but has vis-
ited and to which he knows the 
mundane route.

 15 Places that the character has never 
been, but to which he knows the 
mundane route or has an Arcane 
Connection.

A character who fails this roll awakens 
exhausted, but may repeat the attempt once 
he gains better information about the route 
to his destination.

The following attempts at spirit travel 
are automatically successful:

• Traveling to the location of one’s own 
caul, in those traditions where nightwalk-
ers are born with cauls.

• In those traditions that are summoned 
or led to battle or procession, traveling 
to the location to which the character is 
summoned or led.

Combat Statistics for Animal Phantastica
To design a character’s animal phan-

tasticum, use the following system.

Base Statistics: Find the statistics for the 
animal species in the Book of Mun-
dane Beasts appendix found in Realms of 
Power: Magic , or use the rules in House of 
Hermes: Mystery Cults to design the mun-
dane animal. The statistics for the five 
most common shapes used for combat 
are given in an insert.

Characteristics: The character has the 
same Intelligence score in both forms. 
For all other Characteristics, if both 
the species and character have a nega-
tive score, use the lowest score. If both 
the species and the character have a 
positive score, use the highest. If the 
character and the species have one 
positive and one negative score, add 
the two scores.

Size: If the character has a Virtue or Flaw 
affecting Size, it changes the Size of 
the animal form.

Virtues and Flaws: Apply all Virtues and 
Flaws related to the character’s human 
body to the animal form. For example, 
Missing Eye.

Abilities: Use the General Abilities of the 
species. Human abilities cannot be ac-
cessed in animal form, except those 
that are used to know or understand. 
The character may communicate with 
animals of similar aspect and diet.

Experience: Characters spending pro-
longed periods in animal form may 
spend experience on the Abilities of the 
animal form. This usually requires the 
Versatile Phantasticum Virtue.

Combat: The combat statistics now need 
to be adjusted to suit the character’s 
Brawl score.
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• Traveling to the character’s True Love, or 
leading another to his or her True Love.

• Following a known route, at conventional 
speed. A nightwalker strolling through 
his village in phantastic form, for exam-
ple, need not roll.

communicAtion 
through strAying

A character whose phantasticum is cor-
poreal may communicate normally with a 
group of people at his destination. This is 
arduous, and increases the exhaustion the 
character feels after straying by 1 Long Term 
Fatigue level. During the conversation, char-
acters may also use other communicative 
Abilities, like Leadership or Charm.

When in spirit form, the character may 
converse with unconscious people. They 
remember these conversations as dreams. 
Simple messages or images are automati-
cally remembered. Characters attempting to 
remember detailed conversations must make 
an Intelligence + Concentration roll against 
an Ease Factor of 12.

leADing others AstrAy

A nightwalker may call the spirits of oth-
ers from their bodies, and guide them. This 
is occasionally done to convince skeptical 
clergymen that the nightwalkers are not in-
fernalists, but are instead fighting the min-
ions of evil. To call a willing person along 
when traveling, the nightwalker must make 
a Stamina + Leadership roll against an Ease 
Factor 3 points higher than that for personal 
travel. On failed rolls, the unguided spirits 
may make Stamina + Athletics roll to find 
their bodies, once per hour. Lost spirits be-

come ghosts if their bodies die. When in 
spirit form, guided characters have all of the 
powers common to nightwalkers. They can-
not act as spirit guides, however.

There is a singular report, from a Her-
metic wizard who explored the far north 
seeking the Order of Odin, of an unusual use 
for this ability. He said he had encountered a 
warrior who, rather than leading friends with 
this power, or strangling his enemies as they 
slept, instead pulled them from their bodies 
so that they could fight honorable, but unin-
terrupted duels before significant battles.

Drawing a willing person into spiritual 
form, without leaving the current location, 
requires a Stamina + Leadership roll against 
an Ease Factor of 3. If the character fails, the 
person he intended to lead simply does not 
leave his body: The target does not come to 
harm. None of the nightwalking traditions 
that the Order is aware of have the ability to 
draw the phantasticum of an unwilling per-
son from his body.

Combat and the  
Straying Spirit

A corporeal phantasticum may engage in 
combat with enemies that are material, while 
incorporeal phantastica can only engage im-
material threats like ghosts and spirits. Any 
damage a phantasticum in human form suf-
fers appears, instantly and identically, on the 
body of the nightwalker. The phantasticum 
heals damage at the same rate as the body. If 
the phantasticum loses a limb, the body does 
also, but occasionally magicians who have 
lost body parts in mundane accidents have 
phantastica who retain them.

The body of the hedge magician reflects 

the damage suffered by the animal phantasti-
cum, as well. If the phantasticum is more du-
rable than a human is, the damage reflected 
to the body is never fatal until it is fatal for 
the phantasticum. Similarly, if the phantas-
ticum is far weaker than a human is, death 
of the phantasticum kills the body, and small 
injuries magnify until they are equivalently 
injurious. A cat phantasticum that suffers 
a Heavy Wound of a three-inch-long cut 
along its belly, may be reflected by a human 
Heavy Wound of a cut from the hips to the 
throat on the body.

DroWsiness

The presence of a hostile phantasticum, 
either material or immaterial, causes drowsi-
ness. A character without Magic Resistance, 
who is not in spirit form, wishing to stay 
awake when facing a phantasticum must 
make a Concentration + Stamina roll against 
an Ease Factor of 3. If the character is already 
asleep, the effect makes it almost impossible 
to awaken him. Certain murderous night-
walkers enter the house of an enemy imma-
terially at night, use their drowsiness to keep 
their enemy asleep, and strangle them.

Fertility Battles

All characters with the Nightwalker 
virtue participate in fertility battles: battles in 
spiritual form against either the forces of evil, 
or the nightwalkers of nearby communities. 
Different regional traditions vary the 
frequency of their battles, but most do battle 
four times a year. If the nightwalkers are 
victorious, the crops, hunting, and fishing 
in their area produce the normal amount 
of food. If the nightwalkers lose, crops fail 
and fishing is poor until the next battle. If 
they rout the enemy, a bountiful harvest is 
assured. All nightwalkers must answer the 
summons to battle, an involuntary action 
that requires no training.

giving bAttle

The night battles vary slightly between 
regions. In some places, the nightwalkers 
fight as drilled military units of infantry, 
while in others the individuals of each cause 
square off in a chaotic mêlée. Followers of a 
few traditions retain their animal forms dur-
ing battle, and similarly, a small number ride 

Covenants Supplement Modifiers
Sagas using the Covenants supplement may simulate the effects of fertility battles by 

selecting the appropriate outcome on the Income Modification Table on page 57 of that 
book. This selection replaces the stress die roll.

bAttle outcome result

Favoured side utterly defeated and harried through the countryside. Slump
Favoured side routed. Contraction
Favoured side forced to flee the field in good order. Stagnation
Favoured side wins the field. Status Quo
Favoured side routs its enemies, who flee in disarray. Growth
Favoured side harries routed enemies through the night. Expansion
Favoured side traps and annihilates every member of enemy militia. Boom
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combat-worthy steeds, like horses.
If a player’s character is part of a militia 

that is fighting as a disciplined group, then 
the player rolls on behalf of that group. If the 
player’s character is particularly formidable, 
the character may be the vanguard. A char-
acter is not the leader of the group unless he 
has become its leader through a story event.

If the two sides are fighting as indi-
viduals, the character must seek and defeat 
enemies on the battlefield. A Perception + 
Awareness roll of 9 or more will allow the 
character to seek an enemy of similar or 
lesser skill, or, if the player desires, one of 
the champions of the rival host. A character 
wishing to attack the captain of the other 
army can always find him on the field: gen-
erally a pennant marks his position. Some 
enemy captains lead their forces into battle, 
but most are protected by the ranks of their 
followers. In those areas where the night-
walkers battle the forces of evil, the enemy 
captains are usually powerful Infernal ghosts, 
minor diabolists, or lesser demons.

For example, in a particular battle a character 
with a human phantasticum uses a bunch of a sacred 
herb as a club to thrash an enemy. The nightwalker 
risks being beaten in return. Some nightwalkers fight 
in animal form, and those servants of evil that are 
not Infernal witches may have unusual weapons. 
The fighting continues until one side flees the field. 
Wounds taken in the night battles appear on the 
sleeping forms of the nightwalkers. Those who have 
been soundly thrashed may feel tired and sore for 
days, and may be covered in bruises.

DeAth in night bAttles

The proportion of nightwalkers who 
die in nightly battles varies between tradi-
tions. It is rare for a benandante to die in the 
night battles, while the tradition just to their 
south, the mazzeri, virtually all die in battle. 
As a compensating factor, mazzeri tend to 
die in battle only when they are of advanced 
age and in ill health. Traditions often balance 
lethality with length of service, which is why 
some members of the extremely danger-
ous taltós tradition retire at fifteen, and the 
Hounds of God pass on their powers to oth-
ers when have passed their prime of life.

Each tradition has folklore that explains 
its apparent lack of lethality. Some Hounds 
of God speculate that their deaths make 
them martyrs, which weakens the forces of 
evil at the site of their martyrdom. Some 
magi who have studied the benandanti be-
lieve that if they die, they become a fertility 
sacrifice. The mazzeri believe that the time 

of every death is ordained, and so killing an 
enemy before one is forced to by the inner 
compulsion that drives this tradition is both 
impossible and immoral to attempt.

In most regions, Infernal witches, sor-
cerers, demons, and the dead do not have 
the same strange protection from death that 
nightwalkers do. The nightwalkers attempt 
to utterly annihilate them, and are often suc-
cessful in killing their opponents. The num-
ber of enemy available is finite, so, in some 
traditions, a crushing victory in one year 
may lead to a string of easier victories while 
the enemy renews its numbers.

enemies

Some regional traditions of nightwalker 
fight other nightwalkers from neighboring 
regions, some battle the dead, and others 
confront the servants of the Infernal.

Enemy nightwalkers are designed us-
ing the same rules as player characters. To 
quickly create an enemy nightwalker that 
retains human shape, simply use any suitable 
grog and give him a weapon Ability suited 
to the required regional tradition. Suitable 
foes for a character that fights in beast form 
can be created quickly by taking the player 
character’s own combat statistics and im-
proving or degrading them as required by 
the enemy’s degree of experience. Enemies 
in elemental shape can be represented with 
statistics for elementals from Realms of Power: 
Magic, or can use cosmetically altered ver-
sions of the statistics given for taltós later in 
this chapter.

Statistics for the dead can be created 
quickly in two ways. The statistics for any 
living human might be used for a ghost, be-
cause when encountered by a nightwalker’s 
phantasticum, the ghost has a semblance of 
corporeality. Ghosts are some of the most 
popular creatures described in the Ars Magi-
ca line, and those from any other supplement 
might be considered as foes.

The dead faced by nightwalkers have 
some unusual characteristics, which can be 
used to make them distinctive. They are 
often described as having an unquenchable 
thirst. This is why they spoil wine and, in 
some cases, attack people. Some, like the 
German noheir, are the ghosts of people 
born with cauls. These have higher Might, 
and show a greater persistence and destruc-
tiveness than other dead.

The servants of the Infernal can be con-
sidered in three classes. The nightwalkers 
who serve evil, called malandanti by the 

benandanti, are designed using either these 
rules, or the rules given in Realms of Power: In-
fernal. The minor demons that nightwalkers 
face tend to come from the weakest classes, 
like the Tempters, and to be the servants of a 
human captain of the malandanti, who may 
be a member of one of the more potent in-
fernalist groups described in Realms of Power: 
Infernal. In those regions where the captain 
of the evil forces is particularly powerful, the 
captain of the forces of good is similarly po-
tent; he should have powers designed using 
the rules for those aided by the Divine, given 
in Realms of Power: Divine. No nightwalker has 
ever claimed that a battle was decided by 
combat between the two captains: player 
characters should play a significant role in 
any night battle.

In some regions, demons captain the 
hosts of the enemy. A character able to de-
feat a demonic captain can usually cause his 
associated host to flee, granting a rout to the 
forces of good. It is usually easy to locate the 
demonic captain, because most fly a large, 
dark pennant. This allows their subordinates 
to know where their leader is, which makes 
sending messengers easier, but betrays his lo-
cation to heroic nightwalkers.

Demonic captains are generally Aerial 
Powers with a Might score of 20 or less. 
Some demonic captains are surrounded by 
a ring of bodyguards, because they are not 
physically formidable. Other captains, with 
fewer magical powers and more muscle, tend 
to lead their forces in the fray.

Some few demonic captains are of great 
power, such that if they were to interact with 
the battle, they would almost effortlessly de-
stroy the nightwalkers. For reasons unclear to 
the nightwalkers, these creatures never par-
ticipate in the battle beyond giving orders to 
their subordinates and retreating after their 
usual defeat. In some cases, this is because 
the forces of good are led by an angel who, 
similarly, refuses to enter the battle unless his 
rival does. In most cases, though, it is unclear 
why the demonic captain is content to lose 
seasonal battles.

musters out of seAson

Occasionally nightwalkers are called to 
fight evil unrelated to fertility battles or the 
processions of the dead.

For example, if a player’s character discovers 
that a demon has come to reside in his village, he 
may ask for aid during the next seasonal gathering 
and his leader might arrange a special muster to re-
pel the creature. On a suitable night, that captain 
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appears in the player character’s village and calls 
the other nightwalkers to fight the demon. The other 
nightwalkers will not know which of their number 
they have mustered to assist. They usually do not 
know where they are, but may be able to recognize 
prominent landmarks or unique buildings.

Nightwalkers rarely meet in waking 
life and, because the battles are dream-
like or nightmarish, they rarely recognize 
each other. To recognize another of the 

nightwalker’s militia requires a Perception 
+ Awareness roll of (15 – the highest ap-
plicable Reputation of the observed) if they 
are generally met in battle, or (12 – Reputa-
tion) if they are usually met during peaceful 
and social processions. This Ease Factor is 
reduced by 3 if the two nightwalkers meet 
at least once a month during their waking 
lives, and by 6 if they meet at least once 
a week.

Nightwalkers sometimes also recognize 
the Infernal witches they have fought if they 
meet them in the waking world. The Ease Fac-
tor is (18 – Reputation). Some Infernal witches 
can take on the forms of innocent people dur-
ing night battles, so most nightwalkers prefer 
to use supernatural methods of detection.

returning home

While returning home from a battle, 
nightwalkers travel slowly through their 
communities in invisible, incorporeal form. 
This allows them a leisurely examination of 
their neighborhood with Second Sight or 
Sense Unholiness. If they find cursed objects 
or injured people, they either fix these prob-
lems immediately or, more usually, remember 
to mend the problem during waking hours. 
Returning nightwalkers often take spiritual 
nourishment so that they suffer Long Term 
Fatigue for a briefer time.

The form of spiritual nourishment var-
ies between nightwalking traditions. Some 
traditions claim that after battles Infernal 
witches slip into cellars, drink the wine, and 
urinate in it. This curses the wine, so that it is 
destined to be spilled. The nightwalkers pro-
tect the wine by slipping into the cellar and 
sampling it first. As they are in spiritual form, 
this sampling does not diminish the quantity 
of the wine. Protecting, or spoiling, wine in 
this way raises the spirits of the nightwalk-
ers, so that they regain the Fatigue lost in the 
battle more quickly.

In other regions, on the nights when the 
Infernal witches and nightwalkers make war, 
some people leave pails of water on their 
doorsteps. Fighting Infernal witches is hot 
and thirsty work, and leaving water gives 
thanks to the nightwalkers for their protec-
tion. It also allows the nightwalkers and In-
fernal witches to rest and regain a level of 
lost Fatigue. This convinces some Infernal 
witches not to sample the wine in the cellar 
of that particular house. In other, far rarer, 
cases, people lay out meals that are eaten 
spiritually by nightwalkers. In many of these 
communities, the meals are thought to be for 
the faeries or the dead.

Many of the lycanthrope traditions worry 
sheep or cattle to refresh themselves. These 
livestock do not die after their spirits have 
been sampled, but many lose their strength so 
that they are no longer suitable as plow or stud 
animals. Other traditions hunt deer instead, 
to lessen the impact on their community. In 
some rare cases, animals become stronger af-
ter they have been spiritually consumed.

Story Seed: Saving the Falsely Accused
There is a folktale that describes a 

strategy of the Infernal.
A nightwalker cut the face of an In-

fernal witch during a fertility battle, and 
recognized her as a woman from his vil-
lage. Upon waking, he gathered his 
neighbors and broke into her house. The 
crowd found the woman asleep, with a cut 
upon her face just as the nightwalker de-
scribed. Their effort to lynch the woman 
was stopped by the local priest. He forced 
a demon hiding in her house to become 
visible and explain its actions. The demon 

peeled a thin layer off the woman’s face, 
removing the cut, and admitted that one 
of its followers had borrowed the pious 
woman’s appearance.

Player characters may discover the de-
mon, instead of the priest, and try to find 
a way to save the innocent woman. Incau-
tious player characters might be fooled 
by similar ruses, which can be even more 
elaborate. For example, if the woman was a 
servant of the demon’s then this story ends 
with her happy and safe, and the night-
walker discredited in his community.

Where Do Captains Come From?
In some areas the captains on each side 

of the fertility battles are supernatural crea-
tures, but this is less interesting for players 
than if their own side can be led into battle 
by a human — a role to which the player 
character can aspire. The human captain 
is chosen by the supernatural patron of 
the host, and is chosen for loyalty to the 

cause and skill in battle. Characters wishing 
to become captains need to live up to the 
ideals that the sponsor favors, and develop 
Abilities like Leadership, Second Sight, 
and the combat Ability appropriate for the 
character’s militia. Captains are favored by 
supernatural patrons with abilities and items 
beyond those of average nightwalkers.

Intervening in the Battles
Magi who witness a night battle may 

intervene. The two sides are each in corpo-
real form, and may be affected normally by 
magic. If the captain of the forces of evil is 
a demon, the spells that usually harm that 

class of being remain effective. Magi who 
regularly intervene in the night battles may 
develop the Plagued by Supernatural Entities 
Flaw, as the sponsor of the evil host attempts 
to destroy the nightwalkers’ new allies.

Saga Considerations
Players required to regularly play out 

fertility battles may find they become a 
chore. In troupes that feel this way, the 
frequency of fertility battles, and perhaps 
their potential lethality, should be reduced. 
The troupe may also simply assume the 

character continues to fight the battles with 
no significant consequences on most occa-
sions, and only run stories when something 
exceptional happens. They may occasion-
ally include Story Hooks related to things 
observed in an otherwise uneventful battle.
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Processions

Most militias of nightwalkers participate 
in three types of procession: the march of 
the dead, inspection of the community’s bor-
ders, and celebrations.

the processions of the DeAD 

Some nightwalker groups travel the 
Ways of the Dead with the spirits of the re-
cently departed, and with those souls unable 
to rest. This keeps the Ways of the Dead 
clear of obstructions, like the unquiet dead, 
which allows the recently dead to pass from 
the world. The processions also regulate 
the movements of the unquiet dead. They 
enforce boundaries, and prevent the dead 
wandering into towns except at exceptional 
times like All Hallows Eve.

Nightwalkers, in immaterial form, may 
harm and be harmed by the ghostly dead 
as if both were solid and living. The herbal 
weapons of the nightwalkers are effective 
against all types of undead. Nightwalkers 
often find striking the dead unnecessary: 
ghosts from the areas where nightwalkers 
are found recall folklore that says that night-
walkers can thrash the dead. To intimidate a 
ghost, a nightwalker must make a Presence 
+ Leadership roll against an Ease factor of 6 
+ the ghost’s Brave score. If the ghost or the 
nightwalker is in a group, the number of ad-
ditional individuals willing to fight for either 
side is added to the roll or Ease factor.

Nightwalkers may question the unquiet 
dead while in phantastic form. This requires 
a Presence + Charm roll (to ingratiate) or a 
Leadership roll (to threaten) against an Ease 
factor as given below.

 eAse circumstAnces

 3 Question may be answered with  
a yes or no.

 6 Question requires an answer a 
sentence long.

 9 Question requires an answer up  
to six sentences long.

No roll is required for questions that the 
nightwalker may answer just by observing 
the spirit. Are they are in a procession of 
happy, pious dead or a procession of wretch-
es whipped along by demons? Do they have 
injuries that give clues as to their manner or 
death, or the location of their bodies?

The Ease Factors above should be modi-
fied if the ghost has appropriate Personality 

Other Processions of the Dead
In Mythic Europe there are ghosts 

aligned to each Realm. With the excep-
tion of Divine ghosts, processions of each 
Realm are found, as well. There are people 
similar to nightwalkers who participate in 
the processions of the Faerie and Infernal 
ghosts, and the Magical nightwalkers de-
scribed in this chapter keep a careful eye on 
these groups, sometimes mustering to fight 
them if they leave their designated route.

The Faerie processions have various 
functions and leaders, but the ones best 
known to the nightwalkers are led by faer-
ies that go by names like Diana or Perchte 
or Frau Holle or Ricella or Heriodas. The 
many faeries who assume this role collect 
the dead and lead them, each year, to pa-
gan underworlds. Their charges are not 
well restrained, and they sometimes cause 
damage because of a riotous desire to taste 
the final pleasures of the living world.

Frau Holle is also known to steal 

naughty children and carry them away 
forever. On a few occasions, a Faerie pro-
cession has been interrupted by the night-
walkers and put to flight in order to rescue 
a child. Generally, the processions avoid 
each other.

There are many Infernal processions. 
Some form spontaneously, when many 
people die tragically in the same area. 
Plague and war, for example, can cre-
ate wandering hordes of ghosts. Other 
processions are not spontaneous: they 
are punishments for corrupt souls. The 
best known of these is led by the demon 
Herlichinus, who wears a fool’s motley. If 
a charge of his escapes, the demon jester 
sends a minion to claw it back to him. The 
nightwalkers try to prevent too much dam-
age from occurring as the demon seeks the 
fleeing shade, either by helping it to pass 
out of the world, or by capturing it and 
delivering back to the procession.
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Traits. Each nightwalker may ask one ques-
tion of any particular ghost on a given night.

beAting the bounDAries

Some processions allow the militia to 
patrol its community, seeking infestations of 
evil and teaching new members the borders 
of the militia’s protectorate. When beating 
the boundaries, character may develop an 
understanding of the mystical landscape of 
their region. They may meet faeries or magi-
cal spirits, or be told of the presence of great 
forces that the captain or patron of the mili-
tia chooses not to disturb. The supernatural 
patron may also offer useful information, like 
sites where magical effects occur, the loca-
tions of potent herbs, places to dig for trea-
sure, and the lairs of troublesome predators.

celebrAtory processions

Some nightwalking traditions gather 
their members for feasts and celebratory pro-
cessions. These may occur on their own or 
as an adjunct to other processions or battles. 
Nightwalkers often eat the spirits of animals 
during these feasts. Feasting is an act of spiri-
tual regeneration that reduces the level of the 
nightwalker’s Long Term Fatigue after wak-
ing, as mentioned earlier. Characters suffering 
Long Term Fatigue for other reasons, such as 
illness, can similarly recover it by performing 
the regenerative rituals of their tradition.

Waking Activities

Although nightwalkers are most power-
ful when insensate, they also serve functions 
in the waking life of their communities.

bAttling infernAl Witches 
While AWAke AnD tAboos

Nightwalkers and Infernal witches may 
contest while awake, with the witch cursing 
people or things and the nightwalker curing 
them. The nightwalker may attack the witch, 
and the witch may curse the nightwalker. But 
neither may speak, except in the most general 
way, about their night battles. If either breaks 
their taboo they are terribly beaten, in their 
dreams, by the representatives of the other 
side. And the injuries from these beatings 
are transmitted to their waking forms. The 

source of this taboo is unknown, but both 
sides abide by it in virtually all traditions.

Local 
Traditions of 
Nightwalkers

Players are encouraged to use the groups 
below as material for designing novel tradi-
tions indigenous to the region their saga 
inhabits. Unless otherwise indicated, these 
local traditions require only the Nightwalk-
er Virtue.

Benandanti

The benandanti (“good walkers”) are 
found in Northern Italy, and serve as a model 
for similar groups throughout Europe. In 
many militias, battles are fought by men and 
processions are completed by women, but 
benandanti of either sex may participate in 
either activity.

becoming A benAnDAnte  
or A benAnDAntA

A potential nightwalker is usually sum-
moned to his or her duties. A figure appears 
to the teenaged recruit and asks him to serve. 

It is possible for the adolescent to refuse, but 
this is rare. The recruiter is very convincing, 
and most potential nightwalkers know that 
if the annual battles are lost or if the annual 
processions are not performed, then the har-
vests will fail, catches from fishing will be 
meager, and quarry for hunting will be rare.

Some recruits depart immediately for 
their first battle or procession, drawn along 
by their recruiter. Others must wait for the 
appropriate season to attend their first cer-
emony. In either case, the character is now 
able to travel in spirit form. Characters re-
ceive brief instruction in how to stray during 
nocturnal visits from their recruiter before 
the first ceremony, while traveling to their 
first ceremony, or when being led home from 
the first ceremony.

By following the recruiter to battle, the 
new nightwalker is promising to do battle for 
a period of time. Sometimes this is as little as 
seven years, but many continue to battle for 
the good of their village their entire lives.

bAttles

The benandanti are called to battle on 
the Thursdays of the Ember Days — four sea-
sonal fasts observed by the western Church. 
The battles are always on Thursdays. They 
occur in the first week of March; following 
Pentecost; following the Feast of the Exulta-
tion of the Cross (September 14); and fol-
lowing the Feast of Saint Lucia (December 
13, the winter solstice).

Their battlefield is selected by the cap-
tain of the benandanti in agreement with the 
captain of the Infernal witches. The benan-
danti usually travel to the battlefield by im-
material flight. Some come in the shapes of 
cats or mice, while others ride hares, cats, 
or farming implements. The battlefield is 
usually a desolate place where the battle is 
unlikely to be interrupted, but one militia 
of benandanti meets its rivals, in immaterial 
form, above Saint Mark’s Square in Venice.

The benandanti form a military unit 
about their captain, who sometimes carries a 
pennant to show his rank and position on the 
battlefield. They are opposed by the malan-
danti — the “bad walkers” — who are usually 
Infernal witches but are sometimes unruly 
ghosts. The malandanti captain also carries 
a pennant. The malandanti host feast, sport, 
and dance while waiting for the battle, but 
the benandanti do nothing but wait, pray, 
and speak of strategy. The benandanti fight 
in human form and are armed with bunches 
of fennel, while the malandanti use sorghum.

Fennel
Fennel is a potently magical herb. It 

can be used as an insect repellent, and it 
repels the tiny demons responsible for 
disease. Some people place fennel over 
their doors and windows, or in their 
keyholes, to keep witches out of their 
houses. This is particularly common on 
Midsummer Night.

When Prometheus stole fire from 
the gods and gave it to humans, he hid 
it in a fennel stalk. The Theft of Fire, 
some magi hypothesize, may have per-
manently changed the relationship be-
tween the Realms of Magic and Faerie, 
or between faeries and humans.
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feAsts of the DominA luDi: 
the lADy of the gAme

When not accompanying the dead, the 
processions of many nightwalkers from the 
Mediterranean and western Europe are led 
by a magical creature that takes the form of a 
human woman. The Lady appoints the cap-
tains of these nightwalker groups, including 
the benandanti, and sometimes grants them 
magical powers not known to other night-
walkers. The Lady does not personally at-
tend battles.

The Lady is deliberately anonymous, 
and forbids conjecture concerning her name, 
appearance, or powers. She calls herself “The 
Lady of the Game” and covers her form with 
nondescript clothing, so that the nightwalk-
ers never see her features. The Lady demands 
anonymity because if a sufficient number of 
nightwalkers in a militia tell stories about 
their activities, that militia is lost to one of 
her Faerie counterparts.

Militias lost to rival Faerie Lords or La-
dies no longer fight servants of the Infernal 
on their special days. They instead contest 
with dark faeries in battles that seem impor-
tant, but in many areas are not. Such faerie 
nightwalkers can still be useful as player 
characters, in that they do have the abil-
ity to break faerie curses and interact with 
the faerie dead, but they cannot serve the 
Lady’s purpose.

After the night feasts of the benandanti, 
the Lady can bring the animals eaten back 
to life. The benandanti place all of the ani-
mal bones inside the skins, and their patron 
touches the pile, which restores the animal 
to life. If any of the bones are missing, they 
need to be replaced with small pieces of 
alder. If any of the bones are broken, the 
resurrected animal will be weak in the ap-
propriate body part. Even if correctly res-
urrected, cattle that have been consumed 
by the procession can no longer work. 
Some nightwalkers from a tradition in the 
far north of Europe claim that the animals 
return better and stronger for having been 
eaten. (This tradition grants the sacrifice 
the Transformed Animal Virtue described in 
Realms of Power: Magic.)

A little is known about the Lady. She 
is beautiful, and can appear either young 
or old. Her skin sometimes feels hairy. She 
can freely converse with any animal, except 
for donkeys. She says that this is because a 
donkey carried the Messiah, and so they are 
marked with His cross, which means they 
are not her subjects.

The Hounds of God

There are many forms of werewolf in 
Mythic Europe. Most use the form of the 
wolf to express base human desires. Some, 
guided by spirits and trained within a pack, 
instead express the virtues of wolves. They 
are fearless, unflagging guardians of their 
community and its territory.

Secretive werewolf clans are found in 
many regions. Most of the lycanthropes that 
serve the Order of Hermes are of a simpler 
sort than nightwalkers. They are people who 
take the form of an animal, or who take a 
form that has the stronger features of both 
human and animal. These have the Skin-
changer or Shapeshifter Virtue. Some are 
similar to nightwalkers, in that they have 
the ability to project an animalistic phantas-
ticum for some distance, after falling into a 
trance. These use the Hamr Virtue, described 
in the Virtues section. Far rarer, and not pub-
licly known to serve any covenant, are the 
Hounds of God — the werewolves charged 
with besieging Hell itself.

becoming A hounD of goD

There are two methods of becoming a 
Hound of God. Some are born to it: they 
are cauled or slightly deformed at birth. At 
puberty, these potential wolves are visited 
while they sleep by a spirit that takes the 
form of a lame child. He guides them to ir-
regular musters, but does not participate in 
battle himself. In some communities, people 
are tricked into becoming wolves.

If someone toasts the health of a were-
wolf, that nightwalker  can pass the power 
to stray to the toaster. To do this, the wolf 
does not drink to the toast, or give thanks 
for it. Instead, he blows three times across 
the mouth of the bottle from which the 
wine has come and says, “As was done to 
me, so be done to you.” Usually this trick 
is practiced by elderly wolves who want 
to retire from their duties. It is possible for 
wolves to pass their duties along families us-
ing this method. The abilities and duties of 
the Hounds of God are not generally passed 
to the children of werewolves in utero, or 
by biting a victim.

Story Seed: Aristeas
The Lady of the Game’s fears of los-

ing her troops to one of her Faerie coun-
terparts are realized when a nightwalker 
player character is approached by a pow-
erful magician skilled in straying, who asks 
the character to forsake the Lady for the 
worship of Apollo. The character claims 
to be the ancient Greek poet Aristeas. 
Characters researching him can easily find 
references to him in Pliny and Herodotus, 
saying that he had the ability to leave his 
body in the shape of a raven and that he 
had visions of calamities. He is also said 
to have risen from the dead at least twice, 
and he claims that if the characters kill 
him, he will simply do so again.

Aristeas offers the characters some of 
the secrets of his master’s version of faerie 
magic in exchange for their loyalty. Aris-
teas is not a faerie himself: he claims that 
in recent times he has remained in phan-
tastic form as one of the ravens that ac-
companies the god Apollo in Arcadia.

When word of this reaches her, the Lady 
calls the player character’s militia to fight off 
Aristeas. But first she sends these loyal ser-
vants to a place of power from before the 
Titanomachy — the war of the Titans and 
Greek Gods — to find magical weapons. 

The Lady has discerned that the way 
Aristeas rises from the dead is by never 
coming back to full life. He merely remains 
a corporeal phantasticum. Like most phan-
tastica, Aristeas should have faded when the 
meat rotted from his bones. He, however, 
has a spiritual anchor that allows him to 
keep returning to the world from the pagan 
afterlife to which his spirit flies at death. 
When the ancient Greeks lacked a body 
to bury, and worried that the spirit of the 
body might molest their community, they 
instead buried a stone — called a kolossos 
— which acted as an Arcane Connection 
to the spirit and anchored it in its grave. 
Aristeas uses his kolossos as a way of find-
ing his way back to the mundane world.

Aristeas’s kolossos is mentioned in 
Pliny: it was a statue carved to honor and 
to commemorate the poet Aristeas him-
self. It looks like Aristeas with a raven 
emerging from his mouth. This statue has 
been hidden in one of the places of power 
of the god Apollo, and is guarded by some 
of his monstrous servants from ancient 
times. Hence, the characters will have 
need of the weapons of the titans gathered 
on behalf of the Lady, in order to find and 
destroy the kolossos.
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bAttles

Three times per year — the eve of Saint 
Lucia, Midsummer’s night, and Pentecost 
— the Hounds of God raid Hell in phan-
tastic form. They recapture the seeds stolen 
from the Earth by sorcerers in the service of 
the Infernal, so that they can be scattered 
through the sky and replenish the fertility of 
the Earth. The Hounds of each country, and 
perhaps each region, claim to raid a different 
Hell. The Hell the werewolves enter might 
be a regio, and is always entered by traveling 
to the end of the sea.

Hounds of God stray in wolf form. They 
are confronted by Infernal sentries, who 
use iron batons as weapons. They also fight 

sorcerers, who use broomsticks wrapped in 
horses’ tails as weapons. In most years, any 
given pack is successful. Werewolves hy-
pothesize that a terrible loss suffered by one 
regional militia sometimes makes it easier for 
other militias to be successful in that year. 
This is why regions that are close together, 
and therefore conduct their raids at similar 
times, can have such different degrees of suc-
cess, and such different harvests.

Some Hounds of God have the ability to 
fight in phantastic wolf form when not travel-
ing or raiding Hell. These require the Versatile 
Phantasticum Virtue. Hounds of God worry 
the spirits of sheep, eat the vitality of cattle, 
or hunt game to refresh themselves spiritu-
ally. Their celebratory processions are hunts. 

Hounds of God do not have a sacred herb and 
are found primarily in areas with German-
speaking settlers, although this includes areas 
with German minorities, like Poland.

Kresniki and Kudlaki

Kresniks and kudlak are nightwalkers 
found in many Slavic areas, although the 
names vary in regional dialects. Every com-
munity has a kresnik as its protector, and 
each has a sorcerer that attempts to steal 
away its fertility, called a kudlak.

Vokudlak, of which kudlak is an abbre-
viation, is a nebulous word that may mean 
sorcerer, werewolf, or vampire. The living 
vokudlak is a sorcerer, and is able to curse 
others and steal the fertility of the harvest. 
He is able to stray, and his phantasticum is 
usually a black dog, a boar, or an ox (the 
form is chosen at character creation). This 
phantasticum is able to fly when immaterial. 
If the kudlak dies he becomes a sort of vam-
pire. He then continues in his role as leacher 
of the fertility of the community, with ad-
ditional powers. To prevent a kudlak return-
ing as a vampire, it is necessary to drive a 
hawthorn stake through his corpse or cut the 
tendons behind his knees.

becoming A kresnik or kuDlAk

Both kresniki and kudlaki are born with 
cauls, but the caul of a kresnik is clear or 
white, and that of a kudlak is red or black. 
In some areas, if a midwife sees that the caul 
is the wrong color, she will announce loudly 
through the windows that a kresnik has been 
born, because this is thought to force the 
child to change roles. In other communities, 
a nightwalker is born with a vestigial tail or 
after his mother’s death.

Kresniki and kudalaki are usually trained in 
their roles by older members of their traditions. 
Most kresniki are first called to battle at the age 
of seven, although some are called at eighteen 
or even more rarely at twenty-eight. They re-
fresh themselves spiritually through a variety 
of methods mentioned in other traditions, like 
drinking or feasting in spiritual form.

bAttles

The kresnik and kudlak do battle regu-
larly. Some battles are seasonal, and if the 
kresnik is victorious the community thrives, 
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while if the kudlak wins he is prosperous and 
becomes more powerful. Other battles oc-
cur simply because the straying spirit of the 
kresnik sees that the kudlak is about to attack 
someone, and intervenes. Kresniks usually 
take one of the three forms that kudlaks do, 
but their phantastica are dappled in color.

These characters are required to take the 
Versatile Phantasticum Virtue, because they 
can use an animal-shaped phantasticum to 
fight outside of the fertility battles.

Kudlaks that defeat their kresnik have 
the Wealthy virtue until the next battle, and 
after a sufficient number of victories their 
Social Status Virtue improves. Powerful 
kudlaks usually turn to the Infernal or Faerie 
powers, and use the life they sap from their 
community as a sacrifice or item for trade, 
gaining additional powers. Hexing is par-
ticularly popular. Kresniks can kill kudlaks if 
they wish, but precautions must be taken to 
prevent their return as vampires. Even if the 
kudlak is destroyed, the kresnik will face a 
new, unfamiliar kudlak the next year.

Kresniks also gather on Christmas and 
the Ember Days to fight night battles. The 
foes in the night battles vary by region. In 
some it is hordes of sorcerers or vampires, 
while in others it is nightwalkers from neigh-
boring countries. Sometimes, when neigh-
boring countries do battle, the kresniks and 
kudalks of a region will declare a truce until 
they repel the raiders.

Mazzeru

The mazzeri are a Corsican tradition of 
nightwalkers. Some fight Infernal witches or 
mazzeri from surrounding villages, much as 
their counterparts in other lands do. Mazzeri 
use stalks of asphodel as weapons. All mazzeri 
also have an extra duty. They are forced to 
stray, and hunt, through the Corsican night. 
Some take animal form, while others retain 
human form and use weapons. In these vi-
sions, the mazzeru has no choice but to kill 
one or more animals. Then, by inspecting 
the face of each dead animal, the mazzeru 
can determine which villager it represents. 
Those killed by a mazzeru are likely to die 
within a particular period of time — as short 
as three days in some villages, as long as a 
year in others.

Note that the mazzeru cannot choose 
who, or even if, to kill. Those mazzeri who 
accept this, and choose to have disturbing 
dreams without it affecting their waking 
life, do not gain a Flaw. Some mazzeri feel 

in some way responsible for the deaths they 
foresee, and attempt to prevent them. These 
mazzeri have a Story Flaw, and may, with 
some care, save those who they have hunted 
in their dreams.

Taltós

The taltós described here are Hungarian 
nightwalkers. Taltós are mentioned briefly in 
House of Hermes: Societates on page 169, and they 
are suggested as a regional variant of Phar-
macopeians. This confusion arises because 
the term taltós refers to a social role — the 
wandering magician. Much as it is possible 
to have three witches, each with entirely dif-
ferent powers, so similarly in Mythic Europe 
characters who have the lifestyle of a taltós 
will be labeled a taltós.

Strictly, a taltós was a Magyar shaman 
with the full range of powers common to 
his tradition. These are unknown in Mythic 
Europe. Hungary converted to Christianity 
centuries ago, and between pressure from 
the Church, competition for apprentices 
with House Tremere, and the movement of 
the Axis Magica by House Criamon, the tra-
dition has waned so that modern, unGifted 
taltós each have only a part of the power of 
their ancestors.

becoming A tAltós

Taltós are marked by God within the 
womb: this mark usually appears as a mi-
nor deformity, like extra fingers and toes, 
or being born cauled or with teeth. Taltós 

children are notably hungrier than other 
children are, and are particularly greedy for 
dairy products, which is a trait that continues 
in later life. At the age of seven, the young 
taltós enters a coma for three days. Taltós co-
mas have the appearance of a fever, and the 
taltós babbles disconnected words while his 
spirit strays. The young taltós usually hides 
his body somewhere safe, but taltós do not 
die if their bodies are moved.

During the first coma, which lasts for 
three days, the young taltós is visited by an 
older taltós in cow or horse form. It is usual 
in some areas for the initiating taltós to be 
of the opposite gender as the initiate. The 
two fight, and if the young taltós fails, he 
becomes a half taltós, as described in the Mi-
nor Virtues section. If victorious, the young 
taltós faces other initiations.

The young taltós’ initiations are ardu-
ous and painful. These are vision quests that 
require the child to be cut into pieces, his 
bones counted, and then boiled in a cauldron 
to return him to life. Fortunately this harm 
is not reflected on the mundane body. The 
dream quests also involve climbing the tall-
est trees in the forest while distracted and 
aided by spirits. This represents climbing the 
Great Tree that holds the world together. 
There is no record of a young taltós ever fail-
ing these later tests, so either every young 
taltós succeeds, or something dreadful hap-
pens to those who fail.

tAltos bAttles

A fully initiated taltós is required to fight 
for the fertility of his village. Combat occurs 
either three times a year, or once every seven 

Hawthorn
Hawthorn repels vampires for many 

reasons. Ovid reports it being used to 
mark a young princeling as being protect-
ed from vampires by the ancient Roman 
goddess Carna. The Crown of Thorns that 
was placed on the brow of Jesus was of 

hawthorn, and so it is a symbol of His sac-
rifice and majesty. Thorns can be used to 
prick the bodies of the dead, to make them 
less able to sense or walk. Hawthorns are 
also used as hedges, to mark and make 
boundaries.

Asphodel
Some mazzeri use bunches of aspho-

del as weapons during phantastic battles. 
Asphodel is powerfully connected to the 
dead. The Greeks thought that most of 
the spirits in Hades dwelled in the Fields 

of Asphodel. It is also sacred to Perse-
phone, the Queen of the Underworld. 
The Romans grew asphodel near grave-
yards, because it was considered a food 
of the dead.
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years, depending on the locale. Taltós fight in 
the forms of horses, bulls, or flames (the form 
is selected when the virtue is first gained). 
Their enemies include Infernal witches, the 
dead, diabolists, and nightwalkers from oth-
er regions. The animal and elemental forms 
of all taltós in a single militia are the same 
color, so colleagues and enemies are obvious 
when militias battle.

The battles of taltós are fought incorpo-
really in the sky. The battles often disturb 
the clouds and cause rain. Some taltós can 
use their inhuman phantastica for combat 
outside their fertility battles, and to cause 
storms. These taltós have the Versatile Phan-
tasticum virtue.

Taltós revive themselves spiritually by 
eating enormous amounts of food during 
the day that follows straying. Some taltós 
demand gifts of food, particularly bread and 
cheese, from peasants, and threaten to cause 
storms that will destroy crops if they’re not 
appeased. In other places, when there is a 
drought the local people give gifts to their 
taltós to encourage them to fight a battle that 
causes a storm.

Taltós who continue in their role their 
entire lives are best suited as player charac-
ters, but many taltós serve only for a brief 
period. Some lose all of their abilities at the 

age of fifteen. Others lose a portion of their 
powers, while some retain them but cease to 
identify themselves publicly as taltós.

Mythic 
Companions

The nightwalker traditions found in the 
Order of Hermes’ portion of Europe vary in 
power, and individuals within each regional 
tradition are similarly diverse. Most traditions 
produce characters suited to roles as grogs 
or companions. A few provide characters of 
sufficient power to be designed as Mythic 
Companions.

Players are, however, encouraged to 
construct their own traditions, either by 
incorporating the Nightwalker Virtue into a 
package for a new tradition, or by selecting 
the Nightwalker virtue as an adjunct to one 
of the other traditions found in this book. 
Some mazzeru claim to be folk witches 
during the day and dream hunters by night, 
for example, and some of the vitkir possess 
the ability to stray.

Hermetic 
Integration

Members of nightwalking traditions 
have often found service with the Order. The 
weaker varieties of Nightwalker, who have 
the ability to use Second Sight and injure 
spirits, are prized as guards. Those who are 
able to travel swiftly and invisibly are valued 
as scouts by militant houses. Those who can 
take material form at a distance, and return 
with the objects they steal, make excellent 
spies and saboteurs.

Although Gifted nightwalkers could 
theoretically be inducted into the Order 
as Gifted Companions (see Houses of Hermes: 
Societates, page 107) it would be difficult for 
lineages to form. Nightwalking isn’t taught: 
it’s something that the nightwalker simply 
knows once he joins his tradition. Also, there 
seems to be a mechanism that divides those 
who are called to serve as nightwalkers, and 
act as their community’s guards, from the 
Gifted whose supernatural taint prevents 
them from integrating with society.

There is an interesting, if partial, 
exception to this problem. The Hounds of 
God, who are little understood by the Order 
of Hermes, have the ability to pass their 
ability to stray to whomever they choose, 
using the toasting ritual described in their 
section. The Hound loses the power after 
his successor is toasted, but if the characters 
were able to convince a pack that they 
were more skilled guardians than other 
candidates, it is possible that a covenant of 
magi could be appointed as Hounds, and 
pass their Virtue to a single member of each 
subsequent generation.

Partial Integration  
in Progress

The integration of the power of 
nightwalking into Hermetic theory is 
closer than most magi imagine, because the 
process of incorporation has already begun. 
Hermetic magi assume that the certamen 
ritual is descended from Thessalian magic 
given to Bonisagus by Trianoma or her 
sister Viea, but this is false. The ritual of 
certamen is based on the spiritual battles of 
the nightwalkers.

Statistics and Abilities for Flame Shape
A character in the shape of a ball or 

wheel of flame has a form that is superfi-
cially similar to an elemental with a Might 
of 10. The character does not have the 
magical nature of an elemental, and lacks 
its Might score, but physically it has the 
characteristics of such an elemental. This 
gives Characteristics of Cunning 0, Per-
ception –8, Communication –8, Presence 
0, +4 Strength, +2 Stamina, +4 Dexterity, 
+2 Quickness.

The character’s human Intelligence 
replaces the Cunning score. For all other 
Characteristics, if both the elemental form 
and human form have a negative score, use 
the lowest score. If both the elemental and 
human form have a positive score, use the 
highest. If the human and elemental forms 
have one positive and one negative score, 
add the two scores.

The character may use any of his hu-
man form’s Abilities that a ball of flame is 
physically capable of using. This includes 
the ability to sense warmth and the loca-

tions of objects by the differences in their 
temperature. In flame form the character 
is able to use Second Sight to find friends 
and foes in phantastic form. The tremen-
dous Perception penalty taltós suffer in fire 
form prevents them serving as effective 
leaders of groups. Abilities that are based 
on the character’s reasoning and experi-
ence remain available. The character may 
use the Brawl ability to fight, and does +5 
fire Damage.

Wound levels do not change between 
the forms, although the fire form is invul-
nerable to mundane fire and to wooden 
weapons. Characters striking a taltós in 
elemental form without weapons, for ex-
ample other taltós using horns or teeth, 
suffer +5 burn damage for each attack 
(Penetration 0). If the character is com-
pletely extinguished, he dies.

Some taltós report a feeling of con-
tinuous, nagging hunger when in human 
form, but the fire form makes this far more 
severe (Personality trait: Hungry +3).
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the lAppish origins  
of certAmen

Laplander shamans who wish each 
other harm can meet in phantastic form, 
the phantasticum of each racing toward 
the other and striking it savage blows. The 
injuries suffered do not appear on the bodies 
of the shamans, however. Instead, they suffer 
increasing fatigue as their phantastica are 
wounded. If particularly passionate for battle, 
the shamans can force their phantastica to 
collide, which leaves one shaman unconscious 
and sometimes provokes something similar 
to a temporary Twilight experience. The 
illusions constructed during certamen are the 
weak phantastica of Hermetic magi.

The virtues that allow a magus to 
perform certamen are included, free and 
unnamed, in the Hermetic Magus virtue 
package. They are a Minor Virtue for the 
ability to perform certamen, and a Major 
Virtue for the ability to perform certamen 
without developing a specific Supernatural 
Ability. Hermetic magi do not have a 
certamen score, just as nightwalkers do not 
have a Nightwalking score.

A character who completes a Major 
Breakthrough can extend the Hermetic 
capacity to perform certamen, so that 
it encompasses the powers of the true 
Nightwalkers. Magi from House Tremere 
have already achieved some Insight in this 
field: the effects that this Insight permits 
are expressed as their House Virtue: Focus 
(Certamen). This Virtue may be lost when the 
Nightwalker Virtue is integrated, depending 
on the research undertaken. Tremere 
characters created after the integration, at 
each troupe’s discretion, might retain the 
certamen Focus, swap it for an alternative 
Focus, or lose the Focus and allow Tremere 
characters to select Nightwalker at the cost 
of two added Minor Virtues.

These Hermetic nightwalkers are 
both more and less versatile than other 
nightwalking traditions. Their phantastica, 
provided they remain incorporeal, may 
have almost any shape, like the illusions 
created in the certamen ritual. The corporeal 
phantastica of these characters, however, are 
always a single shape that reflects their highest 
Technique and Form pair. A character with a 
Creo Animal pair, might, for example, have 
a particular animal as her shape. Characters 
whose primary pairs provide no obvious 
material form, like Mentem and Imaginem 
masters, have the human form instead.

pAth of seeming

Senior Criamon magi who follow the Path 
of Seeming have the ability to spirit travel, 
but can’t generate a phantasticum. Some of 
them are descended from a shamanic, but 
non-militant, tradition native to the area 
around the Cave of Twisting Shadows. The 
current prima, Muscaria, is named after the 
intoxicating mushroom they used, although 
neither she, nor her teacher, are on this Path.

Criamon magi are aware that the Greek 
philosopher and mathematician Pythagoras 
was able to seem to be in two distant cities at 
the same time. Those on the Path of Seeming 
hypothesise a link between Pythogorean 
mathematics and ekstasis. The recovery of 
Pythagorean relics might grant Insight into 
the Breakthrough necessary to initiate magi 
into this power.

This is a Minor Breakthrough for a 
researcher who has mastered the Station 

Rothiger, A Hound of God Companion
Characteristics: Int 0, Per +1, Pre 0, Com 

0, Str +1, Sta +1, Dex 0, Qik +2
Size: 0
Age: 21 (21)
Confidence Score: 1 (3)
Virtues and Flaws: Wanderer (itinerant ag-

ricultural laborer); Nightwalker; Intu-
ition, Versatile Phantasticum; Dark Se-
cret (he’s a werewolf who can’t control 
his urge to kill animals); Compulsion 
(Minor: he loves to kill things in wolf 
form, forcing him to migrate often to 
avoid detection), Higher Purpose 
(sought out his nightwalking role).

Personality Traits: Loyalty (pack) +3, En-
joys hunting +3

Combat:
Brawl: Init +2, Attack +5, Defense +6, 

Damage +3
Soak: +1
Fatigue Levels: OK, 0, –1, –3, –5, Uncon-

scious
Wound Penalties: –1 (1–5), –3 (6–10), –5 

(11–15), Incapacitated (16–20), Dead 

(21+)
Abilities: Athletics 2 (running), Aware-

ness 1 (animals), Bargain 1 (food and 
lodging), Brawl 3 (knife), Carouse 
2 (agricultural festivals), Folk Ken 1 
(farmworkers), German 5 (peasants), 
Guile 3 (covering his tracks), Hunt 1 
(small game), Pack Lore 2 (history), 
Profession: laborer 1 (slaughtering), 
Second Sight* 2 (demons), Survival 
1 (outskirts of settled areas), Swim 2 
(icy water).

*  Due to the Nightwalker virtue, and 
only available to the phantasticum.

Equipment: Rothiger wears clothing of 
leather and wool. He carries a hunter’s 
knife, which he uses in combat in hu-
man form.

Encumbrance: 0 (0)
Appearance: A fit young man with red 

hair and freckles. Rothiger hasn’t com-
pletely outgrown the gangliness of pu-
berty, despite his age, but his reactions 
are surprisingly swift.

Rothiger in Wolf Form
Characteristics: Int 0, Per 1, Pre –2, Com 

0, Str 0, Sta +3, Dex +2, Qik +2
Size: –1
Confidence Score: 1 (3)
Virtues and Flaws: Improved Character-

istics (x2), Ferocity (when hungry), 
Long-Winded, Sharp Ears, Compul-
sion (killing), Infamous

Qualities: Aggressive, Hardy, Keen Sense 
of Smell, Pack Animal/Pack Leader, 
Pursuit Predator, Sharp Ears, Thick 
Fur, Vocal

Combat:
Teeth: Init +2, Attack +14, Defense +12, 

Damage +2
Soak: +4

Fatigue Levels: OK, 0/0, –1/–1, –3, –5, 
Unconscious

Wound Penalties: –1 (1–4), –3 (5–8), –5 
(9–12), Incapacitated (13–16)

Abilities: Athletics 5 (distance running), 
Awareness 3 (smell), Brawl 8* (teeth), 
Hunt 5 (track by smell), Survival 3 
(winter)

* Players seeking Abilities beyond the 
normal human maximum for a given 
age, because of the innate skill of an 
animal form, should negotiate with 
their Troupes.

Rothiger can be used as a villainous 
werewolf with no statistical changes.
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of Passing Through Seeming, or a Major 
Breakthrough for one who has not done 
this. This will allow the Magi of the Path 
of Seeming to replace the current effects 
of the Station of Passing Through Seeming 
with a variant of the Nightwalker virtue that 
does not require spirit battles, and allows a 
human phantasticum.

Early practitioners of this mystery will 
rapidly notice the similarity to certamen, 
and may allow this information to reach 
their housemates in the Path of Walking 
Backwards. These violent magi may attempt 
to develop certamen-based nightwalking, as 
detailed in the previous section.

Saga Seeds
Individual nightwalkers are weaker 

than Hermetic magi, and must be careful to 
manipulate situations so that their powers 
provide them an advantage.

As enemies

Militias of nightwalkers are powerful 
enough to threaten young magi directly, 

but foes who have the ability to stray 
are extremely dangerous in long-running 
disputes. Nightwalkers have no Might, so 
they are not held at bay by the Aegis of the 
Hearth. They can walk straight through the 
walls that most covenants use to defend their 
supplies, and nightwalkers can choose to be 
invisible. They are able to obtain information, 
steal small objects, and perform sabotage 
with a simplicity that is breathtaking.

House Tremere is aware of the military 
potential of nightwalkers, and used a few of 
them during the Schism War to good effect. 
Their problem is that nightwalking cannot 
be learned: so the House cannot simply train 
an army able to walk through walls. They 
need to form alliances with pre-existing 
groups, and these are tentative because the 
supernatural patrons of the nightwalking 
groups avoid magi.

If a militaristic House ever becomes 
cognisant of the transmissibility of the curse 
of the Hounds of God, then they might 
be able to manipulate the membership of a 
nightwalking pack. Used discretely, this could 
prove an asset of decisive military value.

As Allies

The nightwalkers are in a constant state 
of war. This means that magi are able to 

trade favours with the captains of militias, 
or with individual nightwalkers, if they can 
be identified. Nightwalkers are not trained 
insurgency agents, and so they cannot be 
expected to perform missions that require 
exceptional Ability scores, but for simple 
spying, stealing, or assassinations, they are 
excellent agents.

return of the tAltós

The modern taltós are a memory of 
the Magyar shamans of pagan times. They 
were said to be able to tell the future, were 
superhumanly strong, could make women 
conceive with simple charms, transformed 
into horses, and flew through the wind. They 
could climb the Great Tree to other worlds. 
They couldn’t die, unless they had an heir 
or a broom was shoved in their hands and 
then burned.

That last power, — immortality until 
the Mystery passes to another — came to 
the Order’s notice about three hundred 
years ago. Magi from many houses sought 
these immortal hedge wizards in all kinds 
of inhospitable places, like sunken ships 
and collapsed mines. They could not be 
found, and so Seekers passed on to more 
productive concerns.

It will only take a whisper of the presence 

Arno, a Benandante Companion
Characteristics: Int +1, Per 0, Pre 0, Com 

0, Str +2, Sta +1, Dex +1, Qik +1
Size: 0
Age: 21 (21)
Confidence Score: 1 (3)
Virtues and Flaws: Craftsman; Nightwalk-

er; Sense Holiness and Unholiness, 
Tough; Dark Secret (lives in a commu-
nity that persecutes benandanti); Close 
Family Ties, Higher Purpose

Personality Traits: Devout +2, Practical +1
Combat:
Club and Shield: Init +1*, Attack +9, Defense 

+10, Damage +5
*Includes encumbrance, which is a result 

of phantastic armor that Arno does not 
use in waking battles.

Soak: +8
Fatigue Levels: OK, 0, –1, –3, –5,  

Unconscious
Wound Penalties: –1 (1–5), –2 (6–10), –3 

(11–15), Incapacitated (16–20), Dead 
(21+)

Abilities: Awareness 2 (battlefield), Athlet-
ics 1 (running), Bargain 1 (domestic 
goods), Brawl 1 (supernatural foes), 
Carouse 1 (Saturdays), Craft: Smith 5 
(agricultural tools), Folk Ken 2 (festi-
vals), Home Village Lore 3 (supernatu-
ral dangers), Second Sight* 3 (ghosts), 
Sense Holiness and Unholiness 3 
(infernal witches), Single Weapon 5 
(club), Speak Italian 5 (commoners)

* Due to the Nightwalker Virtue; only 
available to the phantasticum.

Equipment: Arno uses a club of fennel in 
night battles, wears a leather scale vest, 
and carries a round shield.

Encumbrance: –1 (3)
Appearance: Arno is a young smith, and it 

is obvious from his build that he does 
heavy work with his hands. He keeps 
his hair and beard short for safety. His 
eyes are brown, and his hair is black: 
blacker when he has been working his 
uncle’s forge.

Arno is easily redesigned as a malan-
danti, an evil nightwalker. To represent 
his reward for serving evil, replace the 
Sense Holiness and Unholiness Virtue 
with the Venus’ Blessing Virtue, and move 
the points spent on the related ability to 
Charm 2 (women), and Guile 2 (women). 
The malandanti in Arno’s region use sor-
ghum stalks as spears, so change the spe-
cialization of his Single Weapon Ability to 
spear. His new combat statistics are Short 
spear and shield: Init +2*, Attack +9, Defense 
+9, Damage +7, with his Initiative penal-
ized for phantastic armor that he would not 
use during waking hours.

To use Arno as a weak ghost, simply 
give him a Magic Might of 10 to grant 
limited magic resistance, and charge him 
a Might point every time he changes from 
immaterial to solid. In either form, Arno’s 
spear can harm characters who are in cor-
poreal form.
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of a Magyar shaman, trapped somewhere, to 
make the Seekers resume their hunt. House 
Criamon privately hopes that a Magyar 
shaman somehow got caught up the Great 
Tree, and that when he climbs down again he 
will be surprised to find himself in the Cave 
of Twisting Shadows. He would appear in a 
suitably secure section, where his views on 
pacifism can be ascertained.

enemies or servAnts  
of the lADy

The Lady of the Game is one of the most 
powerful magical spirits currently active 

in Mythic Europe. She co-ordinates, and 
perhaps even creates, a vast personal army 
of magical soldiers. It is easy to suggest she 
is simply a fertility spirit, but magi interested 
in the Game have always suspected she is 
something else. She claims to predate the 
Olympian gods, but anyone could make 
that claim. What does the Order do if she 
is a historical figure who has no love for the 
Order, like Diedne or Viea, and is waiting for 
a new sign of weakness? 

The Lady’s goals might not be directed 
at the Order, but might impinge upon it. For 
example, she hates Faeries and effectively 
helps to spread the Dominion. Her influence 
could impact on the vis gathering sites of 

many covenants. House Jerbiton, however, 
would probably seek to aid the Lady, if that 
was her goal, and House Criamon would 
like to speak with her in any case. She might 
be an Adulteration — a sort of psychic 
shadow of a Criamon magus. Or she might 
be one of the missing Primi that messianic 
Criamon think must be gathered as part of 
the process that makes the answer to the 
Enigma apparent.
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Chapter Seven

Vitkir
In the cold and distant lands far north of 

Mythic Europe, in the centuries following the 
death of Christ, a form of hedge magic devel-
oped that was based on simple carvings and 
inscriptions, using a special alphabet of letters 
called runes. Those who practiced this magic 
were known as the vitkir (pronounced “VIT-
kear,” singular vitki, “VIT-kee,” and as an adjec-
tive vitkar, “VIT-kahr”), from a Scandinavian 
word meaning “wizards.” Their tradition like-
ly originated in ancient Germany in the fifth 
century, and from there spread into Denmark, 
Scandinavia, Britannia, Iceland, and other 
parts of the world known only to the schol-
ars of the time as Ultima Thule (“UL-tee-mah 
THOO-lay,” Latin for “the utmost north”).

There are said to be vitkir still living on 
the edges of Mythic Europe — hedge wiz-
ards that many magi refer to as members of 
the “Order of Odin” — though they are not 
as widespread as they once were. Some may 
live in remote and wild areas of the north, us-
ing their magic to survive the harsh climate. 
Others might live within or just outside of 
the Christian communities of Scandinavia, 
casting spells that make civilized people 
tolerate their presence. A few may have mi-
grated or been driven south, or descend from 
vitkir who invaded and settled in Europe 
during the Viking raids about four hundred 
years ago, and have learned or rediscovered 
the magic of their ancestors in secret.

Vitkir as 
Characters

Vitkir characters are designed like magi, 
with only a few exceptions. That is, they 
must have The Gift, and they must spend 
about 15 years of their life apprenticed to 
a master who opens them to the 24 runes. 
(These are described below; they have an 
initial value of 0 and are Accelerated Abili-
ties.) They receive a total of 240 experience 
points for these years of specialized study, at 
least half of which should be spent on their 
magical runes; and 120 levels of rune scripts, 
which are essentially spells. A score of 10 in 
a single rune is the practical maximum for a 
character who has just finished his appren-
ticeship. You should also spend 50 experi-
ence points for the character to learn Craft: 
Runes 2, Old Norse 3, and Rune Magic 1 — 
these are the minimum Abilities needed to 
effectively study and practice vitkar magic. 
They do not need to take Artes Liberales to 
read and write the runes, as long as they have 
a score of 2 in Craft: Runes; and a score of 3 
in Old Norse is sufficient to understand and 
compose the necessary inscriptions.

Vitkir characters may take as many as ten 
Flaws to balance ten Virtues, and there are 
several new Virtues and Flaws given in this 
chapter that only Gifted characters can take. 
These Supernatural Virtues and Flaws are the 
same as Hermetic Virtues and Flaws, but spe-
cifically apply to runes and vitkar rune magic. 
Also, many Hermetic Virtues and Flaws may 
be taken as Supernatural Virtues and Flaws 
that will affect the character’s rune magic in-
stead. All vitkir characters must take the Vit-
ki Social Status Virtue, and a vitki who was 
taught by another vitki gains a free Minor 
Vitkar Virtue appropriate to his master’s spe-
cialty, usually either Puissant Craft: Runes, 
Puissant Rune Magic, or Puissant (Rune).
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New or Revised Virtues

The vitkir have these new or revised vir-
tues available to them:

Deft rune

Minor, Supernatural
The vitki is particularly skilled with one 

rune. He suffers no penalty to his Casting To-
tal when he does not inscribe his name or a de-
scription of the effect on a script that incorpo-
rates this rune. This Virtue may be taken more 
than once, each time with a different rune.

fAst cAster

Minor, Supernatural
The character can make a rune script 

much more quickly than other vitkir, accu-
rately inscribing the runes in half the normal 
time. He can also fast-cast a rune spell, much 
the same way that magi can fast-cast sponta-
neous spells, though he must always leave off 
his name and the description of the effect, as 
there isn’t time to inscribe them.

mAjor rune focus

Major, Supernatural
The vitki has a magical focus in a type 

of rune magic, which is also associated with 
a particular material. Whenever the vitki 
inscribes runes into the proper material for 
an effect associated with the focus, you may 
double his score in the rune used for the 
script. (See the Vitkar Magic Foci sidebar for 
a list of these types and the materials associ-
ated with them.)

mAstereD rune

Minor, Supernatural
The character has mastered a single rune, 

reducing the frequency of magical accidents. 
Whenever he inscribes this rune in a rune 
script, your botch dice are reduced by three 
(to a minimum of one die), and all penalties 
to your casting rolls are halved. You may take 
this Virtue more than once, each time with a 
different rune.

minor rune focus

Minor, Supernatural
The vitki has a magical focus with a 

single rune used in a particular type of rune 
magic (see the Vitkar Magic Foci sidebar). 
Whenever the vitki casts a rune spell with 
an effect appropriate to the focus and the 
chosen rune, and inscribes this rune into the 
material associated with the focus, you may 
double the vitki’s score in the rune used for 
the formula.

The Order of Odin
The phrase “Order of Odin” is used by 

magi to describe their idea of an organized 
group of Scandinavian wizards opposed to 
the Order of Hermes. It is not generally 
used by the vitkir. It dates back to the time 
of the war against Damhan-Allaidh, when 
there was a great deal of fear and uncertain-
ty about these wizards and their growing 
power in the British Isles. (For a more-de-
tailed history of the Anglo-Saxon rune wiz-
ards, see Ancient Magic, pages 133-136.)

Since then, magi have heard next to 
nothing about them; whether or not they 
still pose a threat to the Order of Hermes 
is a question that can cause a Tribunal to 
devolve into a cacophony of voices for 

and against. It’s generally accepted that the 
Order of Hermes is still at war with them, 
should any of them reappear, and since the 
Oath states that “the enemies of the Order 
are my enemies,” it’s argued that magi have 
a legal obligation to fight them. Whether 
or not that means a vitkir must be slain on 
sight probably depends on the judgment 
of the magus who encounters him.

If there is indeed a gathering army of 
rune wizards intent on striking at the heart 
of the Order of Hermes from the frozen 
wastes of the north, the relatively isolated 
vitkir described here are probably as un-
likely to know about it as the magi they 
supposedly seek to destroy.

Female Vitkir
The vitkir are always men in the sto-

ries and accounts of them, though this is 
probably because of the roles that men and 
women typically fulfill in Norse culture, 
rather than there being any reason why 
women cannot learn rune magic. There 
are many tales of women practicing other 
kinds of magic during the Viking period, 
especially as mystic seers and prophets. It 
is unlikely that vitkir masters would have 
taken girls as apprentices in years past, but 
as vitkir become scarcer they may be more 
willing to teach any children with The 
Gift who can be found.

Viking women also had a form of mag-
ic called seithr. This was a kind of witch-
craft that the common folk considered to 
be wicked and unclean, and they shunned 
those who practiced it. While the magic 
of the runes was seen as a gift to men from 
Odin, seithr was first taught to women by 
a giantess named Gullveig, who was said 
to be so wicked that she introduced greed 
among the gods. For character ideas and 
rules for designing a character with this 
sort of power, see the different forms of 
corrupt magic and infernal hedge tradi-
tions found in Realms of Power: The Infernal.

Vitkar Virtues
mAjor, supernAturAl

Gentle Gift
Major Rune Focus*
Mythic Blood
Secondary Insight*

minor, supernAturAl

Affinity with (Rune)
Cyclic Magic (positive)
Deft Rune*
Fast Caster*
Free Study
Inoffensive to Animals
Inventive Genius

Life Boost
Mastered Rune*
Minor Rune Focus*
Nameless Runes*
Personal Vis Source
Puissant (Rune)
Secret Runes*
Side Effect
Special Circumstances

free, sociAl stAtus

Vitki*

* New or revised Virtues
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nAmeless runes

Minor, Supernatural
The character may cast rune spells with-

out inscribing his name into the script at no 
penalty, though he receives no benefit when 
he does. The runes still form a magical con-
nection to him that other magic characters 
can detect with their spells and use to iden-
tify him, but it is not obvious to those who 
can read the writing on the stone.

seconDAry insight

Major, Supernatural
When the vitki is studying any of the 

runes, he also gains a single experience point 
in all of the other runes in that same aett. He 
may not put more than one bonus experience 
point into a single rune during the same sea-
son, even if he studies multiple runes, and if 
he studies runes from multiple aetts, he must 
choose which group of seven runes receives 
the bonus.

secret runes

Minor, Supernatural
The character may hide the runes that 

describe the effect of his rune scripts without 
suffering a penalty to his Casting Total, and 
taking only a –5 penalty when he does not 
describe the effect at all. He gains no ben-
efit from inscribing the runes normally, but 
does receive a bonus when he exaggerates 
the runes. He may take this Virtue twice to 
eliminate the penalty altogether.

vitki

Free, Social Status
The character is a Norse rune wizard, be-

lieved by magi to belong to a group called the 
Order of Odin. At one time he was respected 
and feared by other men living in the north, 
but now very few of his people even know 
his kind exists. He is still considered by many 
magi to be an enemy of the Order of Hermes, 
and those who discover what he is may try to 
hunt him down and kill him, or else attempt to 

force him to teach them his magical secrets.
Vitkir may take Arcane Abilities, Martial 

Abilities, or Academic Abilities during or af-
ter their apprenticeship, just like Hermetic 
magi, as long as these Abilities are appropri-
ate to their masters’ backgrounds (for ex-
ample, an academic vitki is unlikely to teach 
his apprentice Great Weapon, and a warrior 
vitki probably does not ensure his followers 
are well versed in Philosophiae).

All vitkir must take this as their Social Sta-
tus Virtue, and it is only available to them.

New or Revised Flaws

Vitki also have these new or revised flaws:

mAjor mAgicAl Deficiency

Major, Supernatural
The vitki has a magical deficiency with 

all of the runes in a single aett. Whenever 

Vitkar Magic Foci
A vitkar magic focus is associated with 

spells that have a particular purpose, such 
as healing, making war, or seeking knowl-
edge, and is tied to a specific material into 
which the runes must be carved, such as 
bone, metal, or stone. If the spell is ap-
plicable to the vitki’s purpose and uses the 
proper material for the inscription, he may 
double his score in the rune used in the 
spell formula. For a Major focus, any rune 
with an effect applicable to the magical fo-
cus may be used. A Minor focus is tied to 
a single rune, chosen when the vitki gains 
the Virtue, and the vitki’s spells must use 
that rune as either the target rune or the 
effect rune for the focus to apply. Like a 
Hermetic magic focus, a vitki can only 
take a single vitkar magic focus at charac-
ter creation.

Here are some examples of magical 
foci, taken from the medieval poem Sigrdri-
fumál in which the valkyrie Sigrdrífa teach-
es the hero Sigurðr the seven different uses 
of rune magic.

Victory Runes (Sigrúnar): These runes are 
used to ensure the vitki’s success in bat-
tle, and are carved into metal weapons 
and armor, usually the blades of swords 
or long knives. Runes commonly associ-
ated with this sort of magic include Ti-
waz (T), Othila (O), and Ehwaz (E).

Ale Runes (Olúnar): These runes must be 
scratched into horn or hardened leather, 
like a drinking horn, or else into the vit-
ki’s own fingernails. They typically give 
good luck and protect the vitki against 
poison or other hidden forms of danger; 
a minor focus might be associated with 
Algiz (Z), Naudiz (N), or Perth (P).

Fertility Runes (Biargrúnar): These runes 
help to ensure the wealth and prosper-
ity of the vitki and his family, and are 
carved into coins that they carry or 
jewelry that they wear. Common runes 
for this sort of magic include Fehu (F), 
Ingwaz (Ng), and Jera (J).

Sea Runes (Brimrúnar): These runes 
are traditionally inscribed on a ship, 
carved into a cart, or woven into a sail: 
any object that is bigger than a man is 
possible. They allow the vitki to influ-
ence travel and travel conditions with 
his runes. For a minor focus, the runes 
Laguz (L), Raido (R), or Hagalaz (H) 
might be appropriate.

Healing Runes (Limrúnar): These runes 
speed recovery from pain and injury, 
healing wounds and easing sorrow. They 
must be carved into bone, either human 
or animal. Runes commonly chosen for 
a minor focus include Berkanan (B), Da-
gaz (D), or Wunjo (W).

Speech Runes (Malrúnar): These runes 

must be carved into wood: a staff, a 
tree, a chest, or perhaps a table. They 
give eloquence and inspire others, and 
are used to improve the vitki’s relations 
with his fellow vitkir or his companions. 
For a minor focus, this might include 
the Ansuz (A), Gebo (G), or Mannaz 
(M) runes.

Wisdom Runes (Hugrúnar): Wisdom 
runes are carved into stone, and are used 
to help the vitki gain wisdom by sens-
ing hidden properties of his surround-
ings. A vitki’s minor rune focus might be 
associated with Ihwaz (Y), Sowilo (S), 
or Kauno (K).

Strength Runes (Meginrúnar): Strength 
runes are associated with the magic of 
the wilderness and with dark, super-
natural forces. Sigrdrífa did not teach 
Sigurðr about this type of rune magic, 
but the Sigrdrifumál describes it as runes 
that the gods inscribe on impossible 
things, such as mead, fire, the heart, or 
the sky. Strength runes could be writ-
ten upon flesh, since it is said that only 
the gods are allowed to inscribe runes 
upon a living body. Of course vitkir 
with this focus may choose to ignore 
this commandment, or might instead 
carve strength runes upon the dead. For 
a minor focus, Uruz (U), Thurisaz (Th), 
or Isa (I) might be appropriate.
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one of his rune scripts includes one of these 
runes, his casting total is halved. Or, the 
vitki may have a grave deficiency with three 
runes, such that he cannot use those runes in 
any of his spells.

minor mAgicAl Deficiency

Minor, Supernatural
The vitki has a deficiency with three of 

the runes. Whenever one of his rune scripts 
includes these runes, his casting total is 
halved. Or, the vitki may have a grave defi-
ciency with a single rune, such that he can-
not use it in any of his spells.

nátt-thel prone

Major, Supernatural
The vitki is particularly susceptible to 

being overwhelmed by the power of magic, 
and suffers the effects of Nátt-thel (described 
later) any time you roll a single supernatural 
botch, rather than a double botch.

short-liveD runes

Major, Supernatural
The magic in the vitki’s runes naturally 

fades, and unlike other rune spells is not per-
manent as long as the rune is not damaged. 
The storyguide should secretly roll a stress 
die (no botch) on the Nátt-thel Duration 
Chart to determine how long any given ef-
fect lasts.

The vitki can spend Confidence or vis to 
lengthen the duration, as well as to increase 
his casting total. The storyguide should add 
1 to this duration roll for each pawn or Point 
spent for this purpose during the casting.

sloW cAster

Minor, Supernatural
The vitki’s rune scripts require much 

more time to prepare and execute than that 
of other vitki, taking him twice as long to 
carve. It is impossible for him to produce an 
effect in a single round, though he can man-
age a hasty spell in two rounds if he takes the 
–15 penalty and leaves off his name and the 
description of the effect.

New Abilities

These new abilities are also available:

crAft: runes

The vitki can carve or inscribe the ru-
nic alphabet into many different types of 

material, and this Ability describes the skill 
with which he does so. This can be used to 
determine how long the runes last, and also 
affects the skill with which the vitki may 
hide the runes in a rune script. Specialties: 
Carving or inscribing a particular material, 
hiding runes.

rune mAgic

This is knowledge of what the magic of 
the vitkir is and how it works. It deals with 
the technical details of each rune, how they 
may be used, and how to formulate a rune 
script. Anyone can learn Rune Magic if they 
have access to a teacher, but it is very little 
use to those who do not have The Gift. (If 
the players have Ancient Magic, this and the 
Rune Magic Ability described on page 140 
of that book are basically the same, and may 
be substituted for each other.) Specialties: 
A single rune, teaching scripts, opening the 
runes, reading hidden runes. (Arcane)

Nátt-thel

(Pronounced “NOT-thull,” with an un-
voiced “th” like in “thud”)

The vitkir do not go into Wizard’s Twi-
light when exposed to Warping as magi do, 
as Twilight is only experienced by those who 
study Hermetic magic. Instead, vitkir experi-
ence Nátt-thel, which comes from a Norse 
word that means “darkest part of night.” Dur-
ing this period, the vitki loses The Gift, leav-
ing him vulnerable and humbled, completely 
without his magic and other powers associ-
ated with it.

Whenever a vitki gains 2 or more Warp-
ing Points from a single event, rather than 
from prolonged exposure, he must first add 
them to his current total (which might in-
crease his Warping Score), and then make a 
Stamina + Concentration roll. The Ease Fac-
tor for this roll is the vitki’s (Warping Score x 
3). The vitki must concentrate for about two 
minutes while trying to control his magic in 

Vitkar Flaws
mAjor, supernAturAl

Blatant Gift
Major Magical Deficiency*
Magic Addiction
Nátt-thel Prone*
Painful Magic
Restriction

minor, supernAturAl

Careless Sorcerer
Cyclic Magic (negative)

Deleterious Circumstances
Disorienting Magic
Minor Magical Deficiency*
Offensive to Animals
Short-Lived Runes*
Slow Caster
Susceptibility to Divine Power
Susceptibility to Faerie Power
Susceptibility to Infernal Power
Warped Magic
Weird Magic

* New or revised Flaws

The Rune Poems
Characters who are interested in 

learning about the magic of the vitkir can 
track down a study source in the form of 
a “rune poem” — one of the rare and valu-
able works written by the vitkir to teach 
their followers the basics of rune carving 
and their magic. These texts name each 
rune and give a brief description in verse. 
The verses are typically four lines long, 
one verse for each rune, and describe the 
rune’s mystical properties through imag-
ery. For example, “Wealth / source of dis-
cord among kinsmen / and fire of the sea 

/ and path of the serpent” or “Hail / cold 
grain / and shower of sleet / and sickness 
of serpents.” There are three texts that 
have spread far enough from the vitkir 
that they might be found in Mythic Eu-
rope: the Icelandic Rune Poem and the Nor-
wegian Rune Poem, both of which use the 
Younger Futhark alphabet (see The Runes, 
Modified Runes, later in this chapter, and 
the Anglo-Saxon Rune Poem, which uses the 
Futhorc and was translated into Latin by 
Christian monks, though with many revi-
sions to the text.
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this way, and any interruptions increase the 
difficulty (the player should add the Ease 
Factor from the Concentration Table in 
ArM5, page 82).

nátt-thel AvoiDAnce:  
Stamina + Concentration + stress die  

vs. (Warping Score x 3)

If the roll succeeds, nothing else hap-
pens; the vitki regains control of his magic. 
If the roll fails, or if the vitki is unable to con-
centrate on avoiding the Nátt-thel for some 
reason, all of his magical effects immediately 
end as if the associated runes had been erased 
or damaged, and he loses The Gift (though 
not the social penalties that go with it) and 
the use of all of his vitkar Virtues and Flaws 
until his Nátt-thel is over. To determine the 

length of time that must pass before the vitki 
can work magic again, the storyguide should 
roll a simple die and add it the character’s 
Warping Score, consulting the following 
chart to get the base duration.

nátt-thel DurAtion roll:  
simple die + Warping Score

 DurAtion roll bAse DurAtion

 0 Moments
 3 Diameters
 6 Suns
 9 Moons
 12 Years
 15 Unknown*

*  The storyguide should choose a duration 
exceeding a year that’s appropriate.

The duration roll determines the base 
unit of measurement for the Nátt-thel, and 
this is multiplied by the number of Warp-
ing Points that the vitki gained to trigger 
the episode. 

For example, a vitki with a Warping Score of 
3 gains 2 Warping Points and fails his Avoidance 
roll. The storyguide secretly rolls a 6 on the Dura-
tion roll, which is added to his Warping Score of 3 
to yield a base duration of 9, or Moons. He gained 2 
Warping Points, so he will be without his Gift until 
two Moons have passed.

At the moment he realizes he has lost 
control, the vitki can project some of his 
power into one or more of his active rune 
spells, ensuring that their effects will contin-
ue during the period he is without his magic. 
Doing this lengthens the duration of the 
Nátt-thel, but guarantees that at least some 
of his magic will remain behind. This gives 
the vitki an additional Warping Point for 
each effect he wishes to protect. Note that 
these additional Warping Points might in-
crease the character’s Warping Score, which 
would affect the results of the Nátt-thel Du-
ration roll, and that they also contribute to 
the number of Warping Points gained, which 
increases the multiplier and ensures that the 
Nátt-thel lasts even longer.

Learning Vitkar Magic

A vitki may teach his powers to a laering 
(LYE-ring, “apprentice”) as long as the stu-
dent has The Gift. He must spend a season 
instructing his student, which gives the new 
vitki a score of 0 in all the runes (described 
under The Runes). This is called “opening 
the runes,” like Hermetic magi “open the 
Arts.” If the student already has any Super-
natural Virtues or Abilities, the vitki’s Open-
ing Total is his Intelligence + Rune Magic + 
lowest rune + aura. If the master has a score 
of less than 2 in any runes when they are 
opened, the laering gains a Minor Magical 
Deficiency Flaw with that rune. The runes 
can still be opened if the master is in Nátt-
thel or has lost his Gift through Nátt-thel, 
though in that case the laering also gains the 
Nátt-thel Prone Flaw. After about five years 
learning from the same instructor, a laering 
typically gains a Minor Virtue appropriate to 
his master’s specialty, usually a Puissant Rune 
or Puissant Ability. Supernatural Virtues that 
apply only to vitkar magic can be assumed to 
manifest after The Gift has been opened.

Vitkir can study their runes in all the 
same ways that magi learn Hermetic magic: 

Odin’s Sacrifice
It is said that Odin originally learned 

the runes through a special ritual in which 
he was hanged by his neck from an ash 
tree and stabbed in the side with a spear. 
After nine days of this torture, Odin had a 
vision in which he saw the runes and un-
derstood their power. Many vitkir believe 
that a person who undertakes this ordeal 
and succeeds can open the runes, just as an 
apprentice does with his master. They also 
say that if he does not already possess the 
power, the ritual gives the seeker The Gift.

A character interested in undertak-
ing Odin’s sacrifice must discover some 
means by which to survive nine days 
without food, water, or air. He must have 
his side pierced with the spear (suffer-
ing a Medium Wound) and remain hung 
upon the tree for nine days without be-
ing moved, wounded further, or affected 
by supernatural powers. At the conclusion 
of the ritual, he must make an Intelligence 
+ Concentration stress roll, to which he 
adds the aura bonus or penalty for Magic. 
If he achieves a total of 24 or more, he 
gains The Gift, or opens his scores in all of 
the vitkar runes if he already has The Gift, 
or gains another Major Virtue if he has 
already been opened to the runes. (This 
does not remove a viktir from Nátt-thel or 
restore his Gift, though it might give him 
a new Supernatural Ability he can use.) A 
character can only perform this ritual once 
in his lifetime.

It is said that in ancient times the gods 
knew how to brew a potion from raw vis, 

mead, herbs, blood, and other more-exotic 
materials that would allow a person to sur-
vive the ordeal by placing him in a coma-
tose state for nine days, during which time 
he would appear to be dead. If a character 
manages to discover the recipe, he will ex-
perience strange visions during the ritual, 
and does not need to apply Wound or Fa-
tigue penalties to his Concentration roll. 
When he awakens from unconsciousness, 
he must recover all of his Fatigue levels as 
if from long-term fatigue. The strength of 
the potion also gives him a bonus to his 
Concentration of +1 for every pawn of vis 
used to brew it. However, once the ritual is 
complete, he must also roll one botch die 
for each pawn, as if he had botched a roll, 
and any 0s represent permanent physical 
or mental Flaws.

Such potions are not easy to brew, and 
according to the legends they usually re-
quire seeking out one of the gods or the 
alfar (pronounced “ALF-ar,” roughly mean-
ing “the elves”) for mystical insight into 
the appropriate ingredients for a given 
person. Traditionally, this advice always 
comes with a price. Ingredients might in-
clude mythical concepts such as the breath 
of a fish, stubble from a woman’s beard, 
the promise of a liar, or the ears of a bird. 
Often the potion must be accompanied 
by a blood oath, a solemn vow to serve 
the gods however they command. Such 
an oath is very dangerous, for commands 
from the gods are usually on the scale of 
nearly-suicidal heroic quests.
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through books (if they learn the appropriate 
Academic Abilities), instruction, adventure, 
or exposure. Vitkir can also study from raw 
vis, in the same way that magi do, though 
vitkir may use any type of vis; they do not 
need vis of a particular Technique or Form. 
The vitki brews the vis into a potion that in-
cludes mead, some of the vitki’s own blood, 
and other ingredients appropriate to the 
rune being studied. When this is drunk, the 
vitki falls into a deep, trancelike state, during 
which time he is aware of his surroundings 
but may take no actions. This generally lasts 
for about ten days while the vitki witnesses 
visions associated with the rune. The rest of 
the season is spent contemplating these rev-
elations and learning from the experience.

Viktar Magic
Dost know how to write, dost know how to read,
Dost know how to paint, dost know how to prove,
Dost know how to ask, dost know how to offer,
Dost know how to send, dost know how to spend?

— The Havamal, verse 143

The vitkir learned to apply their knowl-
edge of the runes to craft spells and magical 
effects, by using their Gift to draw upon the 
inherent power of each rune. These runes are 
inscribed onto a target using a special rune 
script that changes the nature of that target 
to conform to the qualities of the rune, and 
this effect lasts for as long as the rune lasts. 
The duration thus depends only upon the 
material used to make the script; runes writ-
ten or painted on skin or clothing keep their 
integrity no longer than a day at most, while 
runes carved in wood or stone can last for 
many years. It typically takes only about two 
minutes to write a rune script, but carving 
one intended to last takes at least an hour.

Unlike the effects of Hermetic magic, 
the magic of the runes causes a true and nat-
ural change to the target — something that 
for magi would require a Ritual. For example, 
a healing rune drawn upon a person could 
naturally heal that person’s wounds, while 
a rune for harm would cause lasting injury. 
When the rune is destroyed, the effect ends 
and nature reasserts itself, but the effects of 
the rune spell are not undone. That is, the 
wound does not automatically reopen, and 
the injury does not go away. This also means 
that because the runes create a natural effect, 

the target of the rune spell is not considered 
a magical thing, and does not trigger Magic 
Resistance. A target with Magic Resistance 
can still resist the effects, but once the effect 
has manifested, it becomes a real thing. This 
means that a sword marked with runes for 
causing great damage is not a magical sword 
for the purposes of penetrating Might, and 
an animal summoned with the magic of the 
runes is a real animal that can attack a person 
who would otherwise be safe because of his 
Magic Resistance.

Rune magic still causes Warping to a tar-
get over time, even though its effects seem 
natural, as a consequence of being exposed to 
a constant magical effect. The target also ex-
periences Warping from rune spells of Level 
30 or greater, unless the vitki casts the effect 
on himself. These strong magical effects are 
always continuous, which means the target 
receives an additional Warping Point every 
season that the effect endures.

The runes also create a connection to the 
vitki who inscribes them. This is similar to the 
effect of the Hermetic spell Opening the Intangible 
Tunnel (ArM5, page 162); it causes the object 
with the runes inscribed upon it to become an 
Arcane Connection to the vitki, but in such 
a way that one can magically target the vitki 

by targeting the runes — the runes become 
part of the vitki, and another wizard touching 
the runes may affect the vitki at Touch Range. 
Like the Hermetic spell, this connection goes 
both ways. Also, anything summoned by a 
rune spell becomes a permanent Arcane Con-
nection to the vitki. Because of these magical 
vulnerabilities associated with their magic, 
vitki typically do not let rune effects out of 
their control, and destroy them as soon as 
they have served their purpose.

Vitkar Rune Scripts

To use their runes, vitkir must first in-
vent a rune script. This is a formula that 
the vitki develops ahead of time and follows 
to produce a magical effect, very similar to 
the formulaic spells of Hermetic magi. Vit-
kir typically know many scripts, since they 
cannot perform their magic spontaneously. 
There are three different methods that they 
can use for each of their rune scripts, each 
of which includes the vitki’s name, and also 
a description of the effect, the target of the 
effect, or both.
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methoD i: “i, [nAme], [effect].” 

The vitki describes an effect that either 
targets himself, or that targets the object 
onto which he draws the runes. If this object 
is worn or carried by a target when the spell 
is cast, it is considered part of that target and 
thus affects that target, but only for as long 
as they are touching — if the object with the 
runes is removed, the spell ends. This formu-
la only requires a single rune, since the target 
is implied, and the description is written in 
the first person. For example, a vitki might 
write on his staff: “I, Eirik, carve upon this staff 
the runes for my health.”

methoD ii:  
“[nAme] [effect] [tArget].”

This method is used to affect something 
other than the vitki or the object onto which 
the runes are inscribed. The vitki describes 
an effect and a target: either a target to 
which he has an Arcane Connection, or a 
target within about ten paces of the object 
onto which the runes are inscribed. The 
formula is written in the third person, and 
typically uses two runes: one to describe the 
effect and one to describe the target. For ex-
ample, a vitki might wrap one of his wife’s 
hairs around a stick and write: “Eirik carves 
upon this stick the runes of health for his good wife.” 
The vitki always uses the lowest of his scores 
in these runes, though it is not uncommon to 
have a spell that uses this method and only 
one rune, when the rune applies to both the 
effect and the target.

methoD iii: “[nAme], [tArget].” 

This rune spell has no effect except to 
create a substitute Arcane Connection to the 
target for the vitki (and if the target has Magic 
Resistance, the level of the spell must exceed 
it). This connection may then be used later to 
affect the object upon which the runes are in-
scribed from a distance, using Method II. For 
example, “Eirik carves the runes upon this tree.” 
The target must be within about ten paces of 
the runes when the spell is finished, or else 
the caster must have another Arcane Con-
nection to the target while casting.

All of these methods use the same total: 
the character’s lowest score in the associated 
runes, plus his Intelligence, Rune Magic, and 
the modifier for the aura. For convenience 
this is called the vitki’s Lab Total, just like 

Hermetic magi, though unlike magi vitkir do 
not need a specialized laboratory to invent 
a script.

vitkAr lAb totAl:  
(lowest) Rune + Intelligence  

+ Rune Magic + Aura Modifier

Inventing a new rune script takes the vitki 
a season of effort. At the end of the season, 
the vitki gains a number of spell levels equal 
to his Lab Total, which may be spent on any 
number of rune scripts that use the associated 
runes. For example, if a vitki’s Lab Total for a 
particular set of runes is 20, he can learn a sin-
gle Level 20 rune script for those runes, or two 
Level 10 rune scripts. It is not essential that 
the runes be used the same way in each script, 
or even that all of the runes are used in each 
script. If the vitki is interrupted during the 
season, treat this as if he were distracted from 
study, i.e. a vitki who devotes only a month 
to a rune script rather than the whole season 
receives only one-third of his Lab Total.

A vitki can also learn rune scripts from a 
teacher. The vitki receives a number of spell 
levels equal to the teacher’s Lab Total for the 
highest-level rune script being taught. These 
levels may be spent to learn any rune scripts 
that the teacher knows, though no rune script 
learned this way may have a higher level than 
the student’s Lab Total for those runes.

Casting Rune Spells

A vitki can cast any rune spell for which 
he knows a rune script. He must inscribe the 
text of the rune spell on the target, which 
usually takes about two minutes to accom-
plish but can take as long as an hour depend-
ing on the material and the durability of the 
inscription. Note that durability determines 
how long the effect lasts; hasty inscriptions 
rarely last longer than a few hours at most.

Then, roll the following formula:

cAsting totAl:  
stress die + Stamina + (lowest) Rune  

+ Aura Modifier

If the Casting Total is at least equal to 
the level of the rune script, the spell is cast 
and the vitki suffers no Fatigue. If the Cast-
ing Total is within 10 of the target level, 
it is cast but the vitki loses a Fatigue level. 
Less than that, and the vitki loses a Fatigue 
level and the spell is not cast. If the target 
has Magic Resistance, subtract the level of 

the rune spell from the Casting Total and 
add the character’s Penetration bonus to de-
termine the Penetration Total (the same for-
mula as used with Hermetic magic).

There are several variations on the runes 
that the vitki may use when inscribing them. 
Each modifies the vitki’s Casting Total. For 
example, the vitki can choose not to inscribe 
his name into the rune script, which gives 
him a –5 penalty. Or, he can simply carve 
single runes for the effect and target, rather 
than describing them fully in the script, for 
a –10 penalty. These options also speed the 
casting time, making it possible to cast a rune 
spell in a single round.

The vitki can hide or encrypt the runes 
in some way, by combining the stems of sev-
eral runes together in a design that requires 
knowledge of Craft: Runes and a contested 
Intelligence + Rune Magic roll to decipher, 
which gives a –2 penalty to the Casting Total 
for hiding his name and a –5 penalty for ob-
scuring the description. Alternatively, if the 
vitki spends twice as long casting the runes 
and the player makes a Dexterity + Craft: 
Runes roll of 6 or better on a simple die, he 
can hide the runes any way he wishes with 
no penalty. The result of the roll is used for 
the contested Intelligence + Rune Magic 
roll if another vitki attempts to decipher the 
meaning of his runes.

If the vitki spends extra effort on the 
runes — for example by coloring them in, 
working them into an intricate pattern, or 
spelling out the entire rune alphabet at the 
beginning of the script — this gives him a +1 
bonus to the casting total. This also increas-
es the casting time, typically taking twice 
as long. For example, a script that takes an 
hour to carve into rock would take two hours 
with extra effort. If the runes that contain the 
magic of the effect or the target are empha-
sized, by repeating them three times or by 
coloring them or drawing them larger than 
the other runes, the vitki receives another +1 
bonus. This can be done without requiring 
extra time, though it makes it impossible to 
hide or obscure the purpose of the spell.

Vis, what the vitki call makt (MACK-t, 
“power”), may also be incorporated into a 
rune spell. Simply using vis while casting 
the spell increases the Casting Total of the 
effect by 2 per pawn, in the same way that 
vis affects Hermetic magic. The technique 
or form of the vis must be appropriate to the 
effect or target, and the vitki may only use as 
many pawns of that type of vis as his score in 
the rune used in the script. As with Hermetic 
magic, each pawn of vis adds one botch die 
should the player get a 0 on the casting roll.
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The Runes
The Abilities associated with the 24 runes 

of the vitkir are Accelerated Abilities, but the 
vitkir always refer to them as “runes.”

The effects associated with each of the 
runes are described below. Most of these ef-
fects give the target a bonus or penalty to die 
rolls associated with particular circumstanc-
es; the magnitude of the bonus or penalty is 
determined by the level of effect, while its 
applicability is determined by the qualities 
of the rune. The storyguide determines if a 
particular rune is appropriate to a particular 
roll. These bonuses or penalties never affect 
the casting of other rune spells, and they 
do not stack — only the largest applicable 
bonus applies to a given roll. (These effects 
are the tradition’s version of inherent magical 
defenses based on their powers, and every 
vitki can be expected to know at least one 
rune script with this sort of effect.)

Runes can sometimes reproduce other 
magical effects appropriate to a rune’s de-
scription, using the Hermetic spell guide-
lines as a basis. When calculating the level 
of the effect, a good rule of thumb is to add 
four magnitudes to the effect’s base level to 
represent the extended duration and unusual 
range and target parameters of rune magic. 
Thus, a Hermetic effect with a base level 
of 15 would be level 35 when cast with the 
runes. However, because rune spells are so 
different from Hermetic spells, some effects 
— especially those effects that require a rit-
ual to cast — may need to be designed with 
even higher levels, and some of them (at the 
storyguide’s discretion) will not be possible 
with vitkar magic at all.

The runes are often organized into 
three groups of eight letters, called aetts 
(“EIGHTS”), and are usually written in three 
lines, one aett per row (see the sidebar). The 
entire rune alphabet is often called the Futhark 
(“FOO-thark”), after the first six letters: F, U, 
TH, A, R, and K. For greater ease of use of 
this chapter, however, the runes are presented 
below in alphabetical order, A (Ansuz) to Z 
(Algiz), and it is probably easiest to note them 
this way on the character sheet as well.

A, Ansuz, “Mouth”

(Pronounced “AN-sooz”)
This rune has many meanings, includ-

ing “mouth” as in the source of speech and 
also the beginning of a river. It originated 

as “god,” as it is associated with the Norse 
gods who are called the Aesir (“AYS-eyr”), 
and particularly symbolizes Odin, the father 
of the gods, who first discovered the power 
of the runes.

When used to describe a target, Ansuz 
most commonly refers to images, specifically 
sounds. For the purposes of Penetration, this 
application is an Imaginem effect. Ansuz can 
also affect the mind through speech, an as-
pect of Mentem, and in rare circumstances 
it can target the human mouth directly as a 
Corpus effect. It is also occasionally associ-
ated with Vim, to target intelligent supernat-
ural beings that have the power of speech.

Rune Casting 
Variations

 vAriAtion moDifier

 Hidden name –2
 No name –5
 Hidden description –5
 No description –10
 Extra effort +1
 Emphasis +1
 Vis (Makt) +2/pawn* 

   *  as appropriate to the effect

The Elder Futhark
The three aetts of the Elder Futhark are named after three gods, each one associ-

ated with the first letter in that aett. Freya was a Norse goddess of love and marriage, 
Heimdall was the god charged with guarding the rainbow bridge that leads from earth 
to Asgard, and Tyr was the god of justice and battle.

freyA’s Aett

 letter rune nAme meAning effects

 F f Fehu “Wealth” wealth, domesticated animals
 U u Uruz “Auroch” endurance, the wild
 Th x Thurisaz “Ogre” malice, shapeshifting
 A a Ansuz “Mouth” communication, teaching
 R r Raido “Riding” travel, knowledge
 K k Kauno “Pain” fire, sores
 G g Gebo “Gift” debt, sacrifice
 W w Wunjo “Joy” emotion, intoxication

heimDAll’s Aett

 letter rune nAme meAning effects

 H h Hagalaz “Hail” weather, illness
 N n Naudiz “Need” trouble, hardship
 I i Isa “Ice” cold, stasis
 J j Jera “Year” harvest, bounty
 Y y Ihwaz “Yew” patience, the dead
 P p Perth “Cup” chance, secrets
 Z z Algiz “Elk” protection, the hunt
 S s Sowilo “Sun” triumph, virtue

tyr’s Aett

 letter rune nAme meAning effects

 T t Tiwaz “Tyr” justice, battle
 B b Berkanan “Birch” health, youth
 E e Ehwaz “Horse” speed, relationships
 M m Mannaz “Man” cooperation, duty
 L l Laguz “Water” ocean, ships
 Ng q Ingwaz “Lord” family, security
 D d Dagaz “Day” time, growth
 O o Othila “Inheritance” lands, possessions
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sAmple Ansuz rune spells

i, (the runemAster), 
speAk With oDin’s voice.
Ansuz General, Method I
The vitki receives a bonus to all Ability 

rolls associated with good speech and com-
munication equal to the magnitude of this 
effect. For example, a Level 20 effect would 

give him a +4 bonus. This lasts for as long as 
the rune remains intact, though it is not cu-
mulative with other blessings; if two such bo-
nuses apply to a given action, the vitki only 
receives the bonus with the highest value.

i, (the runemAster), give 
unDerstAnDing of the holloW voices.
Ansuz General, Method I

For as long as the runes last, the target 
may hear the words spoken by spirits and in-
corporeal beings and can tell the difference 
between illusory noises and real noises as if 
he had a score of this effect’s magnitude in 
Second Sight. The runes are usually drawn 
upon an amulet made of wood or stone and 
worn against the person’s skin, and thus typi-
cally last only a short while.

B, Berkanan, “Birch”

(Pronounced “BAIR-kan-AHN,” with a 
soft “w” after the “B”)

The birch is a tree of fertility; its branch-
es are bare and do not produce flowers or 
seeds, but it sprouts many shoots and leaves. 
In Norse legend, Odin marked the runes on 
nine birch twigs and then struck an adder 
with them, so that it was killed and divided 
into nine parts.

The Berkanan rune is associated with 
healing, and also with youth. When used as 
a target it is usually Herbam, though it can 
also affect children (Corpus), and young ani-
mals (Animal).

sAmple berkAnAn rune spells

(the runemAster) curses the

WounD With blooD he spilleD.
Berkanan (Mannaz) General, Method II
The spell is cast upon a spear that has 

struck and wounded another, carving the 
runes to seal in the blood as an Arcane Con-
nection. The target of the spell — the person 
whose blood is on the spear — receives three 
times the magnitude of the spell as a penalty 
to all of his recovery rolls, for as long as the 
rune lasts.

i, (the runemAster), cArve 
runes to close the flesh.
Berkanan 20, Method I
This spell is usually carved onto an amu-

let and placed inside a piece of the target’s 
clothing. The target heals a Light Wound, 
and as long as the runes last for at least a 
week (the recovery period for a Light 
Wound) the effect is permanent. If the amu-
let is removed or damaged during this time, 
before the wound would have healed natu-
rally, the character must make an immediate 
recovery roll for that injury (ArM5, page 
179). If this equals or exceeds the Improve-
ment Ease Factor, then the wound remains 

Ansuz Guidelines
General: The target receives a bonus or 

penalty equal to the magnitude of the 
effect to all Ability rolls associated with 
Communication.

General: The target gains the power to 
recognize audible illusions of less than 
or equal to the level of this effect, rec-
ognizing them by ear much in the same 
way those with Second Sight perceive 
them visually.

Level 10: Give a target the ability to speak. 
If the target is not intelligent, it can only 
repeat what is specified in the effect.

Level 20: The target gains the power to 
recognize the Form associated with the 

Might of any creature within about ten 
paces. This tells the vitki which runes 
can be used to target it.

Level 25: The target gains the ability 
to intuitively understand the surface 
thoughts of others within a ten-pace 
area, making it possible to make sense 
of foreign languages.

Level 30: Increase or decrease a target’s 
Communication by one point, to no 
more than the average score for a be-
ing of that type. Each additional mag-
nitude increases the number of points 
or the upper limit, but never more than 
5 above or below the average score.
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healed. If the roll equals or exceeds the Sta-
ble Ease Factor, then the Light Wound re-
opens. If this roll is less than the Stable Ease 
Factor then the wound worsens, becoming a 
Medium Wound.

D, Dagaz, “Day”

(Pronounced “DHAH-ghahz,” with 
the “D” followed by a soft, voiced “th” as 
in “the,” and the “gh” voiced at the back of 
the throat)

Dagaz means “day,” as in the length of 
time it takes the sun to travel from horizon 
to horizon. Thus, the rune is associated with 
the concept of time. It also represents the 
sun, light, and life during long, cold win-
ters. Things grow over time, and so Dagaz 
is also associated with the growth of animals, 
plants, and people.

As a target, Dagaz would be considered 
part of either Imaginem or Ignem, specifi-
cally affecting the light of day and moving 
images associated with time passing, but it is 
rarely used in this way.

sAmple DAgAz rune spells

i, (the runemAster),
cArve the runes of giAnts.
Dagaz 20, Method I
The vitki causes himself to grow with 

the sun, so that in the morning and after-
noon he is +1 Size (essentially gaining the 
Large Virtue), and at noon he is Size +2. 
However, for the duration he will always 
return to his normal size by sunset, and re-
main that way until the sun rises again. Dur-
ing some months of the year in the extreme 
north, the sun never sets, and in that case 
the vitki may remain a giant for as long as 
an entire season.

(the runemAster) curses With 
yeArs the Defilers of the grAve.
Dagaz (Mannaz) 30, Method II
These runes ensure that any person 

who disturbs the ground or sealing stone 
of a grave or tomb immediately ages five 
years and must make an Aging roll. It is usu-
ally written on a tablet that is buried with 
the corpse, so that it cannot be seen by 
would-be defilers. A grave-robber can only 
be affected by this curse once per casting, 
though it might be cast multiple times on 
the same stone.

E, Ehwaz, “Horse”

(Pronounced “AY-vahz,” with the first 
syllable spoken to rhyme with “hay”)

This rune stands for the horse — a beast 
noted for its stamina, speed, and strength. It 
represents superior mobility in combat, as 
well as the close relationship between horse 
and rider. When used as a target, it is associ-
ated with Animal, specifically when target-
ing horses or other animals used in battle.

sAmple ehWAz rune spells

(the runemAster) speAks 
of frienDship Among men.
Ehwaz (Ansuz) General, Method II
All those who hear the target’s words 

feel trust and goodwill toward him, for 
as long as the runes endure. Note that if 

anyone in this audience has Magic Resis-
tance, the spell must still Penetrate and it 
is treated as either an Imaginem or Men-
tem effect, whichever is higher. In ancient 
times, vitkir would inscribe these runes on 
a baton carried by one of their followers 
before sending them to negotiate with ri-
val tribes, to ensure that they would receive 
him as a friend. The effects of this spell are 
largely swamped by the effects of The Gift, 
although some vitkir believe it does make 
things a little bit better.

(the runemAster) tAmes 
the WilD stAllion.
Ehwaz 20, Method II
The vitki takes three hairs from the 

horse’s tail and carves them into the runes. 
For as long as the runes last, the horse will be 
well-disposed toward the vitki and respond 
to him as if they had been rider and mount 
for years.

Berkanan Guidelines
General:  The target receives a bonus or 

penalty to recovery rolls equal to (the 
magnitude of the effect x 3). This in-
cludes physical injuries, but not sick-
ness from diseases or poisons.

General:  The target receives a bonus or 
penalty to all Ability rolls performed 
while injured.

Level 15: The target will not impregnate 
or become pregnant for the duration.

 Ensure that the target is potent or fer-
tile for the duration.

Level 20: Heal one of the target’s Light 
Wounds or the equivalent, or reduce 
one of a target’s wounds by one level of 
severity (changing a Heavy Wound to 
a Medium Wound, for example).

Level 20: Prevent all of a target’s Light 
Wounds from healing naturally for the 

duration.
Level 25: Heal your target’s Medium 

Wound, or reduce a wound by two lev-
els of severity.

Level 25: Prevent all of a target’s Light or 
Medium Wounds from healing natu-
rally for the duration.

Level 30: Heal a target’s Heavy Wound, 
or reduce one of a target’s wounds by 
three levels of severity.

Level 30: Prevent all of a target’s Light, 
Medium or Heavy Wounds from heal-
ing naturally for the duration.

Level 35: Heal a target’s Incapacitating 
Wound.

Level 35: Prevent any of a target’s wounds 
from healing naturally for the duration 
of the spell.

Level 40: Heal all of the target’s wounds.

Dagaz Guidelines
General: The target receives a bonus or 

penalty equal to the magnitude of this 
effect to Ability rolls that involve a 
regular, day-long activity.

General: The target receives a bonus 
or penalty to Aging rolls equal to the 
magnitude of the effect, so long as the 
rune lasts for the entire year.

Level 20: Cause a target to grow twice its 
normal size with the passing of the sun.

Level 20: Shrink a target to half its normal 
size with the passing of the sun.

Level 30: Cause a target to grow to full 
maturity in a single day.

Level 30: Age target five years, as long as 
the target has already reached maturity.
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F, Fehu, “Wealth”

(Pronounced “FAY-hoo”)
Fehu is the rune of wealth, represented 

by good fortune and prosperity. In contrast 
to Othila, which is associated with things 
such as land and heirlooms, Fehu is typically 
thought of as common wealth — things like 
cattle and other animals, silver pennies or 
surplus grain — but not tools, clothing, or 
weapons. In the Norwegian and Icelandic 
rune poems, wealth is more cynically viewed 
as a “source of discord among kinsmen” per-
haps in reference to the brutal nature of Vi-
king raids.

When used as a target, Fehu is usually 
associated with either Animal or Terram, de-
pending upon the type of wealth affected by 
the rune. It can be used to affect animals in 
general, but only those that are domesticated 
and thus considered property.

sAmple fehu rune spells

i, (the runemAster),
Ask for freyA’s blessing. 
Fehu General, Method I

For as long as the rune endures, you re-
ceive a bonus equal to the effect’s magnitude 
on all rolls that directly involve the vitki’s 
pursuit of wealth. This might include rolls 
associated with business, such as Bargain or 
Folk Ken, or Awareness rolls when searching 
for treasure. Freya also has associations with 
fertility, and children might be considered a 
form of wealth. Thus, this bonus might also 
boost Stamina rolls associated with a mother 
giving birth.

(the runemAster) summons A heArty ox.
Fehu 35, Method II
These runes summon a full-grown ox to 

the vitki, though the vitki must have a horn, 
hair, bone, or something else belonging to 
an ox, which is integrated into the runes and 
becomes an Arcane Connection to the ox 
that is summoned. The spell causes the ox 
to appear nearby, transported from wherever 
it was before. If the ox is dead, the spell also 
restores it to life, though it has no memory 
of any of its previous incarnations (and this 
does not work on any ox that had an Intel-
ligence score or Might).

The ox is strangely biddable, as if it had 
been raised by the vitki himself, though it 
loses this quality if the runes are destroyed. 

Note that the ox does not disappear or die 
when the spell ends, and that the spell will 
always summon the same ox if the same Ar-
cane Connection is used.

G, Gebo, “Gift”

(Pronounced “GHAY-boh,” the GH is 
sounded like the “ch” in “loch,” but softer)

Accepting a gift places the recipient 
under certain obligations in Norse society, 
which usually involves the need to return 
the favor with another gift of similar value, 
so that neither party is in the other’s debt. 
Thus, while this rune does represent open-
handed charity and generosity, it also repre-
sents an arrangement or promise that binds 
the recipient.

Gebo is not associated with any particu-
lar Form, but with any physical object given 
as a gift. It can also be used to target some-
one in the vitkir’s debt, through that sense of 
obligation created by the vitkir’s generosity. 
In this case, it might be considered a Men-
tem effect.

sAmple gebo rune spells

i, (the runemAster), Am thrice blesseD.
Gebo 15, Method I
The vitki receives a +3 bonus to his 

rolls when meeting and influencing others. 
This is the most common level for this ef-
fect, as it offsets some of the negative so-
cial effects of The Gift. A vitki always faces 
initial dislike and hostility from strangers, 
but with this magical boost he is at least 
not further hindered in his attempts to con-
vince others that he means well. It is often 
cast without description, simply inscribing 
the Gebo rune three times for luck. This 
confers a –14 penalty to the vitki’s Casting 
Total, but is very subtle and easy for a vit-
kir with good knowledge of Gebo to do on 
a stone or stick before an important event 
takes place.

(the runemAster) gives 
the gift of obligAtion.
Gebo 30, Method II
The vitki inscribes the runes on a piece 

of jewelry that is given to another as a gift. 
While wearing it, the target is compelled to 
do as the vitki says, generally deferring to his 
judgment in all things that are not obviously 
dangerous or against its own interests.

Ehwaz Guidelines
General: The target receives a bonus 

or penalty equal to the magnitude of 
the effect on all rolls performed while 
mounted, including Initiative, Attack, 
and Defense rolls.

General: The target receives a bonus or 
penalty equal to the magnitude of the ef-
fect on Ability rolls involving Quickness 
(not including Initiative or Defense).

General: The target receives a bonus or 
penalty equal to the magnitude of the 
effect to all rolls that involve trust and 
loyalty between two individuals, creat-
ing a bond similar to that of horse and 

rider. This is similar to the effects of the 
True Friend Virtue.

Level 20: Tame the target, making it more 
loyal and sensitive to the vitki’s needs.

Level 30: Summon a mount, which obeys 
the vitki’s instructions and accepts him 
as a rider.

Level 30: Increase or decrease a target’s 
Quickness by one point, to no more 
than the average score for a being of 
that type. Each additional magnitude 
increases the number of points or the 
upper limit, but never more than 5 
above or below the average score.

Fehu Guidelines
General: The target receives a bonus or 

penalty equal to the magnitude of this 
effect to Ability rolls that support the 
target gaining wealth: working, gam-
bling, investing, or treasure-hunting.

Level 20: The target gains the ability to 
detect precious metal he is within about 

ten paces.
Level 25: The target gains the ability to 

detect domesticated animals within 
about ten paces.

Level 35: Summon wealth, usually in the 
form of precious metal or a domesti-
cated animal.
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H, Hagalaz, “Hail”

(Pronounced “HAH-ghah-lahz”)
Hagalaz represents the cruelest side 

of nature, from sudden storms to debilitat-
ing illness. It means hail, both in terms of 
weather and a hail of missiles. It is associated 
with great destruction and harm, and always 
brings pain and suffering to its target. In the 
rune poems it is called “the whitest of grain, 
whirled from the vault of the heavens and 
tossed about by wind before finally turning 
to water.” It is a powerful force that is dif-
ficult to control.

When used as a target, Hagalaz is almost 
always part of Auram or specific aspects of 
Aquam (cold, rain, and hail). It can also af-
fect other sorts of missile weapons, including 
Terram (stones) and Herbam (arrows).

sAmple hAgAlAz rune spells

i, (the runemAster), DeDicAte 
helmet-Destroying hAil.
Hagalaz General, Method I
This rune gives the weapon on which 

it is inscribed a bonus to its Damage equal 
to the magnitude of the effect. Thor’s great 
hammer, Mjollnir, which he would throw at 
his enemies with one hand, is said to bear 
this rune prominently on the crosspiece.

(the runemAster) summons 
thor’s lightning AnD thunDer.
Hagalaz 15, Method II
After inscribing this script, a terrible 

thunderstorm gathers in the area surround-
ing the runes, reaching its peak in anywhere 
from an hour to a day depending on the time 
of year and the number of clouds in the sky. 
The storm then rages until it has rained it-
self out, and after this the vitki has no further 
control over it.

I, Isa, “Ice”

(Pronounced “EE-sah”)
Isa means ice, and it symbolizes the 

hidden dangers ice represents, such as slip-
ping or breaking. It embodies coldness, and 
also cold emotions. As a target, Isa is as-
sociated with literal ice (Aquam), or Ignem 
when affecting temperature, or Mentem 
when affecting a person’s cold and impla-
cable feelings.

sAmple isA rune spells

(the runemAster) binDs 
the beAsts in plAce.
Isa (Fehu) 20, Method II
This spell holds a herd of domesticated 

animals completely motionless as long as 
they are within ten paces of the runes, and 
preventing them from moving away again.

(the runemAster) cArves 
the ice of the north.
Isa 25, Method II
This spell creates a slippery sheet of 

ice located on the ground surrounding the 
runes, which is approximately ten paces 
across, and and which covers all things 
within that area with a thin layer of frost. 
This ice is natural, and will naturally thaw 
and melt over time, or very quickly in 
warmer temperatures.

J, Jera, “Year”

(Pronounced “YEH-rah”)
Jera signifies the harvest, and while this 

implies autumn it can also mean the bounty 
of nature all year round. The harvest is also 
the end result of hard work for an entire 
year, and so the rune also has connotations 
of prosperity and plenty. As a target, Jera is 
almost always associated with the form of 
Herbam, though it can also influence an Ani-
mal harvest, and can target people’s health 
and general well being through Corpus.

sAmple jerA rune spells

i, (the runemAster) bless the Work.
Jera General, Method I
The vitki typically carves this rune into 

the floor of his home. After a year has passed, 

Gebo Guidelines
General: The target receives a bonus or 

penalty equal to the magnitude of this 
effect on all Ability rolls to influence 
others, including forming new relation-
ships, courtship, charming others, and 
negotiation.

Level 30: Give the target a feeling of def-

erence and obligation to the vitki.
Level 35: Force the target to obey a simple 

command.
Level 40: Force the target to obey a com-

plex command.
Level 50: Completely dominate the tar-

get’s mind and emotions.

Hagalaz Guidelines
General: The target receives a bonus or 

penalty equal to the magnitude of this 
effect to Damage.

General: Cause hail or other dangerous 
phenomena to pummel a target, inflict-
ing damage equal to a stress die + (the 
Level of the effect – 15).

Level 15: Summon severe weather phenom-
ena, like thunderstorms or hailstorms.

Level 20: Cause weather phenomena to 
become more or less severe.

Level 25: Summon a very severe weather 
phenomenon; for example, a tornado 
or a blizzard.

Isa Guidelines
General: The target receives a bonus or 

penalty that’s equal to the magnitude of 
this effect to Ability rolls that involve 
ice or the cold: exposure, winter travel, 
or slipping.

General: Chill a target, doing Damage 
equal to (the level of the effect – 20) 
and potentially freezing it solid.

Level 10: Cause water to freeze. If cast on 

a target, this makes it cold to the touch; 
living beings lose a Fatigue level.

 Cause ice to melt.
Level 15: Cause a target to feel depressed 

and apathetic for the duration, cancel-
ing out other strong emotions.

Level 20: Hold a target totally motionless.
Level 25: Cause the surface of a target to 

become completely covered in ice.
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this gives him a bonus equal to the magnitude 
of the effect on all year-long activities he has 
undertaken there. For example, if he spends 
the next year studying, devoting himself to 
the same subject for all four seasons, at the 
end of it he will receive additional experience 
points equal to this effect’s magnitude. Like-
wise, if he spends the time working diligently 
in the field, he will receive a bonus to the roll 

that determines the quality of his harvest. As 
this is a continuous effect, he will also receive 
a Warping Point, and an additional one for 
each season if the effect is powerful.

i, (the runemAster) bless the fielDs.
Jera 5, Method I
These runes are carved onto a stone 

that is buried in a field where grain or other 

growing seeds have been sown. As long as 
the runes are undisturbed, the land will yield 
a healthy and robust harvest that is unusually 
resistant to disease, drought, and insects.

K, Kauno, “Pain”

(Pronounced “COW-noh”)
In the Anglo-Saxon Rune Poem, Kauno is 

described as a torch visible from afar, while 
other rune poems refer to it as an abscess or 
boil. As a pale, bright flame it could also re-
fer to a fever, which “burns where princes sit 
within.” Thus, the rune symbolizes heat, the 
color and light of flames, and burning pain.

As a target, Kauno affects any kind of fire, 
as well as heat and temperature. It is almost 
always associated with Ignem when evalu-
ating Penetration, though effects that cause 
sores and pain are usually Corpus or Animal.

sAmple kAuno rune spells

i, (the runemAster), see 
through the DArkness.
Kauno General, Method I
This rune gives the vitki a bonus to rolls 

that involve eyesight, for as long as the rune 
is intact. It is typically inscribed on a wooden 
wand or staff after dark to improve night vi-
sion, and is traditionally burned on a fire the 
next morning.

(the runemAster) cAuses 
fiery fever to burn bright.
Kauno (Mannaz) 30, Method II
The target person is afflicted with a se-

rious illness, the equivalent of a Medium 
Wound. While this spell endures, however, 
the target cannot recover naturally; his con-
dition can only remain the same or worsen, 
since the disease is constantly maintained by 
the runes.

L, Laguz, “Water”

(Pronounced “LAH-ghooz”)
This rune represents water, especially of 

the ocean. There is great wealth and power 
in the ocean, and many hidden dangers that 
cannot be seen from the surface. As a target 
it is almost always associated with Aquam, 
though it can also affect things that are only 
found underwater, such as water-breathing 
animals and sea plants.

Jera Guidelines
General: The target receives a bonus or 

penalty equal to the magnitude of this 
effect to year-long activities, so long as 
the rune lasts for the entire year, with 
the bonus gained at the end of the year. 
For example: harvest, study, teaching, 
craft work (but not aging, which is cov-

ered by Dagaz).
General: Target is immune to supernatu-

ral diseases of up to this effect’s Level.
Level 5: Ensure that the target remains 

healthy and strong, immune to natural 
blight and illness for the duration.

Level 15: Summon food and drink.

Kauno Guidelines
General: The target receives a bonus or 

penalty equal to this effect’s magnitude 
to all Ability rolls associated with dis-
ease and sickness, such as diagnosing or 
curing others.

General: The target receives a bonus or 
penalty to all Ability rolls performed 
while sick.

General: The target receives a bonus or 
penalty to recovery rolls due to sick-
ness and disease equal to (this effect’s 
magnitude x 3). This does not include 
recovery rolls for physical injuries.

Level 10: Ignite an extremely flammable 
target, or cause it to become warm to 
the touch. This does +5 Damage to 
the target or anything touching it each 
round, with the Damage total divided 
by 5 after rolling.

Level 15: Ignite a very flammable target, 
or cause it to become hot to the touch. 
This does +5 Damage to the target or 
anything that’s touching it each round, 
with the Damage total divided by 2 af-
ter rolling.

Level 20: Ignite a flammable target, or 
cause it to become hot enough to boil 
water. This does +5 Damage to the tar-
get or anything touching it each round.

Level 20: Cause the target to suffer from 
painful sores that last for the duration. 
These are distracting and unpleasant 
for the target, but have no other effect.

Level 25: Ignite a slightly flammable tar-

get, or cause it to become hot enough to 
glow. This does +10 Damage to the tar-
get or anything touching it each round.

Level 25: The target is infected with a 
minor illness, which will not heal natu-
rally for the duration.

Level 30: Ignite a barely flammable target, 
or cause it to become hot enough to melt 
lead. It does +15 Damage to the target 
or anything touching it each round.

Level 30: The target is infected with a se-
rious illness, which will not heal natu-
rally for the duration.

Level 35: Ignite a target, or cause it to 
become unnaturally hot. This does 
+20 Damage to the target or anything 
touching it each round.

Level 35: The target is infected with a ma-
jor illness, which will not heal naturally 
for the duration.

Level 40: Ignite a target, or cause it to 
become unnaturally hot. This does 
+25 Damage to the target or anything 
touching it each round.

Level 40: The target is infected with a 
critical illness, which will not heal nat-
urally for the duration.

Level 45: Ignite a target, or cause it to 
become unnaturally hot. This does 
+30 Damage to the target or anything 
touching it each round.

Level 45: The target is infected with a ter-
minal illness, which will not heal natu-
rally for the duration.
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sAmple lAguz rune spells

i, (the runemAster) kiss 
the treAcherous Deep.
Laguz 20, Method I
For the duration of the effect, the vitki 

can breathe comfortably both in water and 
on land.

i, (the runemAster), 
tAme the WilD WAves.
Laguz 25, Method I
The runes are carved into a piece of 

wood mounted on the prow of a ship, which 
ensures that the craft travels at incredible 
speeds through the water, doubling its natu-
ral movement rate.

M, Mannaz, “Man”

(Pronounced “MAH-nahz”)
Mannaz means mankind, and suggests 

unity and cooperation among all people. 
When used as a target it affects either the 
mind or the body, but most often the body, 
and thus is usually linked to Corpus rather 
than Mentem. It is used most frequently to 
affect a person as the target of another rune.

sAmple mAnnAz rune spells

i, (the runemAster),
mAke men sure AnD steADy.
Mannaz 30, Method I
For the duration of this effect, the tar-

get’s Dexterity Characteristic is increased by 
1, but no higher than 0.

(the runemAster) leADs 
men to greAtness.
Mannaz 20, Method II
All the people fighting within ten paces 

of the runes function as a trained group, even 
if their leader does not have a sufficient Lead-
ership score. The runes are typically woven 
into a flag or painted on the shield carried 
by the leader.

N, Naudiz, “Need”

(Pronounced “NOW-thiz,” with the “th” 
voiced as in “this”)

Naudiz is a very negative rune, mean-
ing hardship, trouble, and adversity, often 
scratched onto a fingernail to indicate great 

Laguz Guidelines
General: The target receives a bonus or 

penalty equal to the magnitude of this 
effect to Ability rolls performed while 
submerged in or floating upon water.

Level 5: The target gains the ability to 
see clearly through water.

Level 10: Summon water, enough to fill 
an area about ten paces across and ten 
paces deep.

Level 20: The target gains the ability to 
sense the direction of the nearest large 

body of water, or if any water is within 
about ten paces.

Level 20: The target gains the ability to 
breathe water.

Level 25: Speed a sea journey, causing the 
target ship or the target swimmer to 
travel through the water at twice the 
normal speed.

Level 30: Cause waves to knock over a 
large target or to pull a small target un-
der water.

Mannaz Guidelines
General: The target receives a bonus or 

penalty equal to the magnitude of this 
effect to Ability rolls that involve Dex-
terity (but not Attack rolls).

General: Target receives a bonus or pen-
alty equal to the magnitude of this effect 
to Ability rolls involving working with 
others, such as fighting in a group or col-
laborating on a project in a workshop.

Level 20: Inspire feelings of cooperation 

and unity within a group of targets.
 Cause a group of fighters to function as 

a trained group.
Level 30: Increase or decrease a target’s 

Dexterity by one point, to no more 
than the average score for a being of 
that type. Each additional magnitude 
increases the number of points or the 
upper limit, but never more than 5 
above or below the average score.
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need. It may be used to target things that 
are desperate, dying, or despairing, and so is 
usually associated with Mentem or Corpus.

sAmple nAuDiz rune spells

i, (the runemAster), store 
poWer for my time of neeD.
Naudiz General, Method I
This effect binds another rune spell 

to the target, delaying its resolution until 

it is triggered. The caster describes what 
sort of conditions cause the effect to acti-
vate — usually this is when he is Incapaci-
tated or killed — and then he inscribes the 
rune spell for the bound effect next to the 
Naudiz runes.

(the runemAster) brings hArDship 
to the enemy AnD his fAmily.
Naudiz (Ingwaz) 20, Method II
All those who live in the target structure 

begin to feel deep despair and self-loathing, 

beset by strife. For as long as the runes last, 
their Confidence Scores are reduced by 1. 
For most characters, this means that they 
cannot spend Confidence Points to increase 
their totals.

Ng, Ingwaz, “Lord”

(Pronounced “ING-vahz”)
Ingwaz is associated with peace, family, 

and a safe, secure home. As a target, it may 
affect a building, dwelling, or structure, and 
so is often tied to Herbam and Terram. It can 
also affect all those who live in a particular 
house, making it possible to target them by 
carving runes on the outside, or to target 
members of the caster’s family or household. 
This is usually a Corpus effect.

sAmple ingWAz rune spells

i, (the runemAster),
feel my heArth AnD home.
Ingwaz 20, Method I
After carving these runes, the vitki can 

sense the approximate direction and distance 
of his family members, and their general 
emotional state (i.e. excited or calm).

(the runemAster) cAlls 
his chilDren to his siDe.
Ingwaz 35, Method II
By incorporating an Arcane Connec-

tion into the rune spell, the vitki transports 
a member of his family to the runes, intan-
gibly speeding him or her across the land. 
Family can include members of the vitki’s 
household, or blood relatives. This journey 
typically takes about an hour from anywhere 
within Scandinavia, though greater distances 
might increase the time it takes for the per-
son to arrive.

O, Othila, “Inheritance”

(Pronounced “OH-thih-LAH,” the “th” 
unvoiced as in “thin”)

The Othila rune means property, but 
specific material goods as opposed to Fehu, 
which represents general wealth. These are 
things that can be passed on from generation 
to generation, such as lands or possessions, 
and thus the rune is most often used as a tar-
get tied to Terram.

Naudiz Guidelines
General: The target receives a bonus or 

penalty equal to the magnitude of this 
effect when in great need, such as when 
dreadfully wounded or in a desperate 
state of emotion.

General: The target suffers a bonus or 
penalty equal to the magnitude of this 
effect on all Ability rolls that he has 
tried once and failed.

General: Delay the resolution of another 
supernatural effect no greater than the 
level of this effect, putting it off for as 
long as this rune lasts, and casting it 
when this spell is broken. This spell 
must include the runes for the held ef-
fect as well as Naudiz. For example, to 

delay an Ansuz effect of Level 20, the 
rune spell must be Naudiz (Ansuz) 20 
or less.

General: Bind an active rune spell of 
Level less than or equal to this one, so 
that the duration lasts as long as the 
runes used in this spell. The spell must 
include the runes for the bound effect 
as well as Naudiz. For example, to bind 
a Fehu (Ansuz) effect of Level 15, the 
rune spell must be Naudiz (Fehu, An-
suz) 15 or greater.

Level 20: Cause a target to feel a deep de-
spair, which makes him unable to use 
Confidence Points for the duration of 
the spell.

Ingwaz Guidelines
General: The target receives a bonus or 

penalty equal to the magnitude of this 
effect to Ability rolls that affect his 
family, household, or home.

Level 20: The target gains an instinctive 
sense of where his family is, including 
distance and direction and their current 

emotional state.
Level 20: The target gives birth easily and 

the baby is healthy, so long as the rune 
is worn by her for the whole of the 
pregnancy.

Level 35: Summon a target person, trans-
porting him or her to the caster.

Othila Guidelines
General: The target receives a bonus or 

penalty equal to the magnitude of this 
effect to all rolls that involve a specific 
tool or family heirloom, such as wield-
ing his father’s sword or defending his 
lands. This includes Initiative, Attack, 
and Defense rolls.

Level 15: Make an object more effective at 
what it is designed to do. For example, 

make a sword light and sharp, or a plow 
till the earth more quickly. The object 
functions as if it were exceptional qual-
ity, and reduces the number of poten-
tial botch dice by two when used.

Level 20: Summon a target to the caster; 
this must be a nonliving thing that is 
smaller than a person, such as a sword 
or chest.
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sAmple othilA rune spells

i, (the runemAster), shArpen my Axe.
Othila General, Method I
The vitki receives a bonus equal to the 

magnitude of the effect to his Initiative, At-
tack, and Damage scores as long as he wields 
a particular weapon.

(the runemAster) hAs 
neeD of An ArroW.
Othila (Hagalaz) 20, Method II
This spell summons an arrow to which 

the vitki has an Arcane Connection, causing 
it to appear somewhere nearby — inside his 
quiver, for example, or perhaps in the ground 
just outside his tent. A vitki might carve a 
rune on each of his arrows to create an Ar-
cane Connection to them, so that he can 
then call them all back to himself with this 
rune spell.

P, Perth, “Cup”

(Pronounced “PAIR-th,” with the final 
syllable short and unvoiced)

Perth is a mysterious and strange rune, 
with many different interpretations. Perhaps 
the strongest association is with fate and 
chance, though it is also tied to pleasure and 
relaxation, such as found at a gaming table 
or dining hall. Thus, it typically represents 
a container that holds secrets, such as a dice 
cup or drinking horn. In the Anglo-Saxon Rune 
Poem it represents a piece on a gaming board, 
a pawn.

Often Perth is used to affect the super-
natural realms, particularly Magic. It is thus 
tied most strongly to Vim. It can target vis, 
and it can also target other spells and super-
natural effects. It does not affect supernatural 
beings and creatures with Might (these are 
Ansuz if they are intelligent, or Uruz if they 
are not), though it can affect their powers.

sAmple perth rune spells

(the runemAster) Defies his rivAl

AnD lAughs At his misfortune.
Perth (Mannaz) General, Method II
The vitki integrates an Arcane Connec-

tion to another rune wizard into his rune 
script, and for as long as it lasts, whenever 
his rival must roll for a magical botch he adds 
a number of additional dice to his pool equal 
to the magnitude of this effect.

i, (the runemAster),
sense the sleeping AlfAr.
Perth 20, Method I
For as long as the rune endures, the vitki 

can sense vis when he is within about ten 
paces of it. He may identify it based on its 
associations with a single rune, and he may 
also tell approximately how many pawns 
there are.

R, Raido, “Riding”

(Pronounced “RYE-doh”)
This rune is generally held to mean 

“riding,” as in the activity of going forth on 
horseback or on a cart. The word raido may 
be related to the Old Norse word reid, which 
means either chariot or thunder, and thus it 
may invoke Thor, the Norse god of thunder, 

who rode in a great chariot. It symbolizes a 
journey, and all forms of travel. It also con-
veys the idea of preparation for war or severe 
weather, and is thus associated with princi-
ples of planning, thought, and strategy.

As a target, Raido targets a cart, ship, or 
wheel, as well as the tack and harnesses of 
animals that pull a cart or chariot. The ani-
mals themselves are usually associated with 
either Ehwaz if they are horses, or Fehu for 
other domesticated animals.

sAmple rAiDo rune spells

i, the runemAster, heAr 
the thunDer of the north.
Raido 20, Method I
The vitki can sense which way is north 

for as long as the rune remains undamaged.

Perth Guidelines
General: The target receives a bonus or 

penalty equal to the magnitude of this 
effect to rolls that involve pure chance, 
such as when playing at dice. This also 
influences events governed by some ele-
ment of chance, such as shooting an ar-
row into the dark or determining wheth-
er or not a woman becomes pregnant.

General: Whenever the target rolls for a 
potential botch, the number of poten-
tial botch dice is reduced or increased 
by the magnitude of this effect.

General: All supernatural effects cast on 

the target that are less than or equal to 
half this effect’s level are dispelled.

Level 10: The target can sense Magic or 
Faerie auras within about ten paces, and 
identify their strength.

Level 20: The target gains the ability to 
sense and identify vis that is within 
about ten paces.

Level 25: The target can recognize the 
caster of any active magic in the vicin-
ity, or can get a general sense of the ef-
fects, much like reading the inscribed 
description of a rune spell.

Raido Guidelines
General: The target receives a bonus or 

penalty equal to the magnitude of this 
effect on all Ability rolls made while 
traveling, such as Area Lore, Folk Ken, 
Ride, or Charm. This does not include 
mounted combat.

General: The target receives a bonus or 
penalty equal to the magnitude of this 
effect on all natural Ability rolls asso-
ciated with Stamina (but not Soak or 
casting rune magic).

General: The target receives a bonus or 
penalty equal to the magnitude of this 
effect to his Initiative.

Level 15: Repair a harness or wheel.
Level 20: Restore a lame animal, healing a 

Light Wound for the duration.
 The target gains the power to sense 

which direction it is traveling.
Level 30: Speed a journey, allowing the 

target to run and walk at twice the nor-
mal speed.

Level 30: Increase or decrease a target’s 
Stamina by 1 point, to no more than 
the average score for a being of that 
type. Each additional magnitude in-
creases the number of points or the up-
per limit, but never more than 5 above 
or below the average score.

Level 35: Summon a target to the caster; it 
must be a nonliving thing that is larger 
than the caster, such as a boat or cart.
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I, the runemaster, gIve 
eIght legs to my horse.
Raido 30, Method I
With this rune spell, which is usually 

inscribed directly onto the horse’s saddle or 
blanket, the vitki causes his horse to travel 
extremely quickly, covering ten paces with 
each step.

S, Sowilo, “Sun”
(Pronounced “SOH-veel-oh”)
Sowilo is associated with light and the 

sun, and is described as a boon to sailors and 
a blessing for travelers. It also has overtones 
of good succeeding against evil, much as light 
triumphs over dark. As a target Sowilo affects 

light, and is thus a part of the Form of Ignem. 
It can also target the Divine and beings that 
have Divine Might as a subset of Vim.

sample sowIlo rune spells

I, (the runemaster), step 
most surely In sunlIght.
Sowilo General, Method I
The vitki receives the magnitude of this 

effect as a bonus to all Perception-based 
Ability rolls.

I, (the runemaster),
summon summer’s brIghtness.
Sowilo 25, Method I
For as long as the rune endures, bright 

sunlight shines out from the target. Those 
who look directly at the light may be blind-
ed by it, and it is said that creatures of the 
night and wickedness cannot bear its touch 
and so must flee its presence.

T, Tiwaz, “Tyr”

(Pronounced “TEE-vahz”)
Tyr is the Norse god of truth and battle, 

giver of victory and protector of the other 
gods. He is loyal to his fellows and known 
for sacrificing his hand to the Fenris wolf so 
that it could be bound. His rune is associated 
with men who fight for the good of their 
companions, and who seek truth. As a target, 
it is primarily associated with Mentem and 
justice, in that it affects a person’s thoughts 
and deeper motivations.

sample tIwaz rune spells

I, (the runemaster),
fIght for my companIons.
Tiwaz General, Method I
The vitki typically casts this spell in 

battle, scratching the runes into his shield or 
armor. He receives a bonus equal to the mag-
nitude to all of his Attack rolls for as long 
as the runes last. (In a pitched melee, this is 
unlikely to be more than a few rounds.)

I, (the runemaster),
can sense the lIar’s craft.
Tiwaz 30, Method I
For the duration, the vitki can sense if 

people believe they are telling the truth so 
long as he is within about ten paces of them. 
(Note that demons can easily foil this effect.)

Sowilo Guidelines
General: The target receives a bonus or 

penalty equal to the magnitude of this 
effect to natural Ability rolls associated 
with Perception.

General: The target can see through il-
lusions of this effect’s level or less as if 
he had Second Sight, including seeing 
through regiones.

Level 10: The target gains the ability to 
see in the dark as if it were daylight.

 The target can sense Divine or Infernal 
auras within about ten paces, and iden-
tify their strength.

Level 20: Extinguish all light within about 

ten paces of the target.
 Make a target invisible.
Level 25: The target becomes more resis-

tant to cold, and is immune to the ill 
effects of exposure.

Level 25: Cause blindingly bright sunlight 
to shine on or from the target.

Level 30: Increase or decrease a target’s 
Perception by 1 point, to no more than 
the average score for a being of that 
type. Each additional magnitude in-
creases the number of points or the up-
per limit, but never more than 5 above 
or below the average score.
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Th, Thurisaz, “Ogre”

(Pronounced “THUR-ee-sahs,” with the 
“th” unvoiced as in “thorn”)

Thurisaz is interpreted many different 
ways, usually with a negative connotation. 
The Norse and Icelandic rune poems de-
scribe it as meaning “giant” or “ogre,” noting 
that such creatures especially like to harm 
women, while the Anglo-Saxon poem calls 
it “thorn,” being sharp and severe. The rune 
is also said to be used to evoke demons from 
the underworld. Its symbolism is generally 
evil and dangerous, and because of its asso-
ciation with trolls and ogres it is often used 
to cast spells that change the caster’s shape.

When used as a target, Thurisaz can af-
fect supernatural creatures as a kind of Vim 
magic, these most commonly being infernal 
beings. It can also target thorny bushes and 
brambles as part of Herbam, or anything 
wooden that pierces or cuts.

sAmple thurisAz rune spells

(the runemAster) prepAres 
the ogre-slAying speAr.
Thurisaz General, Method II
The vitki prepares the runes on the shaft 

of a spear, and throws it into a battlefield. If 
the effect penetrates their Magic Resistance, 
all supernatural creatures within ten paces of 
its path have their Might Scores reduced by 
(the level of this effect – 10). For example, 
at Level 15 their Might Scores are reduced 
by 5.

i, (the runemAster), cAll 
the serpent from the brAmbles.
Thurisaz 30, Method I
The runes are typically carved onto a 

twisted branch, with Thurisaz written three 
times for emphasis. When the inscription is 
complete, the branch changes into a venom-
ous snake. If it suffers a Heavy Wound, the 
runes are broken and it becomes a simple 
branch again.

U, Uruz, “Auroch”

(Pronounced “oo-ROOZ”)
This rune represents the aurochs, a large 

and powerful breed of cattle that roams the 
wilderness of Scandinavia. Julius Caesar 
described them as slightly smaller than the 
elephant and the same color and shape as a 

bull. They are extraordinarily strong, fast, 
and ferocious. Successfully hunting an au-
rochs makes a boy into a man, and the best 
way to do this is with a pit trap. Proof of the 
adventure is the display of the massive beast’s 
horns, which are often bound at the tips with 

silver for use as drinking cups.
Uruz is thus a symbol of strength and 

stamina, as well as manhood and masculin-
ity. There is also a parallel implied in its 
defense against the hunter and a man de-
fending his home, and in the great achieve-

Tiwaz Guidelines
General: The target receives a bonus or 

penalty equal to the magnitude of this ef-
fect to Personality rolls that involve posi-
tive emotions like loyalty or bravery.

General: The target receives a bonus or 
penalty equal to the magnitude of this 
effect to his Attack or Defense scores.

General: The target may boost his Confi-
dence Score by 1, as long as his Con-
fidence Score is no greater than (the 
magnitude of this effect – 3).

Level 15: The target gains the ability to 
sense the direction in which the near-
est person is located

Level 20: The target gains an intuitive un-
derstanding of those people’s thoughts 
and motivations within about ten pac-
es, allowing him to more easily make 
friends or figure out the social structure 
of a community.

Level 30: The target gains the ability to 
tell if people within ten paces believe 
that they are telling the truth or lying.

Level 45: The target can completely un-
derstand the minds and emotions of 
those people within about ten paces, 
and can accurately predict their actions 
and reactions.

Thurisaz Guidelines
General: The target receives a bonus or 

penalty equal to the magnitude of the 
effect on Personality rolls tied to nega-
tive passions like lust or wrath.

General: The target’s Might Score is re-
duced by (the level of this effect – 10).

Level 15: Cause thorny brambles to grow 
in an area about ten paces across.

Level 15: Destroy plants in an area ten 
paces across.

Level 20: Transform a living target into 

another living thing of approximately 
the same size.

Level 20: Transform a nonliving target 
into another nonliving thing of ap-
proximately the same size.

Level 30: Transform a living target into a 
nonliving thing of approximately the 
same size.

Level 30: Transform a nonliving target 
into a living thing of approximately the 
same size.

Uruz Guidelines
General: The target receives a bonus or 

penalty equal to the magnitude of this 
effect on natural Ability rolls that in-
volve Strength (but not Damage).

General: The target’s Encumbrance is in-
creased or decreased by the magnitude 
of this effect.

General: The target is immune to effects 
that target the mind that are less than 
this effect’s level.

Level 30: Increase or decrease a target’s 
Strength by one point, to no more than 
the average score for a being of that 
type. Each additional magnitude in-

creases the number of points or the up-
per limit, but never more than 5 above 
or below the average score.

Level 30: Summon a wild animal that is up 
to Size –4.

Level 35: Summon a wild animal that is up 
to Size –1.

Level 40: Summon a wild animal that is up 
to Size +2.

Level 45: Summon a wild animal that is up 
to Size +5.

Level 50: Summon a wild animal that is up 
to Size +8.
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ment of the hunter in besting the powerful 
beast. When used as a target, Uruz affects 
the form of Animal, specifically wild or 
magical animals. Because of its connection 
to the wilderness, Uruz is also associated 
with rain and wild weather, occasionally 
translated as “drizzle,” and so may also be 
part of Auram.

Sample UrUz rUne SpellS

I, (the rUnemaSter), need 
Strength for my trIalS.
Uruz General, Method I
The vitki receives a bonus equal to the 

magnitude of the effect to all Strength-
based Ability rolls, such as when lifting or 
pushing heavy objects, or when swimming, 

climbing, or walking through extremely 
harsh environments.

I, (the rUnemaSter), 
SUmmon the aUrochS.
Uruz 45, Method II
The rune spell summons an aurochs — 

the wild beast for which the rune is named. 
It is not under the vitki’s control, and will 
probably charge like a bull at anyone who 
appears to threaten it. The vitki must have 
some part of an aurochs in order to cast the 
spell, which is worked into the runes. If 
killed, the animal’s carcass will easily feed 
a hundred people, who will all feel stronger 
and healthier after (perhaps represented by 
a Confidence Point), though this effect is 
undone if the runes are damaged or if they 
are destroyed.

W, Wunjo, “Joy”

(Pronounced “VUN-yoh”)
This rune means comfort, bliss, and joy. 

This may be a sort of intoxication, or sim-
ply the absence of suffering, and it also has 
connotations of glory and success in battle. 
Those who work together towards a com-
mon goal also fall under Wunjo’s influence. 
Wunjo is associated with Mentem, targeting 
the emotions of people and intelligent be-
ings only.

Sample WUnjo rUne SpellS

(the rUnemaSter) gIveS the gIft of joy.
Wunjo (Gebo) 20, Method II
By placing these runes on a gift intended 

for another, the vitki ensures that it will be 
received with joy and deepest gratitude, eas-
ing the cares of the recipient in an almost 
intoxicating way.

I, (the rUnemaSter),
paInt the rUneS of frenzy.
Wunjo 30, Method I
The vitki draws the Wunjo rune upon a 

warrior, who does not feel pain or fatigue for 
as long as the runes remain undamaged. He 
may ignore all Fatigue and Wound Penalties, 
though if he expends all of his Fatigue levels 
he will fall unconscious, and he may still be 
killed or incapacitated in this state.

Y, Ihwaz, “Yew”

(Pronounced “EYE-vahz”)
Ihwaz refers to the yew tree, the wood 

of which is used to make longbows and 
which also has associations with death and 
witchcraft because of a traditional practice of 
planting it in graveyards. When used as a tar-
get, it may affect any sort of tree or bow and 
should be treated as an Herbam effect. The 
rune may also be used to target the spirits of 
the dead as a Mentem effect, or a gravesite 
as Terram.

Sample IhWaz rUne SpellS

I, (the rUnemaSter), Walk SWIftly

throUgh the mUrky Wood.
Ihwaz 15, Method I

Wunjo Guidelines
General: The target receives a bonus 

or penalty equal to the magnitude of 
the effect on all natural Ability rolls 
involving Presence, such as telling a 
story, charming a companion, or lead-
ing a group.

General: Reduce the target’s Fatigue or 
Wound Penalties by (the magnitude of 
this effect x 3).

Level 20: Cause the target to feel a power-

ful emotion.
Level 30: The target can ignore all Fatigue 

or Wound Penalties.
Level 30: Increase or decrease a target’s 

Presence by 1 point, to no more than 
the average score for a being of that 
type. Each additional magnitude in-
creases the number of points or the up-
per limit, but never more than 5 above 
or below the average score.

Ihwaz Guidelines
General: The target receives a bonus or 

penalty equal to the magnitude of this 
effect to natural Ability rolls associated 
with Intelligence, such as remembering 
lore or outwitting an opponent.

General: The target can sense the pres-
ence of supernatural beings with Might 
Score less than or equal to the level of 
this effect.

General: Summon a supernatural being 
with Might Score less than or equal to 
(the level of this effect – 10).

Level 15: The target gains the ability to 
sense the properties of plants within 
about ten paces.

Level 20: The target can sense dead bod-
ies within about ten paces.

Level 25: Animate a corpse or carcass, as 

long as it is not protected by conse-
crated ground.

Level 30: Increase or decrease a target’s 
Intelligence by 1 point, to no more 
than the average score for a being of 
that type. Each additional magnitude 
increases the number of points or the 
upper limit, but never more than 5 
above or below the average score.

Level 35: The target can speak with the 
dead, so long as he is within ten paces 
of the corpse or grave, and it is not pro-
tected by consecrated ground.

Level 35: Summon a corpse or carcass, as 
long as it is not protected by consecrat-
ed ground.

Level 35: Summon a tree.
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The vitki gains an intuitive understand-

ing of the properties of trees within about 
ten paces, allowing him to travel quickly 
through an unfamiliar forest or sense the 
most likely direction of a particular plant.

i, (the runemAster), mAy speAk 
With the shADes of the pAst.
Ihwaz 35, Method I
By standing within ten paces of a grave, 

the vitki may mentally communicate with 
the ghostly spirit of its inhabitants.

Z, Algiz, “Elk”

(Pronounced “AHL-ghiz,” with the “z” 
sounding like a rolled “r”)

This rune has many meanings, all of 
which mean some sort of protection. It is 
sometimes associated with the elk — which 
is said to sleep leaning against a tree so that 
it may more easily elude hunters — and with 
its antlers. The rune itself is often seen as a 
hand warding off a blow, and the word alu 
is often used in spells to mean “protect me,” 
perhaps referring to this rune. Another in-
terpretation is as a kind of sedge-grass that 
grows in marshlands, which is so prickly that 
it cannot be grasped. In any case, this rune is 
most often used for the purposes of protect-
ing a target.

Algiz almost never refers to a target di-
rectly, though because of its symbolism it 
can be used to affect elk, a hand, or grass, 
and is thus associated with Animal, Corpus, 
or Herbam as appropriate.

sAmple Algiz rune spells

i, (the runemAster) protect 
AgAinst beings of fire AnD pAin.
Algiz (Kauno) General, Method II
The vitki carves the runes into an object, 

such as an amulet or a stone. For the duration 
of the effect, fire creatures and disease spirits 
with Might less than or equal to the level of 
this effect cannot come within ten paces of 
the runes, and cannot use their powers to af-
fect anything within that area.

(the runemAster) protects 
AgAinst the beAsts of the WilD.
Algiz (Uruz) 10, Method II
For the duration of the effect of the spell, 

wild animals cannot come within ten paces 
of the rune.

Modified Runes

After the vitkir learned to use the first 
runes, many of them traveled to different 
parts of the world and settled there. Left to 
develop on its own for hundreds of years on 

many opposite shores of the North Sea, their 
alphabet underwent noticeable changes. The 
Elder Futhark, the runes described earlier, 
were used in the earliest spells and engrav-
ings left by the vitkir, but over time the 
names and meanings of the runes changed, 
the language became more compact, and 

Algiz Guidelines
General: The target’s Soak is increased or 

decreased by the effect’s magnitude.
General: All supernatural targets with 

Might less than or equal to the level of 
this effect that are associated with the 

spell’s secondary rune are warded away 
from the target.

Level 10: All things that are appropriate 
to the secondary rune used in this spell 
are warded away from the target.

The Anglo-Saxon Futhorc
In England, the rune wizards extended their alphabet. Scholars agree that it included 

the first 28 runes, and the last five may also have been included depending on era and 
area. Magi are certain that none of these vitkir remain in the British Isles in the 1200s, 
all of them having been eliminated in the war against Damhan-Alladh centuries ago, 
though evidence of their magic may still remain.

 letter rune nAme pronounceD meAning elDer 
 F f Feoh FAY-oh “Wealth” Fehu
 U u Ur OOR “Auroch” Uruz
 Th T Thorn THORN “Thorn” Thurisaz
 O o Os OH-ss “Mouth” Ansuz
 R r Rad RAWD “Riding” Raido
 C c Cen CHEN “Torch” Kauno
 Gy g Gyfu GUY-voo “Gift” Gebo
 W w Wynn WIN “Joy” Wunjo
 H h Haegl HA-wull “Hail” Hagalaz
 N n Nyd NID “Need” Naudiz
 I i Is EES “Ice” Isa
 J j Ger YER “Year” Jera
 Y I Eoh EE-oh “Yew” Ihwaz
 P p Peordh POHR-th “Cup” Perth
 X x Eolhx OHLHK “Elk” Algiz
 S s Sigel SEE-wel “Sun” Sowilo
 T t Tir TEER “Star” Tiwaz
 B b Beorc BORK “Birch” Berkanan
 E e Eh EH “Horse” Ehwaz
 M m Mann MAHN “Man” Mannaz
 L l Lagu LAH-wuh “Water” Laguz
 Ng N Ing ING “Hero” Ingwaz
 D d Daeg DAY “Day” Dagaz
 Oe E Ethel EE-thell “Homeland” Othila
 A a Ac AWK “Oak” 
 Ae A Aesc ASH “Ash”
 Yr  Yr YAHR “Bow”
 Ea q Ear EAR “Grave”
 G G Gar GAR “Spear”
 K k Calc KAHLK “Chalk”
 Q O Cweorth QUORTH “Fire twirl”
 St p Stan STAYN “Stone”
 Or j Ior OHR “Water monster”
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the runemasters began using fewer charac-
ters. This variation came to be known as the 
Younger Futhark.

In England, the vitkir and Norse set-
tlers expanded the alphabet instead, eventu-
ally adding four more runes and altering the 
meaning of many of the others, producing a 
very different set of runes called the Futhorc. 
Their rune poems were then edited by the 
well-intentioned monks who translated them 
from the foreign tongue into Latin, remov-
ing references to giants, demons, and other 
frightening ideas, and integrating the Chris-
tian God into many of the lines.

The same magic system given in this 
chapter can be used to work magic with 
these other rune alphabets, though both are 
weaker than the original Elder Futhark. The 
magic of the Younger Futhark uses only 16 
of the 24 runes (as shown in the insert), and 
so requires less experience to develop but is 
also less versatile — these characters open 
fewer runes when they are first introduced to 
the tradition. The Anglo-Saxon Futhorc has 
as many as 33 characters, and so the power 
of the Elder runes is similarly weakened as 
experience is divided among all of these ad-
ditional runes.

Hermetic Integration

For magi seeking to expand the capabili-
ties of their magic, the vitkir and their runes 
can be investigated and converted into Her-
metic Virtues as a Major Breakthrough. The 
suggested mechanics for describing this dis-
covery can be found in Ancient Magic, pages 
138-140. In essence, the magus receives a 
new Rune Duration and a new Inscription 
Target, which work similarly to Ring and 
Circle but do not require penetration. Also, 
at the storyguide’s discretion, magi who un-
dergo Odin’s Sacrifice (described above) may 
receive an automatic Discovery towards the 
development of Hermetic Rune Magic.

Note that the Order of Hermes is gener-
ally considered to be at war with the Order 
of Odin — as many magi think of the vit-
kir — and has been since the ninth century. 
This may make things difficult for magi who 
wish to learn from a living vitki. Perhaps 
they could convince him to join the Order 
of Hermes and swear the Oath, giving him 
some degree of safety as a member of House 
Ex Miscellanea, but there may still be those 
in the Order of Hermes who will hunt down 
the vitki simply because of his ancestry, and 
he may be obliged to keep his magic secret.

The Younger Futhark
In Denmark and Germany, the Futhark began to develop over time, both as it was 

used to communicate and to work magic. Many of the names of the runes and their 
meanings changed as the language became condensed, and the runemasters eventually 
settled on a set of 16 runes instead of the original 24. Instead of three aetts made up of 
eight runes, in this system the first aett had only six runes and the other two had five. 
Missing are Gebo, Wunjo, Perth, Algiz, Ehwaz, Ingwaz, Dagz, and Othila. This varia-
tion came to be known as the Younger Futhark.

 letter rune nAme pronounceD meAning elDer

 F f Fe FAY “Wealth” Fehu
 U u Ur OOR “Drizzle” Uruz
 Th  Thurs THURZ “Ogre” Thurisaz
 A  Ass AHSS “God” Ansuz
 R r Reidh RAYTH “Ride” Raido
 K k Kaun COWN “Sore” Kauno
 H h Hagall HAH-gall “Hail” Hagalaz
 N n Naudhr NOW-thur “Need” Naudiz
 I i Iss EES “Ice” Isa
 J a Ar AHR “Year” Jera
 S s Sol SOHL “Sun” Sowilo
 T t Tyr TEER “Tyr” Tiwaz
 B b Bjarkan BYAR-kahn “Birch” Berkanan
 M m Madhr mah-THUR “Man” Mannaz
 L l Logr lah-GHUR “Water” Laguz
 Y y Yr EAR “Yew” Ihwaz
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Eirik Svennson, Warrior Vitki
Characteristics: Int +2, Per 0, Pre –1, Com 

–1, Str +2, Sta +2, Dex 0, Qik 0
Size: 0
Age: 29
Confidence Score: 1 (3)
Virtues and Flaws: The Gift; Vitki; Major 

Rune Focus (Sigrunar); Fast Caster, 
Puissant Othila (free); Natt-thel Prone; 
Susceptibility to Divine Power

Personality Traits: Brave +3, Stubborn +2, 
Loyal (to other vitkir) +1

Combat:
Long Sword: Init +2, Attack +10, Defense 

+7, Damage +8
Long Sword (when enchanted): Init +7, Attack 

+15, Defense +12, Damage +8
Soak: +6 (+11 when enchanted)
Fatigue Levels: OK, 0, –1, –3, –5,  

Unconscious
Wound Penalties: –1 (1–5), –3 (6–10), –5 

(11–15), Incapacitated (16–20), Dead 
(21+)

Abilities: Brawl 2 (dodging), Carouse 1 
(with soldiers), Craft: Runes 2 (in met-
al), Leadership 2 (in battle), Norse 5 
(soldiers’ slang), Old Norse 3 (writing 
runes), Rune Magic 5 (Tiwaz), Single 
Weapon 5 (long sword)

Arts: A 0, B 6, D 5, E 0, F 0, G 0, H 0, I 0, 
J 0, K 0, L 0, M 8, N 0, Ng 0, O 9+2, 
P 0, R 0, S 0, T 10, Th 0, U 5, W 4, 
Y 0, Z 10

Equipment: Partial leather scale, long sword
Encumbrance: 0 (4)
Scripts Known:
I, Eirik Svennson, bound this wound. (B 15/+8) 

Berkanan 15, Method I The target receives 
a +9 bonus to recovery rolls from com-
bat injuries, as long as the rune remains 
intact for the entire recovery period.

I, Eirik Svennson, will work well this day. (D 
15/+6) Dagaz 15, Method I The target 
receives a +3 bonus to any activity per-
formed all day.

Eirik Svennson leads men to greatness. (M 
20/+18)

I, Eirik Svennson, strengthen the sword of my ancestors. 
(O 25/+24) Othila 25, Method I The target 
receives a +5 bonus to Initiative, Attack, 
and Defense rolls made with a particu-
lar sword. Eirik typically inscribes the 
runes on the sword he inherited from his 
father, so that the effect endures only as 
long as he wields it (since he is the target 
of the spell, the sword must be “part of 
him” for the duration).

I, Eirik Svennson, invoke Tyr’s power. (T 25/+22) 
Tiwaz 25, Method I The target receives a 
+5 bonus to Attack rolls. Eirik typically 
inscribes the runes on another warrior’s 
sword, so that the effect endures only 
as long as he wields it.

I, Eirik Svennson, invoke Tyr’s cunning. (T 25/+22) 
Tiwaz 25, Method I The target receives a 
+5 bonus to Defense rolls. Eirik typically 
inscribes the runes on another warrior’s 
sword, so that the effect endures only as 
long as he wields it.

I, Eirik Svennson, call my helmet alu. (Z 25/+22) 
Algiz 25, Method I The target receives a 
+5 bonus to Soak. Eirik typically in-
scribes the runes on his helmet, so that 

the effect endures only as long as he 
wears it.

Eirik Svennson protects against the beasts of the 
wild. (Z 10/+7)

Appearance: Eirik is a tall, lanky, and clean-
shaven Norwegian man with dark hair, 
wearing a suit of leather mail and hel-
met. He holds a long sword carved 
with runes all along the blade.

Eirik is a vitki in the service of the 
king of Norway, specifically answering to 
his uncle Sven Svennson, a powerful duke. 
Like many of the vitkir in this part of Scan-
dinavia, Eirik is a member of the political 
group known as birchfeet (the birkebeiners), 
who have supported the northern kings in 
the last forty years of civil war, which have 
just recently ended. At his command is a 
unit of soldiers and builders that his uncle 
has placed under his authority, the lead-
ers of which he has trained himself and 
has worked long enough with for them to 
grow used to his Gift. This does not stop 
constant low-level murmuring among the 
lower ranks, but so far this has been kept 
under control and the veterans are gradual-
ly becoming used to him. His group is sta-
tioned on the outskirts of the city that will 
become Trondheim, the capital, to rebuild 
its defenses and guard against trouble. His 
uncle expects him to be a great leader and 
soldier, though he is still a little too naive 
to appreciate the privileged position in 
Norse society he currently occupies.
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A note on nightWAlker 
sources AnD ApproAches

Nightwalkers are recorded in detail in 
Classical Greek works, and in works that 
post-date the game period. During the game 
period, they are mentioned in several sourc-
es, but are described with insufficient detail 
to develop material that presents complete, 
genuine regional variants. Troupes are en-
couraged to jumble together the elements of 
the various nightwalking groups presented 
here, to create a unique group suitable for 
the region in which their covenant lies. The 
groups described here were usually not de-
scribed in detail during the 13th Century, 
but have been included to allow players to 
choose elements to incorporate into fictional 
traditions that they design themselves.







Hermetic magi believe 
themselves to be the undisputed 

masters of magic in Mythic Europe. 
Certainly, there are a few hedge wizards, but their 

numbers and powers are surely negligible compared 
to the might of the Order of Hermes.

Those “hedge wizards” would beg to differ.

Hedge Magic Revised Edition provides you with all the information 
needed to play a hedge wizard from any of six different 
traditions, or to introduce them as allies or antagonists for a 
Hermetic covenant. The Mathematici are scholarly magicians 
who cluster in universities, while folk witches ply their trade 
in the villages. Elementalists control the building blocks of 

reality, while gruagachan deal out curses and blessings 
in the interests of justice. Nightwalkers leave their 

bodies to fi ght for the prosperity of their homes, 
while in the vasts of the north, vitkir rune 

wizards patiently wait.
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